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"Southwestern Game Fields" copy No.__/ 

REFERRED TO. 

PLEASE RETURN TO Leopold, 

: PREFACE 

This book is an attempt to write a new kind of natural 

history. 

The early naturalists regarded a species as merely one 

of the phenomena of nature which needed to be discovered, cata- 

logued, and described. 

They realized, and marveled, that 

"Por it the Earth lay preparing quintillions of years 
Without one single animal or plant, 
For it the revolving centuries truly and steadily rolled." 

"Gentlemen, look at this wonder," they said, and then 

set about to catalogue it, withthe comfortable destiiptivn that 

only the same blind forces which had caused it to be there could, 

in the fullness of time, cause it to perish from the earth. 

But it soon became evident even to the cataloguers 

that this comfortable assumption did not fit the facts; that a 

species did not continue or discontinue its existence like a 

planet or a geological stratum or a sunset, regardless of what 

the scientist or his readers thought or did about it. 

On the contrary, the very civilization which at one 

moment held up a species saying, “Gentlemen, look at this 

~ wonder," might next throw it down and destroy it with all the 

E nonchalance of a glacial epoch.



It is not to the credit of the naturalists that their 

first response to the realization of this anomaly was to merely 

Ss heave a sigh and hasten the completion of their cataloguing, 

lest by chance some species disappear before receiving the 

baptism of a Latin name. In some instances, like that of the 

Arizona 1k, this actually happened. 

: Then came the crusader of conservation, a new kind of 

naturalist who refused to stomach this anomaly. He protested 

that wild life constituted a valuable part of human environment; 

that to «wipe out i ens Was an injustice, if not to the Creator, 

then at esaet 46 future generations of men. 

This avowal of a moral responsibility for the per- 

petuation of wild life was a step of inestimable importance. 

The crusaders wrote many volumes of sermons about it, but they 

did not tell us how wild life and civilization could be intel- 

ligently adjusted to each other. They did advocate, and pass, d 

a large amount of protective legislation, but experience has 

5 shown that legislation alone has only a limited effectiveness. 

it retards but does not reverse the forces of destruction. . 

Other interpreters of nature followed in the mental 

paths of the scientists and crusaders. Our sporting litera- 

ture consisted until recently of mildly pleasant hunting yarns 

which hopedwith varying degrees of fervency that there waalol 

be some game left for our sons, and ~eemuiien varying 

ae degrees of skill more laws to retard the day or reckoning. 

"2 -



Even the artist, with eyes to see and ears to hear, 

interpreted wild life merely as one of the changing fruits 

st upon the platter of Creation, the beauty of which must he 

recorded ere it give place to the next. 

It gradually became evident that the mere desire 

to conserve witiritte asa Clete eine Lacey oe rentrtetire 

laws were-of rittie S#¥éa% without a Behact Stee - 

and _means—of—controlling dts productivity. Both scientists 

and sportsmen began to see that effective conservation re- 

quired,in addition to public sentiment and laws, a deliberate 

and purposeful manipulation of the factors determining produc- 

; tivity,-- the samm kind of manipulation #& is employed in 

forestry and agriculture. 

The attempt to apply this new idea of perpetuating 

game as a renewable resource, a wild crop, disclosed the fact 

that although science had accumulated a vast knowledge of how 

to distinguish one dead specimen from another, it had accumu- 

lated very little knowledge of the habits or requirements or 

inter-relationships,of the living creature. It could tell 

us the length of a duck's bill, but it could not tell us its | 

food. It could tell us the exact color of the ducks third 

primary, the length of its foot, and the number of its eggs, 

but it could not tell us what natural enemies destroy the 

nests, or why millions of ducks die of disease when they visit 

eget certain alkaline lakes. It could describe the geographic 

races of the bighorn and of the antelope, but it had not even 

=e



i a a os i Axper ym 

a name for the mysterious forces which decimate the remaining ag 

herds of these animals in spite of the ¥eeardeme closed seasons 2 $ 
&3 

ack enacted for their protection. a 

Natural historians have now begun to be more realistic. 3 

They now see that before we can manipulate the factors of pro- 

ductivity we must first learn what those factors are. They y 

see that science must furnish the facts for a new and more ef- eB). a 

2 
fective technique of conservation, and they have started to se 

search for such facts. Se @ 

bancehs “ : E : : : ‘ 2 ee 
But this new life history material is still hung upon ~ a 

the old frameworks. If one should attempt to set forth the iy 5 

art of forestry upon the framework of a manual of dendrology, .- 4 

the result would have the same defects as our present life his- © 3 

tories of game animals and birds. Forestry must be set forth 7 

rte RRL Crary, Meirkrn phon Abgeveraton zi 3 : 

faa a Baar a Masato ln nas arom and Fire control. {2 

2 = Polinyenbivara : 
Farming must be set forth in terms of Diag Sees; verhi ies a 

sprays,*4nd Just so must game consérvation be oe 

set forth in terms of weeding stocks, coverts, food plarts, ba 
kil wwii # 

_ wud refuges, “axinual illy and natural enemies. Such a book is Fee 

really not 'é natural history in the old sense, but rather a ~ ae 

treatise on game management. ly coe en ae —— 

This book is an attempt to deseribe the game of the 

: ee : Daavit- 
Southwest in terms of game management« an one realizes its _ 

imperfections more fully than the writers. We have ventured 
= 

4 into a new field with no guide except our conviction of its 

importance, no training except our experience as outdoorsmen, 

= f=
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; and no resources except that dwindling amount of spare time 

which the professional man can spare from bread-and-butter 

as pursuits. 

It is perhaps well to avow at the outset one fact 

which the reader will soon glean from these pages: Our atti- 

tude toward wild life decthe reverses¢~— the usual adetustmde. 

the—ws0ri assumption tg that wild life should be conserved 

in so far as compatible with economic development. Semes 

Gur convietion ‘that economic development should proceed only 

so far as is compatible with the conservation of wild life 

and those other human values which comprise "Outdoor America." 

: We believe that skillful management can go a long 

way toward harmonizing wild life conservation and economic 

development; in fact tke purpose of this book is to devise 

ways and means of doing just this. But when it comes to the 

ultimate and inevitable conflict, we believe that a limited 

: #merica, rooted in native earth, and measuring its progress 

by the quality rather than the quantity of its citizenship, 

is a worthier objective that is an unlimited economic machine, 

ae aoe Leh 
sprawling endlessly over, aa artificial zed environment couplete- 

; “ly conquered, completely efficient, and completely divested 

of those fellow-creatures which even man, beholding their 

beauty, has sometimes called “chief of the works of God." : 

s 

oe
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“SOUTHWESTERN GAME FIELDS" 

By 

Leopold, Ligon, and Pettit 

First draft of 

: “CHAPTER I 

5-5-27 

ELEMENTS OF GAME MANAGEMENT 

Two preliminaries are requisite to an understanding 

of this book: first, some definitions of the basic concep- 

tions, objects, and methods of game management; second, 

an understanding of some of the peculiarities of the South- 

west as a country in which to practice it. 

Definitions are necessary because there is no 

American work on game management and suropean works are 

based upon premises which apply only in part to this 

country. ; 

They do not apply, because, for one thing, the ob- 

jects of management are different. In Europe game manage- 

ment is largely a private activity, practiced on private 

fil lands for private purposes. Hunting is not, as in this 

comtry, a practically free privilege of the masses.



Quwh?/ 
“game ‘ownership goes with land ownership, hence there 

is no public game except on public lands, hence there 

a are few pudlic officials charged with game conservation 

as a public service. Such public game as exists is 

usually managed for maximum revenue rather than public 

recreation. 

European methods of utilization likewise differ 

from ours in their basie idea. The European taste places 

no limit on the artificialization of sport. Moreover the Sunvpen ; 

33's usa ty devoid of the idea of self-imposed harndi- 

caps as test of skill. 

: In these two respects, the less we copy European 

ideas, the better. There remins, however, an opportunity 

to apply Zuropean knowledge of life histories to similar : 

species here. There are admirable treatises on the life 

histories of European species, written from the game 

management standpoint. Their command of detail puts to 

shame this attempt at an American work. The task of sifting 

this Huropean knowledge for American application needs to 

be undertaken, but this book makes no pretense of having 

done sO. 

The basic conceptions of game management are best 

defined by analogy. Forestry, agronomy, and animal husbandry 

each furnish illuminating parallels. Since we are here deal- 

Se ing with the Southwest, it is appropriate to first compare 

game management with the management of cattle, living un-= 

confined on an open range. 

=e



Game Management and Cattle Management. When you 

bg meet a southwestern cowman jogging along a mountain trail, 

there is something in his vest pocket besides the tradition- 

al sack of Bull Durham with its dangling voumd=paper tag. 

There is a notebook containing long rows of tally-marks. 

This is his calf-tally, or record of calves branded. It 

is, in effect, a register of births. As each of the year's 

calves is found, caught, branded, earmarked, and turned ‘ 

loose to grow up @ mark is tallied in the book, the total 

tally represents this year's calf-crop, ani next year's 

source of salable yeatiinks. 

Now what with coyotes and wolves, lions and bobeats, 

storms and drouths, blackleg and loco, rustlers and green 

hunters, it is a certainty that not all of this ants 

clalves will live to become yearlings. For each range the 

cowman has learned by experience the average aggregate 

; effect of these decimating factors. This aggregate he 

ealls the "natural loss", From it he can predict the 

probable ratio of survival not only one, but two, three, 

or more years hence. This survival ratio is the survival 

(calf-tally minus the natural loss) divided by the calf- 

tally. It is usually expressed in percentage ,of-survivain 

In typical yearlong foothill range, such as that on the 

Gila Forest (this is also an important deer range, with 

: % which we shall deal later) the survival ratio for yearlings 

runs around oS per cent. 

sae
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[ ksoy? gle 
: Of course yearlings consist of steers and heifers, 

and if Pera whichis to be built up by natural increase, 

only the steers will ordinarily be sold. 4 he prospective 

yearling steer crop is therefore-half the probable yearling 

survival. : 

Thus if 200 = calves branded, 1927 4). s 
‘and if 20 = per cent natural loss Ei bistans ba nm olen 

15 ie-question ond aal ng yorluuy & . 7 $ 
Then 805 = 100 - 8, per cent survival i 

a 

140 = 200 ets eent, prospective Ww 
: yearlings, 1928 - 6 = 

- 120 
80) = 1602 2, prospective yearling sf 

: steers to be — ra 
120) yP ov i 

36 = 269 «2, prospéctive yearling SS 
: heifers to be/added to breeding i 

stock, 1928. 

The significance of this to game management is that a 

s survival ratios can be empirically determined for any given 3 oO 

breeding stock in any given environment, and when deter- as 

S 
mined the allowable removals or mature crop ean be predict- ae 

ed when the births are known, or the births and losses can a 

be deduced when the removals are know. 

: Now to come back to our cowmn and his notebook. wR 

The same experience which has taught him how to predict 33 

3 
the mature crop from the calf-tally has likewise taught 2 z 

‘him how to enumerate his total herd by applying a ratio ee 

| to the calf-tally or steer sales, or both. Qua o& abr i 

a oe ne A Tae Cun Ath rod 170. p aKDatgg A ITB. Cofaspbgang oe 

a Ake of Tide? Sine, Ding ht Ur Abtaart AT OES gtO 
j f ? se YU ! 

estth,, btw clon Me by Arabclan 5 wh hires ade 

hand frome Cin Carrel Arges: 7



at wat eh nt Cet Lien uf Coreve. 1 pegs 
o& Aan tito wh oe naval profeler tbh Ch trad, 

Ee Zoo” = pluto Areencteds 142.1 Corel ur be oven ~) me 
Thus if’ 80 = averase—yearling-steers ‘ 

ami if 50 = aauel per cont. anmat—ine of cow fatwnd 
: i calf 

Ten 400 = Wei arts 
= ae of ee in herd. i 

The-cowman-knows the nomm&l~proportion of-eges-and 

sexes-0f whtch-e—herd-maraged in a given way—in_a given : 

{ante GTT te-conprteat Ee il inwtemne tne nent-of 

400,-after-the removal—of_the yearl ing-steers,—wouwld : 

probabiy—contain: 

: —_ per cepa, or 820 | «Cows Of eding age 

| ee cent, or ding bulls 

“per cent, or _-—"__—syearling heif 

J pper cepey or ==tsi(‘éséodd here ers and old 
: cow; ssed in gathering 

: O per cent 

A herd of range cattle is like a herd of wild game 

in that it is seldom possible to make a simultaneous physieal 

count. In brush and timber-covered hills it is nearly as 

difficult to find all the cattle as all the game that ine 

habits them, and even if all found, it is expensive to catch 

and mark grown cattle, If not marked, there is no way to 

avoid counting many individuals twice. 

Calves, on the other hand, are easier to catch and j 

~ are marked in branding, so that duplicate counts are avoié- 

a . ed. Getting a herd-census by applying a ratio to the ecalf- 

census is therefore practicable where a direct herd-census 

would be impoesi ble, On yearlong ranges the Forest Service ; 

ae :
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has for years based its grazing fees on a census derived 

from the calf-tally and checked against the removals or 

sale records. Banks have loaned millions with cattle as 

security, and calculated the value of the security from 

the calf-tally and removals. Thousands of outfits have \¥ V 

uted hands at prices calculated on the same basis. It hae 

is a reliable basis -- for those with “cow sense". A got’ 

book could be written on the misadventures of those with- : 

out. 

In the same Gila foothills where the survival ratio 

for yearlings runsaround eh per cent of the calf-tally, 

the seta nera runs 2b ‘times the calf-tally, and the 

herd of cows of breeding age -Z times the calf-tally. 

In game management the equivalent of the calf-tally 

is seldom known, but the annual kill is sometimes know, 

and where not known is determinable either through a license 

tag system or a registry system where all hunters and their 

3 kill are checked in and out of the hunting grounds. The 

annual kill of bucks from a herd of deer is analogous to 

the steer sales from a herd of cattle. We have already 

' geen that the cowman can deduce from his steer sales the 

vital statistics of his herd. 

Whenever we have learned as much about game as the 

cowman knows about cattle, we can do the same thing. 

een what would we do with these vital statistics if we 

had them? The following examples will show how they could . 

| - be used in solving concrete problems. 

tie



Every heavily hunted region goes through periodic 

throes of public argument as to whether its breeding stock 

of deer is decimated and requires a closed season, or mere- 

2 ly subnormal in productivity due to buck shortage and barren 

does, in which event refuges to tide a residue of bucks over 

the hunting season would suffice. Everybody is full of 

opinions, the legislature is full of bills, nobody has the 

facts. 

Suppose now that the records showed an annual kill, 

well sustained over a period of years, of 100 bucks. 

Suppose also that we are dealing with a country where the 

deer either yard up or migrate in winter, so that the total 

herd can be roughly counted. ‘This census shows 2000 deer. 

The annual kill ratio is thus 5 per cent. If the normal 

kill ratio in similar regions has been found to be 10 per 

cent, subnormal productivity is indicated and refuges will 

do. On the other hand if the normal kill ratio in similar 

regions has been found to be 2-1/2 per cent, decimation is 

indicated and a closed season is ealled for. 

If there be no yarding or migration, or if for other 

reasons @ census is unobtainable the normal kill ratio can- 

not be used. In such event the comparison with other regions 

must be on an area basis, if possible checked by age-class 

ratios. ’ 

On an area basis, the annual kill ratio is ex- 

a pressed in bucks killed per year per square mile of 

range. The age-class check classifies the annual kill : 

5; <a



to show the proportions of two, four, six, eight, and 

. ten point bueks, and compares these with normal pro- 

portions on similar ranges. A sub-normal proportion of 

large bucks in conjunction with a sub-normal kill per 

square mile would indicate decimation. A sub-normal pro- 

portion of large bucks in conjunetion with a normal kill 

per square mile would indicate impending buck shortage 

(unless refuges were already established, in which event 

it would indicate that the refuges were funetioning well 

in harboring the large bucks. 

; in the foregoing examples, ratios are used to deter- 

mine whether or no a given breeding stock is productive. 

Ratios may likewise be employed to show why. Most heavily 

hunted regions, for instance, face an unanswered question 

as to the relative benefits to be derived from restriction 

of hunting and predatory animal control respectively. Com- 

parative ratios offer a means for diagnosis. If two simi- 

lar herds in similar country under similar hunting sustain 

a dissimilar kill, an abnormally high loss from predatory 

animals is indicated in the region of low kill. Predatory 

animals presumably prey alike upon both sexes, whereas 

hunting of polygamous species should and usually does re- 

move only males. Predators do not respect refuges; hunters 

e should and usually do. Suppose now in a well-refuged region | 

a comparative ratios showed a low and decreasing kill ratio 

with a normal proportion of large bucks. Abnormal loss from 

predators would be almost conclusively indicated. The same 

=Os



condition with a poor proportion of large bucks would 

- indicate over-hunting either through insufficient re- 

oe fuges or lack of refuge enforcement. 

Some regions like the Kaibab,National Forest, parts 

of the Yellowstone National Park and surrounding National 

Forests and the Grand Island Game Preserve (private) are 

confronted with the probien Prerstooxed ranges. The game 

must be reduced in order to restore vegetative productivity 

and avoid winter starvation. What annual kill will effect 

the desired reduction? In such cases the utility of com- 

parative ratios is obvious. We want to overkill for a 

limited period, and by ratios we can tell what an overkill 

is. 

The Kaibab deer he ral, for example, is estimated at 

30,000. If we knew that comparable regions sustained an 

annual kill ratio of 5 per cent we might effect the de- 

sired overkill at 10 per cent, or 3000 bucks per year, con- 

tinued until the forage showed the desired recuperation. 

After that, the kill could be reduced to fit the size of 

the then resultant herd, 

Game Management and Forestry. The analogy between 

game management and cattle management holds good from the 

aspect of so administering a herd of unconfined polygamous 

animals as to produce an annual crop of mature mles. With 

— respect to the harvesting of the crop, however, we have a 

better analogy in forestry. This is because cattle are 

rounded up and driven alive to a distant market, whereas 

game and trees are harvested in situ. 
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Game and forestry are also alike in that the out- 

standing abuse in each case has been the over-exploitation 

= of a virgin supply, with resulting depreciation of capital 

value and productivity. There were no virgin herds of 

cattle to abuse, and where man must sow he is eareful in 

his reaping. 

; Furthermore most American game, like the residue of 

our publie forests, is in public ownership, hence the 

harvesting is done under supervision of public officers. 

In each case there also is a problem of adjustment with 

conflicting uses like agriculture, and a problem of pro- 

tection from public nuisances like fire. Forest manage- 

ment and game management thus have much in common. 

Since real management has not been prevalent in either 

case, we will assume a neglected unit which is to put under 

mangement. ‘ 

The first step in undertaking forest management on 

a tract of land is to inventory the stock. This is called 

cruising or reconnaissance, and is equivalent to game census. 

A proper cruise should show the amount, size, and age of 

timber on each forty, just as an ideal game census should 

show the number, sex, and age-classes of animals on each 

geographic unit. It should yield maps showing distrim- 

; tion of forest types, existing fire, disease and insect 

ia damage, distribution of former cuttings, amd soil types, 

and distribution of water. Just so should an ideal game 

census show on maps the range of each species, the distribu- 
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tion of forage types, salting places and water, the extent 

and nature of removals by hunting, and the extent and nature 

ne of losses from predators, starvation and disease. 

Upon the basic data furnished by this initial recon- 

naissance the forester builds a management plan for his 

forest, the object of which is to prescribe the amount, kind, 

and location of timber which can be cut each year without 

impairing the productivity of the forest or depleting its 

capital value. His objective is sustained annual yield, 

and the objective of game management is sustained annual 

kill. 

Formulating a forest management plan which will ace 

tually work out in practice calls for the highest technical 

skill. Hundreds of volumes have been written on the tech- 

nique employed. Hundreds of laborious plans mve gone into 

the discard because they were too complex, too simple, or 

failed to accurately foresee the behavior of the forest under 

the system of regulation prescribed, or because they failed 

to devise a system of regulation practicable to carry out 

under existing economic conditions. ; 

Any attempt to describe the technique of forest 

management in a few paragraphs is necessarily superficial, 

but tracing out a few suggestixe steps may throw light on 

the game mnagement problem. : 

LL The forester must first of all determine the amount 

of growing stock and area which is to serve as a basis of 

sustained yield. To do this he must segregate any areas 
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which cannot be safely cut because of precarious matural 

balance. These segregations are called protection forests. 

ee Timberline forests, or areas of critical value for the 

protection of watersheds, are examples. Protection forests 

correspond to herds of threatened species of game like 

antelope or mountain sheep, where productivity is too pre- 

carious to permit utilization of the natural increase. 

Having determined the extent of his productive 

stock by segregating the unproductive, the forester must 

pext determine its rate of increase and growth. He ob-= 

serves accurately, by means of sample plots, the number 

of years required to reproduce a full stand of seedling 

on cut-over areas. He bores into standing trees and re- 

moves little cylinders of wood. By measuring the width of 

their growth rings he determines geometrically the amount 

and rate of growth increment in the tree, and by counting 

trees, the amount and rate of growth increment in the stand. 

Having @ cruise of the stanis, he arrives at the annual 

yield of the forest in excess of which he must not cut. 

He expresses normal growth and yeild in tables, by 

means of which the measured behavior of one acre can be 

applied to thousands of unmeasured acres the behavior of 

which he must predict and control. These calculations are 

the counterpart of rate of increase, annual kill, and regu- 

—— lation of annual kill in game, but where the forester draws 

upon accumulated knowledge broadeased by professional pub- 

lications and constantly augmented by organized research, 

Stss 
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the game manager has as yet nothing to draw upon but 

personal observation and the opinion of hunters and 

ae wood smen. 

The forester does not stop at limiting his harvest 

to the productivity of wmaided nature. He conduets his 

harvesting so as to make nature outdo herself in productivity. 

This is the very heart of forestry. What many ardent con- 

servationists as yet fail to understand is that it is like- 

wise the very heart of game management. 

The forester, by thinnings, enhances the growth 

inecremnt, controls disease, and stimulates reproduction. 

By leaving selected seed trees he guards against qualita- 

tive as well as quantitative depletion of his breeding 

‘stock (much as refuges preserve game of prime breeding age). 

He fills in underpopulated or damged spots by artificial 

planting, and operates nurseries (game farms) to supply 

such planting stock cheaply and in quantity. He formulates 

é marking rules (game laws) to guide the all-important 

process of selection and removal of ripe material. These 

rules may prescribe diameter limits (killable age) or 

otherwise limit the kind of material considered ripe 

(buck laws). 

A forester would have a low opinion of any manage- . 

ment plan which prescribed merely the season of removal 

sees (as game laws do), without likewise prescribing the place 

and the amount (limitation of kill). Merely limiting the 

maximum amount to be removed per person (as bag limits do) 

he would regard as an unsatisfactory makeshift. 
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The forester works under two handicaps from which 

game management is free. One is inaccessibility. In- 

ae accessible timber can not be utilized, whereas there is 

no longer any inaccessible game. The other is lack of 

demand for low grades. Every log contains both low and 

high grade wood. The low grades may have a negative 

value, while the high grades command a high price, so 

that it is the proportion which Seidensns value. There 

is no low grade problem in game. 

Foresters consider that it is inaccessitfity and 

lack of local demand that limits more than anything else 

the practicability of forest management, and that it can 

be practiced wherever these handicaps do not prevent. 

We have no inaccessible game; on the contrary we have 

eight million sportsmen looking for hunting grounds, ani 

many in vain. It may therefore oe said that as far as a 

demand is coneerned, we are more ready for the practice 

game management than for the practice of forest manage- 

ment. 

Game Management and Agronomy. We have now com- 

pared game maragement with animal husbandry on the open 

range, and with forestry. We have found a rough parallel- 

ism in each case. Let us now compare game management with 

the growing of farm crops. ‘The points of resemblance are ; 

— too evident and too simple to require explanation, but 

there is a difference between the two which is less evi- 

dent but highly oer: 
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The difference is this: Cattle raising on the open 

7 range, forestry, and game management produce erops by stimu- 

‘ lating am regulating nature. Farming produces crops by 

artificializing nature. 

Farming, except in haymeadows and pastures, does 

not employ natural species. It grows its hicghly bred var- 

ieties in an environment artificialized by plowing and kept 

practically devoid of natural enemies by cultivation and 

poisonous sprays. It artificializes reproduction by select- 

ing and storing seed. It supplements natural foods by 

fertilizers, and natural water by irrigation. It regulates 

population by thinning and spacing its growing stock with 

geometric accuracy. Moreover good farming, by potation of 

crops, entirely changes the species growing on a given area 

at frequent intervals. 

: it is perfectly conceivable that many species of 

game could be farmed with the same intensity as cabbages 

or corn. m_tact mest plant “os fois Te ve “eultivatea, 

ee ee se a 4s intensity of 

cultivation increases, labor and yield increase, time ami 

area decrease. ‘hat intensity of game cultivation do we 

desire? ; 

From the purely economic viewpoint, it is a truism 

that the higher the intensity the better, up to the limit 

ee fixed by the law of diminishing retums. Nevertheless the 

good sense (or good taste) of the caentes American sports- 

: man revolts at the thought of an unlimited intensification 

zie



of game culture. The prospect of an abundant game supply 

produced by intensive game farming is to him only slightly 

= less dreary than the prospect of a gameless continent due 

to no culture at all. 

This revulsion merely reflects the fact that our 

need for wild life, and our desire that it be conserved, 

: are basically aesthetic, not economic, in mature; that 

any system which merely conserves game without likewise 

conserving those spiritual values that go with its study 

and pursuit in a wild state may prove to be nearly as 

barren as no system at all. 

No flock of hen-raised mallards, efficiently pro- 

duced on &@ game farm, could ever have inspired Pai Ta-shun 

to write: 

How oft against the sunset sky or moon 

I watched that moving zig-zag of spread wings 

In unforgotten autumns gone too soon, wort f 

In unforgotten springs! Pe ‘paula? 
law 

Creatures of desolation} Far they fly 

Above all lands bound by the curling foam, 

In misty fens, wild moors, and trackless sky 

These wild things have their home. 

They know the tundra of Siberian coasts 

4nd tropic marshes by the Indian seas. : 

a They know the clouds and nights, ani starry hosts 

From Crux to Pleiades. 
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Dark flying rune against the western glow 

It tells the sweep and loneliness of things, 

= Symbol of autumns vanished long ago, 

Symbol of coming springs. 

In short, game farming is a legitimate adjunet-to 

game management, just as a tree nursery is a legitimate ad- 

junect to forestry. Both help to fill in the vacancies which 

= weather, disease, or fire sometimes produce even under good 

management, and which nature herself fills up only slowly. 

But game management does not consist of farming game. It 

consists of so regulating the natural factors of productivity 

that game farms itself. 

Factors of Productivity. So much for analogies. Let 

us now examine the substance of game management itself. Just 

what do we mean by productivity? What are these natural 

factors? Which ones do we manipulate, and how? What is the 

effect of manipulation? 

Every wild species has certain fixed habits which 

govern the reproductive process and determine its rate. Thus 

: deer are polygamous, breed once a year from the age of two 

years, and average about 1.5 fawns per year. Starting with 

these facts, eeiees. Fisher, and Beal, have shown by a caleu- 

lation in arithmetic progression that a dozen pairs of deer, 

if entirely unmolested would increase to 1560 pairs in ten 

og years, or 3120 deer. One pair would increase to one-twelfth 

this number or 130 pairs in the same period. Deer therefore 

a
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[Ciitrselagaaglisc. | AAs = 100 - re000 
fh # 2 theoretical or maximum 

‘he Oliw. : 
nined by the breeding habits 

ce : is every one knows, much 

less. If the same dozen pairs of deer, instead of being en- 

tirely unmolested , were subjected to an amual removal of 

one half the horned males, they would increase to 782 males 

and 1562 females in ten years, or 2344 deer, a rate of in- 

erease of eas eh x 100 = 9666 per cent in ten years. 

: The same dozen pairs of acer, subjected to an annual 

removal of one half the total number regardless of sex, would 

end up with one male and 3 females in ten years, or 4 deer, 

a rate of increase of 4-3 * x 100 = -83 per cent in 

ten years. 

The ammual removal is one of the factors of productivity, 

; or more properly, the stm of several factors, such as hunting, 

predators, starvation, disease, and parasites. We have seen 

that changing the annual removal may change the productivity 

of a given stock through a ten year period from +12900 to -83 

per cent. This is an enormous range. ‘the first figure would 

mean an increase far beyond the food producing capacity of 

any habitat. The second figure would mean extermination. We 

thus catch our first glimpse, in concrete figures, of the 

ea degree of control over wild game which might be exerted by 

even a partial manipulapion of the factor of removals. 
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There are other factors which influence productivity. 

The food and water supply may not only inerease removals 

oe through starvation and drouth, but may, for all we know, in- 

crease the reproductive rate through chemical reactions. 

: Science can control the reproduction of rats in a laboratory 

= by manipulating the vitamins in their food swply. It is 

highly probable that climate, fire, and soil similarly affect 

the eretatoeies of deer in the woods by the changes they 

induce in vegetation. Bre wa et 

It is well known, for instance, that vetch vines are 

a favorite food of deer rich in proteins, and that vetches 

decrease when fire or overgrazing deteriorate a range. If 

& doe averages 1.5 fawns on a fire-damaged range, she might 

average 1.6 fawns on a range protected from fire and hence 

rich in vetches. 

It is likewise well imown that white cedar is the 

winter food of deer in the Lake States when they are yarded 

up during deep snow. Yarding occurs during gestation. If 

a doe averages 1.5 fawns on a range well supplied with cedar 

swamps, she might average 1.4 fawns on @ range from which 

the cedar has been all cut for posts and poles. 

Coverts are another factor, which, like food supply, 

may increase removals through undue exposure of game to hunters 

and predators, or on the other hand my increase the reproduc- 

WEE tion rate by furnishing food and breeding grounds. A most 

convincing example is the quail supply of Illinois and Iowa. 

In the breaks of the Mississippi in southeastern Iowa quail 
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have been on the "songbird list™ since 1917. Just across 

the river in Illinois they are hunted annually during a 

a . 30-day open season. There is thus a sharp contrast in the 

hunting factor. . On the other hand all other factors gut be 

similar. Both sides of the river contain large areas with 

poor coverts, the woodlots and fencerows having been clear- 

ed of brush by grazing, and other areas wik good coverts, the 

woodlots and fencerows being well clothed with brush. The 

whole territory has abundant food in the form of cornfields 

and feeding lots. We thus have this condition, diagrammatical- 

ly expressed: 
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ze What has happenéd?. Quail are abundant in areas B 

: and C, in spite of the fact that C is hunted. 

: Quail are scarce in areas A and D in spite of the 

fact that A is not hunted. 

The difference between abundance and scarcity is 

caused by the difference in coverts, not by the difference 

in hunting. 

' Coverts in this case are the controlling factor. This 

concept of a complex interplay of many factors, a single one 

of which is emtrolling, is of vital significance to game 

management, Obviously, if a way can be found to mnipulate 

the controlling factor, it constitutes a way to manipulate 

the resultant of all the factors or productivity itself. We - 

shall come back to this later. For the present it will suffice 

to fix in our minds the fact that in the instance cited, ab- 

sence of sufficient — ecoverts decreased productivity. 

This decrease may be the result of the birds being exposed 

to predators during the spring when the rest of the land is 

all ploughed and bare, or of lack of nesting coverts, or 

through lack of food furnished by coverts. Nobody knows 

which of these possible effects is the most ooh 

may safely gusss that all are operative. 

There is another special group of factors, part of 

which might be included under a broad definition of food, 

=e water, and coverts, but all of which are of sufficient im- 

portance in particular instances to warrant separate considera- 

tion. We may call these the special physiological and mech- 
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birds and water-fowl, salt licks’ for herbivores, dugt-baths Wool 

roe for birds, mud baths and hibernation places for bear, open 

wind-swept parks or deep water for the relief of moose and 

deer in fly-season, and fences for dodging enemies. | there 

are probably many other special factors we do not even know 

about, ami I suspect that the ones we do know about are 

often more important than is commonly supposed. : 

To sum up, the factors of productivity may be classi- 

fied as follows: 

Decimating Factors Welfare Factors 

(Those directly (Those affecting 
limiting rate of in- welfare and in- 
erease by removals) directly affect- 

ing rate of in- 
crease) 

ay Hunting 6. Food supply 
ae Predators 7. Water supply 
By Starvation 8. Coverts . : 
4. Disease 9. Special factors 
5. Parasites : 

This is of course an arbitrary classification. 

Predators or hunters not only decimate directly, but by 

driving game away from food, water, or coverts my affect 

welfare and thus decimate indirectly. Conversely, food 

or water shortage may be so severe as to decimate directly 

through outright starvation or drouth, rather than indirect- 

~~ ly through reducing thrift. 

Parasites may decimate directly if epidemic as in 

grouse, or if endemic only indirectly by reducing welfare 

as in deer, — =-23-



Hunting mag decimate but at the same time by 

scattering covies make new coverts productive. By the 

ae same process of aetiawian it may reduce contacts and 

thus reduce disease or parasites. In other words we may 

have an interplay of factors which by altering the degree 

of one changes the degree or even the direction of the 

other. 

By and large, however, it is sound to conceive of 

productivity as a rising curve which certain decimating 

factors are perpetually striving to pull down while certain 

welfare factors are striving to decrease, sustain, or even 

increase its ascent. 

4n indefinite variety of combinations and hence an 

ade finite variety of resultants may take place. Game 

management may nevertheless isolate certain prevalent com- 

binations and by manipulating a factor here or another there, 

bend the resultant to its own ends and uses. 

5 Nature does this when undisturbed. The so-called 

"balance of nature” is simply a name for the tenf@ency for 

the resultant to stay horizontal in a state of nature. But 

nature is not undisturbed; civilization has upset every 

factor of productivity for better or for worse. Game manage- 

ment proposes to substitute a new and objective equilibrium 

for the natural one which civilization has destroyed. 

an Here in graphic form, is the rising curve of productiv- 

ity and the ase ok forces which interplay in their perpetual 

striving to alter its ascent: 
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Manipulating the Factors of Productivity. <A mere glance 

at the list of factors reveals at once the basic defect of 

modern game conservation, namely: hunting is only one of ao 

factors, yet it is the only one we usually attempt to control. 

Political game commissioners or crusading sportsmen 

do not write lists, or prate of factors. They are practical 

men, 

But they must learn to do so. It is obvious that game 

management must seek to control the other eight factors, and % 

to do this it must subject them to the scientifie process of 

isolation, scrutiny and analysis. It will find times and 

places where they are easier and cheaper to control than hunt- 

ing, and others where control of hunting alone is of no avail. 

Let us examine each factor separately and sketch rough- 

ly the extent to which control is within our power. This will 

pring out the nature of the difficulties which ak management 

~ must overcome, and the choice of methods available for over- 

- eoming them. ae i : 

ae a - As pointed out under the analogy 

with forestry, control of hunting is defeetive in that it 

feces 
limits only seasons, bags per day, and me tho ds, ‘It fails to 

limit the number of persons who may hunt on a given area, and 

thus fails to control the number of head removed. 

In most cases this defect may be overcome by refuges, 

which withhold an irreducible minimum of breeding stock, and 

pane by season limits, rest days, and other Gevices. In other 

cases a direct limitation of the number of hunters is necessary. 
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This can be accomplished by alae the limited license system 

and the registry of hunters. 

a Wyoming, for instance, harvests her surplus moose by 

issuing a fixed number of moose licenses at a set price, first 

come first served. New Mexico practices the registry of hunters 

on the Gila Forest, all hunting parties being checked in and 

checked out of gates at fixed ports of entry to the hunting 

territory. combine the two and an actual control of removals 

by hunting will result. This comodination is in successful 

operation on the Kaibab Forest. 

It is easy to adjust the number of hunters to the de- 

sired removals, “because the normal proportion of successful 

hunters may be statistically determined from the registry records, 

and remains surprisingly uniform from year to year. On the 

. Gila it takes 2.43 hunters to bring out a buck, on the Kaibab 

the figure is nearly 1. In Wyoming in 1926 it took 1.13 
Que Cobre 01922 at lee 10 biwdine bt bewg oe 

hunters to bring out a mIOSS. | If, for example, it were de- 

sired to limit the kill on the Gila to 500 bucks, the number 

of licenses issued should be 500 x 2.43 or 1215. 

: There will be instances where the "first come, first 

served" method of allotting limited licenses will not work, 

and where recourse must be had to drawing straws or some other 

form of lottery. In such event an advance apportionment of 

licenses to local residents might be advisable. 

ee 2. Control of Predators - The idea of deliberate 

control of predatory animals and birds has been strongly 

planted in the public mind by the game farmers. ‘The game 
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farmers, however, do not seem to understand the intricacy 

of biological relationships, and often advocate such sweep- 

oe ing measures as to arouse opposition from biologists ad 

humanitarians. This opposition points out that suropean game 

farmers have ruthlessly decimated many interesting species on 

the mere allegation of damage to game, without scientific 

proof of such damage and without regard for the educational 

and aesthetic value of predatory species. 

The problem of American game management is to devise 

control methods which will stand the critical scrutiny of 

both hunters and biologists. 

The bounty system for the control of predators has been 

a failure as a public measure. It is too crude to prevent 

deceptions and thefts of public funds. It is too wholesale 

in its disregard of local conditions. Moreover, it contains 

the incentive fom bounty hunters to so regulate their activi- 

ties as to contrive a thrifty annual crop of predators, and 

this alone foredooms its success. xcept as a local private 

measure on private lands, where its operation may be closely 

watched, it may be discarded as a useful instrument to game 

management. 

The best substitute for bounties is the system of paid 

hunters, public or private, who operate on a fixed salary and : 

remove what they are told to take. fhe Biological Survey and 

a many ranchmen have demonstrated the success of this system as 

a means of reducing large predators destructive to livestock 

and big game. 
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There is little doubt that the recent proven increase 

: the Pore Pasaden 
of deer in the Gila Forest is the direct result of this system 

ai and of the refuge system whide lonvatid wien during the same 
q A ert ole fect 

period. ant -pven-eieger protic is the control of small 

predators on ordinary small-game ranges in agricultural regions. 

jn the long run we must probably rely upon the self-interest 

of land owners as the motive power to bring about control 

measures on land of mixed owmership, with public regulation 

of their activities to prevent excess and disregard of other 

public interests. Biologically competent conservation officials 

clothed with regulatory powers are the best permanent insurance 

against over-control or under-control of predatory species. 

control of coverts and non-game sources of food for 

predators are probably often just as effective as reduction 

of the predators themselves. Thus a plentiful rabbit supply 

undoubtedly helps the ruffed grouse withstand the ravages of 

hawks and owls, while ample yarding coverts reduce the depreda- 

tions of wolves and coyotes on deer. In other words, off- 

setting the depredations of predators must go hand-in-hand 

with their control. C'OUg tVius ! Ca nabtele S to wtnotled 

In the life histories we shall encounter instances of 

such offsets. 

3. Control of Starvation - Artificial feeding is always 

the most obvious but usually the poorest remedy for starvation 

~~ losses, especially when starvation results from a removable : 

defect in management methods. 

The next severe winter, for instance, will cause whole- 

sale wasn oad in the Kaibab deer herd, but it will be futile ; 
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to feed them. Feeding would merely prolong and intensify 

the drain on a range the food-producing capacity of which 

«& is already far overtaxed. The basic defect in this case 

is not lack of food, but failure to remove by hunting the 

surplus deer which has resulted from good predatory animal 

control. : 

In 1911 many deer died of starvation on the north 

fork of the Flathead in the Blackfeet National Forest. The 

reason was that during the preceding summer a forest fire 

: had killed down certain patches of willow browse on which 

these deer had wintered for generations. Without the willows 

70 per cent of the herd starved. These willow patches were 

é the controlling factor in the existence of this herd. Winter 

feeding might have legitimately tided them over that one 

particular winter pending the regrowth of the willows, but 

the basic and permanent remedy for starvation was and is 

fire control. 

It is important in this ease to note that not only 

would fire control have averted starvation in this instance, 

but extension of the willow patches might be a means of in- 

creasing the size and productivity of the herd at will. The 

distribution of willows is a matter of light and moisture. 

Light can be controlled by cutting to regulate shade. Under 

forest management slight modifications in the method of cutting 

timber is usually all that is necessary to secure automatic 

SS extension of game food plants on suitable sites. 

In other words, food plants are often the factor con- 

trolling the size of a herd,of game in both a negative and 
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positive direction, within certain limits. Under forestry 

food plants can often be decreased or increased at will. 

— Decrease the food plants to the lower limit and the herd 

dies off to what the remainder will swport. Increase the 

food plants to the upper limit and some other factor steps 

in and determines events. That other factor might be 

predators, or hunting, or disease; we do not know. ‘the 

point is that when we detect a controlling factor and set 

out to manipulate it we must not expect it to control over 

too wide a range of conditions. 

Artificial feeding of the Yellowstone elk seems un- 

avoidable due to legitimate economic encroachments on what 

was once their winter range. This causes a lack of balance 

between summer and winter range which must either result 

in reducing the herd by starvation, or supplementing the 

: winter range by artificial feeding, unless the balance be 

restored by repurcrase of winter grazing areas. 

Probably the most iagteiwate of all artificial feed- 

ing is that of feeding quail and small biras during storms. 

Starvation during exceptional storms is, together with lack 

of coverts, undoubtedly the factor which controls quail = 

population over large areas. ‘the technique of providing such 

food and shelter needs to be intensively developed and much 

more widely practiced. It does not artificialize quail produc- 

i tion, and is entirely free from any objectionable feature. 

. 4. Control of Disease - In 1924 when the foot md 

mouth disease spread from cattle to deer on the Stanislaus 

National forest in valifornia, the fate of all the deer -in 
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the Rocky Mountain region hung in the balance. The federal 

authorities stepped in so quietly and so effectively that 

a all the deer on and around the infected aread had been killed 

and the disease stamped out before the general public even 

knew that deer were susceptible. This control wrk cost 

22000 deer, but it saved hundred of thousands. It was a 

splendid example of how even so unmanageable a factor as an 

epidemic among wild animals can be controlled when the in- 

centive is strong enough. 

Of course the primary incentive was protection of 

cattle, but it shows that when we really want game manage- ; 

ment badly enough we can get it. 

Alkali poisoning is wmdoubtedly becoming a controlling 

factor in the waterfowl supply of the western states. It is 

well known that the dilution of the poisonous lakes with fresh 

water just before the critical season entirely prevents losses. 

Fresh water for this purpose can be purchased from local ir- 

rigation systems or impounded by damming or dyking streams. 

Nothing is lacking but funds. Here is a perfect opportunity 

to control a limiting factor at very small expense, with a 

huge prospective gain in productivity. The real obstacle is 

not lack of funds, but ignorance; ignorance of the principles 

of game management on the part of the public which holds the 

purse strings. Until the average citizen becomes intellectual- 

¥ ly capable of understanding why lack of fresh water in a few 

= lakes is ruining the duck supply of half a continent, he will, 

naturally lack faith in the efficacy of control measures. 
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5. Control of Parasites - A most promising instance 

of possible control of epidemic parasites in wild game is 

a opened up by the recent discoveries of Alien and Gross. They 

find that the “ruffed grouse disease" probably becomes epidemic 

when food shortage concentrates many birds ina single place. . 

Failure of the wild grape crop, for instance, or the killing 

of grape vines by surface fires, seems to concentrate the 

grouse on a few remaining vines, where their droppings pollute 

the remaining grapes and an epidemic follows. tontrol would 

seem to consist of planting wild grapes so wiéely as to dis- 

pense with concentrations. 

This instance shows how indispensible research may be 

to the actual success of game management. "Practical observers" 

might speculate for a thousand years on the grouse disease 

without discovering this relationship of food supply to 

parasites. The Federal government spends for agricultural 

research one dollar for every 853 dollars worth of the yearly 

agricultural crop. Forestry spends on forest research one 

dollar for every 1484 dollars worth of forest products cut 

yearly. Yet of the millions spent yearly by the states for 

game protection, the percentage that goes for research in 

g@éme management is so small a fraction of one per cent as 

to almost defy detection. 

6. Lontrol of Food Supply - Restoration of duckfeeds 

= by artificial planting of wild rice, wild celery, and other 

food planfs is the best know instance of deliberate control 

of this factor for game mnagement purposes. A less know 
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but more far reaching instance is the system of range manage- 

ment now employed on over 100 million acres of National Forests. 

is The western big game problem would be infinitely more acute to- 

day but for the fact that the National Forest ranges are de- 

liberately managed for sustained productivity. The mnagement, 

to be sure, has often erred in the direction of too liberal 

utilization, but it is nevertheless management; it has con- 

scious objectives; it has regulatory powers; it conducts re- 

search, and it profits by experience. It shines by contrast 

with the unreserved public domain and the "cut-overs” which, 

gutted by fire and overgrazing, respectively, stretch their 

broad expanse across the continent, -- the Great American 

desert of laissez faire. 

The opportunity for beneficial manipulation of the 

food factor is as broad as this area, and broader. The most 

significant recent development is the Pennsylvania system 

of raising little patches of grain on game refuges. This 

is no mere anti-starvation expedient. The productivity of 

breeding stocks is undoubtedly enhanced by strong food during 

the breeding and rearing periods, even when no danger of 

starvation exists. What are the best food species for such 

plantings is a question on which we doubtless have much to 

learn by research and experimentation. The advances of re- 

search in poultry feeding should be ample proof of this fact. 

E 7, Control of Water Supply - Probably nowhere is there 

= to be found a more important example of big-scale manipulation 

of the factors of productivity than the artificial development 
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of watering places for livestock throughout the semi-arid 5 < 

ranges of the West. As in the case of foot-and-mouth dis- + : 

7 ease in California, this factor was controlled for live- 3 Rt 

stock production rather than game production purposes, yet © e 

this very fact emphasizes rather than detracts from its sig- 2 & } 

nificance. It illustrates the important fact that game as 

management need not always carry the entire cost, or even any > & 5 

of the cost, of control measures. It illustrates the fact 8 3 

that game is not so much a separate product, demanding a 3 33 

separate investment of time or money, with returns propor- ig 3 

tionate to the separate investment. It is rather a edebaee™ S Ss 

demanding only skillful correlation of time or money that is i 3 * 

going to be spent in any event for purposes of agriculture, ¥@? 

forestry, and other economie activities. wn een EO P * 

Water for li ane has been afin on seeres—of | "ota 

millions of acres of, western ranges. “ (Rigures—from— Barnes?) . 

wits that water is available to and used by game, wherever 

over-grazing or over-hunting or predators have not eliminated 

game by destroying its productivity. 

It is important to realize that the water developments 

consist not only of wells and reservoirs which provide water 

where none previously existed; they include also the piping 

and troughing of trampled springs where water existed but 

during drouths was lost in rocks or mud, and hence was not 

available, and the opening of easy trails to water topograph- 

ne ically inaccessible and hence available only to strong active 

animals. 
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It is important that the relatidn of watering places 

"$0 game be thoroughly understood. ‘The relation is best ex- 

plained by analogy. : oe 

Be The watering place is the centre of a cow's orbit. a 

Rach water has its own separate unit of pebsikbios.~ Seis 

has shown that in the southwestern climate a cow can not 

travel oe Ne 2-1/2 miles to water in smooth country, and 

SSnowld not have to travel over 1-1/2 miles. ‘Her Woruising >\ 7 

radius" from water has under any set of circumstances a fixed 

maximum length which depends upon the balance between her : : 

input and output of energy. Ze 

~ Forage and water are input, but they tend to draw 

apart during critical seasons because forage near water is 

cropped down almost as rapidly as it grows. To reach both 

forage and water with the frequency demanded be her physiolog- 

ical make-up and condition, a cow must climb hilB, endure 

heat or cold, and escape enemies. These are output. Input 

and output must balance. Hence there is a distance beyond 

which it does not pay her to go for food. Shade, salt, dis- 

: turbance by enemies, and maternal duties influence the balance. 

Other factors being equal, maximum productivity on a given 

area is obtained when watering places are so spaced that the 

"circle" deseribed by the practicable "eruising radius” from : 

each water connects with those from adjoining waters. 

4n unincumbered, vigorous steer or heifer has a longer 

ad cruising radius than a cow with calf, or a heavy bull. A11 

cattle have a longer radius in winter than in summer; in 

fact with snow on the geound)"waser Limits become inoperative ; 
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co ge factors such as shelter and warmth determine 

usable range. All cattle have a longer radius on a rich 

range than on an impoverished one. ‘hey have a longer radius : 

= when the water is clean and abundant, so that. they ean drink 

their fill quickly and without disturbance, than when the 

water is a mere dribble, or when they are disturbed by preda- 

tors or campers. ‘they have a longer radius when salt is pro- 

vided on their route between food and water than when special 

trips to salt are necessary. In short a cattle comtry, at 

any one season,may be pictured as consisting of water-wmits 

each containing commensurate food and salt. ‘The boundaries 

of the units do not overlap much; they are. irresular in 

shape but tend to be uniform in area, and the area is fixed 

by the cruising radius of the weakest individuals in each 

: herd. 

A game country consists of similar units. The water 

requirements of game,and the limitations placed on productivity 

_ by water supply, are similar in nature to those of cattle, 

only we do not know quantitatively what they are. This need 

occasion no surprise when we recall that it is only in recent 

years that the water requirements of cattle were quantitative- 

. ly determined and published as written knowledge. Hach species 

of game doubtless has its own requirements for every combina- 

tion of season, food, coverts, and enemies. By discovering 

these requirements, game mnagement can manipulate them to 

Sea advantage. Meanwhile, there can be no doubt that artificial 

water-development has improved the semi-arid ranges for game. 

A good illustration is the effect of water-spacing on 
wate



losses from predators. Where game must come a long way 

to -a few water-holes, the predators can operate more 

- successfully than where watering places are abundant. Cer- 

tain “lookout points” near water-holes in the Catalinas 

are said to have once been littered with the bones of moun- 

tain sheep ambushed by lions as they came to water. 

8, Control of Coverts - Just as the economic incentive 

to produce livestock has been the means of creating a water 

supply favorable to game management in the West, sb must the 

economic incentive to produce agricultural crops and to grow 

commercial forests be the principal means of creating and main- 

taining game coverts throughout the Nation. 

As a general rule, an area on which forestry is being 

= practiced is more favorable to game than the same area cover- 

ed with uncut virgin timber. Sustained-yield forestry main- 

tains at all times on each unit of management or “working 

cirele™ the whole gamut of possible forest conditions. There 

are freshly cut stump lands, lands covered with young seed- 

lings or sprouts, plantations mixed with sun-loving herbaceous 

and shrubby growth, thickets of saplings, dense stmds of 

poles, and finally mature forest with its understory of shade- 

enduring herbs and shrubs. This variety of coverts is almost 

always more favorable to game than either the monotony of 

denuded cut-overs which now characterize most of our forest 

a regions, or untouched virgin stands which once characterized 

the same regions. Very intensive forestry, where only a 

single species of tree is grown and where artificial reproduc- 
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tion is the rule may be unfavorable to game, but there is 

no present danger of American forestry becoming too intensive. 

If foresters will Yeara to adapt their methods so as to 

= leave cedar swamp here, or create a willow patch there, or 

to otherwise manipulate the factor of coverts in accordance 

with the local needs of local game, they can make millions 

of acres productive of game at no appreciable expense to 

forestry itself. 

As a general rule, agriculture changes but does not 

destroy the game-producing capacity of land. The cornbelt 

is no longer good for deer or turkey, but it is better poten- 

| tial quail country than the virgin prairie or virgin forest 

ever was. This is due to the introduction of grain foods. 

As to coverts, agriculture tends to damage game when it be- 

comes very intensive. ‘The cornbelt was ruined for prarie 

chickens when agriculture became intensive enough to drain 

Ee ws the residual patches of prairie grass. . The com- 

belt is now being ruined for quail mnerever £4 tab become 

intensive enough to grub out the brushy fencerow and the 

hedge fence, to graze out the woodlot, and to cut the corn- 

stalks for silage instead of leaving them standing in the 

field through the fall and winter seasons. (It may be re- 

marked in passing that while the grubbing of hedges and 

fence rows may be good agriculture, the grazing of woodlots 

is neither good agriculture nor good forestry.) e 

eo phis relationship between the intensification of 

: agriculture and the conservation of game coverts is a sub- 

ject so curious, so intricate, and so vastly important as 
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to warrant consideration in some detail. With respect to 

the drainage of marshlands, it is now recognized that game 

Si conservation must pay for any modifications of agriculture 

necessary to maintain wild life. Thus if agriculture calls 

for the drainage of a certain marsh but the publie wants to 

keep it to produce water-fowl or fish or fur or prairie 

chicken, then the public must buy that marsh from its owner 

at its agricultural price and maintain it as a public game 

refuge, public shooting ground, or public recreation area. 

The same principle applies to the maintenance of other 

eoverts in regions of intensive agricultural use. Game con- 

servation must pay for such modifications of agriculture as 

the maintenance of fence rows, hedges, and brushy patches 

needed to restore quail to the cornbelt. The only differ- 

ence is that these modifications are so scattered, so : 

variegated, and so inextricably interwoven with the adjacent 

agricultural lands that private rather than public initiative 

will usually have to make the payment and enjoy the benefits. 

In other words, for upland game in farming districts the club 

system will usually have to be employed because the public 

shooting ground system is inabplicable. 

A now pending intensification of agriculture of momen- 

tous import to game management is the control of the corn- 

borer. From present evidence it appears that this pest winters 

in the stalk,”can be controlled only by the removal and de- 

=e struction of all cornstalks upon maturity. The stalks must 

be either destroyed by burning or utilized for pulp or silage. 

This will leave millions of acres of good corn coverts bare 
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during the critical winter period, and will enormously reduce 

game productivity unless the decrease of corn coverts be ar- 

a tificially offset by an equivalent increase in brush and other 

eoverts. As has already been shown, game consérvation must 

pay cash for such coverts on agricultural land. The corn-borer 

situation will either precipitate the whole question of a work- 

-able mechanism for reimbursing farmers for covert control, or 

else game production will cease on great areas of level corn- 

belt lands. 

To sum up: Forestry and agriculture are the principal 

available means of manipulating the factor of coverts for game , 

management purposes. Both offer splendid opportunities for 

manipulation, but these opportunities decrease with the in- 

¢ensification of forestry and agricultural operations. 

Forestry is not yet intensive enough to present difficulties, 

but agriculture is rapidly becoming so. Public ownership is a 

workable mechanism for overcoming aes difficulties in the 

ease of large marshland coverts threatened by agricultural in- 

tensification, but no workable mechanism except private monopoly 

seems to be available to preserve coverts for upland game on 

agricultural lands. 

For the sake of clarity, this discussion of covert con- 

trol omits consideration of certain anomalous species of big 

game, such as elk, moose, and mountain sheep, which are not 

arteotea by agriculture and forestry in the sa me way as deer 

= and most small game, and for the conservation of which parks, 

wilderness areas, and other special reversals of the economic 

process may be necessary. It likewise omits the relationship 
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of game to specialized forms of agriculture of special im- 

portance to the Southwest, such as livestock grazing and ir- 

= rigation. These specialized relationships will be discussed 

. in subsequent chapters. The normal usual relationships here 

deseribed will serve as a background for these special cases. 

9. Control of Special Factors - These factors are so 

diverse and so little understood as to preclude generalization, 

and yet probably so important that consideration of control 

: measures can hardly be omitted. For the most part, research 

to find out what these factors are and how they work must pre- 

cede any attempt to manipulate them for game management pur- 

poses. 

It is highly probable, for instance, that the deere 

producing capacity of many western forests is limited by the 

number of open parks and wind-swept summits available for 

escape from flies. Artificial reforestation of a thousand 

acres of such parks might azteot the deer crop of tens of 

thousands of acres of adjacent deer range. 

It is a certainty that the placing of salt for live- 

stock on millions of acres of western ranges has benefited 

potential game production in the same way as the development 

of livestock watering places. Game must enjoy enhanced vigor 

and reduced concentration of predatory animal attack as a re- 

sult‘of good salting, just as cattle do. The early records 

ast describe concentration of game at natural salt grounds which 

can no longer be located because stock salt has done away with 

the necessity of using them. Pattie, for instance, in 1824 found 
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originally resorted to natural salt licks. 

It is a certainty that all gallinaceous birds and 

all ducks and geese need gravel or sand, but when, how often, 

and what kind? Nobody knows. On the Uolorado Delta in Sonora 

the snow geese daily travel 30 miles at a certain 

hour to a certain gravel bar (the location of which I will not 

divulge), to eat their fill of little white rocks which do not 

seem to be any different from billions of tons of other gravel 

available at the place they start from, and all along their 

route of travel. Yet these little white rocks must be differ- 

ct ent, else why should the geese fly Se miles to get 

them? Possibly their bacterial flora is different, and of a 

kind beneficial to the digestive process. Research must un- 
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@ great natural salt lick two day's ride north of the 

Copper mines at Santa Ritadel Cobre, in what is now the - 

a Datil National Forest. He described a salt-bearing ledge in 

a “detached and solitary hill, rising out of a valley, which 

is of the richest blackest soil, and heavily timbered with 

oak, ash, and black walnut,” A fresh water spring boiled up 

within twenty feet of the salt ledge. "I remained here two 

days" Pattie says, “during which I killed fifteen deer that 

came to lick salt." This lick cannot now be identified, 

probably because it is no longer heavily used. Stock salt 

is undoubtedly the reason. : 

Some salt was and is probably obtained from plants 

.high in chlorine. Greasewood ( ) may be 

one of these. By and large, however, herbiverous animals : 

originally resorted to natural salt licks. 

It is a certainty that all gallinaceous birds and 

all ducks and geese need gravel or sand, but when, how often, 

and what kind? Nobody knows. On the Uolorado Delta in Sonora 

the snow geese daily travel 36 miles at a certain 

hour to a certain gravel bar (the location of which I will not 

divulge), to eat their fill of little white rocks which do not 

seem to be any different from billions of tons of other gravel 

available at the place they start from, and all along their 

route of travel. Yet these little white rocks must be differ- 

e— ent, else why should the geese fly Sa miles to get 

them? Possibly their bacterial flora is different, and of a 

kind beneficial to the digestive process. Research must un- ,; 
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ravel these mysteries, to the end that game management can 

use them for conservation purposes. 

aes Doves, grouse, and small birds need dust baths, pre- 

sumably for parasite control. Possibly dustless Se, 

seasons have something to do with their diseases. If so, 

artificial covered dusting places might be a potent means 

. of disease and parasite control. 

10. Subnormal and Abnormal Productivity = This review 

of the separate factors indicates that one of them often inter- 

acts with the others in such a manner as to control the result- 

ant population curve. In cases where we know or can guess at 

the controlling factor we ascribe subnormal or abnormal pro- 

ductivity to its influence. 

There are, however, other cases where we do not even 2 

guess at the cause of subnormal or abnormal productivity. 

Antelope, for instance, have usually failed to "come back" 

in spite of tetally closed seasons, and, in some cases, in 

spite of good range and good control of predators. fo account 

for this failure writers on game conservation have hypothe- 

eated a ™ point of resistance” or minimum population, below 

which the species, for reasons unknown, fails to respond to 

protection. 

This conception of a “point of resistance" is valid 

and useful provided we keep in mind that it is probably not 

an exception to the general law governing productivity, but : 

rather merely a convenient name for the instances where the 

eontrolling factors are unknown. io put the same thought in 

another way, a species which has fallen below its "point of 
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resistance” is just as likely to respond to protection as any 

other species wien the right kind of protection is applied. 

——— our present impotence to conserve such a species is probably 

due solely to our ignorance of its requirements. : 

Why has the antelope failed to “come back"? ‘The real 

reason is doubtless complex and not necessarily the same in 

different regions, but here is one highly suggestive theory 

advanced by Wallihan, a competent frontiersman who 

hunted with Roosevelt in Routt County, Colorado. 

Wallihan has observed that antelope herds of less than 

thirty will usually not fight wolves or cayotes, but when at- 

tacked by these animals will stampede so that weak individuals 

ean be cut out and run down, by relay or Mews Herds of 

more than thirty, on the other hand, will usually stand their 

ground by bunching into a defensive formation which enables 

the bucks.to fight off attacking wolves. 

Fences, settlements, and persecution have probably had 

a tendency to reduce not only the aggregate population but al- : 

so the average size of antelope herds. wWallihan's theory, if 

correct, would account for a sharp decrease of productivity when- 

ever the average herd fell below thirty. In such cases the 

mysterious "point of resistance" would resolve itself into a plain 

ease of interplay between a certain fixed habit of the species 

(failure of small herds to bunch for defense) and one of its 

= Gaetediins factors (attacks by wolves and coyotes). Control would 

resolve itself into reduction of predators and possibly increas- 

ing the size of nerds “benoval of Stes fences and waters. 
° 
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As to abnormal productivity, the most illuminating 3 

fact is that it is frequently periodic. the "irruptions"™ 

of sand grouse in x#ussia, the “Lemming Years" of Norway, 

oe and the alternate abundance of snowshoe rabbits and ruffed 

grouse in Canada and the Lake States, for instance, appear 

: to oceur at more or less definite intervals, ‘this period- 

icity strongly a oeeete the successive culminations of cer- 

tain controlling factors operating within certain fixed 

limits. 

To sum up: There is nothing new about the forego- 

ing conceptions of the factors which determine the product- 

ivity of wild species. ‘the only new thought is the proposal 

to deliberately employ all the knowledge we have or can get 

about all of the factors of productivity to the management 

of wild species as a ee resource, instead of applying 

to only a few of the factors such knowledge as accidental- 

ly percolates from the field of science into the fields of 

administrative politics. 

The administrators of wild life and the students of 

wild life have separately failed to check its progressive 

decline. ‘this book is merely an attempt to create a mutual 

language so that the two may jointly attempt its restoration. 

But knowing only the Southwest, the authors must speak on 

terms of the life histories of the southwestern species. 

4s stated at the beginning of this chapter, one more 

Se preliminary excursion is necessary: we must know something 

of the Southwest io environment; what it was, what it is, 

: and why. 
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THE VIRGIN SOUTHWEST 

AND 
WHAT THE WHITE MAN HAS DONE TO IT 

Z The Southwest is a mogaic of the life and landscapes 

of North America. 

You can throw on your pack in a Mexican jungle and 

CwAache tw lot 
in a few days climb So tee tundra, of Labyrador. From your 

camp you can look back over & Canadian forestsof spruce and 

fir to California pineries and juniper foothills of Utah and 

Colorado. Through theye twisted canyons which radiate from 

your feet run trout streams lined with Ozark hardwoods, de- 

bouching at the foot of the mountains upon honey-colored plains 

of the Panhandle. Across these plains are stretched green rib- ; 

ae of Nebraskan rivers, which disappear on the horizon in the 

~~ painted deserts of Arizona. 

The wide range of altitude and topography, and the 

consequent range of climate and water supply, are of course



the cause of this variety. Each patch of the mosaic pre- 

sents not only its characteristic landscape, but also, as we 

i shall see presently, contains the animal life that goes with 

it. The transitions are sometimes very abrupt, so that cur- 

ious overlaps occur. There is for instance, a certain gash 

in the Mogollon rim where you can stand under a fig tree and 

cast for trout in an icy torrent. Within a stones throw are 

firs and ferns, prickly pears and mescals, roses and rasp- 

berries. 

The riches inherent in such a country ag a place 

to live did not escape the notice of the pioneers. Alpine 

meadows in which to summer their cattle and cozy valleys in 

which to winter them were only a days ride apart. They came, 

they saw, and they settled. 

Today another aspect of its riches, which the pioneers 

perhaps felt but did not talk about, is in process of discovery 

by artists, archeologists, and historians. They come to this 

country’ a place to think. They come BE SB with eyes ona see 

and ears to hear, but there is one basic fact about the South=- 

west to which even they are as yet deaf and blind, though it 

is written across the face of the land in letters as high as 

mountain peaks and as wide as buffalo plains: that this very 

diversity of climate and water supply which made these hills 

and plains a treasure house of wealthy and beauty likewise made 

them a fragile dwelling for the modern white man. The engines 

e wherewith he conquers Yooks and rills and templed hills are 

stronger than his understanding of what hills are, and vastly 
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are stronger than his understanding of what hills are, 

i and more powerful than his vaunted love for them. He 

S has conquered not wisely but too well. The hair-trigger 

equilibrium of natural forces, but for which Coronado and 

Zebulon Pike would have discovered a desert, has been upset, 

which was inevitable, and then ignored, which was not. 

Even among those who were born in the Southwest, 

not one in a thousand realizes what has happened to it,— 

that much of its beauty is the beauty not of life, but of 

dissolution. 

1. Overgrazing and Its Consequences 

Conservation is a closed book to those who do 

not understand the country in which it is practiced. 

Let us therefore follow some of the early explor- 

ers and compare the Southwest as they found it with what 

we see today. 

The early Spaniards wrote much but told little 

about this land except its lack of gold and religion, so 

we will begin with Alexander Ohio tie a Missourian 

ck: os eee ok wees en | 
—_—_—! Carly teat 

down the Rio Grande and the Gila on a beaver trapping ex- me 

pedition in 1824, In 1825 (?) he came back up the Grand 

Canyon of the Colorado. 

i On the journey from Santa Fe to San Felipe, 

Pattie found "a handsome plain, covered with herds of 

domestic animals." Continuing down the upper Rio Grande 
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more powerful than his vaunted love for them. He has conquer- 

: ed not wisely but too well. The hair-trigger equilibrium of 

— natural resources, but for which Coronado and Zebulon Pike 

would have discovered a desert,has been upset, which was in- 

evitable, and then ignored, which was not. 

Not one in a thousand of the men and women who now 

live and work and have their being in this land know that any- 

thing has happened to it. Even the artist;sceking-to-rediree 

bts —Beauty—to~peseession, does not know that much of what he 

sees is the beauty not of life, but of -dissolution. 

Overgrazing and its consequences. It will be diffi- 

: cult for those who have never seen the Southwest to understand 

the true naware of this thing which even its inhabitants do 

. mot understand. Yet some explanation must be attempted, be- 

cause conservation is a closed book to those who do not under- 

stand the country in which it is to be practiced. 

Let us follow some of the early explorers and compare 

the Southwest as they found it with what we see today. 

The early Spaniards wrote much but told little about 

this land except its lack of gold and religion, so we will be- 

gin with Alexander Ohio Pattie, a Missourian with an eye for 

game, grass, and timber. He travelled down the Rio Grande 

and the Gila on a beaver trapping expedition in 1824. Im 1825 (?) 

he came back up the Grand Canyon of the Colorado. 

E On the journey from Santa Fe to San Felipe, Pattie 

S found "a handsome plain, covered with herds of domestic ani- 

mals." Continuing down the upper Rio Grande Valley to Socerro 
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he “traversed the same beautiful plain country," on which grazed 

"the same multitude of domestic animals." There must have been 

see heavy grass, not only along the river but on the mesas aaioining 

the valley floor. There is little grass on these adjoining mesas 

today; “i=®eact in many places they are now S@me sand dunes. 

Pattie remarks that the valley floor was not cultivated 

except at San Felipe and above Socorro. These are narrow places 

where the river has a steep gradient. They would be the easiest 3 

places to aivert wdter Zor izeigation focwsoee wewltrel, fee 

pct tae: because at-otner Cth Mr, Ting GGT ag 
ope ehrrow The rae tocrAb 20 : ; intake 

ee. Bart ee required more-werk to build/ ditches up 

tis deep banks. 

Pattie says that while the main valley was used for 

grazing, the farming was mostly conducted in the side streams ~ 

like the Puerce. To day the reverse is true. The main valley 

is all farmed, except where seepage (due to silting) makes it 

too wet, while the side streams are fit only for grazing, be- 

cause erosion has gutted out all irrigable land. (Couzens says 

that in 1859 (?) the channel of the Puerco, for instance, was 

only 12 to 15 feet deep where it crosses the road from Isleta 

to Acoma and Zuni. Today, at this same spot, the channel of 

the Puerco is a miniature Grand Canyon carved in clay. Ft: is oy 

probably a quarter of a mile wide and fifty feet deep.) —s. 

Pattie remarks that at Socorro the valley was thinly 

> timbered, but there was willow and cottonwood brush in which 

great numbers of bear and deer and turkey found refuge. By : 
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inference, one gathers there was little large timber anywhere 

along the upper river. Today the ancient cottonwoods that line 

eas the irrigation ditches are its chief ornament. Most of these 

cottonwoods are rooted in the ridges of silt that have resulted 

from the annual cleaning of the ditch channels; in fact the old-.- 

er ditches have raised themselves from five to ten feet above 

the valley floor by gradual siltage. 

What do these seemingly disjointed facts tell us about 

the virgin Southwest? 

They tell us that in Pattie's day the Rio Grande drein- 

ed a stable watershed, devoid of abnormal erosion. Even the sand . 

dunes adjoining the river carried such a growth of grass that 

prairie fires swept across the valley and kept it devoid of large 

timber. The river channel, how so filled with silt that it is : 

actually higher than the valley floor, was then so far below the 

floor that irrigation was difficult, except where the steeper 

gradients lowered the banks. Im short we now have scant grass, 

much erosion, and a river so choked with silt that it bogs its 

own bottoms with seepage and poisons their fertility with alkali. 

In Pattiets day there was grass everywhere, little erosion, a : 

normal river, and bottomlands of sweet well-drained soil. 

Pattie's testimony is really superfluous; there is 

hardly an acre in the whole Southwest that does not tell its 

own story to those who understand the speech of hills and rivers. 

“\_ -@ne-may-read-the_tragic hisiory_of this landfrom-even—e~Pubhnan. 

window: Watch as ee ete winds its way down the Galisteo and 
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see the skeletons of ancient peach trees, toppling one by one : 

into the parched channel of the arroyo, as year by year floods 

o gnaw away the deep loam of what was once a farm. 

That farm was igrigated once,-- you can trace the 

old ditches winding across the remnants of bottomland. If it 

was irrigated, there must have been a sireaey There is no 

stream now, only a trickle in the sand. 

The banks of that stream must have been shallow and 

gentle, else the water could not have been led upon the land. 

They are no# shallow now. The channel is a flood-torn chasm. 

If there were ditches, there must have been wide 

stretches of level friendly soil to irrigate. The soil is gone 

now-- dumped as silt into the valley below; one farm washed away 

to curse another in the making. 

If people once farmed this little valley, there must 

have been grass on the adjacent mesas; richgrama on which to 

pasture their herds. Is there grass on these mesas now? The 

lady in the next seat thinks there is-- she exclaims how nice 

and green it looks. But the greenness she sees is not the 

greenness of grass, it is the greenness of tumbleweeds and 

snakebXush and pingue,-- worthless substitues which a denuded 

nature has invoked to cover her nakedness. 

waten “ds “the train winds up the lava-bordered Rio ~ 

he Everywhere the cliffs that line the valley are black 

from centuries of oxidation in the sun. But at the base of 

_ these cliffs here and there runs a horizontal band of gray and 
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red. It is like the tell-tale whiteness of a school-boy's 

face which shows, by contrast, where he has been washed. 

> These cliffs have been washed-- by erosion. The gray and 

I 

red band at their base is the measure of the dep rtf soil 

which floods have torn away,-- more farms gutted out to clog 4 

rivers, fill reservoirs, and curse new farms in the making, 

somewhere below. 

Som 
This ravishment of the is of particular sig- 

; nificance because it tells us not only that good land has been 

lost,-- but when and why. Bear in mind that these pretty Indian 

fields of corn and melons were there long before Coronado came; 

they fed the "Seven Cities of Cibolla" whose fabled gold he 

came for. Their tillage could not, therefore, have been the 

cause of this erosion. Moreover there has been no tillage of 

the uplands, and these have eroded even worse than the valleys. 

Stu 

Nothing has changed in the watershed of the oe ee os grass. 

Coronado and those who came after him brought sheep and goats 

and cattle to the Indians, and the subsequent over-grazing of 

the whole watershed is what upset its equilibrium. Throughout 

the whole Southwest, the worst erosion is in the regions of 

the oldest settlements, because it is there that overgrazing 

has been most severe for the longest time. 
: Te Sau Joaee 

North of Lagume at San Mateo, fer-instance, there is 

a Spanish settlement not unlike Zuni in physiography but of 

. lesser age. The plat of a survey made in 18 shows a large 

aieneee: . 
vega or boggy hay meadow on the outskirts of the village. The 

“ \ kas Adis 
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village is still there, just as the plat would have it, but 

the Genetic long since drained by gullies, and cannot be dis- 

tinguished from the surrounding wilderness of sun-baked. chan- 

mels in the clay. 

Across the range from San Mateo, on the north flank 

of Mt. Taylor, is particularly dramatic proof of the when and 

why of erosion. Winding up and down across the treeless foot- 

‘hills, threading in and out of crest and hollow, is an old 

earth-scar, overgrown with chemise and snakeweed, but never- 

theless clearly traceable for miles and miles, like the track 

of some great serpent of the long ago. It is the Santa Fe 

“Bact: 

It is common knowledge that prairie schooners were 

the principal means of transportation used on this trail by 

the forty-niners. Wherever it crosses a hump the old road- 

bed is worn two and three feet deep into the soil. If you 

nave iit loads cross-countryy you can see that the grades 

chosen, and the manner of winding around rocks and obstacles, 

are exactly the same as you would select in driving a heavy 

wagon over the same route today, with this significant exception: 

at the bottom of every hollow is a steep-banked ee 

wagon could possibly cross. This one section of the trail alone 

is blocked by more arroyos than an army of engineers could 

bridge in many months. 

ee : There can be no two ways to read the history written 

on these hills. The surging caravans of men and beasts that 
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wore that groove across the continent did it in the eighteen- 

fifties, and one look at the landscape here surrounding it is 

e proof enough that there have been no wagons here before or 

since. In fact only the wandering sheepman, and the Forest 

Ranger who guards the timbered slopes above, ever see these 

deserted foothills, or know #Mdt there is ae serpent's trail 

upon them. It tells as plain a story as a street blocked by 

many deep ditches. If you knew the street had been used in 

1849, you would know the ditches were dug since. 

How long since? In the bottoms of the arroyos which 

cross the old trail are chemise bushes and sometimes scraggly 

cedars, the outposts of the cedar forests higher up on the 

mountain. Cut off the oldest and count back the annual rings 

of wood. They too will tell you 1850. If it is surely true 

that two and two make y four, then just as surely is it true 

that overgrazing started these arroyos, and in all probability 

it was overgrazing by ie SARA ES cee aie 

destroyed this,their own wagon road. This probability is 

strengthened by the fact that the erosion is oldest and worst 

As Furty- hoonere 
near the water-holes at which they camped and grazed their 

theusande—ef animals. 

: Here is the whole story in diagram: 
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Let us now rejoin Pattie on his trip down the Rio : 

Grande. In 1824 he left the river near what is now San Marcial 

E and crossed southwesterly to the copper mines at SantRita del 

Cobre. From Santa Rita he went to the head of the Gila to trap 

beavers. ~He-caught ral "trout" where the river-emerges from 
aM bora 

the mountains, probably near the present™+emm of Cliffs. (If 

they were, really trout,-rather than bony-tailsy then the trout 

saint Sess downstream than they do today.) The 

first xin of trapping at this point yielded 30 beavers. But 

the important thing is not so much the abundance of beaver, as 

the fact that these hardy trappers "were much fatigued by the 

difficulty of getting through the high grass which covered the 

heavily timbered bottom." 

Today, at this spot, and for miles above and below, 

there-are—no-bottoms—Left—except—in—spote—protected—by_pretruting 

hitis,white the pai by ena is ee ore sand 

and cobblestones as bare of grass Tao top of 2 billiard 

table. 

Ascending the box canyon, Pattie describes “a thick 

, ; tangle of grapevines and underbrush" through which he crawled, 

sometimes on hands and knees. At the forks of the river (now 

the XSX cattle ranch), the banks were still “very: brushy, and 

frequented by numbers of bears." Here too, there are now £4” 

banksy “only eendbar Se 

— Chop down the oldest of the young sycamores and alders 

that have found rootage here and there on these cobble bars : 

—/- % hob z 
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which have replaced Pattie’s bottoms, and you will find that 

sca oe shee Mien the cow-business, whieh in- 

E vaded these hills in ne Bietiies. Hp ; 

A year later, on another expedition, Pattie follow- 

ed down the Gila to its junction with the Colorado. There on 

February 26, 1825, he gives in a single sentence a more strik- 

ing proof of what has befallen the virgin Southwest than could 

be compressed into any volume of diagnosis any expert could 

write today. This is the sentence: “At twelve we started up 

the Red River (Rio Colorado), which is between two and three 

hundred yards wide, a deep bold stream, and the water at this 

point is entirely clear.” 

The Colorado today discharges around 12,000 acre 

; feet of silt per year, enough to cover half a township with a 

foot of mud. 

The end of February is now, and must have been then, 

the beginning of its flood season. If seven engineers with 

seven aL should watch for many a year they could hendly 

find a bucket of clear water in the lower Colorado. 

But there may have been some accident, so we will let 

Pattie speak again, this time at the mouth of the Little Colo- 

rado above the Grand Canyon: “On the 15th (april) we returned 

to the banks of the Red River, which is here a clear beautiful 

strean.* : 

eer The foregoing comparisons of what Pattie saw and 

what we see today are merely random examples of what has happen- 

ed, in some degree, to every*watershed and every drainage chan- 
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nel in the Southwest. On many of the National Forests and ‘a 

few well-managed private ranches the damage is partial and ie 

= confined mainly to loss of bottomlands. Near many old settle- 

mentay the damage is complete, erosion having exposed enough 

rocks to substitute what might be called a mechanical equili- | 

brium for the vegetative equilibrium which once existed. In 

most places the damage is still in process, and the process 

is cumulative. 

It has been necessary to offer proof of these changes 

because most people do not know that any change has taken place, 

and some of those who do deny that overgrazing is the rinaee 

cause. They persist in believing either that abnormal erosion 

was always there, or that it is somehow an act of God instead 

of an act of goats, sheep, and cows. 

In trying to picture the meaning of the term over- 

grazing, it is important that the reader divest his mind of 

the assumption that evecerketns constitutes a uniformly dis- 

tributed excess of consumption over growth. More often than 

not the excessive utilization of one plant or type of ground 

is accompanied by the underutilization of another. For this 

. reason the very diversity of types which characterized the 

atébeein Southwest has been a primary cause of its present despoil- 

ation. If a mountain cow on a cold winter day has the choice 

ef basking in the warm sun of a Missouri woodlot, or climbing 

= up into the wind=-swept Panhandle, or scrambling among the rocky 

slopes of Colorado, she will choose Missouri. Im fact she may 
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browse the last Missouri willow to death before the Colorado 

bunch grass is even touched. But the erosion thus induced on 

= the creek bottom has no compunctions about spreading to adjacent 

territory, are i sae > a ae. the diversity 

of types, the quicker will a given Guaant of grazing induce 

erosion. 

The reader must likewise grasp the fact that over- 

grazing is more than mere lack of visible forage. It is rather 

a lack of vigorous roots of desirable forage plants. An area 

is overgrazed to the extent its palatable plants are thinned 

out or weakened in growing power. Obviously it takes more than 5 

: a few good rains or a temporary removal of livestock to cure N 

this thinning or weakening of palatable plants. In some cases 3 

it may take years of skillful range management to effect a zg 

cure, in others erosion Bay gee so drained and leached the = 

Rotiorw Aho WM 
soil that restoration is a matter of decades, or again, eaayeete 

restoration mey involveSgeological periods of time and thus 

for human purposes rowal, dismissed as impossible. 

Benefits of Grazing. While grazing has radically 

deteriorated the Southwest with respect to its vegetation and 

watersheds, it has radically improved it with respect to water- 

ing places and salt grounds. The mechanism of this improve- 

ment has been described in the first chapter. It is possible 

that the curious deficiency of game encountered by the early 

ten explorers in certain regions may be ascribed to irregular dis- 

tribution arising from lack of water and salt. Captain Sit- 
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acietes, for instance, in 18_~_ nearly starved in crossing Re 

the Coconino Plateau. He found practically no game except ; 

—~ in the immediate vicinity of the San Francisco Peaks. There ws 

a is a fair supply of mule, deer, turkey, and antelope all over 2 

or" the Coconino Plateau today. Pattie, in 1824, literally "ate g : 

wh crow" in the now well stocked whitetail country of the Crook = 

National Forest. The game which these explorers failed to = ig 

find may have been non-existent, or it may have been concen- 2 

trated at altitudes or in coverts offering better salt and 3 % 

water than the ones traversed by their hunters. i & 

4 Grazing has brought with it another benefit: the ~ iS 

sis predatory animals. The drain they imposed upon < z 

the productivity of western game under virgin conditionSmay 5 * 

be inferred from Pattie's description of a pack of a thousand 2 = 

white wolves (lobos) harassing a single herd of buffalo cows ne 

eae calves on the Kansas. Ruxton (1846) says the wolves chew- ‘ - 

ed the strings from the saddle on which his head lay pillowed, By 

end ate the rawhide lariats wherewith his mules were picketed 3 

to within a yard of their throats. Coyotes obliterated a large 2 

buck within ten minutes after Ruxton shot him. Direct evidence * é 

is scarce as to the early abundance of mountain lionsg but they ‘ g 

: were doubtless plentiful. Today the necessity of reducing 4 j . 

stock losses has résulted in the extermination of wolves over ig 

a large portion of the Southwest, and in heavy reductions in rs 

v the population of lions, coyotes, and bobcats. Di alt doo “S 

The significance of grazing to game management arises 

from the fact that every factor of productivity except hunting, 
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disease, and parasites has been changed by it, or is in process 

of change by it, and even these factors are indirectly affected. 

Ee This is why no one can understand game management in the South- 

west without understanding grazing, and especially the nature 

of overgrazing and pions 

How much and in what manner the factors of productiv- 

ity for each species have been altered by grazing we shall see 

in the life histories. 

Irrigation and Its Benefits. The gloomy picture of 

what grazing has done is only in part relieved by the benefits 

which have accompanied it. Amore substantial offset is found 

in what irrigation has done for the Southwest as a game country. 

Have you ever seen a flock of sleek mallards guzzling 

in the soft mud of a flooded alfalfa field? If not, do so. 

If you have ears to overhear, you will learn from them this pit 

of Southwestern wisdom: that the same overgrazing ith 

the foothills with erosion blessed this field with its abundant 

silt. 

Have you ever seen tig blue quail darting wraithlike . 

through the willows of a ditch-bank? Listen to their whistling, 

soft as November sunlight, and learn that these are the willows 

that once anchored So Banks of-e-stizean in some mountain valley. 

Trout hid under their roots, and in winter deer browsed on 

their tender twigs. Now in these fields that once were desért 

= these same willows anchor this same soil to winding irrigation 

ditches, end cover it with long ribbons of ochre-colored thickets 

: for quail to play in. 3 
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In short, the diversity of mountain life and land- 

scape which erosion has torn away is here resurrected in what 

= once was desert. The mountain deer has lost his patch of 

Ozark hardwoods; the turkey haw lost he, richest scratch- 

: ing grounds; the trout that fanned the sand under a protecting 

. Willow root must now hide behind a cobblestone as best he can,-- 

but to the desert quail has been given an oasis of alfalfa and 

barley and sunflowers for which he whistles his s@@% cratitude. 

These prolific new fields and ditch banks, flanked by te old 

thickets of mesquite and catclaw, sahuara and arenmnsé: are 

a better quail ground than unaided nature ever built. It was 

not necessary to destroy the mountain valleys in order to create 

this oasis-- quite the contrary-- yet it is only just to admit 

that it has been created. 

Nor is the quail the only beneficiary of reclamation. 

Ducks and geese rest by day on man-made lakes and feast by 

night on fat stubbles that once bore only salt-grass. Cranes 

dance on sandbars watered once by occasional freshets, now by 

perpetual streams. Beavers play at public works in the depths 

bosques that once were mere brushfields(and thus unwittingly 

provide seasoned firewood for many a ‘dobe hearth that would 

otherwise smoke ima coviaentiy with green sticks) ox none at-@lI>} 

Nor must we forget the host of small birds that .enee—found—fteed 

~emt—thelteronly inthe moustetee;—eet now luxuriate in’ valley so 

trees and thickets. J The olbnreb cite thee etee eat 

there are trees oll ‘ihe “Rio “Grande. The eta viuebire tii” 
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flies oblivious to the mountain cedars; the martin still seeks 

‘ his old woodpecker holes in the pineries, ignoring the new 

~ martin-box in the valley that was bare when martin-ways were 

in the making. 

Teo nee cond Prere~nith-mueken)-Gebigieby-ernt-TS OMe cen- keel 
-bpon-s—vermillion flycatcher..among—the-appke~bio ssoms..and—find— 

it—in—his—hearit_to_-jay.the new~conditions.are not good, 

Game as well as smaller birds have extended their 

ranges with the extension of agriculture. The most notable in- 

stance is the extension of Gambel quail into the basin of the 

Little Colorado. This huge area appears to have been original- 

ly devoid of quail, but they are now spreading into the dry 

farms and small irrigated valleys along the foot of the White 

Mountains. Prairie chickens have followed dry-farming into 

oy eastern New Mexico where only the sharp-tailed grouse was ori- 

Lqre ginally found (? Ligon). It is probable that the scaled quail 

has made many small upward extensions with the development of 

irrigation in the mountain valleys tributary to the Rio Grande. 

It is certain that doves have greatly increased in numbers if 

not in digtstinaian by the addition of agricultural foods. 

This parallels the increase of Bob-white through the introduc- 

tion of grains in the Middle West. 

It is a curious fact that in spite of numerous attempts 

there have been no successful plants.of exotic game in the South- 

es west, either on reclaimed lands or elsewhere. Bob-white have 

” persisted in a few small spots in the Pecos Valley and ring- 
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necked pheasants in the Salt River Valley, but it cannot be 

said that they are really established. Possibly this means 

oe that the Southwestern environments require an extraordinary 

degree of specialization, in which importations are doomed 

either to entire failure or to over-great success. 

“Me Control of aie Everybody knows that reclama- a 

tion has improved the Southwest; few know that grazing has 

daaged it; many know that fire has damaged it, but few that 

fires are very much less prevalent now, even where there is 

no organized fire control, than before the country was settled. 

A still smaller number realize that the same over- 

grazing which has given rise to abnormal erosion has put an 

end to fire in great stret&hes of country. Some of it would 

not burn now, even if sprinkled with oil and fired with a 

blowtorch. 

How did these fires start? Lightning and Indians. 

We may never know how many fires the Indians set, but we know 

that over eee a ent of the: fires on the Southwestern 

National Forests today are started by lightning. 

The key to this whole puzzle is grass. Overgrazing 

has removed the continuous stretches of grass which made it 

possible for fires to sweep over large regions. Breaking the 

continuity of the grass stopped fires but started erosion»in, 

j _the Southwest. 

Ae This sounds simple; how could thousands of intelligent 

' people live in a country for a century and fail to grasp so ek 

mentary a generalization? 
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It sounds simple, but it is not. There is nothing 

: simple about the Southwest. 

3 In the first place, the fires of Coronado'ts day have 

"moved upstairs." Take the basin of the Little Colorado, for 

instance. Old-timers say that the foothills of the White Mountains 

which skirt the southerly edge of this basi were once covered 

with rank bunch grass, from which fires swept upward into the 

forests and downward toward the plains. Grazing has substituted 

grama and bluestem for this foothill bunch grass, and these are 

not rank enough to burn. Lower down it has removed nearly all 

grass and thus abolished fire. In short, the zone of inflam- 

mable bunch grass has shrunk¢t and moved up hill and the fire 

zone has shrunk@## and moved with it. Concurrently with this 

change and probably as a result of it, the pines are moving 

down; in some places there is a veritable wall of "pine trees, 

straight and stalwart, marching” downward towafd plains. 

These White Mountain foothills are notorious for 

locoweed. Some old-timers say this was not always so. The 

old bunch grass fires came mostly in spring, at a time when 

the grass was still dry but the precocious loco tender with 

bloom. Possibly the oid Hirds thus kept the loco down. 
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A second reason why few people realize how much grass 

has been removed is that the changes in grass cover have in some 

a cases been masked by concurrent (and probably resultant) changes 

in brush cover. The most notable instance is in the Tonto Basin 

of Arizona, and the rest of that tumbled sea of pale blue hills 

that beats against the foot of the migity escarpment known as 

the Mogollon Rim. Spread upon these hills are brushfields so 

vast that the eye can barely see the yellow deserts that lie 

beyond, end so dense that the cownen must wear "Blue River Chaps"-- 

great double aprons of thick leather covering not only the rider's 

legsy but the horse's flanks as well, all polished a shiny presse 

by the constant rubbing of oak and buckbrush, manzanita and mes- 

quite. Some thickets are literally impenetrable, even by the 

stoutest cowhorse. 

Were these brushfields always thus? Old-time cowmen 

say no. They recall that in the eighties, when the first cattle 

were brought in, they could see a steer a mile off on certain 

meésas where the same animal might now be passed unseen at hey. 

yards. The brush seems to have gained not only in density, but 

in height and vigor. Why? 

Scattered here and there over these brush~covered 

mesas are certain gnarled and ancient Junipers. To the super- 

ficial observer they are merely picturesque old trees, but to 

the discerning they are likewise chronographs of ecological 

revolution. Let us chop into one and "see how God writes his- 

= tory." 
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‘ To read this history one must know something of the 

personality of Junipers. Like the rest of the tribe, this 

2 species is remarkably durable, but unlike the other species 

it is also extremely fire-resistant. This is by reason of its 

thick rough bark, which resembles alligator hide (Juniperus 

: ‘pachyphlea-- juniper with bark of a pachyderm). It sometimes 

attains a diameter of six feet and an age of 500 years in sound 

specimens. 

But sound trees are a rarity; the average tree, in 

spite of its fire resistance, is a cylinder of old fire scars 

with the heart burned out; the total age of the tree is often 

impossible to determine. Here is a typical section of such a 

stump: 

(Photograph) g ef 

Dg h/ 

pe : 

It would require a separate book to translate the 

whole history recorded by these junipers, but for present pur- 

poses it will suffice to say that fires severe enough to scar 

= the living wood occurred regularly since the trees now living 

were seedlings, and this was from two to five centuries ago. 
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But the trees now living are only the last chapter 

of Juniper history. Everywhere throughout the brushfields 

are dead trees in all stages of burning. The youngest are 

: white skeletons still complete to the smallest half-inch twig; 

the oldest are charred stumps burned off level with the ground, 

but still sound as a dollar. There is hardly a forty that 

does not show a dozen of these levelled-off stumps. 

: Look closely now at one of these white skeletons 

"recently" killed. Within a foot of its base grows a manzanita 

as thick as your arm. Manganita is extremely sensitive to fire; 

it is a moral coxa that the fire which killed the old Juni- 

per occurred before the manzanita was born. Chop off the man- 

zanita and read its rings. It is forty years old. 

Near an older dead snag that has lost its small twigs 

you may find a young pine & hundred years old. Near a somewhat 

older snag is a full grown oak. ‘The dead Junipers, then, repre- 

sent a chapter of history concurrent with and at least as long 

as that of the living ones, but each dead tree carries in its 

once living wood dozens of healed scars which tell that the 

centuries of its preceding life were likewise centuries of per- 

iodic fire. 

Fires then, go back to the time when these levelled 

stumps were seedlings. What time was that? One hardly dares 

guess. Certainly many of them were thrifty veterans when Coro- 

nado came; some lordly buck may have lain under this very tree 

= ‘and watched the weary Spanish ponies climb toward the Mogollon 

Rim through this self-same wilderness. Possibly some of them 
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were seedlings when Abraham pitched his tent under the teks of 

Bashan. 

~ But the fact that fires swept these Arizona brushfields 

. @ thousand years ago is of less significance than the question 

of when they stopped. Why is it that manzanitas now attain an 

age of forty years without being burned? Look again at the 

wood of the living Junipers and you can verify the fact that 

few fires severe enough to scar living wood have occurred for 

forty years. Look up toward the Rim and see the phalanxesof 

pine saplings, all less than forty years old, marching down- 

hill into territory devoid of old pines. Look downward toward 

the desert; there are square giles of thick brush studded with 

the emerging tops of young Junipers. Look close by: what did 

the fires that killed these Junipers burn in? Some grew in 

the middle of open places now nearly devoid of vegetation. WNo- 

where did they stand close enough together to form a continuous 

forest that could burn with its own fuel. 

. The answer again ute fires stopped forty 

years ago because cattle Pe began forty years ago. Cattle 

thinned out the grass that made fires large and hot. Brush 

roots have filled up the space formerly occupied by grass roots. 

Brush could not thrive before the cattle came because fires kept 

it small and grass-competition kept it weak. Timber could not 

auk Grurechofec 
3 reproduce because fire eited 68 seedlings. Brush has "taken 

7 the country" under the Mogollon Rim, and now timber is about to 

take the brush. The downward spread of young pines into the 

Juniper-arid-brush zone; and the downward spread of young Junipers 
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into pure brush zone is in effect on altitudinal nigration of 

: the forest into the foothills from which it was expropriated 

Se by centuries of fire. 

Ne one, and least of all the game conservationists, 

ean regret that cattle have thus unvittingly restored to the 
forest its lost provinces, but as wo have already seen, there 

is nothing simple about the Southwest. It is a complex country, 

end in this case we have not yet reached the end of ite complexi- 

tics. We have said nothing of cresion in the brushficlds. 
The graging thet gave first the brush and now the for- 

est ite competetive advantage did so by destroying the warp and 

woof of ite protective covering: grass roots. Theses Sesthills 

might have resisted abnormal crosion if the thinning down of the 

erase had not been accompanied by the trampling of livestcek. 

They could not etend up under tho siuultancous decreape of pro- 

‘tective covering ani inerease of abrasive forces. Accordingly 
their fertility is being duaped into the Gulf of California, 

which is now in very fact “the vermillion sea." A five year 

old map of the Colorado Delta is just as good as no aap at all, 

because out of its vast burden of silt the Colorado is building 

& now land with whet. once was the life-blood of Arizona. 

: It would be inaccurate, however, to leave the impres- 

sion that the main delta ag the mouth of the river in “lexiso 

is gotting all the silt. Im every storage reservoir and behind 

every power dam new deltes ere in the making. We build these 

dems to store water, ondwiertgage the future of our irrigated 
: =the



valleys and our industries to pay for them, Aut every year 

they store a little less water and a little more mud. Thus 

=e we contrive to keep Arizona mud for kvisesg. Tiras Yared : 

one of the noblest works of man-- reclamation-- fy deeway firm A 

oa merely temporary prosperity. 

: It would likewise be inaccurate to leave the impres- 

sion that all of this mud comes from the overgrazed hills. 

The rivers which get their silt from these hills use it to 

scour out the valleys which they once fertilized. In this way 

the Gila Valley, a garden since the Indian days, stretching 

almost across the breadth of Arizona, has lost 6000 acres of 

natural agricultural land since Pattie trapped beaver there, 

and may lose 33,000 acres before the damage is complete. Dur- 

ing the same period artificial reclamation has watered only 

46;000 acres of agricultural land in the Gila Valley. Yet we 

talk of reclamation as if it were a net addition to the wealth 

; of the arid west. On the contrary it is in part at-beest a mere 

offset to our own clumsy destruction of the natural valleys 

which required no expensive dams and reservoirs, andl which the 

Indians cultivated before irrigation bonds were heard ofy and 

before the voice of the booster was heard in the land. 

The metamorphosis of the Arizona brushfields has 

induced important changes in the wild life which inhabits them. 

Some of the more impenetrable growths have become a mighty for- 

; tress for black bears. The Mazatzal Mountains, for instance, 

na lying between the Tonto Basin and the Rio Verde, are now full ; 

of black bears, although they originally contained only a few 
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grizzlies. All of these brushfields are probably better white- 

tail country than when grass predominated. Their lower edges 

es afe certainly better quail country, although the stream courses 

are poorer. Turkeys have disappeared from the southern ranges 

which the brush has taken. Whether there is any causal connec- 

tion between the two events nobody knows. Mountain sheep have 

dwindled, but their behavior is so complete an enigma that it 

is impossible to —_ guess at causes. Javelinas have neig/ up 5 

well in places. Like the quail, they are probably affected 

favorably by the teehee of brush on the hills and unfavor- 

ably by erosion of cover from the stream courses. All of these 

things, and their meaning to game management, will be discussed 

in the life histories of the various species. . 

This may be said of the Arizona foothills: The net 

effect of man-made changes on game probably comes nearer being 

beneficial than in any other southwestern region. 

_ Summary. Howx how, shall we sum up the changes which 

the white man, for the most part unknowingly, has brought about 

in the Southwest? thas churn pps onl 

We cannot evaluate themeex strike off a balance. We 

: are in the position of a biographer who cannot evaluate a con- 

temporary because he has too beet tee too little un= 

EI ON ew Arg at work on our subject are J 

still in operation; it is too early to foresee their final 

a effect. 
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We can say this: That what we call “development” is 

not a uni-directional process, especially in a semi-arid country. . 

ae To develop this land we have used engines that we could not con- 

trol, and have started actions and reactions far different from 

those intended. Some of these are proving beneficial; most of 

then sae harmful. This land is too complex for its inhabitants 

to understand; maybe too complex for any competitive economic 

. system to develop successfully. For the white man to live in 

real harmony with ee seems to require either a degree 

of public regulation he will not tolerate, or a degree of pri- 

vate enlightenment he does not possess. 

But of course we must continue to ase with it accord- 

ing to our lights. Two things hold promise of improving those 

: oe is to apply eteuen to land-use, of which dnio® ta 

beok covers simply one little part. The other is to cultivate 

a love of country a little less spangled with stars, and a little 

more imbued with that respect for mother-earth which moved Ezekiel 

to protest: “Seemeth it a small thing unto you to have fed upon 

good pasture, but ye must tread down with your feet the residue 

of your pasture? And to have drunk of the clear waters, but ye 

must foul the residue with your feet?" 
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CHAPTER III 

THE STATUS OF DEER AND THE CHANCES FOR DEER MANAGEMENT 

IN THE SOUTHWEST : 

Some philosophers say that each parcel of the uni- 

' verse has two aspects. The first is phenomenon, or outward : 

physical character. The second is numenon, or inner meaning. 

; : To the deer hunter or the outdoorsman, deer are the 

. numenon of the Southwestern mountains. Their presence or ab— 

sence does not affect the outward appearance of the mountain 

country, but does mightily affect our reaction toward it. 

Without deer tracks in the trail and the potential presence 

of deer at each new dip and bend of the hillside the Southwest 

would be, to the outdoorsman, an empty shell, a spiritual 

Areas 

a , Even from the open plains the mountain skyline de- 

rives a flavor from the thought that in its hazy labyrinths 

of ridge and canyon there are deer. What is the outlook for



keeping them there? What can an intelligent self-directive 

civilization do to use and enjoy this country without destroy- 

age ing ite savor? 

Lo Species and Their Distribution 

; at There are at least two species of deer in the 

Southwest, the mule deer and the whitetail. The accompany— 

: ing map (Fig. 10) shows their present and what is known of 

their original distribution. < 

South of the eecniise both species are usually 

found in each of the mountain ranges. North of the Mogollon 

Run the mule deer is usually the only species found. 

There are a few interesting exceptions to this 

general rule. In the Guadalupes, which are distinctly south- 

erly in type of country, only mule deer occur. There is no 

record of whitetail ever having been found there. 

: Again in the Grego a amdbudle only whitetail occur. 

(Pettit—and Ligon: Are there onig-southern—ranges-—with-onty 

#whttetait?)— 

In the Sangre de Christos whitetail oceur on the 

eastern part of the Pecos, on Taos Mountain and north of Raton, 

Whitetail were formerly common on the Pecos. 

The most interesting exception of all is the Colorado 

Delta in Sonora, where one would expect only whitetail, but 

where actually there are only mule deer. 

: In general whitetail are predominant in the south 

~~ and mule deer in the north. Another way of putting it is . 

that whitetail are the deer of the wine Mutlle, nas and mule 

| deer are the deer of the true forests. With the kind of ex- 
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ceptions noted, this holds good latitudinally. 

But in the Southwest we have altitudinal as webl 

as latitudinal geography; we must always think not only in 

ow terms of "how far north" but also in terms of "how high up". 

3 Since mule deer are characteristic of the high latitudes we 

would naturally expect them to be characteristic of the high 

altitudes. They are not. In fact along the Rereee they hug 

the lower edge of the foothills where the suthare cactus 

plainly labels their range as desert, while the whitetails 

extend to the tops of the mountains. Kideene Mogollon Res 

~+the—Cite,fer—imstenee} you see whitetail only if you hunt 

too high up. Even on the Pecos the mule deer are found at 

- lower altitudes than the whitetail (though they are also found 

at higher, especially the bucks). 

In other words the altitudinal diptribotion of the 

two species neatly contradicts all the pretty rules you build 

up on the basis of their latitudinal occurrence, and vice 

versa, with exceptions both ways. You end up by admitting 

that the ways of the deer are (as yet) beyond understanding. 

L The persistent naturalist may hope to pull his 

foot out of this scientific bog by saying: "Yes, the present 

distribution is a riddle, but how about the original? What 

: has the white man done to alter the original latitudinal and 

altitudinal map?". 

As we shall see later he has pushed both species g 

/ up hill in places. It is also clear that mle deer have de— 

ae clined in relative abundance more in the south than in the he 

north, and whiteteil have declined in relative abundance “nore 

in the north than in the south. It is also clear that the 

ake :



encroachment of the southern brushfields has favored the 

whitetail. This is just another way of saying that over-— 

grazing has hurt the browse ranges less than the forests 

a because of their greater resistance. : 

‘ Beyond these three generalizations there is no 

clear evidence. 

This riddle of distribution is intensely interest- 

ing to science, and itssolution is probably vastly important 

to game management. As we shall see later, there are other 

riddles in the distribution of quail, turkey, and blue grouse. 

All of them fling down the glove to research. All of them 

present the challenge: "Tell us why!" When we can tell why 

a species sieates to thés country and not to that, then we - 

shall probably know what to do to make it thrive there. 

In the beginning of this caption we dodged another 

riddle by saying "there are at least two species of deer." 

We must now deal briefly with two will-o-the wisps, the 

"fantail" and the "Grook's deer". 

This book does not:deal with taxonomic questions, 

‘ firstly because the authors have no competence in that field; 

secondly, because they believe it has already been given more 

attention than its importance to conservation actually warrants. 

This book does deal with flavor of the mountain sky- 

line, which is considerably augmented by the possibility 

that in those hazy labyrinths of ridgeand canyon there are 

é deer imperfectly known to science. 

a z Mearns, who accompanied the expedition that marked 

the Mexican boundary in 18, says flatly that there is a 

third and separate species of deer, which he named after 
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General Crook. His description is of an animal intermediate 8 

petween the mule deer and the whitetail. : ; : 

Many o1d timers tell about a ‘mule-eared deer" q 

. which once inhabited the southern ranges. ay 

Leopold, in October 1909, saw a buck freshly killed 8g 

py D. W. Adams near the Blue River Ranger Station on the Apache f 

Forest, which, as he remembers it, had a pushy tail, neither 3 

flat like a whitetail, nor pig-tailed like a mile deer. This v3 

puck was very "blue" in color and intermediate in size. Leopold 4s 

was not writing books at that time, so that the golden opportun— 3 

ity to measure, photograph, and preserve the evidence was lost. 3 

He believes that this buck was neither a mule deer or a white- & 

tail. It may have been XCrook's deer. ; } 

Is the Crook's deer a hybrid or a species? Does it hy 

still exist? We do not know. We do know that mule deer and aj 

whitetail occasionally hybridize in captivity, Ranger Messer a 

says that about 1909 a mule deer buck confined in the nerd 

Park produced two or three fawns from one or two whitetail does g 

and thet the hybrids were fertile. Again about 1911 a white- 2, 

tail buck wanfined in Clouderoft Park produced two doe fawns a 

from four or five blacktail does, which fawns later bred 25 o 

placktail buck subsequently introduced. Ur akan obpearar Unk we 

egtes “isece ae small ester the whitetail in the 

wouthern ranges popularly called "fanteil"”” “Sonora deer", 

“zockdeem, etc. Hung under the eaves of weather-beaten 

‘@ old mountain cabins you will find marvelously perfect little 

: neadeSleached white by oun and Faly(of the whitetail typ) 

en greater in compass than a big muskmelon. They mace erlaruly 

grow on a different animal than the big whitetail heads : 
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found on the Pecos, of which measurements are given in the 

appendix. In size the Pecos heads resemble the Idaho white- 

= tail and the eastern whitetail, more—thenthey—de—the “fantail 

eee) 
The "Crook deer" is not a factor in game management 

until we know whether it still exists and whether it is a 

species or a hybrid. ma es a factor because its 

habits and hence its management preennatiy differ from the 

larger forms. We do not know yet how its habits differ. Here 

is hantiar eiibi ches task for research. 

Deer in "The 01d Days" 

Every deer hunter dreams about the marvelous abundance 

of deer in the old days. 

With the November sun on his back and the mountain 

breeze in his face he threads his imaginary way down the juniper-— 

scented ridges, ready rifle in hand, buckskin fringes softly 

tickling his wrist, his mind singing the deer-hunter's song: 

"When the frost is on the pumpkin 
ome the bucks are in the blue!__- 

His eagre eye sees a possible rocking-—chair head 

behind every bush. His straining ear hears something. He 

wakes up. It is the milk-wagon. 

It isn't true, but was it once true? How many ~ 

rocking-chairs were once found in the Southwest? 

Coronado does not mention deer during his passage 

_ ; through "the wilderness" between the Gila and the Fay, al- 

though this is and was the cream of the Southwestern deer 

range. We need, however, attach little significance to 

this silence, because the narrative was written in 1565 or 
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25 years after the fact, and the Spaniards had a poor eye 

for game. 

After crossing the Pecos, the Coronado narrative 

oar says: "The deer are pied with white. Their skin is loose, 

~ so that when they are killed it can be pulled off with the gree ee 2 : 

hand while warm, coming off like pigskin." These "pied deer" 

: were doubtless antelope. : 

Cabeza de Baca crossed afoot from the Pecos to the 

Rio Grande in 1536 (?), possibly through the Guedelupes but 

probably further south in Texas. He passed over "rough 

mountains, which being dry were without game and in consequence 

we suffered much from hunger." Later on, in Sonora, he says: 

"Deer are of three kinds; one the size of the young steer of 

Spain." (How big is a young steer of Spain? What was the 

third kind, -- does he too refer to antelope, or did he see 

Crook's deer?) 

As we have already noted, Pattie in 1824 found "great 

numbers of deer" in the willow thickets of the Rio Grande below 

Socoyo. This is of real significance because it shows that 

the deer range hes shrunken upwards with the advent of settle—- 

_ment. This has been the case throughout ‘she whole West. Lewis 

and Clarke, for instance, found elk and bear below the mouth 

of the Kansas, grizzly at Calumet Bluffs, and Mountain Sheep and 

mule deer at the mouth of the Rapid River on the Missouri, all 

hundredsof miles lower than at present. ; 

It is interesting to speculate walatles te dang cia 

on found at Pe ee ere hee mule deer, of which a 

few still occur in the nearby foothills. Whttetail were the 

river—bottom deer of the northern rockies, but the reverse 

: .



seems to have been true of the Southwest. 

‘ Pattie, on the other hand, saw no deer in crossing 

_the dainl ces and Grahams from the upper San Pedro to the Gila. 

. As hes already been noted, this is now good whitetail range. 

2 Pattie killed __—s deer in ___ days at the "Salt 

Lake" in the Botrls ctu: 

Ruxton (1846) also saw deer in the Rio Grande 

bottoms at Alegmtos, a days travel below Dona Anna, and 

: killed a doe in the bottoms at Valverde. He does not say 

what species, but he loaded her behind his saddle. This 

sounds like whitetail. Ite a big man who thus loads a 

mule deer. 

Sitgreaves, Pv already noted, found few deer 

on the Coconino Plateau in 18 _s. 

In general the evidence left us by the early ex— 

_ plorers is interesting—bet inconclusive as to abundance. 

“ht is the market hunters, who operated systematically to 

feed the early mines and railroads, who really observed 

the abundance of deer. The trouble is they did not record : 

their observations. Bob Lewis of Magdalena told Pettit that 

in 1888 he owned the N-bar ranch on the Negrito and used it 

as a base for market hunting. During the winter of 1888-9 

he delivered 387 carcusses at Magdalena at 6¢ per pound. 

Assuming that he hunted four months and that half of that 

period went toward packing to market (60 miles) he must 

have averaged a kill of 6 deer per day. His bucks ran up 

~ to 237 pounds drawn and headless. . That is approaching 

“rocking-chairs behind every bush." 

Of course the Negrito is and doubtless was then 

the best of deer country. :



(Pettit and Ligon: There are some market hunting figures 

for deer delivered at Glowetta in the early railroad days. 

It would be desireable to add these if obtainable, or other 

Ss figures showing heavy kill from some region now depleted.) 

By and large, the following is the best guess we 

can make about the old days: (1) Deer were not uniformly 

abundant; (2) the cream of the deer country then is the 

cream now, only the present cream is thinner; (3) certain 

poorly watered country is possibly better now than it ever 

was; (4) jecease southern prushfields are. probably as good 

now as they ever were; (5) a very large amount of northern 

country is much poorer now than it was in the old days; 

5 (6) Some low altitude country has been permanently lost to 

deer. 5 

Classification of Ranges for Bepaccsieliy 

The outstanding characteristic of the deer situa— 

tion is that only a fraction of the natural deer range has 

enough deer on it to be called well stocked and productive. 

On the greater part the stock is spread very thinly and is 

probably subnormal in productivity. The fact that deer are 

common in a few regions and over-abundant in one (the Kaibab) 

has centered attention on these areas and obscured the fact 

that most of the available deer country is lying idle. To 

_ put the idle deer country to work and to keep the well stock— 

ed country at work is the task of deer management. 

ioe The evidence on the question of whether this can 

be accomplished is far from clear. We do not know enough 

about what constitutes good deer country. We do not know 

enough about what changes have taken place in abundance, and 
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still less what changes, important to deer, have taken place 

in the country itself. 

It may clarify this important but cloudy question 

_- to break it up into parts, answer the parts which can be 

= answered, and leave the rest for the future. 

We can break our deer range into seven classes: 

1. Lost range which has been usurped by intensive 

economic use and which obviously cannot be restored. There 

will be no more deer, for instance, in the bosques of the 

Rio Grande until the great tomb of man has numbered us among 

the tribes that slumber in its bosom. 

II. Depletedrange, once well stocked, and still 

good country but depleted of deer through absence of manage- 

ment. It is hard to cite a clear example because ranges de- 

pleted of deer have, like the rest of the Southwest, usually 

: also been overgrazed, atid wlton He den Qube 

deexr—ere—cone—mma whether a range is still potentially good. 

de-er—eountry 

, III. Depleted and damaged range, once well stocked 

but now not only depleted of deer, but also clearly damaged 

by overgrazing. The Jicarilla Indian reservation, the : 

Carson Forest, and most of the Jemez and Pecos country are 

in this class, though parts of the Jemez and Pecos may 

verge toward Class II. 

IV. Poor range, i.e. range originally poorly 

stocked and still in that condition. For instance, the 

aot Coconino Plateau (except the Frisco Peaks), found poorly 

stocked by Sitgreaves in 18, is still so. 

V. New renge, originally poorly stocked if... 
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good. The country in which Pattie nearly starved in the : 

GaliuXros and Grahams in 18, and which is now good white—- 

tail country, has already been mentioned. Range formerly 

, used only seasonally and now used yearlong by reason of water 

development is also in this class. The Chupadera Mesa is 

an example. 

VI. Normal range, originally well stocked andstill 

good in spite of hunting. The Gila Forest is the best example. 

VII. Preserved range, originally well stocked and 

still good but having enjoyed special protection. The Kaibab 

is the best example. It is of course overstocked. 

The accompanying map (Fig. 11) shows all the past 

and present ranges and whether they are now poorly, well, it 

overstocked, and indicates to which of the seven classes each 

range seems to belong. 

The Management Problem 

It is clear that management cannot restore deer to 

Class I and IV ranges. They constitute roughly -_ per cent 

of the original area used by deer. 

It is clear that management can maintain a productive 

stock of deer on Class V, VI, and VII ranges. It has done so 

: on the Gila. These classes constitute roughly sper cent 

of the original area used by deer. 

It is not clear whether management can gestore a 

productive stock of deer to Class II and III ranges. I] is 

_, clearer than III theoretically, but neither has been proven. 

These classes constitute roughly 2S per’ cent of the original 

area used by deer. 

Manlagement, then, has a clear field on 2 per 
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cent of the area, a fighting chance on per cent, a poor 

chance on per cent, and on per cent it is precluded. 

The accompanying diagram (Fig. 11) shows the deer management - i 

& problem in graphic form: 

s ; 

RJ 
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We have a clear field on a deer range as large 

as . 5 

We have a fighting chance on a range as large as 

= We have a poor chance on a range as large as 

» although we can certainly improve even 

this poor country. : 

' We have lost a deer range as large as . 

How many deer should these ranges produce? 

What factors shall be manipulated to produce them? 

: The next two chapters attempt, not to answer these 

two questions, but to tell what little is known about them. 
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CHAPTER IV 

NORMAL DEER STOCKING AND PRODUCTIVITY 

Any and all attempts at game management must begin 

with two questions: "Is the area properly stocked? Is the 

stock productive?" 

If the area is understocked there is a waste of 

range and the entire management plan must be bent toward build- 

ing up. If the area is overstocked there is danger of injury 

to the range, to agriculture, to livestock, or to .the. game 

itself throughftarvation or disease. The entire management 

plan must be bent toward reduction. 

What is proper stocking? 
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- We may take our theoretical definition from forestry. 

= To put it briefly, when a forester examines a tract of timber 

he considers it properly stocked if it is stocked the same as 

the best stocked similar area he has measured. "Similar" means 

having the same soil. This he calls "normal stocking". 

He considers an area to have normal growth if its 

increment of wood per acre per year is the same as the incre- 

ment on the most productive similar area he has measured. 

For simplicity we may in game combine the concepts 

of normal stocking and normal productivity. We may say that 

we have a normal and productive stock of game on a given 

range when the census and the kill factor are the same as 

. that of the most productive similar range. 

Our first task, therefore, in defining proper stock- 

ing is to examine the most productive typical deer range and 

set it up as @ norm against which to measure others, 

The Gila as a Normal Range 

Without a doubt the Gila National Forest is by far 

the best range for this purpose in the Southwest. The Kaibab 

is too badly overstocked to be normal; moreover it has not 

been hunted until recent years, and the vital statistics are 

: deficient. The only other large area of equally typically 

deer country is the Apache Forest. Due to the unstable game 
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policy of the State of Arizona the Apache lacks vital statis- 

ties and has a poorer and newer refuge system. It is there- 

= fore unsuitable. : 

Me With respect to continuity, the Gila Forest has 

S better vital statistics than any other area in the Southwest, 

and unless we are mistaken, than any other area in the United 

States, There is a continuous comparable record beginning 

E with 1923. In spite of this fact it must be admitted at the 

outset that we have no census; i.e., nobody knows the number 

of deer per square mile on the Gila, Having no census, we 

can establish no kill factor; i.e., bucks killed per year per 

100:: deer on the range. All we have is the actual kill and 

: the area. We cannot, therefore, define normal stocking in 

terms of census, but must use an index: bucks killed per square 

mile per year. 

This is; of course, an index to productivity as well 

as to the rate of stocking. While it is a makeshift, it has 

the merit of simplicity, and is applicable wherever the kill 

is known. 

On an area of 2,500 square miles there have been 

taken from the Gila: 
Bugks Killed (both species) 

Year meee Per Sq.WMile 

1923 342 0,137 
: 1924 316 0.122 

1925 373 0.149 
1926 417 0.167 

. Total . eee 
4 Average - 362 - 0.144 (or 1 buck per 7 

Square miles) 
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: a Rotnding off this figure we may say that a sustained 

a annual kill about 0.15 bucks per square mile indicates normal 

stocking and productivity on areas similar to the Gila in kind 

and size. The kill must be sustained, else the figure might 

represent the stock itself rather than the crop. The area must 

be similar in size because there is much "blank" ground on 

every range, and areas not comparable in size would not be 

likely to contain a comparable proportion of blanks. On small 

areas we unconsciously exclude blanks; on large areas we cannot. 

Therefore, the smaller the area, the fewer the blanks and the 

higher the kill per unit area, 

The Pennsylvania State Forests in 1925 yielded 2.87 

bucks per square mile, and the Pennsylvania deer range as a 

whole 0,35 or double that of the Gila. The whole Pennsylvania 

deer range is so large and indeterminate as to boundaries that 

the 0.35 figure is probably a rougher figure than 0.15 for the 

Gila, but the comparison seems plausible, considering the dif- 

ference in kind of coverts. 

(Pettit and Ligon:% I will try and get the Pennsylvania figures 
for 1926 also) 

Miscellaneous Deer Census Records. 

It would add significance to these area yields to at 

least guess at the nunber of animals per unit area. Having no 

er census for either the Gila or for Pennsylvania, let us see what 

° 
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census figures exist for other areas. A search of eight years 

duration for real census figures has netted the following, 

. which are offered for comparison. (The same figures with 

additional detail are given in the Appendix). 

Figure 12 - Deer Census 

Wor Size Deer per 
Area / ( Square Miles Year Square Mile Remarks 

Stanislaus N.F. 1142.0 1924-5 20 Count of deer 
(California) killed in foot- 

and-mouth disease 
control. Probably 
include drift 
from Yosemite 
Park. 4 

Sierra I.F. -. 865 _1925-6 80 Counted on crowd- 
(California ) ed winter range 

Itasca Park $9.0 1920 20 Winter count of 
(Minnesota) tracks 

Grand Island 22.0 1923 22 Overstocked range; 
(Michi gan) deer were winter- 

feé. 

Salmon River 183.0 1924 33 Partial winter 
(Idaho) count on crowded 

winter range. 

The Stanislaus figure was an actual count of carcasses 

on a large area cleaned of deer by expert paid hunters in order 

to stamp out the foot-and-mouth disease. It is probably the 2 

most reliable census figure in existence in America, Even so, 

it is our judgment that the Stanislaus did not contain 20 deer 

per square mile. We believe that outside deer flowed in as the 

killing progressed. This belief is strengthened by the rapid 
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re-filling of the area which has occurred since the control 

ia work ceased. 

Applying our personal judgment to all these figures, 

including those ak Stanislaus, we may venture the guess 

that normally stocked yearlong western ranges of the million 

acre size class (for instance, the best of the Cahifornia 

ranges) do not run over 10 deer per square mile. Smaller 

sizes- and eastern ranges (both probably containing less blanks) 

may run up to 20, and special areas during special seasons 

still higher. : 

If the Kaibab estimate of 30,000 deer is correct, it 

runs 43 deer per square mile. 

Noah Major made a census estimate of Morgan County, = 

Indiana, in 1820. This was the pick of the middle states deer 

range. His total of estimate of 20,000 is equivalent to 53 

deer per square mile for the County. 

Neither the Kaibab nor the Morgan County figures 

should be taken too seriously. Both are pure estimates, Table 

II, however, includes only actual counts and comes as near to 

dependability as is possible at the present stage of American 

game management. 

Adams (5) has made a valuable compilation of stocking 

and productivity estimates of which the most substantial are as : 

, : follows: 
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ii He quotes Seton as estimating 30,000 whitetail deer 

= or 3 per square mile for the Adirondacks, and 2 per square 

: mile for Maine. 

. He quotes Seton as estimating 10 -— 20 mule deer per 

square mile (as the optimum ?) for Colorado, and 10 whitetail 

per square mile (as good deer country ?) in primitive times. 

The latter figure may be compared with Noah Major's optimum 

5 of 53 on a smaller area, 

He quotes Avery as estimating the total kill of 

whitetail for Minnesota for 1919 - 1921 inclusive as 56,858 

_ (bucks and does ?), or 18,952 per year, Under Avery's admin- 

istration the Minnesota compulsory hunter's reports were prob-— 

ably pretty thorough, The area producing this kill is estimated 

by Avery as square mile$, which would give 

(bucks and does 7?) per square mile per year. This may be regard- 

_ ed as comparable in accuracy and size-seale to the 0.35 bucks 

per square mile per year for the Pennsylvania deer range. 

Adams quotes Schenck to the effect that 10 deer per 

square mile is the maximum stocking compatible with forestry 

: (on the Biltmore Estate ?) in North Carolina hardwoods. 

Adams quotes Phillivs as giving 4 square miles as the : 

proper size of fenced park for 100 deer, This is 25 per square 

mile (and refers to Pennsylvania conditions 7?) 

: Se



Returning now to our normal area: The Gila is prob- 

= ably not as well stocked as the regions given in Table II. 

Assaming that the Gila has 5 deer per square mile, and dividing 

by the known yield of 0.14 bucks, we get a hypothetical kill 

factor of 1/35 for both species, i.e., 1 buck killed per year 

for every 35 deer (mule deer and whitetail) on the Gila range. 

This sounds like a very low kill factor. The few 

writers who have ventured to guess what the kill factor ought 

to be have guessed higher, - mostly in the neighborhood of 

1/10, and some as high as 1/5. “the probable validity of these 

figures will be analyzed later. (See Stanislaus) 

For the present we 7 reliable figure of 0.15 

bucks killed per square mile per year as standard for normal 

stocking of large southwestern ranges, and a conjectural : 

figure of 1 buck per 35 deer per year as a tentative standard 

wa factor. The first is a reliable figure and is to serve . 

as an indirect indicator of normal stocking and productivity; 

the second is a guess and is to serve as a direct measure of 

productivity. 

: The Gila compared with cother Southwestern Ranges 

When we estimated that management could keep deer 

on per cent of the original range and might restore 

deer on an additional per cent, the sum of the two, 

§ or per cent gave us an estimate of the geographi¢e size 

of the management problem. 
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Having measured its size, we now need to appraise its 

intensity, or difficulty. Just how depleted are Class II (deplet- 

ed) and Glass III (depleted and damaged) ranges? 

Se Annual kill per square mile is the best indicator. On 

the Jemez and Pecos (which we said were Class III with parts verg- 

ing on Class II range, and which aggregate 2,800 square miles) an 

average total of only 43 bucks per year were reported by Forest 

Officers as killed during the years 1915-23. This means .015 

bucks killed per square mile per year, as against 0.14 for the 

Gila. In other words this typical depleted range is only one- 

tenth as productive or well stocked as our standard. 

How poor are the Class III ranges? (Pettit and Ligon: _ 

Pick a typical one and compare it with the Gila, Coconind ?) 

: The whole situation is summarized in the following 

table. (It should be remembered that the kill figures, other than 

the Gila, are merely the annual estimates of Forest Officers). 

Figure 13 
= Classes of Range and their Productivity 

% of Typical ~ Kill Wha Perted Bucks per sae 
Class Total Range Area PRryr. Corel Mile proyeon 

I x Rio Grande Bottoms x x x x 

TP} Jemez and Pecos 2800 43 1915-23 0.015 
III) 

Iv Coconind ? some roid wow rae 

v Grahens = ---- -- ---- one 

VI Gila 2500 362 1923-26 0.144 

© VII Bartlett Estate --- --- see aan 
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SOUTHWESTERN GAME FIELDS 

: By . 

Leopold, Ligon & Pettit 

Incomplete Draft of 

CHAPTER V ~ 

DEER HABITS AND MANAGEMENT ; 

‘ So far we have been dealing with the status of 

our deer and deer ranges, and yardsticks wherewith to 

measure it. We must now deal with certain deer habits 

which bear upon the reasons for that status, and which 

condition the problem of what management can do to im- 

prove it. 

. Theoretical Increase 

All game management is built around the rate 

of increase, and this cannot exceed the rate determined 

- by the habits of the species. Reference has already 

ae been made to the Shiras Table, which is given in Figure 

14. 
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Figure 14 -- Shiras Table Showing Increase of Deer (6) 

Theoretical : Buck Law: One-Half : No Protection of Does; 
Inerease Under! :Horned Bucks Killed? :One-Half of all Deer Killea? 
Closed Season : Each Year 2 Annuall 

Wo Killing ‘Killing Remaining Stock : Killing Remaining Stock 
of 5 of including : of Including 

2 Bucks or Does : Bucks Bucks and Does:Bucks and Does Bucks and Does 

Dab: YOar wocecens 42 42 3 12 30 42 2 23 21 21 21 
gna. 9 cocevece 60 60 3 15 33 660 3: 35 15 15 15 
ora * viiewclesec or 92 16 48 92 3 12 11 an: a 
4th " eccccccs 156 187 3 24 69 137 4 8 8 9 8 
5th " sce see 205 206 3: 34 104 206 3: 7 6 6 6 
6th * eeescecs 308 308 : 52 155 309: 5 & 5 5 
7th * eeeevioce 463 462 : 78 232 463 3: 4 4 4 4 
Sta 3 ecccccee 694 693 +: 116 348 694 3: 3 3: 3 4 
Sth -* weecscce 1,040 1,040.2: 174 521 4,042 + 2 3 2 3 

10th * ecccccee 1,560 1,560 3 260 782 1,562 + 2 2 1 3 
Total at end of : : i 

10th year 8,120 s° 781 2,544 ¢ 155 Nopreeding 
Breeding :Killed Breeding : Killeéd stock left 

Stock : Stock : 
Increase during 10 yrs. +12900% : ------------- +9666% fo eee enn------ n= -83% 

Kill factor, tenth yr. 0 2260 bucks: fases : 
: deer + 26 bucks) 10/100: 

Proportion, bucks killed, : iv $ 
tenth year 3260 bucks (521 + : 

+ 260 bucks = 33/100: 
ssumptions:a pairs of breeding deer are the seed stock. olygamous an ertile. 

b(@) Each doe has 1.5 fawms per year after the first year. 
(AL: examine figures for what this means. Error 7) 

(38) No loss except three alternative degrees of hunting; namely, (1) none, 
(2) 1/2 bucks removed, (3( 1/2 all deer removed annually.



= (AL: Write Burnham and Shiras i to copy) 

= Breeding Age, Gestation, Fawns per Doe 

The Shiras ‘figure of 1.5 fawns per year for all 

mature does is an estimate and was originally laid down for 

: eastern whitetail. Does it hold for mule deer? Does it 

hola for southwestern whitetail, which belong (with the 

possible exception of the Pecos herd) to a smaller and 

different race? What is a mature doe? What proportion of 

mature does actually bear fawns, and how many? 

- Figure 15 gives at least a partial answer to all 

of these questions except the proportion of bearing does. 

The last two items represent epestal counts of fawns 

accompanying does or fawn tracks accompanying doe tracks 

during the fawming season. At this season there has not 

been time enough for a heavy mortality in the fawns, so 

that the actual proportion of twin fawns must be at least 

as great as the observed proportion of twins or twin 

: tracks. 

Figure 15 would seem to indicate that for game 

management purposes we may assume that: 

(1) Does first breed at the age of 11/2 years 

and fawng at 2 years of age. 

: (2) Gestation is 7 months plus or minus a week. 

= Triplets oremore are rare and twins common. 
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Figure 15.-~ Gestation, Breeding Age, Number of Fawns in Deer 3 

: 3 Be sMinimum Age : Date ;Gestation:Number Fawns: Reference 
Observer : Place :Year :Species :Bred Fawned:Bred Fawned: Period :Max. Aver.:or Remarks 

rn enn fer ern nf wane fee nn eda en en men fan een nen fan rene eben nn nnn nnn fener nen en- 

Arthur,0.F.:Alamo- :1925 :*1 mule : : 21/29 : 8/25: 208 days: : :In city 
:gordo,N.Ms sdeer doe: : e : : : c : park 

Rampoint,R.:Ukiah,  :19237:*1 wale : :15 mos: : : 200 days: : :In private 
0.:Calif. : sdeer does $ : : ‘ : 2 $o-pere 

Smith,Glenn:Montana : 2: :18 moe : : : : : "The Big 
Ase $ : : : a 2 : . :Horn" for 
ee : : : : : : : : : 319. pod 

Shiraé,Geo.:Michigan : :White- : : : : :7 months : : (10) pel45 
Sra: : $- Sell: : : t : 2 : : 

Newsom,W.P.: : :White- : : : : :205- 218: 4 : 2(7) pel42 
: $ oY Cet 2 3 : 3 : days $ 3 3 

Shanklin,S.:Wichita : 31 White-: : : : : rer 
H.:For. ,Oklas stail doe: : : $ : : 3 : 

Lantz ,David: : :Whi te- : :°2 yrs: : :205~ 212 : : : 
: 2 : tail : i e : : days 3 : : 

Locke & Kaibab :1922 :Mule : : : : : :"twin fawns : 
Goldman ;: 3 : deer : : : : 3 3 usual" : 

Brown, W.S.:Modoc Fors :l mile : : : : : Samet : (13) 
:Calif. : : deer doe : z : £ z : : 

J Ranger -- : --- : mule deer : : : : fo owe ft eee t 

yRanger_ -- : oo : :Whitetail : : : 2 $ 2-3 o-- 3 

= *Tn captivity. SLautz knows of only one doe to breed earlier than this. 

bonis doe was observed for years around headeuarters. She brought twins yearly except once, 
when she brought triplets. F 

YSee our letter June 9 to Pooler)



oe: (3) A conservative average is 1.5 fawns per doe (7) 

. (4) There are no proven differences in the above 

figures as between whitetail and mule deer or 

as between the Southwest and other regions. 

Proportion of "Barren" Does. 4 Buck Shortage 

( We still lack an answer to the question: What pro- < 

portion of mature does actually bear fawns? The Shiras table 

assumes, for simplicity, that they all do, but every deer 

: hunter knows this is not the case. Nobody knows, however, 

what proportion are barren, or why. "Buck shortage" is com- 

=: monly assumed as the reason for barrennessg in fact, this is 

: one of the stock arguments against buck laws. There may be 

: times and places where buck shortage exists, but to assume 

its existence wherever the fawn crop seems deficient is a 

_ oaths wrk avphro 
dangerous fallacy. Barrenness, in—the_first-place, may be a 

more or less permanent physiological trait of the individual 

doe,” and this no buck shortage could affect. It may be, on 

the other hand, due to interference with mating by an improper- 

ly dated hunting season or by predators. This would be a 

matter of availability rather than shortage of bucks. It may : 

ee 
induced by available feeds, in facty this is more than likely 

a factor. Here again, buck shortage would not necessarily be 

s Caneg,, 
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: We must leave the causes df barrenness as an un- 

, solved but mightily important problem of game management 

x research. All we can do is guess at the i of barrenness 

without regard to its causes. Even here the available informa- 

tion is very meagre. 

: Nees Wright counted 20 mule deer does (excluding 

yearlings) on the Montezuma Forest in Colorado from June to 

October, 1926. The count was carefully made for the purpose 

of ostina ting berveuless. Of the twenty, three had fawns 

(one twins and two singles) and seventeen were "barren", Of 

course mortality would be high by October and would doubtless 

be higher in fawns than in does, so that the only conelusion ‘ 

which can be safely drawm is that the proportion of bearing 

does was something greater than 15 per cent. The Montezuma 

is poorly stocked and the stock is possibly: subnormal in 

productivity. : 

A much more comprehensive tally was made by Forest 

Rangers and Fire Guards under the leadership of Glenn Smith 

in the National Forests of North Idaho and Montana, Because 

of the large number of observers, however, it is improbable 

that the uniformity of method was as good as in the Wright 

tally. The Smith tally extended over the whole (verify) of 

three years, 1923 - 1925, and showed: 

ee 
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Total Per cent 
Does Seen Does Seen Does with 

sa Place Species with Fawns Without Fawns Seen —_Fawns 

~ Montana Forests Mule deer 1030 3336 4366 23 

North Idaho Mule deer 83 305 388 21 
Forests and Whitetail : ese 

1113 3641 4754 23 

The above figures exclude detached fawns, yearlings, and 

deer the sex of which was not determinable. The complete details 

are given in the Appendix, Table 

Since the tally covered the whole year, the 23 per cent 

of bearing does represents an average of all the degrees of differ- 

ential mortality as between fawns and does. It would seem to be 

safe to conclude that in the northern Rockies the actual proportion 

of bearing does is something greater than 25 per cent, and of 

barren does something less than 5 per cent. Since the bulk of 

the animals were tallied by fire guards during the fire season _ 

(midsummer) the differential mortality is probably no greater 

than in the Wright tally. : 

A partly theoretical ratio of barrenness may be derived 

from the reports of deer seen collected from hunters on the Gila 

Forest. These figures are rough because yearlings and deer of 

undetermined sex sare not segregated in the count, because a few 

hunters doubtless improvise their reports, and because singles 

and twin fawns are not segregated, The reports ee that the 

> hunters saw of both species: 

=



i924 sg 1986 
ae Does 9,718 14,196 17,422 

Fawns 2,634 4,132 4,624 

Arbitrarily assuming 1,0 fawns remaining per bearing 

doe (1.5 assumed original average minus 0.5 estimated differen- 

tial mortality by ine tubing season) , the proportion of does 

with fawns at the time of the hunting season would be: 

Per Cent 27 29 26 

The seeming consistency of these percentages from year 

to year is the only thing that lends any color of reliability to 

the reports on which they are based. 

If, roughly,;, a quarter of the Gila does have fawns 

left in November a larger proportion probably bear fawns. . 

Proportion of Bucks 2 : 

It is well to remind ourselves at this point of the 

fundamental reason why game management has such an excellent 

chance to sacl ens deer hunting and still conserve deer, fhe 

reason is that deer are pdygamous and that nature provides more 

males than are necessary to maintain full productivity. The 

removal of the excess males probably does not harm productivity, 

end possibly even benefits it. The essence of deer “ian 

‘ is to provide the proportion, kind, and distribution of bucks 

= necessary to full productivity of each herd, What is this 

. proportion? 
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jp backs 
: As to King, it is obvious that reliance upon immature 

2 or overmature males is as undesirable in deer as in cattle, but 

we cannot define maturity with accuracy. Overmaturity, as 

jue in inclosures, may not hold in ae woods because of 

eae iplectesl abnormality. Deer live up to 30 or 40 years, 

according to an untraced authority (14) quoted by the Kansas 

Fish and Game Department. Moffit (12) says that in the 

Sierras mule deer bucks attain full size the fourth or fifth 

year. A series of horns of a Columbian (7?) Blacktail buck in 

captivity kept by Rampamt (15) showed increasing points up to 

the ninth year. 

iesuces, het little 7 about Gisstieiion will be 7 

discussed under "buck areas." 

We-ere now teetine prince ipaity with the-neeessary 

Obréportion of bucks of breeding age. Fhere are three avail- 

able sources of light;an this unenswered—questier; (1) the ~ 

: experience of breeders in large enclosures, (2) the judgment 

of authorities, (3) vital statistics of wild herés. 

: The first we consider of little significance to the 

management of wild herds. The authorities known to us advise: 

_Name Species Ne@essary Proportion of 
Bucks es Does 

a Newsom (?) Whitetail 1/4 wild, 1/10 captivity 

Sith, Glenn A. Both (1) 1/4 is thoroughly safe.” 

(Pettit & Ligon: Do you know others?) 
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‘ These are ebviously conservative estimates, and as 

a we shall see spendiee. are “ct attained in actual prac- 

= tice. Our best souree of light is therefore the proportion 

existing in wild herds. 

No actual proportions _- known, only tallies of 

animals seen. In such figures there is always the probabil- : 

ity that one sex or age is more readily seen than another. 

Sexes were tallied in the Stanislaus control work, 

but unfortunately age classes were not. The sex tally showed 

that 48 per cent of the deer killed on the control area were 

males, and 52 per cent females, 

The Smith tally covered both sex and age (See Table 

___, Appendix). Of 12,531 deer seen in Montana, 1,456 were 

identified as bucks and 4,666 as does, a ratio of 33/100. 

This sounds plausible until we get to North Idaho, where 1610 — 

deer were seen, 554 identified as bucks, and 388 as does, a 

ratio of 91/100 and a very puzzling figure. Smith thinks’ the 

bucks in North Idaho crowd up to the high peaks in midsummer, 

where the fire lookouts naturally tallied an abnormal propor- 

: tion of them. There is no apparent reason, however, why 

this should not have affected the Montana tally also. 

The Gila hunters reports (see Table ty Appendix, 

for detail) show a ratio of bucks seen to does seen of 25/100, 

33/300, 38/100, and 36/100 for the years 1923 - 1926, inclu- 

== sive, The average is 30/100. Again the consistency between 
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between years lends some color of reliability to these figures, 

c : as reports of what was seen. We believe from personal experi- 

z ence that the average ister on the Gila sees a higher propor- 

tion of does than exist on the TANgeo We therefore believe 

the actual Gila buek/doe ratio is more than one to three. We 

may tentatively adopt 33/100 as our normal buck/doe ratio. 

Composition of Normal Deer Herd : 

We have cited rough secrets outils fawn/bearing 3 

doe, bearing doe/barren doe, and buck/doe ratios in certain 

not necessarily similar herds. It would throw much light on 

management problems if we could synthesize these ratios and 

set down a normal composition for our normal herd. This, how- 

ever, would combine in unknown ways the errors which undoubted- 

ly exist in the original elements. We must therefére aamit Gal 

management can not yet compose a normal deer herd with any con- 

| fidence or authority. 

: All we can do is to marshal the available fragments 

of information and do a little cautious guessing. 

In addition to the sources of information already 

referred to, we have the following: 

(1) Locke made tally of mule deer on the Challis 

: Forest in 1924 and found the ratio of yearlings 

to old acen 1/2 or 1/3; less than on the Kaibab 

ee where the ratio was tallied as 1/2. 

Sti : :



Y (2) Locke and Goldman in September 1922 observed 

= on the Kaibab that there were as many fawns as non-antlered 

deer. Twins were usual. 

(3) The Pennsylvania Game Commission in 1923 

issued the following on the composition of the kill for 

that year (whitetail) as based on hunter's reports: 

Spikehorns 1001 18% 

2 points per side 1322 24% : 

ee oo" 766 14% 

4 nw " w 

or over 2363 44% 

Total bucks 5452 100% 

-122 
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= Deer Management _in the Southwest. i 

Qutline of Chapters ’ 

Preface (To be written by Leopold after completion of MSS.)- 

Chapter : 

I. Southwestern Deer and Deer 7es; Their Hist and Status. 
(Authorship divided by captions. See chapter outl ine) ‘ 

II. Deer Management Measures to Date | 
(Authorship devided by captions. See chapter outline) 

iit. reeding Habits of Deer. 
: ey py Leopold to meet Pettit's corrections) 

Iv. Decimating Factors and Their Control: Hunting, Predators, Star- 
yation, Disease, Accidents. 
(To be redrafted by Leopold except "Predators" by Ligon & Pettit) 

Vv. Welfare Factors and Their Control: Food, Coverts, Water, and 
cial Factors. 

= pe redrafted by Leopold) : 

VI. Normal Stocking and Productivity Ratios. : 
(To be redrafted by Leopold) 

Vii. Diagnosis & Control of Unit Herd. Costs. | 

VIII. The Kaibab Deer Herd. 
(Chapter to be written by S.B.locke after completion of rest of MSS.) 

Ix. A Program for Deer Management _in the Southwest. : 

Appendix (To be revised by Leopold)



Outline for Chapter I. 

Southwestern Deer and Deer Ranges. : 
Their History & Status. 

1. Common species and their distribution. (Same as now but Pettit add 

: a summary of his data on heads, weights, and like matters not covered 

in other chapters. Ligon get up distribution map as called for in 
old draft.) 

2. Uncommon Species of Deer. (Pettit to revise so as to add his infor- 
mation in some appropriate way). 

3. Deer in "The 01d Days." (Same as now but Pettit & Ligon to add what 
they can along historical lines). 

4, Changes Induced by Grazing and Settlement. (A new caption by Leopold 
to be boiled down from old Chapter II, and with the addition of "Deer 
and Livestock" now Caption 7, Chapter VI.) 

5. Classification of Ranges; Size and Nature of Management Problem. 

(To be written by Ligon and Pettit. I am ready to admit that my 
sketch in the present draft is too complicated. Pettit and Ligon 
should "write their own ticket" for this section. It can hardly be 

omitted. Should include type map of SW for which I have written 
Cooperrider. )



Outline for Chapter II . 

Deer Management Measures to Date. 

1. The Public Movement. Sportsmen's Assoc. of S.W. New Mexico, - New Mexico 
G.P.4., co-operation from outside agencies, Arizona C.P.A. Co-operation 
of stockmen. Inauguration of the Gila Patrol. 

(To be written by Leopold) 

2. State Activities. Reorganization of the New Mexico State Game com- 
mission. The struggle for technical executives. Relation with G.P.A. 
Inauguration of New Mexico refuge system. New Mexico Game Survey. The 
struggle for reorganization in Arizona to date. Research by State Uni- 
versities. 

(fo be written by Leopold) 

3. Federal Activities. Forest Service Co-operation. Biological Survey 
co-operation and inauguration of predator control in 1915. U.S. game 
warden. Research work on Kaibab and elsewhere. 

(To be written by Leopold) 

4. Private Activities. Outline of what has been done on Bartlett Estate, 

Bell Ranch, Cadwallader and Harvey, and any other private ventures, with 
special reference to deer and deer management. land grants and other 
private holdings which could practice management but don't. 

(To be written by Ligon, with Pettit's help to the extent that he 
3 kmows particular tracts). : 

This whole chapter can be relatively short and boiled down; just 
enough to give the reader a picture of the "status quo," and pointed 

constantly at deer, rather than a general description.



ss Qutline for Chapter ITI, 

Breeding Habits of Deer, 

\ 1s Breeding Age, Gestation, Fawns per doe. Table. 

2. Unimpeded Increase vs. Actual Increase. 

Factors limiting increase and determining productivity. Chart. 

3. Proportion of "barren" does. 

4, Causes of "barren" does. Buck shortage. 

5. Proportion of bucks to does. 

6. Kind of Bucks as indicated by Antler classes. 

7. Composition of deer herds by sex and age classes. 2 

8. Buck areas. 

9. Phenology of Deer. : 

10. Summary.
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OUTLINE FOR CHAPTER IV. 

Decimating Factors and Their Control 

(fo cover first 6 captions of old Chapter VI, but now expanded to in- 
clude the deer material in old Chapter I, which is now omitted, and 

to include the idea of control now inadequately developed in old 
Chapter VIII) 

1. Hunting. About as now, but add methods of control. 

(to be redrafted by Leopold) : 

2. Predators. 
(To be expanded by Pettit and Ligon in any way they see fit, 
using, if they wish, their calculations on page 6, old Chap.VII, 
but in a wey to arrive at one or both of two points for a typical 
area (like the Gila). 

a. Deer per sc. mi, per year killed by predators. 
b. Per cent of deer per year killed by predators. 

If possible bring out the different mortality in young and 
old deer from coyotes and lions respectively.) 

(Leopold to add new table on costs of control just obtained 

from Biological Survey). 

3. Starvation. About as now. 
(To pe redrafted by Leopold) 

4, Diseases and Parasites, About as now. 
(To be redrafted by Leopold) 

5. Accidents. In place of old caption called "Miscellaneous." 
(To be expanded by Ieopold) Add relation of deer to forest 
fires from Leopold's article.
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OUTLINE FOR CHAPTER VY. 

i Welfare Factors and Their Control. 

(fo cover captions 8--10 of old Chapter VI but expanded and rearranged 

by Leopold) 

1. Feeding Habits of Deer. (To give background to reader). 

Number of species of shrubs and grasses on typical range (Gila). 
Seasonal variation in palatability and accessibility. "Pastime" 
feeds. Hidden properties (variations) of the same kind of feed 

(Colorado pine picture). Dixon's units of feeding time. Dispersion 
of feeds. : 

2. Types of deer feed in Southwest. (Talbot's photos). 

‘When and how each is used. 

3. Water, Use material now appearing as old caption 13, Chap. I. 

4, Deer Coverts. Include type map (have written Cooperrider) showing 

typical distribution of types on Gila. Take the deer material out 

of old Caption 14, Chap. I. Add material from Game Survey on deer 
coverts, such as Michigan Deeryard Survey. 

5. Special Factors. Salt. Open places. Burned areas. _ 3 

6. Summary.
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i : 
-Qutline for Chapter VI. 

Normal Stocking and Productivity Ratios 

(Revision of old Chapter VII to be written by Leopold, but : 
corrected to fit the revised herd composition developed from Pettit's 

corrections of new Chapter III.) 

1. Indices to Productivity. Census and area kill factors. Shiras 
kill factor. Ideal kill factor in a stable herd. 

2. Normal stocking and productivity analogy with forestry. 

3. Gila as a normal range. Why selected, Gila kill and area factor 
(0. 144). Comparison with Pennsylvania area kill. 

4, Deer census records. Fig. 18. Discussion of Stanislaus, Kaibab, 
Adams authorities. : 

5. Gila compared with other southwestern ranges. Estimated stocking 

for Gila. Comparisons with other ranges by stocking and kill factors. 

6. Black Canyon District as Compared with Whole Gila. 

7. Normal Deer Herd Compared with Cattle.
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' Qutline of Chapter VII. 

Diagnosis of a Unit Herd. Costs of Management. 
(Old Chapter VIII to be redrafted by Leopold) 

1. Definition of a Unit Herd and Unit Area. 

2. The Unit Herd Followed through a Typical Year. 3 
(The predatory animal calculation made by Ligon and Pettit on old 
page 6 of this chapter may fit better if first developed, in their 

own language, as caption 2 of new Chapter IV. I can then apply it 
. here and check it against the new way of arriving at predator loss 

: in revised Fig. 19 attached.) : 

3. Application of Findings to Other Southwestern Herds. 
About same as now unless Pettit and Ligon can make suggestions for 

> expansion. 

4. Costs and Benefits of Deer Management. 
About same as now but with a sharper distinction between lions and 
coyotes. The new table obtained from Biol Survey (see new Chapter IV.,- 
caption 2) will enable me to fill this out. 

5. Aesthetics of Game Manazement. : : 
About as now :
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Outline for Chapter VIII. 

; The Kaibab Deer Herd. = 

By S. B. Locke, U. &. Forest Service, 

E Ogden, Utah. 

The general idea of this chapter is that Locke will write it, 

comparing the findings of this book with his personal experience on : 

the Kaibab, and if he wishes, elsewhere. He can hardly actually 

write anything until he has our manuscript before hin, 

Whether or no Locke writes this chapter, he should be asked to 

eriticize the book as a whole,.and especially to point out what he 

: _ Considers errors. 

Locke's data would be especially valuable re following : 

subjects: : 

1, Composition of Kaibab Herd by Sex and Age Classes. 

2. Proportion of Bearing Does. Effect of range conditions on 

this and on fawns per doe. 

; 3, Additions to the Food List in appendix. . 

4, Outline of salient points in the history of administration 

of the Kaibab herd, 

: -
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; Qutline for Chapter IX, 

A Program for Deer Management. 

(Leopold to revise, combining the main points affecting deer in 
old chapters IX. and XII., and adding what he can from other 
states. More emphasis should be given to Research). 

4. Basic Moves. 

1. e Conservation, A summary of the range problem and its bear- 
é ing on deer. (Revise old Caption 1, Chapter XII.) 

2. Research. Revise old Caption 2, Chapter XII. 

3. Wilderness Areas. 01d Caption 4, Chapter XII., but revised to 
Point at social. value of deer hunting. 

4, Basic Moves in Other States. 

B. Management Program. 

5. Equalization of Populations. Building up of under-stocked and 
reduction of over-stocked areas. What to do on over-stocked 
areas: open refuges? Kill does? 

6. Extension of Refuges and Predator Control. Possible over-Kill- 
ing of lions and under-killing of coyotes. 

7. Management in other states.
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DEER MANAGEMENT IN THE SOUTHYZST 

By 

Leopold, Ligon, and Pettit 

CHAPTER III. 

BREEDING HABITS OF DEHR. 5 

So far we have been dealing with the status and history of 

Southwestern deer and deer ranges, and of the efforts to conserve them — 

We must now deal with their breeding habits. These fall into two 

classes. S 

There are, first, those habits which do not vary with environment, 

and may be pegeries as fixed characteristics of the species. Breeding = 

age (i.e. age of reaching sexual maturity) and period of gestation are 

almost piteaialy fixed characters, and the number of fawns per bearing 

doe is probably largely so. 

On the other hand the proportion of bearing to non-bearing ieee: 

the necessary proportion of bucks to does, and the phenology (dates of 

rut, antler-shedding, fawning, etc.) all vary with time and place, i.e. 

with environmental influences or factors. These habits are of the second 

or variable class. 

Observations on deer in captivity are admissible as evidence of the 

fixed breeding habits. Observations on wild deer are necessary to deter- 

mine the variable breeding habits. 

What are —_ variable and fixed habits, respectively, of Southwestern 

deer? Do they diffey from those of deer elsewhere? Do they difter as be- 

tween species?



1, Breeding age, gestation, fams per doe. 
The accompanying table cites instances of deer in captivity, the 

judgments of authorities, certain range tallies, and some random data on 

foreign species for comparison. 

The table gives the only kmowm instance of a doe fawming at a 

lesser age than two years, a Columbian blacktail cited by Rampoint (1925) 

as fawning at 15 months. In addition Lantz (1910), in setting the normal 

breeding age at 2 years, says he knows of one whitetail doe fawning at an 

earlier age. Both of these does were in captivity. It seems safe to con- : 

clude that deer rarely bear fawns until two years old, which means that i 

they do not breed until their second fall when they are, roughly, 14 years 3% 
F 

old. Whether they usually fawn at two years is an unanswered question. £ 

9 ermmens £1924) wrkang of Yrllowrelr Lfletel, enya» olte epee ve cle Prat yom 
7 Cattle —— usually do not. Deex probably do. : : ah 

On at Cv yoo ve 

The specific observations on the period of gestation are of course 

all in captivity, and the general authorities also doubtless derive their 

figures from captive deer. The figures on American species run from 181 to 

216 days. The majority agree on about 200 days, with no perceptible trend 

for one species ts differ from another. More data might reveal sucha dif- 

ference. Marshall (1922) quotes Lydekker as finding that among breeds = 

sheep the larger breeds had the longer period. He also quotes Dussogno as 

finding that gestation in swine varied with the age and vigor of the female, 

This may explain some of the variations in gestation shown in the table. 

It is clear from the table that the number of fawms per breeding 

doe varies from 1 to 3 or 4, and averages about 1.5. The table shows no 

clear trend for one species to differ from another although more data might 

=is



Breeding Ace, Gestation, Fawns Per Doe 

Observer Plece Date Number & Minimum Age Date, Gestation No. Fawns Single 
You Publis Species Bred_, Famed Bred Pawned Period Max. Aver. Instance 

Specific instances of individual deer oe ap seg cel ea 

(a) In captivity or tame around dwellings; : : : 

Arthur 2 f 
(unpubl. ) (eemeede 10) ee ee ee 

N.Mex. i . 

Rampoint,1925  Ukiah,C@al.-1923-------1 blacktail(@mos)15 mos.—(Jan. )--Aug.-—-_--200 days—--------_____-__1 
Shenklin(unpub) Wichite N.F.1920-4?---1 whitetail---------------------------------~-~~--~----~--~3-----2, 04+ 

> Okla. ls i 

Brom : a ne ee ee ee 

, Cal. : 4 2 

(b) General Authorities; . : ; 

Shires, 1921 Wich,—---—-____-__-.___whitetail------------___-__-__-_-__-----.---.---—-] mos. 

: Newsom, 1926 ee a 

Lantz, 1910 w-----------------whitetail-----------2 yrs, -----------------205-212 days 

Hall, 1927 Cal, ---~--------------mule 6s-7mos. “38 1.54 ? 

Donaldson(unpub) Pa, -------»----------whitetail 181 days 

(c) Renge Tallies: : : 

Hall, 1927 Cee a 57 mle fawne=--—— 6/15/25 
Bere. 192h captured 

| : Boone Gila N.F.--——Avue. 9-10-14 mule fawns----------------~-~--~----------+---------——-2~~---1, 3 

| (unpub. ) NsMex. 1927 : 

Locke & Kaibab N.P.---1922----~---mule-------------------~-----------~-----------------------"twins usual," 

| Goldman(unp.) Ariz. . Te 

| (d) Foreien Lands (for comparison) 
Marshell Aust ria--~-—--1862---.---7 roe deer---~--~------~-~--July---—May—----10 mos, -—---~--2-----2 

1922 : England : Fallow dcer-..._.___.______._.__ (ct, _-__Jie- 

Harvey Bngland-----------~------Fallow deer----~------------Se pt. ---June----9 mos.--------2 

1847 f aoe 

Suh 192.8 oer NE 1 uabadalint 
: N Con, Pere: : aie "ime-- Liat ~~ hev. -- Hhvthe = =e BAM Yoes = ~ Deni DO 

SKerver, (424 — Ytlowslins NBs AIN- 1424 » thelatark



* show such differences. The range tally by Hall represents 237 fawns actually 

captured for artificial rearing. These fawns averaged 1.1 per doe. That 

: by Boone represents a careful coed of singles and twins among 14 fawns 

accompanying does immediately after the fawning season. These averaged 

“13 per doe. In neither case had there been enough elapse of time for a 
aan Daas, Vope Coane 

heavy mortality in fawns, hence the actual proportion of ae must, beeonly 

slightly greater than the observed proportion. 

Hall says of the 1.1 average: "This is believed to be a lower ratio 

than usually exists, and both it and the late fawning season probably are 

explained by the shortage of food. - - - - this apparently directly reduced 

the number of young born to each doe." Sheepmen likewise believe that poor 

forage reduces the percentage of twins. Genetecists seem to agree that 

this belief is justified. 

2 We may safely conclude that about 1.5 fawms per breeding doe is : 

= normal for wild deer through a period of years. This figure aiffers some= 

what as between good and bad years, but there is no evidence that it differs 

as between species. 

To sum up the fixed breeding habits: deer first breed during their 

second fall and fawn at 2 years of age. Through a period of years the aver- 

age in normal herds is about 1.5 var breeding doe. The period of gestation 

is about 200 days. There are no established differences in breeding age, 

gestation, or fawms per breeding doe as between species or regions, but the 

age doe probably differs as between years. = 

It is common knowledge that all species of deer are polygamous. 

: There is reason to cca as will appear later, that under favorable con- 

ditions practically all mature does may bear young. These facts, together 

ae



with the breeding age,gestation, and fawms oe breeding doe, determine 

the maximum possible rate of increase, that is the increase which would : 

‘teke place if a perfect breeding stock were given an unlimited ideal range. 

We may call thin the uxtepede! ‘nceesss, 06 dlennse! dey fred 
Inet of lr apres, 
2, Unimpeded vs. Actual Increase. Theory of Productivity. 

Unimpeded increase never takes place in nature, but it is 

nevertheless a valuable yardstick or fixed datum against which to measure 

actual increase, It was first calculated for deer by Shiras, Fisher, & 

Beal (1918), who found that 24 pairs of mature deer, polygemous and all : 

fertile, with 1.5 fawms each per yea? would increase to 2064 deer in 10 

years. The increase under various degrees and kinds of decimation was a 

also calculated, The Shiras Table appears in the appendix. : 

; The unimpeded increase is shown graphically in the accompanying 

chart. The period of time in bot® the Shiras Table and the chart is 

‘intentionally made short, so as to avoid the necessity of considering 

death ‘ae old age. Deaths from old age seldom or never occur in wild 

herds, fre of would be of ouk, eS roeet te eowtolin lees: 

The chartchows graphically the factors or forces which, in 

nature, are constantly pulling down the unimpeded increase to some lesser 

rate, mese factors are of two kinds; decimating factors such as hunting,’ 

predators, starvation, disease, and accidents (which directly decimate the 

hera) and welfare factors such as food, coverts, and certain special 

requirements (the lack of which indirectly decimates by retarding the rate Z 

of increase or by stimulating the operation of the decimating factors). ~ 

In any given herd the factors eslisctiveds determine the rate at which a 

unit number of mature stock in that herd produces other mature stock for 

ae ‘
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building up the herd, or for removal by hunting, as the case may be. im 

16 Tie factors collectively constitute the environment, and their 

segregation into classes is merely a convenient way of dealing with environ— 

: mental influences for game management purposes, There are other environ— 

: mental influences than ae listed on the chart (such as weather, fire, 

- grazing, etc.) but in game they all operate by seiuencing one or more of 

the fundamental factors of productivity enumerated on the chart. 

: s : Productivity is, in effect, the equilibrium, Sau or less unstable, 

between the breeding habits of the species (a constant) #4 the environment 

(a variable). 

This theory of productivity and its various practical ap ications 

is of such importance as to merit a pe Only nie given 

here to aefine some of its nomenclature as related to deer, : ‘ 

, Ge Proportion of Barren Does, . 

( To what extent do the factors of opadachinite pull dow the curve 

of unimpeded increase in deer? In stable herds they obviously pull it down 

| to horizontal. If now such stable herds be likewise ikmown to be productive 

(in the sense of yielding a large increment of mature stock for removal by 

\ hunting), is it not possible to measure some of their characteristics ani : 

i thus establish standards or criteria for the appraisal of other herds less 

perfectly known? 

; She esteblisheeat of euch atenderda will now te sttumtet ce 

those aspects of breeding which vary with the cuetteiaet The relatively 

fixed breeding habits (breeding age, gestation, and fawns per doe) have 

x been already discussed, 

: =e The most important variable aspect of breeding is the proportion 

se 
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ot "barren" or "dry" does. The extent of non—bearing does will be covered 

first, and possible causes second, The significance to productivity is : 

. discussed in later chapters. : 

Range tallies are the only mow quantitative method for deter— 

mining the proportion of dry to bearing does. The results of all kmown 

tallies are summarized in the accompanying table. While these tallies ; 

cover about ‘Zagee. door of 2 species, im localities from Montana to Oeli- : 

fornia, they do not of themselves set up an acceptable ratio, for several 

reasons, : 

First, they cover periods more or less subsequent to fawning 

time, hence many does whose fawns had succumbed to decimating factors must 

have been tallied as dry. Thus the Gila tally indicates quite consistently 

_ for six years a ratio of 3 dry to 1 bearing doe. Being made during the 

hunting season in November, however, many does must have lost their fawns 

who did not themselves succumb, ~- 

Second, many yearlings of both sexes are inadvertently tallied 

as does (and being unaccompanied by fawns, as dry does) even by experienced 

observers. Pettit killed (for scientific purposes) a doe in 1927 thich was 

classed by experienced hunters who saw the carcass as "barren, but which 

on examination was found to have 4 deciduous feeth in the upper jaw, x 

: conclusive proof of an immature yesvi ings 4 ssa dank toe tae, =. the 

work of large groups of men, are suspected of containing ‘Some of this error, 

in spite of instructions to the contrary from those in charge in the case 

of ates. Since, as will appear later, yearlings in the oe'tre @ 

nearly as numerous as dry does, it follows that this error might be largeww 

Pip ToMly 2,46 ee with certainty me regarded as free or 

Practically free from it. : 

ae



zr tae 
Froportion of Bearing Does ~~ 

As Indicated by Range Tallies a 

co ae : 3 eae Deer tallied } Fer cent : &stimated 
3 : {ooo----------- --------------+------------3 when : per cent 

Name - year : Season +¢ Species 3; : 3 t : : tallied : fawning time 

locality - state : S : Deer: Does : Dry : Does : Fawns :!-~---~------ :--------------- 
: 3 : $ $= does 2 With: < :Dry :Bearing: Dry : Beering 
3 3 3 : : 3s fawn : sdoess does; does : does 

Hatfusn, 1927 : + : : $ ‘ 3 3 3 3 3 

Kaibab N.F.,Ariz. Spring Mule ("50 per cent of the does had fawns") 50350 

Wright, 1926 June 
Montezuma N.F., to 
Colo. Oct. Mule 17 3 4 85:15 70320 

Boone, 1927 
Gila N.F., = : 
New Mex. Aug.9-10 Mule 183 14 (25) 60:40 

Locke & Goldman, 
1922 ("As many fawns as non-antlered deer; 

Kaibab N.F., Ariz, Sept. Mule twins usual") 20:80? 

Wingo, 1920 
Lincoln N.F., S 
New Mex. Oct. 113 26 77223 60:40 

Smith, 1923-5 . 
Montana Forests, Yeerlong Yule 3,336 1,030 76:24 50:50 
N.Idaho Forests f Mule & W.T. 305 83 79322 50:50 

S.W.N.Mex.Sp. Ass'n. 
Gila N.F., 1924 Nov. Mule & W.T. 9,718 2,635 T3327 4) 

1925 143196 43131 71:29 (+) 
192 17,422 4 e624 (327 2 50:50 

1927 24,152 4,636 81:19 ) 
1926 41,875 8,826 63:17) 

Arizona and New Mexico : Zs 
Betimated NORMAL... 0... ones «cs BOCHSBPECLES OF Geer. . 6... ss aewivie Se misces «© seo ee whe ps Swe en sae eee 50350 

Brouse ranges, cattle, for comparison es 
TMA yn ae. ss itn case eee ea) Ske Meas acai 000 page RS II win ecw wn oo ow 0 Scand ace eo Re eae 55:45 
OGY OIG aaa wc cca s statin hin IS MN, 0 wines « b05d Hany gee nae ETc HINGES 6sn ss + 4 4 + 0 oe opine: alee enene Ne eee 19330 
ROBT YORE 5a ou oes pre Soe og et vine dink « + oi 9.9 FSCO S Sie mete RIG iso» - ¢ sy sve meme ee ee 20:80 
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Froportion of Bearing Does ms 
As Indicated by Range Tallies 

agi : 3 = [eee Deer tallied 3 Per cent : Ketimated 
: : Pm a a nn =f when : per cent 

Name - year : Season 3; Species : : 3 $ 3 : tallied : fawning time 
locality - state : : : Deer: Does . Dry : Does : Fawns {------------ !--------------- 

_ 3 : : : does ts with 3 :Dry :Bearing: Dry : Bearing 
: : : : : 3: fawn : sdoes; does: does : does 

notin, a : 3 : : 3 : : $ : 3 3 

Kaibab N.F.,Ariz. Spring Mule ("50 per cent of the does had fawns") 50550 

Wright, 1926 June 
Montezuma N.F., to 
Colo. Oct. Mule L7 3 4 85:15 70330 

Boone, 1927 
Gila N.F., 
New Mex. Auz.9-10 Mule 183 14 (25) 60:40 

Locke & Goldman, : 
1922 ("As many fawns as non-antlered deer; 

Kaibab N.F., Ariz. Sept. Mule twins usual") 20:40? 

Wingo, 1920 
Lincoln N.F., 5 
New Mex. Oct. 113 26 77323 60:40 

Smith, 1923-5 
Montana Forests, Yeerlong vule 3,336 1,030 76:24 50:50 : 
N.Idaho Forests © Mule & W.T. 305 83 79321 50:50 

S.W.N.Mex.Sp. Ass'n. 
Gila N.F., 1ge4 Nov. Mule & W.T. 95 (16 2,035 [oer 

1925 14/196 43131 7i:eg } 
192 17,422 4 oak (3320 50:50 
1927 24152 4636 61:19 >) 
1928 41,875 8,826 83:17) 

Arizona and New Mexico - 

Eatimated NORMAL... ..cisnds «ces «ede Spectres Of Geer... . occu tis. «+ -6 owes obs een meMEE ee «6 50 bie 06 50:50 

Brouse ranges, cattle, for comparison eat, 
a ow a. ons wierd carers or co eee e ew eae eee a. suv:le Sree am RMR EN TE Rise so) vos: once vu +» Vso & pcan nanh a 9 tantra aes. 0 cine eee 55345 

POOR= YORIG 655 au aig ssc EIEIO Figen. ——< =p eae ee ental SRS Sa > 2 dis.» « 015 swe Aerie et «ae ores 70330 
Beet = VCore y. .. Wie < So cie acne c woe ace wc ene. $name wine ene wie © Me eteerie east Ne Sry 9 0 in oss > 6 = ae es ete 20:80



Proportion of Bearing Does 
As Indicated by Range Tallies oe 

noaies : 3 Bite es ee Deer tallied : Fer cent : &stimated 
: 3 footer} when $ per cent 

Name - year : Season ¢ Species : : 3 3 $ tallied : fawning time 

locality - state ;: 3 : Deer; Does : Dry : Does : Fawns :------------ :--------------- 
: : : 3 s=-does : with -¢ :Dry :Bearing: Dry : Bearing 
3 3 3 : 3 : fawn : sdoess does: does : does 

Buftean, tae : : : 3 : : : : : 

Kaibab N.F.,Ariz. Spring Mule ("50 per cent of the does had fawns") 50:50 

Wright, 1926 June 
Montezuma N.F., to 
Colo. Oct. Mule a7 3 4 85:15 70:20 

Boone, 1927 
“Qian. F-, : 
New Mex. Aug .9-10 Mule © 183 14 (25) 60:40 

Locke & Goldman, 
1922 ("As many fawns as non-antlered deer; 

Kaibab N.F., Ariz. Sept. Mule twins usual") 20:80? 

Wingo, 1920 
Lincoln N.F., 
New Mex. Oot. 113 26 77:23 60:40 

Smith, 1923-5 zg 
Montana Forests, Yeerlong vule 3,336 1,030 76:24 50:50 
N.Idaho Forests . Mule & W.T. 305 8&3 79222 50:50 

S.W.N.Mex.Sp. Ass'n. 

Gila N.F., 1924 Nov. Mule & W.T. 9,718 2,035 fos2t) 
1925 145196 4131 7:29) 
192 17,422 4624 73:27 =) 50:50 
1927 2k ,152 4636 81:19 ) 
1926 41,875 8,826 83:17) 

Arizona and New Mexico otis 
Eatimeated NORMAL... .2.%.c.5. 0.0. sBOCR @pecies Of Geer... 66. 6 cians scuniee eee ee em Wee We mies ese 50:50 

Brouse ranges, cattle, for comparison : 
PUSTIOE La nje:o oro OM eae gilin Brae wales wa 0 win eure eR Peas Die cial olasp to ss «a bing ieee es Sore Hees + x gece 55345 
PO Se Ce a oan cane wo 0 ana tare ecacoo ih sb © Sve Cee TSE “0 0+ 0-0 ao o's 5 SEEN AE BOW C0 be Paleo Kee ws 79330 
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Proportion of Bearing Does 
e As Indicated by Range Tallies 

Case: : : 3 Deer tallied : Per cent :  Bstimated 
3 : foorm conn -- + ==} when : per cent 

Name - year : Season ; Species 3: : 3 3 : : tallied : fawning time 
kesakity —- state i; i 3 Deer, Dues i Diy ¢ Dues § Faw jaesqacsssesa{accesssscenssas 

: 3 : : : does : with 3; :Dry :Bearing: Dry : Bearing 
3 3 : 3 3 : fawn ?: sdoes; does; does :; does 

Huffman, 1927 . . . . eee ee ga er ee eee eee Ta Re ge . 

Kaibab N.F,,Ariz, Spring Mule ("50 per cent of the does had fawns") 50:50 

Wright, 1926 June 
Montezuma N.F., to 
Colo. Oct. Mule 17 3 4 85:15 70330 

Boone, 1927 
Gila N.F., . 
New Mex. Aug.9-10 Mule 183 14 (25) 60:40 

“Locke & Goldman, 
1922 ("As many fawns as non-antlered deer; 

Kaibab N.F., Ariz. Sept. Mule twins usual") 20:80? 

Wingo, 1920 
Lincoln N.F., : 
New Mex. Oct. 113 26 77323 60:40 

Smith, 1923-5 
Montana Forests, Yearlong Mule 3,336 1,030 76:24 50:50 
N.Idaho Forests u Mule & W.T. 305 83 79321 ; 50:50 

S.W.N.Mex.Sp. Ass'n. 
Gila N.F., 1924 Nov. Mule & W.T. 9,718 2,035 73:27) 

1925 187196 4,131 71:29 +») 
1926 17,422 4624 73:27 =) 50:50 
1927 24,152 4636 61:19 ) 
1926 41,875 8,826 83:17) 

Arizona and New Mexico 
Estimated NORMAL..........+.....-BOth species Of GET... cece ec eee ee cece eee eee e ee ereerne 50:50 

Brouse ranges, cattle, for comparison 
IN OU MS crest ihe keye aces a oy 9 ereue ler oie €i61 isn ever 9d aialnno'/3°G on iaubnialierelisiler dee wi scehaine fend ie Snowe enerer eves By We deSiu SRA S # MBTee See aoe (ale 55345 
WO Ope OIG ica Gs cerai scares eyeiitie) oho atioielt otetelie Geitnisehe’ ose: Milos F aioj- susie ywieite te ia, VAiia beese:laia Wy e\leiiaha loi emelal'eneitene Sioleileaat 9? eteiqnel castes evenetens 70330 
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. j Proportion of Bearing alld} : 
As Indicated by Range Tallies 

‘ ; 4 \ Y 
| 

; : Deer tallied | ! Per cent =: Estimated 
; ; o-----=------------------4--.-----------; when : per cent 

Name - year : Season ; Species 3: : : : \ : : tallied : fawning time 
locality - state ; : : Deer; Does : Dry % Does : Fawns 3-----~------3--------------- 

: : : : : does giwith ; :Dry :Bearing: Dry : Bearing 
3 3 : : : t fawn : sdoess does; does ; does 

Huffman, 1927 e . . e e e ° ° e e e 

Kaibab N.F.,Ariz,. Spring Mule ("50 per cent of the dyes had fawns") 50:50 : 

Wright, 1926 June ’ 
Montezuma N.F., to | 
Colo. Oct. Mule 17 | 3 4 85:15 70330 

Boone, 1927 i} 
Gila N.F., 
New Mex. Aug .9-10 Mule 183 14 (25) 60340 

Locke & Goldman, 
1922 ("As many fawns as non-antlered deer; 

Kaibab N.F., Ariz. Se, “1e@ twins usual") 20:80? 

Wingo, 1920 { 
Lincoln N.F., | 
New Mex. Oct. 26 71323 60:40 

Smith, 1923-5 
Montana Forests, Yearlong Mule 1,030 76:24 50:50 
N.Idaho Forests i" Mule & W.T. | 83 79321 50:50 

S.W.N.Mex.Sp. Ass'n. 2 
Gila N.F., 1924 Nov. Mule & W.T. gt By 055 (eet) 

: 1925 14,196 4131 71:29 «+) ; 
1926 17,422 a | 4624 Tone (ins) 50:50 
1927 24,152 4636 é19°) 
1928 41,875 8,826 SSt17 4) 

Arizona and New Mexico ! ; ; 
: Estimated NORMAL 0.2)... sic.) ciempeiwe BObD SPCCLES Of (MOST (tess wis icc -ceeMMmmE etched Clee Nis ie se) oy vie ol al aderele olsieeceb 50:50 

Brouse ranges, cattle, for comparison : j 
NOB Mis ee aero Ueleiierclts ois yates sigs lace lots c pele a \oade ein’ se ess oie nen RETA als LS RMMMm 1 RUE RIC UI ei) ck Me i 55345 
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a ? 
G 

eS “(hira, there is lack of a standard classification and method. 

The Boone, Gila, and Wingo tallies lumped all fawms, and it was necessary 

to assume that each fawmm accompanied a single doe in order to arrive at a 

number for bearing does, Since these three tallies were all made in fall, 

this assumption would not be far from correct as an average. 

The last column of the ‘table gives for each tally a readjusted 

ratio in which a judgement correction has been applied for all these eae 

These readjusted ratios represent the probable proportion of dry to bearing 

does at fawning time. The ratios vary from 2080 on the Kaibab in 1922 

(a good year) to 70:30 on the Mont@zuma in 1926 (an unproductive herd). 

There is a clear trend, however, toward a ratio. of 50:50. This, therefore, 

has been set up as the normal average proportion (through a period of years) 

of dry to bearing does in stable productive herds for the Southwest. It is 

probably not foxy from right for western deer anywhere. 

It is interesting to compare this with Schierbecks (1929) figure 

for moose in Nova Scotia. Of 425 cows legally killed in December and 

reported by hunters 52% were "berren" and 48% carrying calves. 

No ratio can be set up for.eastern states because there have 
: ; a Giles 

e een no range tallies made there, The thicker cover noles tae mo re 

difficult in the Bast. 

John Burnham, after years of experience operating a large fenced 

deer park in New York, believes that the percentage of infertility in 

eastern whitetail is negligible provided the deer have not been run: by 

dogs or experienced a severe winter. If Burnham's opinion is correct, 

high proportions of barrenness must be more common in the West than in the 

East. : 

=6-



g It is significant that most of the western tallies were nals at 

the personal initiative of officers of the U. §. Forest Service, where many 

men learn how to ask scientific questions about game and at the same time 

acquire the cowpuncher technique for getting answers, 

The normal proportion of dry to veaving cove on southwestern 

pbrouse ranges is 55:45, as compared with 50:50 for deer. In cattle the calf 

crop is ee to vary widely as between years. In the best years it runs up _ 

to 95%. 

4. Causes of "barren! does. : 

While we have only fragments of dependable information on the : 

: _ extent of non—bearing does, we have still less on causes. W hat the thinking 

Sportsmen should impress on his mind is that the causes may be, and probably 

are, numerous and also variable as between localities, There are at least 

six possible causes; ; 

1. Permanent physiological trait of individual doe or buck, 

2. Interference with mating (for instance, by a misdated hunting 

season). 

3. Temporary physiological trait of doe or buck due to weather, 

feed, or disease. : : 

4, Atrophy or resorbtion of the foetus. 

5. Abortion (in cattle usually due to disease or foods). 

6, Buck shortage (This is usually assumed by laymen to be the 

sole cause). 

Some of these causes may combine more or less permanently to 

reduce the proportion of bearing does in localities or even large regions. 

If Burnham's observations, for instance, are representative of the Tae 

= -T-



there would seem to ve a lower proportion of bearing does throughout 

the West in all species, including whitetail, than in eastern whitetail. 

It is common lmowledge that the proportion of bearing cows in : 

range cattle is higher in the warm desert or foothill ranges along the : 

Mexican border than in high altitudes or latitudes in the same states or : 

other states. Why, no one knows, The border ranges are called "breeding 

ranges" by cowmen, and are used almost solely to produce ‘ifeeders" for 

fattening elsewhere, while the higher colder regions are known as "steer 

ranges" and excel in the individual size but never in the aggregate \ 

number of removable crop. This seemingly permanent differential between ' 

northern and southern cattle ma parallel that between eastern and western 

deer, but the actual causes in either case are still entirely cae: 

Some of the six possible causes of barren does have important 

analogies in domestic livestock, 

Thus abortion occurs on a large scale in southwestern range cows 

when they eat heavily of frosted oak sprouts in spring. Ample rence 

salting is believed by cowmen to constitute a preventative. (Pettit: : 

Check with John Kerr if this abortion has an been scientifically ; 

investigated, Say whether or not.) 

Agawa, Marshall (1922) quotes Hammond as finding that atrophy 

or resorption of the foetus occurs among domestic swine, sheep, horses, 

and cattle, and suggesting adiposity as one of the causes, If attire 

in deer, hard winters or drouth would seem a more likely cause, ooh dha 

ae Ce A vont ofinele et leaat we mechan Silay : 
must—be—s.ome cause, intemening between rutting and fawning time, because 

: dw rarchy Corre at 
: * bad seasons are often not felt until after the rut, end eee ee hardly 

< cause a short crop except by atrophy, resorption, or abortion. 

~b-



: It is a puzzling fact that high fawn crops are frequent on 

overgrazed ranges like the Kaibab, and high calf crops on the prevalently 

overgrazed "breeding ranges" of the Mexican border. On the other hand 

Bailey (192s) saw no live fawms among 60 deer on the overgrazed Penaaetveaee 

Refuge No, 2 in the middle of May. 

Another analogy with cattle is disturbance during fawning time, : 

Every cowman Imows it is bad to "work! cattle at calving time, yet nobody 

worries about large ocenka ef fishermen invading the shores of lakes and 

streams where,in arid cokentag, does must congregate for easy and frequent 

: access to water whaen-they—need while suckling fawns. 

A further and possibly very important analogy is the permanent 

sterility of female calves born as twins of male calves, Geneticists have 

determined that such females are not always sterile, but they frequently 
Ths ore coblecks "frre marine! ful. : 

ere. Female sheep in like cases are normally, Whether deer follow the rule 

of sheep or of cattle is not lmown, but it could be easily determined by 

observing captives. If they are like cattle, we have here a certain cause 

of Gaay tens does. 

In short, the determinants of fertility are imperfectly knom 

for domestic animals and not at all for deer, 

We come now to buck shortage, the unthinking sportsman's 

wiversal "cause" for deficient reproduction in deer. What ee 

makes it clear why we should guard against taking buck shortage,or any 

other possible cause,too easily for grantedpo w fook 

5. Proportion of bucks. 

Z It -. well to remind ourselves at this point of the fundamental 

reason why game management has such an excellent chance to produce deer



hunting and still conserve deer. The reason is that deer are polygamous, | 

and that nature, in providing the two eae in equal numbers, provides 

more males than are necessary to maintain full productivity. That deer 

: < are polygamous there can be no doubt, although it is interesting to note 

_ that Schierbeck (1929) has recently challenged pn te glares 

The removal of the excess male deer does not harm productivity, 

and even possibly benefits it. The essence of deer management is to * 

provide the proportion, kind, and distribution of bucks necessary to full = 

productivity in each herd. Kind and distribution of bucks are covered in 

succeeding captions, What is the necessary proportion of bucks to does? 

There are four available sources of light on this unanswered 

= question: (1) the experience of breeders in large enclosures: (2) analogy 

with-unconfined unherded range cattle; (3) the judgment of authorities; 

(4) vital statistics of wild herds. : 

The first two are obviously of little significance t the 

management of wild herds, John Burnham of New York, with an unsubdivided 

acre enclosure containing does, uses bucks, or 

1 per 7 or 8 does. Southwestern cattlemen have a rule of thumb prescribing 

5 to 10 bulls per 100 ows, but since blooded bulls are costly,there is, 

in actual practice, mnsiderable temptation to rely on the neighbors, with 

the result that the actual proportion on the range is often lower than 

what the rule prescribes, 5 

Naturalists have been justifiably cautious in publishing opinions 

on the lmotty question of proportion for wild herds. The authorities known 

to us advise; 
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"Name Species Necessary Proportion of 
Bucks to Does : 

Newsom (1926) Whitetail 1:4 wild, 1:10 captivity. 

Smith, Glenn A. Both species 1:4 is thoroughly safe. : 

ob Blaey (=) - 1:25 in captivity. 

Sw, C.G6.C9t) wht 11D vkel 

Our best source of light is obviously the proportion existing 

_ in wild herds which have stood up well under heavy hunting. No actual : 

3 proportions are known, only tallies of animals seen. In such tallies 

there is always the probability that one sex or age is more readily seen 

-. and tallied than another, and in some it is certain that yearlings were 

tallied ag does. The accompanying table summarizes the known data. 

The gexhy of 22,362 mule deer killed in the Stanisleus foot and 

mouth disease control work in California vere tallied but unfortunately 

age classes were not. The sex tally showed that 48 per cent of the deer 

killed on the control area were males, ani 52 per cent females. Since this 

: range was regularly hunted previous to the outbreak of disease, the tally 

furnishes strong evidence that the wm differential in the total sex ratio 

causeé by hunting antlered bucks is not always high. In this case it was 

only 4 per cent. These figures are of course free from the yearling error, 

and probably nearly free from the error due to differential visibility 

above mentioned, ; 

The Smith tally covered both sex and age. Of 12,531 mule deer 

tallied in Montana, 1,456 were identified as bucksand 4, 306 as does, a ratio 

of 25:75. This sounds plaugible until we get to north Idaho, where 1610 

mule and whitetail deer were seen, 354 identified as acy and 388 as does, 

a ratio of 48:52 and a somewhat puzzling figure when compared with Montana, 

-ll- :



Proportion of Bucks to Does ; 
As Indicated by Range Tallies 

2 g : Deer Tallied : Ratios : 

Name - year : Season : Species t-- - - -!- ---t--------: 
locality - state : 2 : Bucks : Does : Bucks : Does ; 

ee 

Foot and mouth disease ‘ 

control; 1924-5 : 
. Stanislaus N.F., Cal. Yearlong Mule (10,560)- -(11, 440) (48:52) 

(male) (female) (male) (female) 

Smith 

: Montana Forests, 1923 Yearlong Mule 604 1,634 26:74 : 
F 1928 (Mostly spring) : 436 1,471 23:77 

1925 416 1,211 26:74 
Total 1,456 4,366 25275 

N. Idaho Forests, 1923 Yearlong Mule & W.T. 179 150 55345 

: 1924 (Mostly spring) 72 119 38362 
1925 103 119 46354 

/ Total 354 388 48352 

S.W.N.Mex. Sp. 
Assoc, : S 

Gila N.F. 1923 Nov. Mule &2W.T, 2,033 8,066 20:80 

: 1924 3,230 9,718 ears 
1925 «5,495 14,196 28:72 
1926 6,199 17, 422 26:74 

1927 7,387 24,152 23:77 
1928 9,066 41,875 19:81 
Total : 33,990 115, 429 23:77 

Estimated NORMAL for Southwest, hunted range... 2. 6 ee eee tee ee OFRT5 :



Smith thinks the bucks in north Idaho crowd up to the high peaks in 

midsummer, where the fire lookouts living on such peaks naturally talliea 

an abnormal proportion of them, There is no apparent reason, however, why 

this should not have affected the Montana tally also. The Smith tally 

probably contains some yearling error, in spite of instructions to the . 

crnohs Wan Obeve thet audrealiet dary Une faqunae, 
contrary, Wateh would raise the actual proportion of bucks, Actually the 

tally included 7577 deer of wndetermined sex, into which class most of the 

yearlings may have been throw, : 

The Gila hunters' reports show a ratio of bucks seen to does seen 

varying by years from 20:80 to 28:72. The average is 23!77. sents ed 

consistency between years indicates that the Gila hunters made conscientious 

reports, but since they were not asked to segregate yearlings, many must have 

Jeitiea seem as does. Moreover we believe from personal experience that the 

F average hunter in the Southwest sees a smaller proportion of bucks than 

exist on the range. We therefore believe the actual Gila buck:doe ratio 

may be somewhat more then 23:77, . We may tentativety set up 

25375 as normal for the Southwest wih the assurance that it is an under 

: rather than an.over-estimate of the existing proportion of bucks to -doesaw 
Te Dukes dnd, 
Since the Gila herd is stesbe-er increasing, and is the thriftiest hunted 

herd in the Southwest, and since it apparently contains a higher proportion 

of bucks than any authority considers necessary, it seems safe to conclude 

: that it, or any other herd showing a similar ratio, is not suffering from 

any dearth in number of bucks, 

6. Kind of bucks. 

2 Cattlemen try to avoid using bulls under 2 or over 6 ee 

breeding, The desirable age limits for buck deer are unknown, Presumably 

$ = -le- :



a buck, like a doe, is fertile at 1-1/2 years, but it is generally sup Ze 

posed that under normal conditions-these barely mature spikers are driven” = 

off by the herd tucks, i.e. the prime bucks which dominate the herd, The - 

s fact that spikers are often seen with does rather than bucks before the : 

Saar bucks have joined the does preliminary to vee tends to nhl 

tiate this asswaption. cat ee ole not gt preenrmow of elute 
ntl of Bast 22 yrore oleh, 

Deer in enclosures live up to 30 or 40 years, according to an 

untraced authority quoted by the Kensas Fish and Game Department. How- S 

ever neither over-maturity nor longevity as observed in enclosures would 

apply to wild deer. = 

The one known fact about ears in wild deer is that 

bucks decline in antler development after reaching a.certain maximum, 

and this doubtless reflects a corresponding decline in Breeding capacity 

or ability. Moffet (we says that in the Sierras mle deer bucks attain 

maximum development in their fourth or fifth year. A series of home of 

a Columbian Blacktail buck kept in captivity by Ranooiah at es Cali- 

: fornia, showed increasing points up to the ninth year. (Reprint picture?) ~ 

A. W. Sampson (unpublished) knows of a captive OM ine Btetiel one . 

point less the seventh year than the sixth. : 

: - These cases indicate that ; puck is prime at about 5 years, and 

: j it may be assumed for present purposes that he is effective from about 2 

to about 10 years if he survives. 

: Some light on the distribution of buck age classes may be ob— : 

tained from the annual kill by antler classes, but of course the propor— 

tions. killed may not be the proportions on the jeape: and as we have just 

seen antler points do not indicate age except in the middle scale. The 

; only known data are from Wess a: California, and New York Uf. 
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. LAV pr Classes in Whitetail Bucks Killed in Pennsylvania 
Based on Hunter! Reports. 

(Biennial Report Game Commission, 1925-6) : 

: 1923 : 1925 = 1926. --: “Votal, 3 years 2 
Class orn rr en fo ae fete nn eee 

sNum- : Per :Num ; Per :Num— ; Per ; Num- : Per : 

$ ber : cent : ber : cent ; ber ; cents: ber +: cent 

_ Spikehorns :(1001): (18) : (Closed by law after ; : 
: : : 1923) : : : : : 

2 points to : 3 : i: 3 : : : 
1 antler : 1322: 30 3: 1784: 4b : 2821; 24 : 5927 : 25 

3 points to 3 : : : : at peas : 
1 antler s- 766.2. 27-3 22235: Sl 4s 5591s 31s 6580" 29 

4 or more A : $ : : : t= t 
points to 1 $ 3 : : : 3 : t 

: antler 22363: 53 : 3280: 45 :_5owts 45 310877 : 46 

syn. os : 72873 211646; 223354 3 
: 3 : + : : : : 

"California Fish and Game" for January, 1928; published the 1927 | 

kill by antler classes from the hunters reports submitted under the new deer 

tag law enacted in that state. Unfortunately the compilation does not segre- 

gate species, Since the Columbian blacktail has a lesser horn development 

* than the mule deer, the lumped figures mean little. However, by throwing out 

all but the eastern counties in which mule deer is the principel or only 

species, we get the following distribution of antler classes: : 

Points per antler Number of bucks- Per cent of kill 
2 1538 31 : 
3 1463 30 
he : 1436 30 
> 307 6 
6 oo -% 2 
7 Ss 12 
8 14 1/4 : 

Total 4938 100 

New York (17th annual report, Conservation Department) compiled 

the 1927 kill by antler classes from the hunters reports submitted under 

: : -li- s



~ FIG. FEA 
DISTRIBUTION OF ANTLER CLASSES 

IN ANNUAL KILL 
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a : Points per head § Number of bucks Per cent of Kill 2a Se 5 Z = B56 14 eS 
a 0S 909 YO ee 
a 6 _ 1008 - 16 ae 

ss 8 2149 34 
eS 10 and over 1408 : 22 Ss : 7 “e a a 
es : . The New York figures (see Appendix, Table *) are by counties, 

i aud ahowr Unt a 
= “4 ne percentage of heavy heads is least in the lightly stocked southern = = 

B= counties of low kill. a 

2S The antler classes of the three states are compared in Fig. = 

ee ; The symmetry of the ends of the distribution curves is obviously interfered 

= j with by the differing legal minimum horn requirements, and by the lumping eo 
Sees 3 ae 

= of the heavy heads in a single maximum point class. Accordingly, the Cali- 
ee. : the ae — faudaed Se 
= : fornia curve, which is, the most applicable to the Southwest, has been a= 

3 ss changed(see dashed line) to correct for this arbitrary distortion, and is 

eS west offered as approximately representing the normal distribution of antler 

SS 2 s aS 
= = classes killed from a normal herd of mle deer with a minimum legal limit <7 

ee “visible horns." ee Be a 

ee : It is believed safe to conclude from all these curves that kills = 

= culminating at six points per head or less should be a danger signal to | 
aa 2 : ae 

ee = qualitative buck shortage in either mule deer or whitetail. pa 

= s : To summarize this whole chapter briefly: In normal southwestern = 

= ; herds we should get 1.5 fawns per year from 50 out of every 100 does 2 4 

a : years. and over. There should be 25 bucks 2 years and over for every TS does. 

= = : lf the most numerous antler class in the annual kill is 8 ‘points per neat 

= Z or better, it is an indication that the bucke are of ample maturity; if 6 

=e points per head or less it is an indication that the bucks, regardless of



- number, are immature and the herd is in danger. : = 

: All of these standards or criteria probably apply to mule deer 

or whitetail elsewhere than the Southwest, except that the normal proportion 

of bearing does may be higher in eastern whitetail. 

: 7. Composition of deer herds, : 

Cattlemen, like administrators of game, deal with herds of animals | 

: which cannot pe SOeE Cros peeks Cattlemen calculate what they can safely 

remove, diagnose herd eincmnakts ies and prescribe remedies, and even set 

prices on whole outfits by the eimpke process of tallying certain vitel stat— : 

g istics and comparing them with certain ratios known to exist in normal herds. 

Tese ratios are all premised on the fact that a stable herd constitutes an 

‘equilibrium between certain fixed ——— habits and a certain environment, : 

and hence has a fixed composition as to sex and age classes. = 

: In this chapter ‘similer ratios have been developed for southwestern 

"deer herds. ‘The next logical step.is to synthesize these ratios and set down 

@ normal composition for deer herds. This cannot be done with much confidence — 

or authority, because our ratios are based on meagre data and have not, as in 

cattle, been checked against years of actual operating experience. Sucha - 

synthesis comnts in unknowi ways ae errors which undoubtedly exist in the 

original elements. The ccs ai be regarded as illustrating 

a need rather than filling it. : 

The summary at the end of the preceding caption is tantamount to 

: saying that in a normal herd we have does, bucks, and fawns'in the ratio of 

100 does (50 barren, 50 with fems), 50 x 1.52 75 fawms, and 1007-3e 33 bucks. 

: This omits the yearlings. There should be 75+ 2= 37 each of yearling does 

and bucks, less an unkmown mortality during the interval between birth and the 

Abe :



yearling stage. Ligon (1927) estimates the mortality on the Gila between 

birth and maturity (2years) at 70 to 80 per cent. Locke, in a March count 

on the Challis Forest, found 1/3 or 1/2 as many yearlings (i.e. fawns of the 

previous year) as grown deer, a mortality of roughly one third during the | 

first year. Fifty per cent fawn mortality during the first year seems a fair | 

assumption. If 50 per cent of the fawns survived as yearlings (which is 

roughly equivalent to Ligon's 20 per cent survival at 2 years) we would have 

in summer just after the new fawns dropped, the following theoretical composition: 

Number Per cent (evened off) : 
50 does with 75 newborn fawms 30 with 45 newborn fawns 
50 dry does 30 

37 = 3 18 yearling does 10 

37 x 4 18 yearling bucks 10 : 
33 bucks ate 
170 100 

This composition does not check very well with the Kaibab Committee's 

Z report, which says there were as many fawns as non-antlered deer on the Kaibab 

in 1924, whereas in the above figures there are only a little over half as 

many. No explanation is offered except that the bearing does sereiie run high 

on the Kaibab and the proportion of twins that year is known to have been high. 

The only other herd composition found in the literature is that assumed 

by Sputh (1928) for the Pisgah National Forest, North Saetttias He gives the 

total does as 40 per cent, yearlings as 12 per cent of each of sex, and bucks 

as 36 per cent of the total. The Pisgah herd is hunted only around the edges, 

the main range being closed, sence “tae lung percentage of bucks. 

We have now completed a survey of both the constant and variable breeding 

habits of southwestern deer herds and we have set rough standards, in the form 

of ratios and constants, whereby to determine normal productivity. This survey 

has dealt with characteristics of deer populations rather than behavior of in- 

dividual deer. This illustrates the difference between the viewpoint of game 

management and that of "natural history." Both viewpoints 

ae 
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are necessary; the behevior of the individuel will ultimately prove the 

key to many enigmas in the character of populations and vace—versa. At y 

this moment, however, it is the concept oe populationgwhich needs emphasis. 

Much of the past ineffectiveness of “game ieee may be ascribed to 

the fact that our practical problems dealt largely with populations pout 

our stock of biological knowledge largely with individuels., 

B. Buch antae 
———_ We have now to deal with certain other habits relating to breed— 

: ing,and bear ees on management. One of the most important and least mom 

is the local geographic distribution of sex and age classes within a given 

z : range during given seasons, 

To illustrate: the deer refuge is one of the most useful instru- 

: ments known to deer management. One of its purposes is to prevent buck 

shortege. (It has no direct purpose as to does, because if we cannot pre— 

vent doe~killing on hunt ing grounds, we oe it on refuges). 

Now if a refuge is established in a place not inhabited by bucks during 

the hunting season, it will probably not attract any bucks and hence will 

to what ap lent 
; probably do no good. Hence it is important to kaon ager bucks inhabit 

separate territory, toprcrotly oles . Farting ees : 

What little we a about geographic distribution of sex ona 

age classes is just enough to indicate the importance of the question, but 

not enough to indicate what to do about it. For the Southwest, the knowm 

fezts may be summarized as follows: 

1, Sex and age distribution is an intensely local as well as 

ae an intensely seasonal question. Generalizations are out of the question. 

» 2. In northern New Mexico there is a clear tendency for prime 

: bucks to stay high up during the hunting season; they occupy a separate : 
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altitudinel belt. Rettit saps this is copialaly not tase off the Gite, 

: 3. In the Gila country during the hunting season there are "yuck 

areas" and "doe areas," and also apparently mixed areas. These segrecations — 

SF ccs ten as. the rut approaches. Ort vt Acre oe Darter @ orden’ : Aang wlio of eorce, Pts to ate Ut of ao wet OLMatinelone, ao me mortem har Mere 
Whether the bucks move to the does or vice versa-is. not known. 

The former is the usual assumption ,but there is some indirect evidence that 

the latter actually happens. In California a doe — seen (by an anonymous 

author in the Colorado G.P.A, Bulletin, 1922) to desert her fawn by strata- 

gem at the time of the rut, presumably for the purpose of joining a buck. 

During the rut, fawns were observed by this writer to be alone, but after 

the rut they were again seen with the doen, 

4 How conetant the Gila "puck areas" are from year to year is not 

coralod = 
known, but they are to some degree, because on the Gila certain refuge 

boundaries, after several years trial, hed to be revised to cover buck : 

instead of doe country. The buck areas are often big enough to cause 

wrongly located hunter's camps to see only does. 

i ‘ (FETTIT: INSERT WHAT EVIDENCE YOU HAVE HERE. YoU MENTION Keo 
FACE AND SAM WAGNER BUT DO NOT THLL WHAT THEY SAW). 

a : Since the hunters! cruising radius is about 3 or 4 miles, it . 

would seem that tne ees are aeons imes = large as half a township. 

Here is a field for research se which the scientifically ninged 

sportsman who returns to a certain hunting ground year after year has a 

vetter chance to make valuable observations than the professional naturalist 

who must usually cover a state or a cont inent. 

9.___ Phenology of deer, 

In management, sonia in control of hunting, we must know 

the dates when deer in any given locality may be expected to shed their : 

horns, fawn, and rut. If,for instance, we should place the hunting season 

: “Ws



during or too soon after the rut we should be harvesting needlessly bad | 

meat, and possibly interfere with mating. Again, if the opening of the 

fishing season or grazing season or some other controllable data filled | 

the shorelines or water holes with people just when the does are suckling 
rites 

new fawns and need ready access to water, we might, under extreme conditions, 

interfere with the fawn crop. 

In most eastern states the hunting season follows the rut, while in the 

West and South the rut follows the hunting. For example: 

State Species Sequence Authority 
East 1. : 2. 

Pennsylvania WT. Rut, Nov. Hunt, Dec.1-15 Sutton 

Michigan 7.7. Rut, Oct.20- Hunt, Nov.15-30 Shiras 

Nov. 20 (1921) 

West : 
Wyoming Mule Hunt, Oct.15-30 Rut, Nov. Agee 

Colorado Mule Hunt, 12 to 15 Rut, Dec.1 Agee 

New Mexico Mule & ¥.T. Hunt, Nov. 10-20 Rut, Nov. 15- Pettit 
: Dec. 15 

Arizona Mule & W.T.. Hunt, Oct.1-Nov.1 Rut, Nov. 15- 
Dec. 15 

California Mule Hunt, Sept. 11- Rut, Nov. Moffet 
(Sierras) Oct. 15 Crq2e ) 

: California Blacktail Hunt, Aug.1- Rut, Sept. Moffet 

(Coast) Sept.14 C1926) 

South 
North Carolina W.T. Hunt, Oct.25- Rut, Dec.1 Smith | 

Dec.10 (19284 

This contrasting sequence between East and West is doubtless partly 

the result of custom. There is no compelling reason why California should not 

hunt in October, after the rut, or Pennsylvania in October before the rut. Of 

| course, October venison in California would tend to be tougher and stronger 

than in September, while October venison in Pennsylvania would be sweeter but 

harder to keep from spoiling than December venison. 

. re



In New Mexico and Arizona the rut is later than in any other state. A ae 

post-rut hunting penees would have to be in January, at which time many hunters 

would be snowbound and the deer would have begun to lose weight. The reader 

doubtless knows that any animal declining in weight tends to have tough meat, 

even though still fat. Very cold wicks tode to reduce weight. The rut not 

only reduces weight but also imparts more or less strong flavor to the meat. 

It would appear, therefore, that the prevalent sequence of rut and hunt, 

while based on custom, nevertheless represents an attempt to get an optimum 

combination of good meat and good hunting weather, and to the extent that this 

optimum has been attained, the present custom is well founded. S 

Why is the rut so late in the Southwest? 5 

If gestation is fixed for the species at 200 days, it seems a reasonable 

supposition that in the process of evolution the date for rutting would be de- 

termined for each region by the most favorable date for fawning. From this it 

would follow that as between two regions, the colder region should have the 

later rutting date because it has the later spring. 

The Sierras and Wyoming are both colder than the typical deer country of 

New Mexico, and both have the same species mule deer, If colder, why do not 

he be Ahrewar 
their deer rut later than New Mexico, instead of earlier as, is actually the cas@ 

This enigma led Leopold to investigate the correlation of climate and 

mule deer phenology within the Southwest itself. Pearson (1922), in his studies 

of forest fires had shown that the Siincaits of spring drouth, averaged for a 

long period of years, increases southwesterly across New Mexico and Arizona. 

Leopold found that the ite of fawning and horn shedding in mule deer, as 

gathered from reliable observers, become later in progressing southwesterly 

acrpss the two states. Thus in northern New Mexico, where there is no distinct 

spring drouth, the fawns drop in 

: -2l=—



en Fogo CI op or come chienyng 9 el gry mn Te ame ey, 
May, just as in Colorado. But in central ie where on the average SS 

: there is a practically rainless spring, the fawns seem $e await the be- , 

ginning of the summer rains in July. : Z 

: Altitudes were disregarded in this study because the full range = 

: of ee extend entirely across both states. nanos! 

2 Dates of rutting were gathered from the same observers but 3 

showed no clear tendency to parallel the drouth curve. This may be as— 3 

cribed to the extreme difficulty of opsery ing the rut, and its indeter- F 

minate limits as compared with <i loss of horns and birth of 4 

fawns. an C1424) ae Yetlrurelirns wtulelid! Uns bucks ats 
raaug clove 2-3 weade befinae thay tome amv atmacrar, ofplin wrbeshs tose Ot 6s 

Leopold's graphs appear in Fig. 14. All three graphs slope in 

the ae direction, although their details are quite naturally irregular. - 

This correlation seems to support the theory that southwestern deer have : 

adapted their breeding dates to the peculiarities of the regional climate, 

Thé later the average date of the aves rains, the later the deer drop =a 

: their fawns.. A doe with newborn fawms requires not only sue milk 2 

producing green feed, but also abundant water. Hence such an adaptation 

: would wai to have a decided "survival value," and this would account for 

= its establishment by comiasiotecs processes. The interesting point is 

=a ing, must have been the thing on which 

t, those individuals tending to rut too 

ae rvival of their offspringbows ae 

ine rut, but assuming gestation to be 

‘ ee be read from the table by considering ; 

gs ~ ing to be November and December, res-



op fe 99 FI sp em cmenpea heeryne 9 Lg oy wre MS ee, | 
May, just as in Colorado. But in central ‘Arizona, where on the average SS 3 

: there is a practically rainless spring, the fawns seem “ await the be- = 

ginning of the swnmer rains in July. i 

: Altitudes were disregarded in this study because the full range S 

of altitudes extend entirely across both states, asooh rns! 
: OP 

Dates of rutting were gathered from the same observers but 3 

showed no clear tendency to parallel the drouth curve. This may be as— % 

eribed to the extreme difficulty of opsery ing the rut, and its indeter- F 

minate limits as compared with i loss of horns and birth of 4 

Sa Ge(1429) aie atne Yellrvetowns vrbutelar! Uns bute ‘eyes 
Chasmag lve 2-Zweete befre Uny come av atavow, affin whuch corner he oS 

Leopold's graphs appear in Fig. 14. All three graphs slove in 

the same direction, although their details are quite naturally irregular. - 

This correlation seems to support the theory that southwestern deer have = 

eaaneet their breeding dates to the peculiarities of the regional climate, 

The later the average date of the spring rains, the later the deer drop : 

: their fawns.. A doe with newborn fawns requires not only touts ot milk— 2 

producing green feed, but also abundant water. Hence such an adaptation 

: would seem to have a decided "survival value," and this would account for 

= its establishment by jenkatictaee processes. The interesting point is : 

Se +> that the date of rutting, not fawning, must have been the thing on which 

Bs: ‘those ocete aG operated. In short, those individuals tending to rut too 

— i were eliminated by the non-survival of their offspring bows before 

ea - a ce Ugo See mete show the rut, but assuming gestation to be 

5 - es ac: months, the date of rut may be read from the table by considering 2 

== a a ‘ne Tune and July columns for fawning to be November and December, res- 

_ wectively, for rutting,



This average date of fawning as between regions is of course ¢ 

an entirely different matter than the variations within a region as between 3 

years. Even in Like climates there is Imowm to be variation in the rut : 

as between particular years or localities. Sutton says of the rut in ud 

Pennsylvania: "There is considerable variation in the rutting period. 2 

This is partly due to great fluctuation in temperature and amount of snow— 4 

fall, and partly to the overabundance of deer which causes a protraction of ; 

the period of sexual activity, and in young animals, a good deal of 

Loenmulareey of this activity at certain periods." 2 

= Pettit says that cold nights hasten the rut in New Mexico, ee 

: seems to cision pees Pere i ; Te kis nice : 

Curiously enough William Harvey, physician,to Charles __ of 

England, and discoverer of the circulation of the blood, observed in his 

: vook (published Gin Let ing in 1766 }ene variations in phenology of deer both 

as between regions and between years. He says of the rut: 

"It begins later if the weather has been dry, eartiag if it have 

j been wet. In Spain, as I am informed, the deer are hardly in rut before 

the beginning of October, wet weather not usually setting in there until 

this time, but with us the rutting season rarely continues beyond the 

middle of October", : : : 

Possibly the later rut in Spain as compared with England is the 

counterpart of the late rut of Arizona as compared with Colorado. 

As between Spain and England, the later rut in Spain might be 

wee explained by the later arrival of cold nights (if, indeed, this can be 

called an explanation from the viewpoint of the survival-value). As 

between N_orthern New Mexico and central Arizona, however, there is little 
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or no clear difference in temperature. Our impression is that it gets i A 

about as cold about as early in the Sitgreaves, Coconino, and Kaibab ice | 

as on the Carson and Santa Fe. 7 

Another phenological matter of interest to management is the date 3 3 

of cleaning of the velvet. The average hunter prefers clean mature horns. a 

New Mexico deer, which are shot in November, almost always have clean mses 2 

Arizona deer, which are shot in October, sometimes have remains of velvet. 7 

Evidently in the aa the horns are cleaned about November 1. In 3 y 

North Carolina shath (1928) says the horns are cleaned by early October. *. ~ 

It is of passing interést to note in Fig.14 that horn shedding ay 

as well as fawning parallels the drouth curve, i.e. the line slopes in the 4 

: : Page wy Fide ww neat Are M opice Coe 

same general direction, “The bearing of this on advantageous fawning is ob- 

scure. Must the bucks be hornless well in advance of fawning? If so, why? 

Or must the long process of horn formation be just exactly completed, no 

more, no less, at the date of rut? Since sexual activity is now know to 

be a cycle determined by internal secretions, the latter hypothesis seems 

the more probably. It is odd, however, that the period of horn formation 

is the same as the period of gestation. Is this a coincidence? 

The phenology of young deer contains several points of interest 

in addition to the date of birth already discussed, The fawns are weaned 

in the fall of their first year, just before the doe is due to rut, and the 3 

spots disappear a little before this. While their mother is rutting the 

weaned fawns are left to their own devices, but later rejoin the mother. 

Thet this temporary separation is sometimes brought about by deliberate 

strategem of the doe is indicated by the following from an unsigned article 

(1922) in the Bulletin of the Colorado Game Protective Association, quoting 

an observer in California: 

: 2h



"T saw an old doe and two fawns come down to drink on the other 

side of the river. It was on the pete of November,and the deer had just 

started running, the first signs of this being on the 25th. This old doe | 

led both fawns down and they started to drink. As soon as she saw they | 

were busy at it she started up the hill on a dead run, but they heard | 

her and caught her before she got 200 yards. She walked calmly back to : | 

the river with them again and started them to drinking again. This time ) 

she made her getaway, although the poor little devils ran and bleated around 

there for half an hour until they finally laid down under a big oak and 

tried to forget it. I do not know that this is the way the doe gets away 

from her fawns at this time of the year, but this I aia see; and I also saw 

that after the season of mating is over she comes back to her fawns again, 

During December and part of January these little devils were all alone, but ; 

at the time we left the hills--February 27th--every doe had ier fawns with = 

her and seemed as loving to them as ever." e 

When the fawns have rejoined the mothers they remain until spring, < 

at which time the family bond loosens and the yearling bucks sprout their id 

spixehorns. During the following fall, as already noted, they may breed. 4 

Smith (1928) says that the spike bucks shed their horns earlier than the 3 

older males, the dates for North Carolina being early January for the spikes.) 

GPa (1929) anyar Reh rut arobh; omnmmebe 
z and late January for mature bucks. | in-theSeuthwest both species—retain- 

their—horns—t-iti-spriag,—as—is_evident from Fig.l. 

10. Summary. S 

. This survey of the breeding habits of deer in relation to the 

mechanism of productivity is necessarily intricate, but the reader should 

not let the detail obscure the salient facts bearing on management. He 

25 ;



should fix in his mind the tale have certain fixed biological charac- 

gers, such as fawns per doe, which, in a perfect environment, would combine 

to give a rapid unimpeded increase, but that in nature such increase is 

prevented by another set of zariable characters, such as proportion of bear- 

ing does, which are determined in each case by environmental factors (like 

food) which affect general thrift or welfare. Such increase is further pre- 

S vented by a variable set of environmental factors (like predators) which 

decimate the herd. 

: The reader should also fix in his mind that in any stable herd the 

forces making for unimpeded increase and the factors of environment are in : 

equilibrium, and that the net effects of the particular combination of vari- 

ables operating on a given herd may be expressed in the form of ratios or 

constants, he veiw as standards for comparison with other herds, md for 

setting up in each rezion criteria of acme satisfactory productivity. 

Such standards have long been used in the management of range cattle, 

: With these conceptions in mind we are ready to progress to a 

more detailed survey of environmental factors. 
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i A \ cS Deer Management in the Southwest 

eo Bye > 

Leopold, Ligon, & Pettit 

: Chapter IV. 

: r Decimating Factors and Their Control 

We have seen that productivity is the resultant of two forces, the 

preeding habits of the species (partly constant) and the environment, which 

is the net effect of various fundamental factors (all variable). These factors 

are of two classes, those which decimate directly, and those which operate on 

the variable breeding habits by determining welfare. 

In this chapter we are dealing with the decimating factors: hunting, ; 

predators, starvation, disease, and accidents. Sine these are usually more 

easily understood and controlled than the welfare factors, they are always of 

immediate importance in management. We-are here trying to determine the nature 

of these decimating factors, how and why each varies in strength, how each com- = 

pares with the others in strength, what interactions take place between them, 

and what-methods exist for their control. 

A later chapter will deal with the measurement of their collective 

effect of all the factors on deer populations. That. this effect is very great 

‘ is evident from the fact that in nature they almost always pull the soaring 

curve: of unimpeded increase down to the horizontal of stable population. 

Ee Hunting: Legal Kill. legal deer hunting, except in Minnesota and a few 

southern states, decimates males only. As already pointed out, there is usually 

in a polygamous species,like deer, an excess of males above the number required 

: for full productivity. > 

The nature of the decimation effected by hunting requires no ae 

tion. Its extent can be measured either in terms of kill per unit area of



deer range, or kill per unit of deer population. As will be pointed out later, 

data on deer kill per unit population are nearly non-existent, and such 

measurements must be arrived at by round about methods. Data on deer kills 

per unit area are recorded in all progressive states, and on the National 

Forests. Most of these data are based on estimates by local field officers 

aaa on express shipments. Some represent actual counts through registration 

or tag systems. 

: The kill figures kept by the Forest Service extend through a longer 

period than those kept by various states. Kills for the Southwestern National 

Forests are set forth in Table ss as a sample. The kills for the Gila 

Forest since 1923 are probably as accurate as exist for any area of like size 

in the United States. 

s Table ____—_—s shows large differences between forests in the kill per 

square mile, and these differences remain more or less constant from year to 

year.. This spotty distribution of really productive range is characteristic 

of most deer states, and if the figures were available, would be equally 

evident as between various parts of each National Forest or other local region. 

It is apparent from the kill that there are only three "good" deer 

i regions in the Southwest: (1) the region covered by the Gila Sate) and Apache 

Forests (2) the Coronado Forest (3) the Lincoln Forest. In the remaining 

regions it takes from 20 to 100 square miles to produce a buck. This is the : 

"idle" range referred to in Chapter I. The deer on this idle range usually 

occur as small thinly-stocked "islands" separated by blank or nearly blank 

ground. The map in Fig.__ shows some of these islands. 

“'2. ripples and Tlleeal Kill. 

The kill as given in Fig. ___s represents legal bucks brought to bag. 

The actual toll by hunting includes the Cripples left in the Widdake: dae 

a



; does and fawns dilled by hunters unintentionally or otherwise and abandoned 

through fear of prosecution, and the surreptitious out-of-season kill by 

residents and sumier tourists. What do these extra losses amount to? * 

Leopold tried in 1919 to arrive at the crippling loss by mailing : 

a confidential questionnaire to a selected list of deer hunters. Each was 

a asked to record his personal experience as to crippled deer, The replies, 

however, seemed to lack frankness, and the figures are believed to be low. 

(Hunters are vain, lixe other humans, and do not readily confess slovenly 

ee The compiled replies show 10 deer believed to be seriously 

erippled for 4g legal Gaeke proveht to bag, or a 20% crippling loss. This is 

pelieved too low. The loss is believed to be at least 30%. ; 

The number of does and fawns killed and abandoned during the hunting 

season is hard to estimate. When found they rightly attract much indignant 

attention, and this may tend to exaggerate the actual number, but on the | 

S other hand the proportion ordinarily found must be small. 

In Michigan say Warden Peter Peterson found the abandoned car- 

casses of 8 illegal does on a fixed area near Sharon on which he had previously 

. counted 300 hunters. These does were found by systematically following all 

fox tracks, the foxes at that tine travelling mostly from carcass to carcass. . ~ 

: If 309 hunters left § illegal does, the ratio would be 1 per 38 hunters. 

Estimating 60 bucks killed on the Sharon area, the illegal kill would be 13 

per cent of the legal. 

On the Gila 17 abandoned does were found in 1925 and 25 in 192). 

This runs about 6 per cent of the kill of legal bucks. 

: : 215 abandoned does were found in 1928 on the Gila, Daht, end *pache : 

Forests. This runs about 10 per cent of the kill of legal bucks. tea - 

- The Pennsylvania Aomiisial ? aarinexes the illegal kill in -that 

= oe
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state as follows: 

1921 4 per cent of legal kill 
1923 { per cent 

3 1924 6 per cent 
: 1925 & per cent 

: Average 5 per cent 

These are careful estimates made by the field wardens, and are prob- 

ably as good data for a large area as are to be found. The include both in and 

i out-of-season illegal kill. : 

It is estimated that the illegal kill during the hunting season‘ is : 

* mostly does and equals 20 per cent of the legal kill. 

The out-of-season kill in the Southwest is hard to estimate, but 

probably does not average over. 20 per cent of the legal kill. It includes all 

sexes and ages. It doubtless varies greatly by regions, and as far as residents 

are concerned, by their current economic prosperity and racial origins. The 

broke "homesteader" and free-lance trapper kill more illegal deer than the more 

prosperous small rancher, and the English-speaking resident more than the 

Spanish-speaking. The sumuer tourist formerly killed many illegal deer, either 

directly by shooting or indirectly by buying meat. The Game Protective Associ- - 

. ations have greatly reduced illegal killing. 

To summarize: For every 100 bucks legally killed in the Southwest 

there must be added: 

30 bucks crippled and lost in season 
: 20 does killed and abandoned in season 

20 deer, all ages and both sexes, killed out of season 
7O deer total cripples and illegal kill. : 

3. Predators. 

tO BE COVERED BY PETTIT AND LIGON. 
NEW TABIE ON CONTROL COSTS ATTACHED. . 

ae : 3
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Control Costs - Predatory Animals 
New Mexico and Arizona 

Year Mt.Lions Wolves Coyotes Bobcats Total qa ) 

New Mexico 1920 63 07 1, 655 226 2,011 $44, 45 
E 1921 29 56 $25 5D. 965 17,597 

1922 39 28 360 86 513 29,474 
1923 38 34 315 96 483 26, 409 
1924 28 39 991 205 1,263 36,911 
1925 4a 31 2, 704 ake 3,019 52, 635 
1926 06 8 1, 634 199 1,957 47,412 
1927 ol al 1, 862 202 2,146 _ 47,510 
1928 33 2 1, 847 260 2,147 50, 435 

Total YO 286 12,283 1,571 Ty, 504 $352, 887 

Average 

per year 45 32 1,360 174 1,611 39,210 

Goquare miles in Gihts 2. 6 ek ew ee we ew we we we LR, 8S 
Cost-ver aquare mile per year... ee us ee to eee $0.32 
Estimated correction in annual cost to cover deer range only $25,000 
Sddare miles of deer Tange... 5 6s oS wt ee 24, 000 
Estimated cost per square mile of deer range per year... $1.04 

Arizona 1920 79 64 1,207 145 1,493 $31, 567 
1921 73 37 1,143 65 1,313 25, 668 
1922 59 51 1, 343 118 1,576 27,559 
1923 78 32 115s 185 1, 333 31,970 
1924 Ty 22 soy 139 i i5e 30,416 

1925 127 31 199-195 4,152 30, 549 
1926 88 18 1,098 72 Ler 31,974 
1927 118 16 1,055 21h 1, 403 32, 325 
1928 108 5 1,12: = 293 1,518 35,900 

Total 807 276 9,300 1,473 12, 356 $277,928 

Average 

per year 39 31 1,090 164 4373 $30, 381 

Square miles: in State... 8 ee ee cee oO 
Cost per square mile per year. ....-.-..+ s+ $0.27 
Estimated correction in annual cost to cover deer range only $20,000 
Square miles of deer range (estimated) .........--. 25,000 . 
Estimated cost per square mile of deer range per year... $0. 30



eee 
eS to . j 

i | 4 Control Costs — Predatory Animals 
4 } zs New Mexico and Arizona 

Year Mt. Lions Wolves °Coyotes Bobcats Total Funds Expended 

oe (Federal & Coop.) 
New Mexico 

1920 63 67 1, 655 226 2,011 $4u, 452 
igal 29 56 $25 55 965 17,597 
1922 39 28 360 86 513 29, 474 
1923 = 36 34 345 96 33 26, 409 

e 1924 28 39 991 205 1, 263 36,911 
1925 ue at 2, 704 242 3,019 52,635 
1926 66 g 1,684 . 199 1,957 47,412 
1927 61 21 . 1,862 202 2,146 47, 510 

; 1928 38 2 1, 847 260 e447 50, iss 

Total Hou 286 12,203 41,571 14,504 $352, 837 
Average : 

per year 45 32 4360 174 1611 39,210 

BGA e MILO 6 10 BGR asc circ no ncn c on ts nene ccc nsenssecassees SOG" 
Goat per aquare mite per Fear... ook wcns o csiececcessasacesusces $0.32 
Estimated correction in annual cost to cover deer range only $25,000 

: Bqeers miles Of GOOr TANGO. ooo ca a. ne nnn o-o:mieien then sins snrccice cas: ty OOO 
Estimated cost per square mile of deer range per year......... $1.04 

Arizona 
1920 79 64 T, 207 143 «1,NO3 ss 31,507 
1921 B 37 1,153 be ee 25, 668 

: igec 59 51 1, 348 118 1,576 27, 559 
1923 18 32 1,148 125 1383 31,970 
192i TT 22 89 139° _ 1,132 30,416 
1925 127 31 199 195 1,152 30,599 
1926 88 1g 1,094 181 1,381 31,974 
1927 11g 16 1,055 214 1, 403 32,325 
1928 19g: 5 1,112 293 1,518 35,900 

Total 807 276 9,600 1,573". 12, 356 $277, 928 
Average 

per year 89 31 1,090 164 1,373 $ 30,881 

Square miles in state......----+ecccccseesccrcsccrcceeesceces 113,816 
: Weel per square WilS per VOR so ciase ccs 0 vin pease eee neers cinncae $0.27 

Estimated correction in annual cost to cover deer range only $20,000 

: Square miles of deer range (estimated)..........ecceesceseeere 25,000 
Estimated cost per square mile of deer range per year......... $0.80 

. Wot an ebinchuneg Perocreet orale Cuncneces of wtwrek wre 

not found,



Year Mt. Lions Wolves Coyotes Bobcats Total Funds Expended 

1920 63 e | a 226 2,011 $4, 452 
: 1g21 29 2 825 55 965 17,597 

+1922 33 2s 38 86 513 29, 474 
1925 38 yy 315 96 433 26, 409 
192 23 jas} 992 205 1,263 36,911 
1925 ha ij By | 2.70% 2h2 3,019 52, 635. 
1926 66 7 os) 3 199 1,957 47,412. 
1927 61 aij/. 1,862 202 2,146 47,510 
1923 38 4 1,847 260 2,157 50,4es 

: Total foe 286 / 82, 25 1,571 1%, 504 4 $352, S87 
Average JF 

i per year 45 4 joe 3360 17h 1611 39,210 
- Be 

= SqearG MLlOs in STAPH. . 2. neg cccccccsancenescnsssecceceseseses 122,503 
Cost per square mil@ per Fear... ..ccccscaccccscscsccsenccsncs $0.32 
Estimated correction in annual cost to cover deer range only $25,000 

m Square miles of dee? range... iid. ccnccccececokencseseencssscee 24,000 
Estimated cost per square mile of deer range per year......... $1.04 

1920 79 64 i. 207 145 1,493 $31, 567 
1921 73 37 1,13 65 1,318 25, 668 
ig22 59 5a 1,348 118 1,576 ~ 27, 559 
1923 78 32 1,148 125 1,333 31,970 
1924 77? 22 gou 139 1,132 30, 416 

1925 127 31 799 195 1,152 30, 549 
1926 88 1g 1,098 122 1,381 31,974 
1927 ils 16 1,055 214 1, 403 32, 325 
1928 108 5 1,1i2 293 1, 518 35,900 

Total 807 276 9, 500 1,473 12, 356 $37 7,928 
Average 

per year 39 31 1,090 164 1,373 $ 30,881 

. Square miles fn state... owes ccsssveveosenseescscccsenvceses 115,810 
Cost yer aquar® mile per yeeros cccccwsicacencsccnnccesscesece $0.27 

: Estimated correction in annual cost to cover deer range only $20,000 
Square miles of deer range (estimated)........ccccccceeseceres 25,000 
Estimated cost per square mile of deer range per year......... $0.80



Year ute Tions Wolves Coyotes Bobcats Total Funds Dxpended 

1929 63 226 2,011 $8,551 
1921 29 825 55 S65 17,997 
1922 39 23 38 86 23 aun 
1338 38 x 335 % 53 Nog 
192: 23 3 991 205 1,263 36,911 
ie he z 2.70% ue 3,019 wes 
1 66 s 1, 68% 199 10991 312 
1927 a al 1,362 202 2,1 47,510 
1928 %B 2 1,847 260 2,147 50,484 

Total te 236 12,253 1,571 14, 305 352, S87 
Average 
per year 45 32 3360 1751611 39,210 

Square miles in oe 122,503 

Cost per square MULLS POF FOaPescccecececcncceecessescssessees $0.32 

Batinated correction in annual cost to cover deer range only $25,000 
R Square miles of deer BGR ccccccecsawcscasssseserasseesaveses 24,009 

Estimated cost per square mile of deer range per year.......0. $1.08 

1920 79 i 143 1,493 $31, 567 
1g21 3 3T 1,143 & 1,313 25, 663 
1922 59 51 1, 348 11s 1,576 27,5599 
a 7s 32 1,14¢ 125 1,333 31,979 
i 7 22 agh 139 1,132 30, 516 
1925 127 31 = 195 1,152 wan 
1926 88 ig X,! 181 1,382 ahs 

z 1927 11g 16 1,955 21% 1,593 3243525 
1928 108 5 i,1i2 293 i,uis 35-905 

verage 
yer year 39 3 1,090 165 «1,373 $ 30,882 

Square witon Gh bees ccccccsccccencacececesescececssscesces 113,810 

Cost per square mile per yOaPcccescccvcsceuvesccccscesacness $0.27 
Estimated correction in annuel cast to cover deer range only $20,000 
Square miles of deer range (eatimated)......ccccccecccessccess 25,000 
Estimated cost per square mile of deer range per yeor.......es $0.80



Year Mt. Lions Wolves Coyotes Bobcats Total Funds Expended 

1920 63 5 / ~ Zs 226 2,011 $4, 452 
: 1g21 29 . 825 55 965 17,597 

_ 4g22 39 26 38 86 513 29,474 
aaee 38 4 315 96 433 26, 409 
192 23 JD 992 205 1,263 36,911 
1925 hia ; ay | 2,708 242 3,019 52, 635: 1926 66 4 $j) 26m 199-1957 BT, 412 
1927 61 al) 1,862 202 2,186 47,510 
1928 3g 2 1,847 260 2,147 50,068 

* Potal Toe 286 /''' tee a5 1,571 1%, 508 _ 3352, S87 
Average J 

5 per year 5 jae 3360 17h 1611 39,210 
e / 7 4 

E Square milon in Stapa. ...scpeccsccccaccercssessscesecersesses 122,503 
Cost per Square milG por Fear... sic cccscsceccscsccececsvesess $0.32 
Estimated correction in annual cost to cover deer range only $25,000 

m Square miles of Gee range. o) on6ccciccc cc kicnknadsessencsce cen 24,000 
Estimated cost per square mile of deer rance por year......... $1.04 

1920 19 64 i, 207 143 1,493 $31, 567 
1g2l 73 37 1,143 65 1,318 25, 668 
igeze 59 51 1,348 118 1,576 - 27,559 
1923 18 32 1,148 125 1,333 31,970 
1924 Eg! 22 gah 139 1,132 30, 416 

1925 127 31 799 195 1,152 30, 549 
1926 88 ig 1,094 181 1, 381 31,974 
1927 11g 16 1,055 214 1,403 32, 325 

1928 108 5 i,1i2 293 1, 31s 35.900 

fotal 807 276 9,800 1,473 12, 356 $277, 928 
Average 

per year 39 31 1,090 164 1,373 $ 30,881 

: Square miles im statGeccccoweecevecrsccesecvecscscccsessseess 115,810 
Cost per square mile per year... ccscvcccesesvccosnccessceeces $0.27 
etimeted correction in annual cost to cover deer range only $20,000 
Square miles of deer range (estimated)........ccseccssecceeres 25,000 
Estimated cost per square mile of deer range per year.......+. $0.80



=e —_ = 7 ea 

ry ’ Cop T chefs UT 
Le ' NORMAL THER KILL PER UNTT ARBA 

= 

; é z ¢ t 4 Bucks 
Renge Authority ¢ ize :Period : Annual Kill: : Area Kill :8q.Mi. 

Gila N.F., N. Mex. 2500 1923-27 42s O17 6.0 
(S.W . N.eMex. Sp. Assoc.) 

Penn. State Forests 1768 1925 5091 2.87 0.3 
(Game Con.) 

Pennsylvania 20, 600 - 1925 7280 0.35 360 
(Game Com.) 

New York 

(Game Com.) 14, 458 1927 6401 0.44 2.2 

Adirondacks 11,736 1927 5647 0.56 Bal 
(Game Com. ) 

Minnesota 20,000 1919¢26 8859 (7894) O. 44 25° 
(Gould) 

Stanislaus l/.F. Cal. 1142 1921-23 629 0.55 1.8 
(Forest Service) 

‘ New Mexico ‘ : x 24,000 1926 §©2500 (0.10} (10.0) 
(Ligon Est.) (Incl. Illegal) 

Normal for § W. (1,000,000 Acre Blocks) 0.25 4.0 

Normal for Bast (1,000,000 Acre Blocks) ; 2500-(%) = agen)



HOWIAL PEER KILL PER UNTE AREA 

a ee . ree KA’ zat 
(Sa.Miles): ‘ dmane) —y toe Ste ‘qalli Per ir:Per Buck 

Gila N.F., H. Mex. _ 2500 1923-27 42s -017 6.0 
(8.8 . W.Mex. Sp. Assoc.) 

Penn. State Forests 1768 1925 5091 2.87 0.3 
(Game Com.) 

Pennsylvania 20, 600 1925 7280 0.35 306 
; (Game Com. ) 

New York 
(Game Com.) 14, 458 1927 «Gol 0. 44 2.2 

Adirondacks 11,736 1927 «5647 0.56 2.1 
(Game Com. ) 

Minnesota 20,000 1919.26 8859 (7594) 0. ue 2.3 
(Goul 4) Ss 

Stanislaus ¥.F. Cal. 11420 s«:1921423 «629 0.55 1.8 
(Forest Service) 

New Mexico 12%, 000 1926 2500 (0.10) (10.0) 
(Ligon Est.) (Incl, Illegal) 

Normal for 8. #. (1,000,000 Acre Blocks) 0.25 _ Oo 

Normal for Bast (1,000,000 Acre Blocks) 2.00 (?) 0.5(7)



WQRiaL DEER KILL FoR UNTE ARES 

ne ge ae ee eee 

Range wathority 3: Period : sd Pe: + saat 

Gile H.F., 3. Mex. 2500 1923-27 hos O17 6.0 
(8.8% . W.Mex. Sp. Assoc.) 

Penn. State Forests 1768 1925 5091 2.87 0.3 
(Gane Gom.) ; 

Pennsylvania - 20,600 1925 7280 0.35 3.6 
(Game Com.) 

ew York 
(Game Com.) 14,458 1927 «G41 0. We 2.2 

Adirondacks 11,736 1927 SO 0.56 2.1 
(Game Com. ) 

Minnesota 20,000 1919-26 58599 (789%) 0. 2.3 
(Goul.a) 

Stanislaus N.F. Cal. 1lk2 01921-23629 0.55 1.8 
(Forest Service) 

Hew Mexico 24,000 1926 ©2500 (0.10) (10.0) 
(Bigon Est.) (Incl, Illegal) 

Normal for 5. W. (1,000,000 Acre Blocks) 0.25 4.0 

Normal for East (1,000,000 Acre Blocks) 2.00 (2) 0.5(7)



gg . 2 2k : Sua 

Gila 0.F., B. Wax. 20 0 «:1923-27 «ee OT 6.0 
(3.0 . H.iem. Sp. Ausoc.) 

Penn. State Forests ifs 5 2.87 6.3 
(Geme Com.) 5 

Penneylvanis 20,80 a 6 
(Gene Goa.) = 5 3s 

"lacs Con.) 14, 458 1927 «=k 0.8R 2.2 

Adirondacks 11,736 192 «(SG 3.56 22 
(Game Con.) 

ianesota 20,000 (re) owe 2.3 (Gent é) 1919-26 585 

Stanislaw ©.7, Cal. ike 0 1921-23) G9 2. 1.8 | 
(Forest Services) 3 

Ree Mexico 200 1926 (0.30) (19.0) 
(higon Bat.) ~ (ach aihegst) 

Normal for 5. #. (3,000,000 Acre Blocks) 0.25 40 

Normal for Bast (1,000,000 Aere Blocks) 2.00 (7) 0.5¢?)



 , Ne (Size Sa.uiles) Date Deer Fer 8q, Mile 2 
Sree (Stenislaus N.F., Cal. =. : 1924-5 20 (Control Work) 

= hi : 

4 2S (Sierra N.F., Cal. 2.5 1925-6 80 (Crowded Winter Range) — 
: feet) 3 

& (Itasca Park, Minn. °39 1920 20 
ag ((Cox) : 2 

3 
& (Grand Island, Mich. 22 1923 22 (Overstocked) 

er e 

(Salmon River, Idaho. 183 1924 — 33 
: ((Locke) 

(Kaibab N.F. Ariz. 700 1924 43 (Overstocked) 
: ((Committee) 

( : 
(Best of N. Mex. ) 25 é 
(Aver. of N, Mex. ) 2 
ee } 

§ (Morgan County, Ind. 380 1820 53 
: 8 a : 3 

& (Adirondacks ) 3 : 
(Maine ) 2 

(Colorado, Best) 10-20 
((Seton) - ) ; 

(Pisgah, N.C. ) 10 (Normal) : 
($Shenclx) ) 

Kill Kill Factor 
Normal Bst. for S. W. (1,000,000 Acre Blocks) 6 0.25 12h 

Normel Est. for Bast (1,000,000 Acre Blocks) 16 2.00 1:6 

4



TEER CENSUS RECORDS 

(Stanislaus ¥.F., Cal, Bhat fp tiles me Iase ek ay us, 
(Helsen) 

— ¥.?., Cal. 2.5 1925-6 80 (Crowded Winter Range) 
pene 

S (Itasca Park, Minn, 39 1920 20 
@ (Gor) 
3 — Island, Mich, 22 1923 22 (Overstocks 4) 

ap 

Salmon River, Idsho. 183 1924 
(locke) . * 

(Kaibab B.F. Ari 192% Overstocked, ar Ze Joo 92 43 ) 

(Best of N. Mex. ) 25 
‘Aver. of N. Mex. } 3 ; 

(Gem) 

Sounty, Ind. 380 1820 53 
i (Major) 

- # (Adirondacks ) 3 
& (Maine ) 2 

Colorado, Best) 10-20 

a a6 ; : 10 (Hormal) 
Gnenck) —) : 

: Normal Est. for S. W. (1,000,000 Acre Blocks) 6 . ost 

Formal Est, for Bast (1,000,000 Acre Blocks) 16 0862.00 1:8



(Stentsiens 1.7. on, Gig ee 
poe 

‘Sierra W.¥., Cal. 2. 8) (Crowded Vinter 
(Boothe 5 4 Range) 

itesea Park, Minn. 2 

§ (Goon ” aad 
Orand Mich, 22 22 

—_ 1923 (overstock) 

Salmon River, Idche. 
(leeks) 183 192% 3 

ae ae. ™ 192% 43 (Overstocked) 
(Comittee) 

of B. Mex. ) 25 
of 0, Hex. ) 2 

(igen) 3 z 

Sounty, Ind. 380 1820 53 

[iC 
= fame ; 
fan | 

ws. 10 (lormal) 
(§Shenek) ) 

Hormel Est. for S. ¥, (1,000,000 ere Blocks) 7° ~~ 

Hormel Eat. for Feet (1,000,000 Aere Bioeks) 16 86.2.0 ig



8 Ss Ss 

‘ eh s, 
poe 2.5 1925-6 8D (Crowded Vinter Renga) 

| _ 9 1929 = 

3 femead Intend, eich, 22 1923 22 (Overstocks) 

{tai ser, tao, i553 1928 3 

| apa yoo 1924 83 (Overstocked) 

Rect of =. Max. } 2 
of 3. Nex. ; 

(item) 

— ™ 389 1820 33 

3 m~ , ute 
{Setea) 

a4 20 (Horst) 

Normal Zot. for 5. J, (1,000,000 sere Blocks) 6 mA, ape 

Hormel Bet. for Fest €1,090,000 Acre Biseks) 1% 2400 iss
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3, DEER MANAGEMENT 

(Chart XI) Breeding Habits and Life History 

Breeding age: Captive deer pear fawns when 2 years old. 

Polygamous. 

Gestation: Captive deer, both mule and whitetail, run 200- 

- 210 days. Donaldson (Pa.) says 181. 

200 days + 10 days may be accepted as correct. 

For comparison: 

Grolman Austria Roe deer 300 days 

Millais England Fallow deer 210 days (7) 

Fawns per doe: 1 or 2, sometimes 3. Tendency for first 

fawn to be single. Management may assume : 

1.5 as normal. v 

No known difference between species or regions. 

Proportion of bearing does; Little known as to number of 

barren does and not at all as to cause. 

Cause may be: 

es
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University of Wisconsin 

Lectures on Game Management 

Aldo Leopold ; 

3. DEER MANAGEMENT 

(Chart XI) Breeding Habits and Life History 

Breeding age: Captive deer bear fawns when 2 years old, 
Polygamous. 

Gestation: Captive deer, both mule and whitetail, run 200- 
210 days. Donaldson (Pa.) says 181, 
200 days + 10 days may be accepted as correct. 

For comparison: ; 

Grolman Austria Roe deer 300 days 
Millais England Fallow deer 210 days (7) : 

Fawns per doe: 1 or 2, sometimes 3. Tendency for first 
fawn to be single. Management may assume 
1.5 as normal. Z 

No known difference between species or regions. 

Proportion of bearing does: Little known as to number of : 
barren does and not at all as to cause. ss 
Cause may be: ei



Range tallies show around 70:30 for West. "Dry" 
does augmented by {2} tallying yearlings; 

: (2) cached fawns; (3) differential mortality. 

Buck:doe ratio; Range tallies available on a big scale 
but not altogether satisfactory. 

Antler classes: As indicator of "kind of bucks." 

Per cent (points per antler) 

Spikes 2 point 3 point 4 point 5 point 

Penn, 1923-6 ~ 
Wet) 25 29 46 

Calif. 1927 
(Mule) 31 30 30 6 

New York 1927 
(W.T.) 14 14 16 34 22 

Banger-signal point... 2.2... csce 

Composition of normal herd: It follows from the above : 
(plus only the assumption that 50 per cent 

of the fawns become yearlings) that 
composition is 30 + 30 + 10 + 10 + 20 = 100. 

=25 ;



(Chart XII) Factors of Productivity in Deer 

What is known? 

1. Hunting 

Area kill...........well established (see XII) 
Deer per unit area.....poorly (hence kill factor 

: poorly) 
2. Predators............a few points (see XII) 
3, Disease and accidents....blank 
4, Welfare factors........only imperfect data on 

proportion bearing does 
(see XI) 

5. Composition of herd....a few points known from range 
tallies. 

Puzzle: Find the limiting factor? Here is the process. 

(Chart XIII) Composition and Mortality 

First: What is the area kill? 

Second: Convert area kill into real kill factor. Must 
deer per square mile. (Chart XIV) Kill factor 
for Southwest is about 1:24, 

Third: Express all known points in a chart. (Chart XV) 
This contains one new assumption: that half : 
the fawns survive as yearlings. (Not wholly an 

assumption since range tallies shed some light.) 

fee Vee =o



If we knew instead of having to assume this, 
the mortality, and if we had a census, the 
unknown could be measured directly from the 
chart. 

This is the inverse of the method used 
with cattle, where the removals and the age 
classes are known and a census is desired. 

Unit herd: Follow through year. = 

Miscellaneous Deer Questions 

(No chart) 

Refuges: Relation of cruising radius to interspersion of 
coverts already taken up. Must now consider 
relation of cruising radius to utility of 
refuges. Utility varies directly as the 
cruising radius (see Chart VII). Refuges 
especially workable for deer. (Will be taken 
up under fifth lecture.) 

Buck laws: Public puzzled over Penn. situation. Simple 
enough -- no predators to decimate the grown 
animals. Result: surplus of superammated 
does, Deduction: productivity due to pre- 

dator control (plus refuges). 

Success ratios: Regulation of kill. Registration systems. . 

Hunters per ; 

Place State Year Buck Deer 

Gila N.F. N.Mex. 1923-7 2.4 

Kaibab N.F. Ariz. 1.0+ pee 
Wyo. 1926 1.1 (moose) 
Penn. 1924 3.0 

1926 6.0 

i Re. aise 
Minn. 1919-26 4.0 Bet 

hove Secka 492-}-—_—_—_137 £2 0o i 

1a2¥ Sblome I 6 tae 10751 Cucemer 
56 : 

“717 

he lo 
bbe -4- 

1 Bos = s



Cost _ of management: Per unit area 4 square miles. Gila N.F. 

Item Cost per yr. Charge to Management 
game cost 

Predator control $5.00(?) 1/4 $1.25 (7?) 

Range management 12.00 Hone 

Fire control . 2.80 1/4 0.76 

General administra- 
. tion: 

Forest Service 0,48 All 0.48 

State Game Com. 3.20 All 3.20 : 

Sp. Assoc. 0.50(?) All -50(7) 

$6.33 

Spent per hunter per trip (measure of value)..$50-$200. 

—be ;
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; UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE 

‘ FOREST SERVICE 

GILA NATIONAL FOREST 

ADDRESS REPLY TO fits 

FOREST SUPERVISOR 

AND REFER TO SILVER CITY, NEW MEXICO 

March 5, 1929. 
Mr. Aldo Leopold, 

421 Chemistry Building, 
Madison, Wisconsin. 

Dear Aldo: 

Your letter of March 1 is received. 

I have been wondering for some time where you were located 
as I wanted to furnish you with data gathered during the past big game 
season, but did not know where you were maintaining your headquarters. 

There is enclosed a tabulation giving the data compiled from 

field deputies' reports for the big game season of 1928 on the Gila. 
The Sportsmen's Association of Southwestern New Mexico has not published 
a report for the past two seasons, but we have compiled the data collected 

by the field deputies. The tabulation enclosed does not include all of the 
hunters visiting the Forest nor all the game killed but includes only 
those hunters checked by the paid field deputies employed by the State 

Game Department and by rangers. During the past hunting season, a large 
number of hunters entered the Gila by Magdalena and Beaverhead. From the 
best estimate obtainable from Supervisor Kirby, three hundred hunters 

with a kill of two hundred and fifty deer passed through Magdalena and 
hunted on the Gila Forest in the vicinity of Black Canyon and Diamond 
Creek. These are in addition to the figures in the tabulation. 

According to the anrmal game report for the Gila Forest, which 

as you know is based on reports received from the rangers, whose reports 

are in turn hargely based on the data gathered by paid deputies, it is 

shown that the Gila Forest was visited during 1928 big game season by 
1,859 resident and 253 non-resident hunters, or a total of 2,112. 
This report also gives the number of deer killed as 938. From a stand- 

point of mumbers of hunters and deer killed, 1928 stands out as the 

biggest season we have ever had. There was an increase of 28 per cent 
in hunters over 1927 and a 49 per cent increase in a ay This, no doubt, 

was largely due to the wide publicity given the Black Cahyon area. In 
spite of the large number of deer being killed each year, there appears



to be quite an appreciable increase in the number of deer on the Forest. 

Last fall the local association held a banquet which was attended 

by all three members of the State Game Commission and Game Warden Perry. 
It was one of the most enthusiastic game meetings I have ever attended. 
Ever since my return to the Gila, I have fought shy of the secretaryship 
of the local association, but at the last annual meeting, it was wished 

onto me and it is needless to say that there is considerable work 

attached to the job. However, the Association allows me to employ 
clerical assistance which is quite a relief. ; 

When your book is finally published, please let me know as I 
will certainly want to obtain a copy. If there is any additional 
information which you desire, please let me know. 

With kindest personal regards, 

Very sincerely yours,



COMPILATION OF DATA FROM ye ¢/; zr 7 
FIELD DEPUTIES’ REPORTS ON GILA NATIONAL FOREST / 

BIG GAME SEASON OF 1928. 

Resident : Non-Resident : GAME KILLED : DISTRICT. 

Licenses : Licenses ; 8 
3 : Black : White Tails : Turkeys: Squirrels: 
3 : Tails : $ : $ 

879 3 83 3: 388 3 92 : 94 : 240 : Mimbres 
20 8 3 «mw 9 > — st =< s Crize 

3 8 7 ti. 3 0 : *& s 3 : Mogollon 
16 3 -_ eB 8 0 st =< $s Oe : Tyrone 
64 : 6 ; us 1 :.-§ a s Sherman 
172 : - : 135 8 17 s Se : «684 : Pinos Altos 
175 : 28 s 49 $ 34 : 24 8 13 : Buckhorn 
54 3 21 3s. 13 $ 7 3 z too : Kingston 

$ : t : 3 : 
1,363 : 150 : 498 3 160 : 156 : 307 : 

3 3 2 3 3 3 

8 No. Ass'n 3 
GAME SEEN : Members : District 

3 z 2 3 ¢ 
Bucks : Fauns : Turkeys : Does =~ : 3 

3 3 3 8 3 
8,595 : 8,028 : 4,507 : 38,170 : 176 8 Mimbres 

-- 3: - 3 —- 3 G- ¢ & 3 Cliff 
67 6s 47 3 58 8 194 =: 2 ft Mogollon 
ss -— a - 3: 20 8 2 8 Tyrone 

41 3: 13 : 9 : 81 3 3 $ Sherman 
3735 3 2. 4 669 : 1,586 : a7 3 Pinos Altos 
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eM Fairview, New Mexi¢o. 
June 14,1929, 

Dear Leo: z 

Your letter of May 22 and the map were duly re- 
ceived, I wrote you relative to distributional map thinking that 
since you had narrowed the publication down to deer manegsement of 
the southwest, you might want to take in @eket more territory than 
Arizona and New Mexico. I have our old maps here, so it was not 
necessary for you to send additional ones of the two states. A 
smaller scale outline map such as I suggested would have been 
better in case additional territory was to be covered. 

In regard to preparing the distributional map, I do 
not know whether or not you have anyone in mind in Arizona to 
assist us in preparing the distribution in that state. While I 
know something about the deer distribution in Arizona, I do not 
know enough at this time to accurately map the distribution, I 
think that perhaps Mr. Musgrave could give me a little assistance 
and no doubt some of the Forest Service men could also assist. 
Of course, if I went to Arizona this fall to make the survey I 
could prepare the distributional map; however, there is nothing 
certain about this. 

I have written up the principal part of the material 
assigned to me, however, 1 wish to revise it somewhat and then 
make final copies. I will either send this material to Doe so 
that he dan take it with him when he goes east or I may send it 
direct to you, sending Doe a copy. 

Sincerely, ‘



q . . : 
i “ » 

q j Fairview, N. iM. 
mos dune 27,1929. 

Dear Leo: 

Enelosed find rough draft of material which I 
have prepared for different chapters of the book. I am alsa 
enclosing copies of report recently made by cooperative in- 
vestigators on certain overstocked deer areas in Arizona. A 
similar investigation was made on the Gila, but I have not re- 
ceived copy of the report. Will send you copy later should 
you care to use the material. 

You will note that I have featured fawn mortality. 
I am thoroughly convinced that this is the obstacle in the 
way of deer restoration in the southwest rather than the so- 
called "barren does". Of course, I have not fully covered 
the different subjects in the sections I em sending you, as I 
am not aware of the amount of material you wish to inebude nor 
how much information you have to add to the various subjects. 

In a recent letter Doc intimated that he will not 
be able to spare the necessary time to help with the book. No 
doubt since his visit you have threshed out this matter. At any 
rate, if Doc thinks he cannot stay with you, and you want me to 
continue as co-author, I shall do so and see the thing through 
to the end, as I am giving the subject additional consideration 
anyway, and I am also on my own time. However, anything you and 
Doe have decided upon, will be satisfactory to me. I am send- 
ing Doc copy of this letter and also copy of all material I have 
prepared. 

Regret that I was unable to get the material to 
you before Doc's visit; but pressing personal mstters made it 
impossible for me to give it earlier attention. 

As you will note, this material is not in final 
form. I did not know whether you are going to quote me, in 
case I am not to be a co-author, or whether you wish to use 
just a part of the material. Will polish up the material, 
when IT learn what and how you wish to use the material. 

Hestily, ; 

t
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re Tucson, Arizona 
May 29, 1929 

Mr. J. Stokely Ligon 
Fairview, New Mexico 

Dear Mr. Ligon: 

You will be interested in the inclosed memorandum 

on examination of certain game ranges in southern Ari- 

zona. 

: Some of us also worked over the Black Canyon country 

of the Gila National Forest, but the memorandum covering 

the work there has not been finally typed so it is not in 
shape to send out. Mr. Rachford has all the mterial on 
which we agreed before we left Silver City but he is in 
the field at present and apparently has not had tim to 
get it out. With best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

Senior Biologist. 

J 
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Mr. J. Stokely Ligon 

Fairview, New Mexico 

Dear Mr. Ligon: 

You will be interested in the inclosed memorandum 

on examination of certain game ranges in southern Ari- 

zona. 

Some of us also worked over the Black Canyon country 

of the Gila National Forest, but the memorandum covering 

the work there has not been finally typed so it is not in 

shape to send out. Mr. Rachford has all the material on 
which we agreed before we left Silver City but he is in 

the field at present and apparently has not had time to 
get it out. With best wishes, 

Sincerely yours, 

Senior Biologist. 
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Lemon 

MEMORANDUM ON EXAMINATION OF GAME RANGES ON THE 

CROOK AND CORONADO NATIONAL FORESTS 

Forest officers have recognized for sometime that certain divisions of 
the Crook and Coronado National Forests were being overgrazed by deer, and 
that other areas were approaching a fully stocked condition. 

In consideration of these facts and the public interests involved, local 
forest of ficers planned a cooperative examimtion by interested agencies, of 
the Mt. Graham Division of the Crook National Forest, and the Chiricahuas and 
Catalinas on the Coronado, ‘The State Fish and Game Commission, the Biologi- 
cal Survey, and the local chapters of the Arizona Game Protective Association 
were invited to participate. 

In accordance with plans, the representatives of the different agencies 
met at Safford on May 7. ‘The following were present: 

State Pigh & Game Commission: 1. B. Hart, Commissioner, 
and David Lee, Deputy Game 
Wardens 

Biological Survey: M. EB. Musgrave, State Leader Predatory 
Animal Control; Dr. Walter P. Taylor, 
Division of Food Hebits. 

Forest Service: On the Crook: Rex F. King, Forest Super- 
visor; R. DB. Rowley, Forest Ranger; D. A. 
Shoemaker, Ingpector of Grazing; and dG. EB. 
Rachford, Assistant Forester. 

Bete of Examination: The party left Safford in automobiles on the mom- 
ing of May 8 and traveled to Arcadia Ranger Station, where pack and saddle 

horses were sequred. From this point the party rode by Turkey Flat across 
Ladybug Pass and skirted the western slope of the mountain by Freeman Spring, 
and established camp st Columbine Ranger Station. On May 9 the party trav- 
eled west to West Peak and returned. On May 10 the Halfway Trail on the 
north slope of the Graham Mts. was traveled. Fry Canyon, Deadman Canyon, 
and Merijilda Canyon were crossed on our trip south. ‘fhese trips gave a 

general view of the higher, intermediate and lower ranges. At the foot of 
the mountain on the road from Safford ‘to Arcadia we were met by cars and re- 
turned to Safford. On the evening of May 10 we mt President Stewart of the 
Safford Chapter of the Game Protective Association, and Messrs. Green and 
Kent, members of the association. During this conference the general situa- 
tion as it pertains to the Mt. Graham Division of the Crook Forest was dis- 
cussed. 
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Sondition of Range 
Various degrees of utilisation of the deer feed were observed. Over- 

utilization has occurred on many localities, especially where a large number 
of deer concentrate on small areae of the more pakatable feed. In order of 
importance the species most heavily grazed are as follows: Mahogany, snow- 

: berry, gamble oak, philadelpims, ceanothus spinosa, live oak. Of the her- 
baceous vegetation it was noted that a plant commonly called "deers cars" 
or “eliweed", but better known as Frasera, had been closely grazed from the 
start of growth and that but few plants were allowed to attain any appreciable 
size. Areas on which clover or bluegrass occur are closely grazed. Various 
species of weeds are also fed to a limited extent. Of the browse species 
& great portion of the individual plants of mhogany, gamble oak, snowberry, 
ceanothnus and philadelphus mave been killed. The heavy over~grazing, as in- ; 
dicated by browse, is further emphasized by the severe damage to conifer re- 
production, a, yellow pine and white fire The almost total absence 
of aspen reproduction was noted. The observations made verify the reports 
made in the past that areas fran which cattle have been excluded fora 

number of years continue to decline in forage value, dae to the overgrazing 
by deer, It is impossible to estimate the degree of damage done by cither 
class of animls on areas occupied by both cattle and deer. 

ett ft Se re have estimated the number of deer on this area at 
10,000 head. This estimate has been built up from the best data available. 
It is realimd that no satisfactory method of a game census has yet been de~ 
veloped. It is also appreciated that an estimte of white tail deer is more 
aiffioult to obtein than that of other spe@ios. 

While it is unfortunate that we do not have a method of more accurately 

determining the number of game animis, the fact remains that there are too 
many deer on the areca if the productivity of the range is to be maintained 
and the soil conserved. Unless remedial maeures are applied large areas 
will be denuded of all vegetation, and disastrous results from erosion will 
occur. 

Accurate information on numbers of game animis is desirable, The more 
importent point, however, is that game administration must be based on the 

‘ quality and quantity of feed and its condition. ‘Where, as in the present 
case, excessive damage is occurring, reduction in numbers met be made until 
it is evident that the fomge is recovering. 

The estimte made by local forest officers seems most conservative. 
Judging from the character of the range and the condition of the forage, a 
50 per cent reduction in mumbers is believed necessary to afford relief. 

The top of the Mt. Graham Division has been closed to the grazing of 
domestic livestock. Fry Canyon was closed a good many years ago for the 
protection of the city water supply. The mumbers of domestic stock in 
Deadman, Marijelda, and other canyons on the division have been ani are 
being reduced to a point where damge from cattle should not oceur. Redue- 
tions of cattle are being made effective through the construction of boundary 

fences. While these measures afford some relief it is apparent that the 
situation will not effectively be mt. until the surplus deer are removed. 
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Summary of Conclusions and Recommends tions. 

. 1 The Bt. Graham Division of the Crook National Porest is included 
within a state game refuge established a number of years ago. Absolute pro- 
tection from hunters and predatory animals on this area has produced the 
inevitable result of increasing the mumber of deer beyond the safe carry~ 
ing capacity of the range. 

2. In consideration of the above facts the times has arrived when 
remedial measures should be applied. 

3. Portunately, these measures can be applied since the State of Ari- 
gona now has an unusually progressive and constructive game code. 

4 I? IS RECOMMENDED: 

(a) That the forest supervisor, in cooperation with the local game 
protective association, outline an area on the Graham Mountain Division 
which will provids a small gam refuge and properly safeguard recreational 
intere sts. 

(>) That all areas outside of the one recommended for a refuge be 
opened to hunting. 

(cs) That the State Fish and Game Commission consider the possibility of 
trapping deer for restocking other areas. 

{@) That the State of Arizone employ 2 sufficient number of game wardens “ 
to estadlish regulated hunting on the open area and properly to supervise the 
refuges 

(e) That for the first hunting season established on this area a bag 
limit of two deer, one buck and one doo, be allowed each hunter. Future bag 
limite and sex to be taken should be based upon the condition of the deer 
and range and the demand for hunting. Information available indicates that 
2,500 deer por annum my be removed without danger of depleting the herd. 

(¢) Ig the removal of surplus animis can be secured through the intro- 

duction of hunting, predatory snimals should continue to be effectively con- 
trolled. Until thie point is determined it is recommended that the Biologiéal 
Survey cohtime its efforts on the control of mountain lion. Should we fail 
to secure removal of the surplus through busting, it is believed the control 
of lion should be abandoned at the expiration of 1930. To protect turkeys, 
the control of bobvats and coyotes should be cont imveds 

(g) Cooperation between the agencies involved should be continued and 
strengthened, and the public furnished with facts in regard to the conditions 

prevailing. 
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The examination of this area was mde on May 12 ani 13 by the follow- 
ing persons: 

State Fish and Gam Commission: Dave lee, Deputy Game Warden, 
on May 12; and Mre lee and L.B.Hart on May 135, 

Biological Survey: Dre Walter Pe Taylor, and M. EZ. Musgrave. 

Forest Services: Fred Winn, Forest Supervisor; Carl B, Scholfield, 
Forest Ranger; De A. Shoemaker; and C, EB, Rachford. 

fhe party mt at Portal Ranger Station at noon May 11 and proceeded to 
Rustlers’ Park by auto, where pack and saddle horses were secured and camp 
established. 

On May 12 the rarty rode the Crest Treil by Center Camp and Monte Vista 
Lookout to Turkey Creek Ranger Station, and returned to camp via Bootlegger 
Trail and Rock Creeke This trip gave a general view of some of the higher 
and lower rarges on the west slope of the Chiricahuas. On May 13 the party 
rode north along the Crest Trail and down Horsefall Canyon to the Boy Scout 
Camp in Pinery Canyon and south into Pine Creek and up this drainage through 
Barfoot Park to camps According to those familier with this division of the 
forest, the area seen is representative of the whole division. 

Sondition of Range 
Of the upper clevations of this range only slight use is made by cattle 

On limited areas, these being confined to Rustlers’ and Barfoot Parke and the 
immediately adjoining range. The slopes are fairly well covered with bunch 
grass, the utilization of waich presents the main problem in cattle mnage- 
mont. Plans ere now under way which will relieve some of the lower heavily 
used rangeg and establigh better seasonal control of cattle by getting sumer 
use of the usable bunch grass areas on the steeper slopes. 

While the party sew a number of deer and many signs, there was little 
indication of heavy use or over-utilization by thie class of animals except 
in natural passes or on areas furnishing a limited amount of the more palatable 
or valuable species. Ags a general proposition the variety of food available 
and the condition of it as a whole, indicate that the mnge is not over-stooked 

with game animals at the present time. 

In order of importance, species adapted to game animals are: Snowberry, 
Mahogany, gamble oak, live oak, willows and aspen. Some utilization is being 
secured of various weeds and the dryland sedge. Except ina very limited num- 
ber of cases we did not observe any utilization of grasses or Frasera such as 
occurs on the Graham Division of the Crooks Aspen reproduction is being retarded 
to a limited extent in certain loeslities but no injury was noticeable to coni- 
fers. On the lower portions of the range, however, heavy utilization was ob- 
served of all the more valuable forage species, as indicated by the dead stalks 
and stubby appearance of the mahogany and oak and the broken character of the 
sod. Such utilization can be attributed to both cattle and deer. 
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Humber of Game animals 
Daring the past year a game census was secured by forwarding a questionnaire 

to several stockmen and two rangers. By this process it was estimated that 
there are approximately 2,500 deer on the Chiricshuas. Juiging from the signs 
and the number of deer seen by members of the party it is believed that this 
estimate is most conservative. The concensus of opinion is that there are 
probably two and one-half times that number. 

As @ general pmposition it is believed that the conditions on this area 
are far Brom being critical and that the opening of the area to a limited ex- 
tent by the construction of roads, will take care of the normal natural increase 
by hunting. Better cattle management as planned will afford relief to the 
lower ranges. 

The Chiricahua Division of the Coronado Forest differs from the Graham 
Mt. Division of the Crook in that no game refage has been established thereon, 
Bunting and predatory animis have mintained a balance between available feed 
and member of animals. Due to ths fact that the area contains a number of 
natural refuges where little or no hunting ever will occur, there is little 
danger of depletion of the herd of deer or the removal of a greater number than 
good minagement would dictate, even though the road across the division is in 
the process of caupletion and some increase in hunting my be expected 

Summary of Conclusions and Recommendations. 

le In thie partionlar case we are not confronted with the disposal of 

surplus animls but rather with maintenance of the herd at about its present 
numbe Ps 

2. In view of the character of the country, the pmsence of natural refuges, 
the condition of the range, the variety and quality of feed and its condition, 

. 1¢ is believed that game refuges are unnecessary at present, except as hereing 
after provided. 

3. The introduction of turkeys is a desirable fom of game propagation. 
If adequate game warden services are furnished and a closed season ostablished 
it is not believed that a gam refuge for the protection of these birds is 
necessary. 

4 I? 1S COMMENDED: 

(a) That the entire Chiricahua Division be left open to hunting deer dur- 
ing the season established except as provided under (b). 

(b) ‘That in order to protect recreational interests around Rustlers’ and 
Barfoot Parks, these areas be closed to hunting. 

(c) That adequate game warden service be secured properly to protect tum 
keys and prevent violation of the game code. 
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{a@) That control of predatory animis be contimoed, 

(e) That active cooperation between the interested agencies be continued 
and the public furnished with facts in regard to the conditions prevailing. 

Examination of this area was mde by the same party that examined the 
Chiricahua Division with the exception that Game Warden S. Bob Heddleston 
took the place of Game Warden Lee, and Ranger Brisbin ani Administrative Guadd 
Bill Williams took the place of Ranger Scholfield. 

fhe party arrived at Tucson on Hey 14, some of it proceeding to Soldier 
Camp Ranger Station that evening; Supervisor Winn, Dr. Taylor and Mr. Rachford 
joining them at La Mariposa Inn on the morning of the 15th. Saddle stock was 
available and the party that day traveled dow Sabino Creek, stross the ridge 
into Lemmon Creék, through the Wilderness of Rocks to Cathedral Rock and thence 
to Mt. Lemmon Lockout, and from tiere by the Sabino Trail to camp. On the 
morning of the 16th the party rode to Bigelow Lookout. From here Messrs. 
Rachford and Shoataler returned to Soldier Camp B.S. by the lower trail through 
Alder Canyon, and the balance of the party proceeded to Bear Canyon, returning 
via the Boy Scout Camp to Soldier Camp Ranger Station. On the 17th the party 
rode from Soldier Camp 8.S+ viel Le Mariposa Inn ani down Red Ridge trail 
into Sycamore Park and up the West Pork of Canada Del Oro, thence via Mt. Lem 
mon Lookout and La Mariposa Inn to the rarer station. 

Sondition of Range 
The upper elevations and interrediate slopes of the country seen are 

g@reved scarcely at all by domestic stook. The lower slope of Canada Del Oro 
and the bottoms of this drainage, including Sycamore Park, show over-grazing 
by cattle. Especially the drainages of Sabino Canyon contain stands of willow 
and dogwood. ‘These two species show the effects of heavy past use by deer and 
present utilization by deor is heavier than these plants can continue to re- 
ceive and maintain themselves on the range. ‘These species as well as other 
browse plants including silver-leaf oak occurring in the Lemon Creek country 
present a high grazing line inficating that large numbers of deer must con- 
centrate in this area at certain seasons of the year, probably late in the fall. 
Mounts in mahogeny and gambel oak in the Alder Creek country have been and con- 
time to be heavily utilised. This utilization is due prectically entirely to 
deer as evidenced by the almost total lack of use of early mbienbergia and 
meee’ which eccur in fair abundance in the browse 7 of this drainage 
and which ere highly palatable to cattles In thoes: portions of the Canada del 
Oro country that are little are not 2t all used by cattle, Madrone shows 
extremely heavy utilization, a6 does Philadelpmus, Ceanotims and two smaller 
unidentified shrubs. In the area of this drainage that is grazed by cattle the 
grasses are closely utilized, ae are Mahogany, Phidadelpms, Ceanotims, Arizona 
Qak and other less abundant shrubs including such plants as Manzanita, waferash, 
box elder ard locust. The heavy use of some of these browse species is attri- 
butable to both cattle and deer, the amount creditable to each being impracti- 

Gable to determine, However, an indication that deer are mrkedly responsible 
is the grazing of grape vine to a high level, this plant not being considered 
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as palatable to cattle. In all of the areas examined considerable recent 

utilization was observed of dryland sedge and several species of weeds. Snow- 
berry, which occurs generally throughout the upper and intermediate slopes 
and in heavy stands on considerable acreage, is being grazed by deer to an 
extent that its reproduction is pmotically prevented and it is beginning to 
present a "hedged" appearance. ‘Throughout the conifer types considerable 
damage to white fir reproduction is occurring. Also som damge to yellow 
pine reproduction was observed on limited areas. 

As above indicated,cattle and deer are in conflict in use of the forage 

on a limited portion only of the ranges examined. 

Rumbers of Game Animals 
Annual estimates of the mumber of deer on the Catalina Division have been 

made and reported by local forest officers fora number of years with revisions 
made currently in the light of more accurage and more complete observations and 
information. This estimate for 1928 was 3,500 white tail deer. While it is 
appreciated that no satisfactory method of estimating the numbers of game ani- 

mals has been developed and also that white tail deer probably are more diffi- 
cult to see than other species, it is the concensus of opinion of members of 
the party that the 1928 estimate is very conservative. Regardless of the lack 
of accurate information as to actual numbers the over-used condition of the 
deer forage ig indisputable evidence that there are too many deer on the area 

ag a whole. 

Summary of Conclusions and Recommendations. 

1. The general principles stated elsewhere in this memorandum are 
applicable also to the Catalina Division of the Coronado. 

2. In view of the indisputable evidence that there are more deer on the 
Catalina game refuge than there is available deer forage and the necessity of 
maintaining the forage in a highly productive state, providing for the regen- 
eration of the forest species, and retaining the soil in a productive condi- 
tion as well as conserving the protective cover of the watershed, it is be- 
lieved prompt action should be taken looking toward a reduction in the mamber 
of deer and the disposal of their mtural increase. 

3. The local game pmtective association and the local forest officers 
should cooperate in defining an area within the Catalina Game Refuge that ahoula, 

be retained as a game refuge primarily to protect recreational areas and the 
mountain sheep country. ‘Their findings should be recommended to the State Game 
Commissions 

4. Sufficient game warden service should be provided properly to regulate 
mmnting on the area to be opened and adequately to supervise the area to be re~ 

tained as a game refuge. 
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5. On the area opened to hunting one buck and one doe should be allowed 

each hunter at least during the 1929 and 1930 hunting seasons. 

6. Due to the fact that evidence was observed indicating that there are 
numerous lions in the Catalinas it is recommended that the Biological Survey 
contime its control of all predatory animls unless tvo years of hunting shows 

that the deer herd is not being reduced to a point where damage to forage, tim 
ber and soil is prevented. 

General, 

1. Game is a product of the Forest. Its welfare is closely related to 
thet of timber, water, forage and recreation. The lack of scientific data on 
the interrelation of these resources, facts as to numbers of animils, movements 
and food and life habits, has been keenly felt in this investigation. 

2. To provide the necessary foundation for game administration it is es= 

sential that the above data be secured by the establishment of independent or 
cooperative wild life experimental stations by the State and Federal Governments. 

3. The deer situation as considered on the Crook and Coronado National 
Forests presents an impressive example of an interesting and important problem 
of national scope in gam administration. The land within these forests mst 
be made to produce on a sustained yield basis, the maximum amount of timber, 
forege and game, and afford adequate recreation and watershed protection. To 
do this it is important that game be increased on suitable areas where a de- 
ficiency occurs; it is equally important that reduction be mde in numbers of 
game animals on areas showing the effects of over-population. 

To meet the objectives stated the observers have been impressed with : 
the fundamental importame of maintaining a maximum vegetative cover on the 
areas examined, It is believed this principle in game management must be used 
as the basis of laws governing bag limits, seasons, etce It is obvious that no 
more game can be supported on an area than the vegetation will provide feed 
for during the season of greatest shortage. 

4. The investigation of the Crook and Coronado National Forests emphasizes 
the dual responsibility of the State and Federal Governments. Both agencies are 
interested in the full deve lopment and conservative use of the game resource. A 
complete and thorough understanding of the mutual problems involved is essential 
to successful administration. Under these circumstances we desire to emphasize 
the value of cooperative examinations of areas in the development of constructive 
game management plans and the maintenance of such cordial relations as have 
existed during this examination. 

SIGHED: 

For the Biological Survey: HM. BE. Musgrave 
Soldier Camp Walter P. Taylor 
Ranger Station, Por the Forst Service: Pred Winn 
Santa Catalina Mts., D. A. Shoomaker 
Arizona. Ge Fe Rachford 

Por the Arizom Fish and 
May 18, 1929. Game Commission: le Be Hart 
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Fairview, New Mexico. 
June 14,1929. 

Doctor Walter P. Taylor,, 
University of Arizona, 
Tucson, Ariz. 

Dear Doctor Taylor: 

I wish to thank you for sending me copy of the 
interesting report made by the Committee on the relation of deer 
to the forage on the Mt. Graham, Chimteahuas and Sahta Catalina 
on National Forests in Arizona. 

This is all very valuable information, and I 
trust that you will be able to get me a copy of the report sover- 
ing investigation on the Gila as soon as it is out. Of course, 
the important thing in connection with reports of this nature is 
to have them followed up by the necessary action, and I believe 
the Porest Service has advanced to the point where they fully 
appreciate the importance of doing this. 

I also received the April issue of ARIZONA 
WILD LIVE. As I told you when I saw you in Santa Fe, I should 
like also to have volume No.2 of this publication in order to 
complete my file. If you can obtain copy of this second issue 
for me, I shall greatly appreciate it. 

With kind regerds, I am 

Sincerely yours, 

. Je Stokley Ligon
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DEER IN OLDEN DAYS 

The presence of deer or their absence from a given 

locality at any particular season of the year during primitive 

times can not be taken as evidence that such was the status 

of the year-around distribution of the animals. 

Before distuptions in the free movement of wild life, 

eaused by the advent of the white man, followed by his con- 

quests, seasonal migrations of deer and other game occurred 

at least as far south as Central New Mexico. Reports by 

early explorers to the effect that they found no deer in 

sections apparently suited to them may have been haged on : 

observations made during the temporary absence of the game. 

That there formerly was a well defined seasonal migra- 

tion of deer in Northern New Mexico is evidenced by information 

that has survived. The Chama River cleaves a well defined, 2 

sparsely timbered dyke a few miles above the confluence of this 

River with the Rio Grande, which dyke connects the timbered 

foothills of the Jemez Mountains on the south and the high : 

; mountainous region north of the Chama. The gap in the dyke 

is little wider than necessary to accommodate the channel of 

the River. Hast and west of this point the river valley in 

general is wider, more open, and where the hills jut up to the 

river they are of such character, abrupt or with perpendicular 

rims, as to have obstructed free end progressive movement of 

the deer.



Deer in Olden Days 

The o1d Indians at the pueblos about the mouth of the 

Chama say that this dyke used to be a favorite migration route 

for deer between their winter range in the Jemez Mountains and 

their summer range north of the Chama. By taking advantage of 

the concentration of the animals where they crossed the river, 

the Indians secured their winter meat. This mirgation appears 

to have been well: defined. : 

Everywhere in the southwest well defined seasonal 

shifting of deer nod doubt occurred. As to life zones, caused by 

the marked variation in topography, as about the more southern 

and segregated mountainous areas, for cakmaties the Sacramento, 

Black Range and Mogollons, there was less characterized level 

or distant movement, but the same benefits were obtained in 

altitudnal or perpendicular shifts, henee making it necessary 

for the deer to move only tp or down a short distance to get 

the benefits of desirable climatieal conditions and the 

abundance of fresh palatable food in seasons, 

Some movement of this nature still exists but the in- 

centives are largely lacking. Now the deer are too often 

greeted by barren ground and deficient browse as result of 

continued and excessive grazing by domesticated animals. Not 

only do they find a hard existence as a rule on their winter é 

range but competition with domestic animals for food sll the . 

while they are on their summer range. With the overburdened
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state of their range and interferences that have altered their 

movements it is not surprising that deer do not thrive as 

formerly. 

So far as the more rugged mountsinous areas are 

concerned the deer ranges of the Southwest, for the most part, 

are only somewhat contracted since primitive conditions were 

altered. It is not probable that deer ever inhabited ex~ 

tensive prairiesor desert lands. But there are vast areas 

here ami there, and particuarly former white-tail country, 

such as Eastern New Mexico and the Panhandle of Texas, easily 

accessible to hunters, where the deer have been totally ex- 

terminated. 

In may sections coverts required by white-tails 

have been so impaired as result of the white man's occupation, 

as to render them entirely unsuited to these animals. Other 

sections, as extensive brushy, sandhill types, have undergone 

but little change, and the absence of deer from such types 

are wholly the result of man's unbridled destructive propen- 

sities. 

Unele Charley Bushnell, who settled on the 

Tramperas, thirty miles southwest of Clayton, New Mexico, in 

1882, told me that at the time he located on the Tramperas the 

valleys and canyon beds were filled with oak and other brush 

“end that white-tailed deer were then common. Today the 

valleys and canyon beds in that section are barren except for 

a few ancient cottonwoods along the washes. No white-tail 

deer now remain.
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Farther south, lying between Ute Creek and the Texas 

line, is an extensive sandhill country in which there were 

formerly many white-tailed deer. The last deer in this 

section were killed several years ago. While no shinnery : 

occurs in this sand area, different species of weeds and a 

dwarf sumac or squaw brush provide suitable caver. Deer 

should be restored to this area which can never be success-= 

fully utilized for agricultural purposes. 

No doubt white-tailed deer formerly occurred. in all of 

Eastern New Mexico - except on the true plains type = as far 

west as the Pecos River, and from the Texas line on the south 

to Colorado. None remain in all of thie former habitat, except 

a remeant in the remote shinnery sandhills, eest of Roswell, and : 

possibly a very few southeast of Carlsbad, near the Texas line. 

Mule deer, notwithstanding their apparent stupidity when 

confronted by danger, retained their distribution much better 

than did the white-tails in the southwest. Fortunately, the 

mule deer can live indefinitely in the most inaccessible desert 

canyons and mounteinous areas. White-tails, on the other hand, 

avoid such types of land, favoring brushy areas where water is 

available or rainfall more frequent, They have, therefore, 

been subjected to greater persecution by man, No doubt coyotes 

and bobeats preying on their young, after their coverts were 

impaired or destroyed, had much effect on their disappearances. 

In many places hunting by man was the direct cause of their 

disappearance, while indirectly man is responsible for their 

absence from 211 former range.
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" PREDATORY ANIMALS AND DEER 

Broadly speaking, the predatory animal problem as . 

it existed in the mountains of the southwest twenty years ago 

has been solved but in its stead has arisen a far more serious 

one ~ the coyote menace. 

Even when they were at their greatest abundence 

in the deer ranges of the southwest, timber or gray wolves 

were not a serious enemy to game due to the fact that they preyed 

on cattle almost exclusively. Their coming in conflict with 

_ & commercial enterprise of the ingenious white man has resulted 

in practical exterminetion of this species, 

The mountain lion because of his more diversified 

diet has been more fortunate; it did not ineur such pronounced 

enmity of man. Formerly for every cow brute, horse, sheep, or 

goat destroyed by a mountain lion at least two deer paid with 

| their lives. Even on the basis of this ratio they were sufficient-= 

ly destructive to invite a continuous , although not always inten- 

Sive, warfare against them. Like the wolf, its size and re- 

stricted distribution, renders the mountain lion an easy victim 

when organized efforts are directed against them. And, as with 

the wolf and bear, the hunting of mountain lions has always been 

dramatic and thrilling, and will become more so as time passes 

and lions become scarcere
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Bobeets, which are still widely distributed, are 

destructive to deer, especially to fewns. They are clever 

at evading man; but fall easy victims to his schemes of de- 

struction and to his trained dogs. Bobcats are not en- 

init oe senatts or cleverness possessed by some other prede- 

tory forms in evading traps set for them, Their nature is 

such, however, that, their numbers will continue to diminish so 

long as efforts to destroy them by the use of dog; trap and 

gun are continued. 

The coyote represents the predatory enimal problem 

of todey and it will become more serious as time passes. 

ee Singulerly enough, in its former habitat the coyote is less of 

a problem than formerly. In fact in most open territory, the 

former range of this paradox of the wild, it is now feirly well 

under control; but everywhere in its acquired territory, as the - 

mountainous game areas of the southwest, the coyote is becoming 

more firmly established and more destructive from year to year, 

regerdless:.of- organized: control-mathods, : 

The coyote, once the familiar clown of the prairie, 

where it had an economic value as a scavenger and as a check on 

rodent pests, in its new evironment has developed into the 

predatory animal menace of North America. Today it is en able, 

active destroyer of beneficial life, and a shy and clever evader 

of man's most ingenious schemes directed at its control. Not 

alone in the southwest, but throushout the Rocky Mountain States, 

the Great Lakes States, Canada and Alaska we must deal with this 

new transformed and alarming contradiction of the wild.
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Just why the coyote elected voluntarily to radically 

revise and extend its range is a moot question. Diverse and 

conflicting opinions are offered in explanation thereof. But 

the question of most «ea concern to the sportsman and to 

the livestock raiser whose interests fall under the lash of 

this new peril is what solution will the menace submit to. 

In the mountainous and forested areas, and the coyote 

is methodically occupying them everywhere, logical reasons 

for permitting it to remain do not exist. So difficult is 

it to obtain under such conditions that the value of its 

fur is of little or no incentive for hunting it. Destructive 

rodents, as prairie dogs, jack rabbits, ground squirrels and 

kangaroo rats, which smpreminbme. appeang@® conspicuously on 

the menu of this dare to civilization when resident of prairie 

end desert lands only, are not a significant part of the fauna 

of its newly acquired habitat. Wholly beneficial forms of 

life, as grouse, deer, turkeys, and domestic animals,constitute 

its main diet in this new environment. In short a creature 

once of neutral or largely beneficial nature has become trans- 

formed into the most serious. predatory animal menace, In 

the southwest particularly deer and turkeys, unaccustomed to 

this new enemy, are at a loss to defend themselves. Even 

if they were accustomed to it, relief seems almost impossible : 

ine numbers of coyotes. Furthermore, the 

.coyote is becoming more skilled in its depredations on moun- 

tein and forest dwelling game.
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Its adventurous nature, celerity, endurance, - 

abundance, cooperative tactics, evasiveness and fecundity, 

a combined, create in the coyote the real predatory animal 

peril of North America. Intensive utilization of land 

by man has caused all other predatory forms, as well as fur- 

bearers, everywhere to recede in range and diminish in numbers. 

The coyote has been the exception. It alone has approprieted 

civilization to its own ends. 

In the southwest,the seriousness of coyote depre- 

dations on deer has not yet been fully realized due primarily 

to the fact that although they have been killing deer of all 

sizes and ages in the mountainous areas, fawns and young deer 

contributed largely to the toll. Not until the time arrives - 

and it is now approaching in most sections «for hunters to be 

killing the legal bucks these fawns should have developed into, 

will the truth assert itself in a convincing manner, 

The supposition widely prevalent that a young 

deer does not give off odor is an unsound theory which is 

easily exploded under the rays of close observation. It is 

true that any clean, young herbivorous enimal only briefly at 

& given spot will give off less odor than older, strongly 

functioning individuals; but a fawn or calf gives off sufficient 

scent to enable the mother to locate it without difficulty. It 

is not unreasonable to assume that a coyote, wolf or dog has 

as highly developed olfactory nerves as has a deer or cow.
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While hunting mountain lions afféot on a tributary of 

Diamond Greek in the Gila National Forest, in July, 1918, 

with Ben Lilly, the veteran mountain lion hunter of the south-~ 

west, Lilly's hounds disturbed a mule deer doe just ahead of 

us as we passed up the bed of a short canyon. As if tempted 

to attack the dogs, she fuzzed her hair and lingered near; but 

the dogs being well trained, stopped or shied around her. 

After running nervously back and forth on one side of the 

steep canyon for a few moments, she went around the head of 

the canyon and beck to the west side above us. About this 

time two small fawns got up from under the edgs.of a large 

spreading pine, near which we stood, and went up the steep 

slope and over the divide to the eastward. After a few 

minutes had elapsed, the mother retreced her steps and trotted 

down along the east slope of the canyon just above us, When 

; she crossed the trail of her young, she followed it ina 

trot without the least contin and disappeared over the 

divide exactly where the fawns had crossed. Evidently assured 

as to the safety of her offspring, she then returned and tried 

to lure us up the canyon, but soon went on to her young and did 

not returns : 

Notwithstanding the better legal conservation 

measures in general and the over-abundance of deer locally in 

a very few favored spots, there is a marked scarcity of young 

deer from year to year, and coyotes are the principal contri- 

buting factors
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An estimate of 45,000 deer - an abnormal pro- 

portion of adults because of the mortality to young - in 

New Mexiso is conservative. To assume that this number 

: should under favorable conditions for raising fawns sustain 

an annual kill of more than 5,000 is reasonable. That it 

does not sustain more than half of this number is evident 

that there is a serious leak. This leak is through claw and 

fang of predatory animaks, mostly coyotes, to the extent of 

no less than fifty per cent average for fawns up to a month 

old. Beyond this ege, the predatory animal toll is no less 

than thirty per cent. If the fewn mortality could be eut 

in half, the deer stock within a few years could be restored 

to something like normal. 

The "barren" doe fallacy is probably ninety per. 

cent predatory animal imposede If this is not so, the fertility 

among deer is vastly different from that of all other mammals, 

domestic or wild 

It is true that any arid country which can be and 

is grazed 365 days in the year by domestic animals is serious- 

ly abused from the standpoint of its forage; but even so, deer 

should breed normally where cattle and sheep do, or even under 

circumstances less favorable. 

The superabundance of deer on the Kaibab, Mt. 

Graham and Black Canyon is the result of two major causes, , 

The first and principal contribute is inaccessibility which 

favored deer protection in these districts at the time un- : 

restrained inroads were being made on the southwestern deer
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by man. The second contributing factor was the control of 

mountain lions which had always harbored in these areas in 

great numbers. In other words, the normal deer supply was 

never affected by man while the leading natural controlling 

factor was largely eliminated. 

But it would be a grave mistake to convey the 

impression that the southwest as a whole is favored by a 

superabundance of deer. A very small percentage is so 

affected. | There is such a vast preponderance of sadly 

depleted deer territory that the few normal or overstocked 

areas shine out conspicuously. As a whole, the potential 

southwestern deer range contains no more than twenty-five 

per cent of the number of deer it should support. It is 

in inerease of this thin spread of timorous animals over a 

vast empire that predacious animals exert so serious an in-= 

fluence. 

Big game animals, such as occur in the Southwest, 

generally are rather poor defenders of self and young against 

predatory animals.. Especially apparent does this become 

where there is marked scarcity and persecution of game through 

innumerable ways. Where such a condition exists, the animals 

become intimidated, losing confidence in themselves, and each 

individual advanees self preservation to place of first con- 

+ sideration. There are, however, exceptions - when a doe, for 

example, will fight. valliantly for its small young when con- 

fronted by a single predator the size of an eagle, bobcat or 

coyote.
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Unfortunately, coyotes are shrewd, cooperative 

hunters, operating for the most part in pairs, trios or more. 

Furthermore, fawns are left alone during most of their early 

existence and are the most helpless of prey. ven though 

the mother may muster sufficient courage to resist an 

attack of this character, its young is apt to be wounded or 

killed before she is aware of any Seige 

Deer and antelope cache their small young and 

remain apart from them much of the time, This means of 

protection, when ground covering was more luxuriant and 

mountain lions and bobeats were the principal offenders, was 

fer more effective than is true today. With theeppeerance 

of_the-keen-scentéd and Swift—hunting—coyotes—on-thenursery— 

grounds of mountein-end-timber~twettring Gane.” 

Furthermore ruses or motherly instincts employed 

by mountain and forest dwelling game in behalf of the safety 

of their young are of little benefit when confronted by keen 

scented, swift-hunting, tireless coyotes on its nursery grounds. 

Concrete evidence of the great depredations by 

eoyotes on deer is no longer lacking. Ranchmen everywhere in 

the mountainous areas have observed coyotes running or killing 

deer of all sizes, while exemination of stomach contents of 

mountain dwelling coyotes invariably discloses deer flesh. 

The golden eagle, a common bird of prey of the 

southwest, is a serious enemy to young deer. The fact that 

it will attack on wing large deer and antelope, and some times
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kill young calves is sufficient indictment against them as 

enemies to young deer. Where the natural ground covering 

has been destroyed their depredations are greatly increased. 

The presence of the bones and hoofs on the ground under the 

eagle's aerie is the most conclusive evidence I have of serious 

inroads on fawns by eagles. The fact that eagles are so very 

keen of sight and wary renders difficult actual observance of 

kills of small animals, as fawns.
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CHAPTER VIII (See 01a dravt No.2) - 

THE UNIT HERD; 

Every factor relating to the numerical welfare 

of deer is an unknown quantity. Even the kill by man can 

not be accurately checked on account of wounded bucks which 

eventually die and because of the many other deer which are 

illegally killed either accidently or deliberately. : Other 

control factors are even more difficult of practical analysis, 

On the four square mile study unit, we assumed 

there are ten deer to the square mile, or 40 to the unit, on 

an average, throughout the entire 2,500 square miles of the Gila. 

A normal composition of the unit herd, estimated 

' at the time the fawns are dropped in July, would be; 

16 does - 8 with 2 fawns and 8 with one fawn each - 
a total of 24 fawns. 

6 dry does, including young does that might not breed 
at 18 months of age. 

5 doe yearlings 

5 buek yearlings 

_8 adult bucks 

40 deer 

Accepting these figures as approximating the in- 

dividual composition of the unit herd as it exists on the Gila,
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it is evident that the restoration of the herd is confronted by 

two serious obstecles. The first, dry does, which also in-~ 

volves the second, is the most difficult of correction but ; 

fortunately of less consequence than the second: fawn mortality. 

Fawn mortality is the most obvious and the most serious factor, 

however, it will more readily submit to correction. Since there 

are means whereby more fawns can be brought to maturity, would 

it not be best to soncentrate efforts along this line, leaving 

the more vague problem of does which pass a season without having 

fawns, for further study.? 

An inviolate law cf nature - high per centage of fertility - 

is the best proof that high mortality among fawns rather than 

barren does is the real fault in the way of restoration. Not 

berreness, but a shortage of bucks and, to a less degree, local 

food conditions and various other causes account for dry does, 

But there is no shortage of bucks on the Gila nor in any other 

section where deer are numerous and have the natural advantages: 

of mountain and forest coverts. 

Even though does are often at their lowest ebb of 

physical fitness prior to or about fawning time, both does and 

bucks are invariably at their best at breeding time. Therefore, 

there seems to be no logicel reason why a great majority of mature 

does should not get with fawn. 

Hence it would follow that a totally unknown quantity 

is represented in abortion. Where food conditions are normal, 

trouble from this cause would probably be of no consequence. On
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the other hand where deer browse excessively on such ev3rgreens 

as pine and pinon in spring and early summer, abortion might be 

a@ serious factor in the natural birth rate. 

Dry does under prevelent conditions are common; but barren 

does rarely occur. Low survival of young deer is the primal 

contributing cause of poor restoration of the unit herds. Such 

being the case, the scarcity of fawns over a month old supports 

the hypothesis that fifty per cent or more of the fawn mortality 

Occurs during the first thirty days after the fawns are dropped. 

Where food conditions are seriously impaired at fawning 

time, as is often the case on deer ranges of the southwest, due 

to aridity end year eround grezing of ranges by domestic animals, 

the natural mortality problem enters as one of the serious 

obstacles in restoration. Especially apparent does this 

factor become when the fact is taken into consideration that a 

doe has a fifty fifty chance of bearing twins, neither of which 

when the natural food supply is seriously impaired, may obtain 

nourishment sufficient to give it the necessary start. Even 

when both fawns survive infancy, one or both may be runts which 

readily succumbto the elements or disease or become easy prey 

of predators of every description. Under extreme conditions 

one or both of the fawns may also be abandoned by the doe. 

The more marked the abnormality of food conditions prior to and 

at the time of birth, the greater the mortality of fawns from 

natural causes. Taking the country as a whole, however, it is 

improbable that the natural death rate of young deer is of 

very serious nature. It reaches greater proportions where 

excessive grazing of sheep and cattle is permitted and where
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promiscuous running of dogs and predatory animals disturb the 

parents either when they are with their young or by themselves, 

forcing separations that might be permanent. Forest or grass 

fires may also separate the mother and young, and losses often 

occur from this cause even though neither is killed by the ravages 

of the fire, however, fire is one of the greatest annihilators 

of wild life during its infancy. 

Without question the great obstacle confronting deer 

restoration in the Southwest today is depredations by predatory 

animals. Predacious animals account for the scarcity of fawns 

everywhere. Significance attaches itself to the fact that 

when mountain lions, who feed for the most part on deer beyond 

fawn age, were the principal depredators, there was never such 

a marked shortage of young deer on the Gila as has occurred since 

they have been brought under control. Adult mountain lions 

kill mostly matured deer; the young, unless very small, are very 

active and appear to escape lions with less difficulty than 

do larger deer and especially bucks who are encumbered by large 

horns. While an adult mountain lion in prime of life kills 

some fawns, its size impels interest in animals of greater pro-~ 

portions than a fawn. Furthermore, lions hunt almost en- : 

tirely by ear and sight while only by following scent and 

through careful searching can cached fawns be found, The | 

ease with which a mountain lion can locate adult deer is 

uncanny and in its ability to kill deer it is without a rival.
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Prior to the intensive mountain lion control activities 

conducted by the Biological Survey and the State of New Mexico 

from 1916 to 1922, I estimated that lions alone were killing 

from 2500 to 3000 deer over a specified area of the Gila River 

drainage of New Mexicoe This estimate was: based on close 

observations and study on the ground. The erea on which the 

estimate was made, comprisiw approximately 1000 square miles, 

included Black Canyon and the Diamond Creeks,- a combination 

of typical deer and lion range. Up to that time lions accounted 

for most all matured deer killed by predators, however, bobcats 

preyed heavily on fawns, There were practically no coyotes 

on the area at that time and but little hunting by man. 

4 - fhe 2500 to 3000 kill represented the depredations 

of no less than 60 matured lions operating full time on the 

thousand squwre miles of range. In 1928 there were probably 

no more than 20 matured lions on the entire 2500 square miles 

of the Gila area. : 

At the crest of their abundance in recent years, which 

Phestantes in proportion to intensiveness of hunting, there have 

been no less than 300 coyotes on the 2,500 square miles of the 

Gila, whose depredations have more than absorbed the savings 

effected through mountain lion contro} activities. 

Twelve deer kills annually, two-thirds of which are 

fawns under one month of age, for each adult coyote is a 

conservative estimate, Assuming that one coyote spends 

half of its time on the unit area, death of four fawns and two 

Older deer are hence accounted for.
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There are no less than 200 adult bobcats on the Gila, 

each of which will average six deer kills a year, principally 

fawns under the age of one month. Assuming that one-third 

of the time of one cat is spent on the unit area, the annual 

fawn kill would be, per unit average, two fawns for each cat. 

The balance of the fawn mortality, up to the age of one month, 

may be imputed to depredations by eagles, lions, foxes, wild or 

uncontrolled dogs and to natural ceuses. 

Obviously, the quickest and most direct way of in- 

ereasing the unit herd is through more intensive coyote and 

bobcat control. Through such control measures,alone, six or 

more deer annually should be added to the unit herds in a short 

time. 
on the Gile, 

To effect such an inerease/- and the plan is applicable 

to all southwestern deer range - full time of four hunters 

would be required, thus giving each hunter 625 square miles 

of territory. The cost of such services per unit area would be 

about one dollar per month. In addition to keeping coyotes 

under control, the hunter could also reduce numbers of other 

predators, including eagles, thus effecting e further saving.
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PRIVATE DEER MANAGEMENT ; 

(Under Chapter 2) 

Possibilities in game restoration and conser- 

vation in the southwest today, particularly as pertains to 

deer, are clearly demonstrated on some of the extensive pri- 

vately owned lands, in New Mexico. 

In the management of such areas two important 

essentials have been manifested; (1) Keen interest in game 

and game conservetion on the part of the owners and (2) pre- 

ecedence to the protection of wild life over livestock raising 

by men who were financially able to disregard the monetary for 

the aesthetie side. In addition, game on such areas had the 

protection against illegal or wasteful hunting at a critical 

period, and conditions favorable to the welfare of game were 

maintained. 

While interest in protection and restoration of 

game on the part of land owners, in some instances, might have 

been prompted by selfish motives to begin with, the motives in 

general were altruistic and have proved to be of immense value 

in the maintenance of a nucleus of the various species of larger 

wild life which could not have existed without such protection. 

Such ranchmen were the pioneer wild life altruists of the south~ 

west. The antagonism formerly manifested toward ranchmen who 

were interested enough to save some game from extermination is, 

in the light of a new day in game conservation, being superseded
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by a spirit of appreciation. F 

: Even those who do not have the privilege of 

hunting in these restricted areas - and it would be unreason- 

able to expect the gates of these accessible places to be 

thrown open to the great army of hunters - greatly benefit 

by the overflow of game from such lands. Already the sports- 

men are reaping the benefits in New Mexico from the investments 

of others. The Bartlett Ranch in Colfax County, the Bell 

 Reneh in San Miguel County, the Cadwalder and Harvey and the 

: Oliver Lee Ranches in Otero County are examples. In recent 

years the best deer hunting east of the Rio Grande, in New 

Mexico, has been in and adjacent to these ranches where con- 

servation measures have been dilligently applidd. It is im- 

probable that there would be any deer to hunt adjacent to the 
so accessible is all of that territory to hunters, 

Bell Rench today/had it not been for the excellent protection 

afforded the animals on this property. 

The Cadwalder and Hervey Ranch, on the eastern 

slope of the Sacramento Mountains, a block of 20,000 acres 

of privately owned land within the Lincoln National Forest, 

best exemplifies big game management of the southwest today. 

This area has been administered in close cooperation with the 

United States Forest Service, both in direct game conservation 

and in the protection of the forests within the area egainst fire. 

This land was fenced in 1916, at which time in- 

tensive game protection was inaugurated, Mr. Ed Calentine, 

who superintended construction of the fence, and later was en- 

trusted with the protection of the game within the enclosure,
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states that there were less than fifty deer and but very few 

turkeys on the entire area at the time the land was brought 

under intensive administration. United States Forest Service 

officials concur in the opinion thet there was very little 

game on the land at that time. 

A census of deer on the Cadwalder and Harvey Ranch, - 

compiled by the Forest Service in 192_, placed the number of 

deer at and turkeys at - * In 1929 I looked over 

4 the ranch and at that time I estimated there were no less than 

1500 deer. Deer and turkeys I also found to be numerous on 

edjacent forest lands, 

Not only was the game protected against illesal 

and wasteful hunting on the Cadwalder and Harvey Ranch, but 

predacious animals were hunted down, range forage conserved, 

and oats and turnips were planted and permitted to stand as 

fell and winter food for games a: i 

The Bartlett Ranch, now kmown also as Vermejo 

' Club, in extreme northern New Mexico, is another fine example 

of Private game management on ean extensive scale. On this 

rench, comprising approximately 200,000 acres of excellent 

game territory of the higher mountainous type, deer and turkey 

are abundant while elk reintroduced in 1911 are now (1929) 

variously estimated by those familiar with this ranch to 

number from 700 to 1000. 

: An interesting situation has transpired demon- 

strating the responsiveness of white-tailed deer to protection 

* Leo, I will furnish these figures shortly.
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on private héldings. For some reasons not clearly understood, 

white-tailed deer have not generally survived the conquests 

of civilization in the eastern half of New Mexico. Yet, 

probably due to better control of predatory animals and limited 

hunting, they occur in considerable numbers on the Bartlett 

and Filmore Renches in northern New Mexico, and on the Cadwalder 

and Harvey and the Oliver Lee holdings in the southern part 

of the state. The evidence is very convincing in these 

eases that the white tails have been saved through private 

management. 

Men of means who have fostered game conservation 

in the southwest are manifesting a growing tendency to pro- 

vide more intensive protection rather than permitting interest 

f to wane. In many instanees, game on privately owned lands 

has, up to the present time, fared better than on National 

Forests or State game refuges due no doubt to personel in- 

terest exerted in range forage protection, predatory animal 

control and in some instances, as in the case of reintroduction 

of elk on the Bartlett Ranch, restoration of native forms that 

had been exterminated. 

Interest in private game management may be expected 

to expand in the southwest, however, it can never reach the 

point where it will seriously interfere with the hunting ; 

privileges of the average citizen. The National Forests will 

preclude any such possibility.
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As yet no game proof fences have been constructed 

around these extensive privately owned holdings. So long 

as this is not doneand the game obtains the protection that 

has been accorded it up to the present time, the public is 

the beneficiary because better hunting is assured in surround- 

ing territory with no outlay of expense in connection with the 

source of supply.
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FOOD HABITS OF DEER 

Deer of the southwest have a wide range of food but 

because of the aridity of the climate it is not all of a 

dependable nature. In view of the fact that the majority of 

the most valuable deer foods are not available for any length of 

time, it is fortunate that the variety is so diversified, thus 

insuring some staple foods at all times to bridge the gaps be- 

tween the occurrence of others such as the more valuable masts. 

But so long as fire and excesSive grazing are avoided, deer 

rarely ever suffer from shortage of food. 

: Pinon nuts and acorns are the two most palatable and 

fattening natural deer foods of the southwest. The former, 

however, though often a mast of long duration, is periodic and 

. uncertain of occurrence. Some acorns are available almost 

every year while periodically they too occur over wide areas 

and in abundence; yet the acorn is not a mast of long duration 

so far as deer are concerned,as deer, unlike wild turkeys, do 

not obtain them readily from under carpets of leaves and heavy 

blankets of snow. é 

Foliage ond twigs or browse are the ever dependable foods 

of deer. They are a staple diet and an emergency food when other 

kinds are scarce or when winter snows cover foods otherwise avail- 

able. Young and tender grasses deer appear to relish but pay 

little attention to old, dead grass.. It is not uncommon to 

see deer avidly feeding on burnt over sod lands on the appear- 

ance of a new growth of grass. Some years ago when deer
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were more numerous and were not as closely hunted as today, I 

observed mule deer, in late spring, on the Independence Creek 

watershed, in Western Texas, grazing over the "burns" in the 

open valleys and flats late mornings and mid aft erneduss . 

While deer do eat grass, the fact that they are seen 

feeding on open grass lands does not necessarily indicate that 

they are eating grass. Where grass is found, weeds also 

usually flourish and deer, like antelope, are fond of a great 

variety of weeds. 

Not until the dantier or unusual fruits, plants and oe 

herbs make their appearance do the deer show conclusively their 

omnivorous naturee High up in the san Mateo Mountains of 

New Mexico, I have observed mule deer in March and April feed- 

ing on a species of astor, eating not only the tops of the plants, 

but like a ‘cindeat ine horse, they took tops, roots and all, 5 

pawing for what they could not otherwise obtain. 

é At the Cadwalder and Harvey Ranch, approximately 8,000 

feet elevation, in the Sacramento Mountains, New Mexico, severel 

acres of turnips have for several years been planted and left in 

the field unharvested for the benefit of deer. Here the deer 

congregate and no rooting hogs are more adept than they in obtain-~ 

ing these relished tubers... In winter, after the snow has be- 

come deep, the deer may be seen standing almost on their heads, 

eating turnips out of holes that they have pawed out of the snow. 

They are equally fond of carrots. 

At the X S X Ranch, on the Gila River, in the Gila Forest, 

in the fall of 1926, the bucks would stand on their hind legs to
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secure the few remaining scattered apples from the trees, Deer 

are also very fond of the young, tender and juicy blossom stalks of 

Spanish degger, yuccas and sotol. The fact that such plants 

contain a high per centage of water and occur even during the 

dryest and hottest periods offers one explanation of the ability 

of herbivorous game of the southwest to remain indefinitely 

away from water. 

; While these relished delicacies contribute only 

sparingly to the diet of deer, their love for them is proof 

of their wide range of diet. 

Deer are , especially, fond of alfalfa, even to the 

extent of abandoning somewhat their usual safety precautions to 

get to feast upon it. On the Diamond Bar Ranch, in Black 

Canyon, in the Gila National Forest, some years ago, a ranch 

farmer devised various schemes with the hope of saving some of 

the alfalfa from the ravages of does and young deer. Finally 

he hit upon the plan of tying tin cans to the wires all around 

the field. He then stretched his tent in the middle of the 

field where he slept- When the deer came through the fence, 

the rattling of the cans would wake him, whereupon he would 

get up and fire his shotgun to scare them away. But the 

alfalfa field finelly had to be abandoned as such. 

At the Oliver LeeRench, on the Sacramento River, 

New Mexico, the deer during recent years have harvested the 

alfalfa and other crops about as rapidly as they grew. In
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practically every mountain valley where deer are numerous the: 

same situation exists. The protection given them by the owner : 

they seem to accept as an invitation to pxertake of his crops.
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SOUTHWESTERN DEER MANAGEMENT 

Additional Notes 

Chapter 1V - Decimating Factors - Under Accidents. 

Barbed wire fences containing four or more wires, 

especially when tightly drawn and when posts or stays are 

placed closely together, not infrequently figure in deer 

tregedies. A number of such tragedies in various mountain- 

ous areas have come under my observation. On the Gila forest, 

in 1918, two deer got hung in the horse pasture fence at the 

G OS Ranch, and one in a fence at the Diamond Bar Ranch, while 

on the Datil Forest, in the summer of 1926, one got hung in the 

horse pasture fence on the Slash Ranch. All three of these 

accidents proved to be fatal to the deer. (Leo, I have photo- 

greph of the hanging deer on the Slash Ranch should you care to 

use it.) 

Accidents of this nature usually occur to grown 

deer and invariably are caused by their jumping over the fences 

and not by their passing between the wires. Every accident 

of this nature, which has come under my observation, has been 

the result of the anima¥s hind feet- either one or both of the 

feet - being thrust between the top and serond.wire from the 

top. As the wire tightens on the leg, the deer falls thereby 

twisting the two wires in such a manner, usually above the hock
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joint, as to leave the deer fastened securely. When once 

caught in this manner, the deer invariably beats itself to 

death. 

Bucks, it seems, more often than does, are the victims 

of such tragedies due to the fact that does and younger : 

animals are apt to go between wires ofan ordinary fence, 

Furthermore does appear to hesmore«careful in jumping while 

bucks become careless at times, and do not always clear the : 

wires with»their hina feet. 

Unfortunately, with increased fencing in the heart of 

deer ranges, fence tragedies are apt to occur more frequently. 

CHAPTER V - Welfare Factors - Special Pactors. 

Leck of sufficient salt and perhaps other mineral, in 

some localities, under certain and perhaps abnormal conditions 

is deleterious to the welfare of game. 

The age frequented "deer licks" in the Great Lakes area, 

where deer spend much time in an effort to supply their systems 

with certain essential elements, salt no doubt being the main 

attraction, is evidence of the need of certain elements not al- 

weys available in food and water. In the Southwest deer soon 

locate salt put out for cattle, and in some sections there is 

serious complaint regarding the amount of salt they consume. 

Deer, like cattle, no doubt when feeding largely on 

young browse relish salt most. Where salt is eaten too freely 

in the early spring injurious stata Tle sive ° Where the 

water is free from minerals, as is usually true of water in the 

higher southwestern mountains, their desire for salt is most 

apparent.
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Live oak when freely eaten seems to create an abnormal ; 

appetite for salt in deer or cattle. In both the Datil and 

Gila Forests, where the principal browse shrub is live oak, 

deer are especially eager for salt. So persistent are they 

in their efforts to obtain it, that they do not hesitate to . 

enter corrals, where salt is kept, their tracks often being 

far more numerous than those of cattle. 

Shedding Horns: 

H. Be Birmingham of the New Mexico Game Department 

advises me that Mr. Rachford of the U. S-« Forest Service, recant- 

ly told him that it has been learned at the Wichita Game Pre- 

serve in Oklahoma that White-tailed bucks do not shed their 

horns until the wave yeare 

Head Measurements: 

H. O. Cassidy of the U. Ss Forest Service measured 

spread of a mule deer's horns at Frijoles Canyon, the measure— 

ment of which was 32-1/2 inches.
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CHAPTER ONE § 

The Fall of the lowa Game Range 

The lowa Legislature directed the Iowa Fish and Game Commission and the Iowa 
Board of Conservation to prepare a Conservation Plan. Surveys to gather the basic 
facts on which to base such a plan are being made under the direction of J. L. Crane, 
Jr., Planning Engineer. 

The Game Survey was made by Aldo Leopold, who was loaned to lowa for the 
purpose by the Sporting Arms and Ammunition Manufacturers’ Institute. His recom- 
mendations have been published by the Commission in “The Iowa Handbook of Game 
Management.” How he arrived at those reconwumendations will be told in this report, 
which will run serially in Outdoor America, No equally thorough analysis of game 
conditions has ever been made in any state. Prices for bound copies of the complete 

- analysis will be announced later, Place your order early so we can determine the num- 
ber of copies necessary to publish. Editor 

What Is a Game Survey? by the inroads of our own competition, and Conservation and Corn 
5 , an insistent public demand that they be con- ‘ 

N studying the behavior of human popu- served. This demand is expressed in an M°2 people think that we cannot have 
lations—which we call history—we imposing array of people and papers, which husky corn and abundant wild life on 
were once taught to memorize the we call the conservation movement, but it the same land. They are exactly wrong. 

names of kings and the dates of battles. has as yet scored scant success in increasing Iowa could support five times as much 
He who could recite the longest list of the crop of thrifty birds, clean waters, and game today as she possessed when the first 
such facts was accredited a scholar, who surplus trees. Why? ° " beaver trap was set in her rivers, and corn 
might one day be entrusted with some post Possibly because it,has not,employed the. is the reason. Acre for acre, the fat black 
in the prediction or control of population new tools made available b¥.'science.,for loam of Iowa is capable of producing as 
behavior—which we call sociology and controlling the forces which determifié: much or more wild life than any other 

politics. abundance. parcel of the American continent. But 
It is now apparent that such “knowl- *e ® our haste in its exploitation has brought 

edge” gave no clue to the underlying forces : about such a wholesale destruction of cov- 
which caused races to rise and empires to The Iowa Game Survey is an attempt to erts, marshlands, and breeding stocks that 
perish; that we were studying merely the appraise the status of her bird and mammal _ the state at this moment is producing very 
froth on the surface of a swirling tide, the populations, to point out the forces respon- little wild life. This is the lowa situation 
cause and direction of which remained un- sible and the means available for their con- in a nutshell, Every other rich farming 
known. The real task of the historian is trol, and to mobilize the leadership and laws _ state is in similar straits. 
to explain the tide; of the statesman to needed to induce the citizens of Iowa to This survey is a search for ways and 
control it for beneficial ends. use them. means of unlocking Iowa’s latent capacities 

The study of animal populations—natural The Iowa Conservation Plan is an at- for producing a rich and varied abundance 
history—is in like case. For too long it has tempt to integrate a series of similar sur- of wild things. 
been a matter of baptizing species and de- veys with each other, and with the social 
scribing feathers and bones. There is now order. Types of Game Range 
emerging a new sci- 
ence which explains Fi 0 Toes offers six 
wild life populations in igure Une fields in which to 
terms of an equilib- ——— — eS grow game, each dif- 
rium between the ex- BaD eR EAS en ONG \ fering from the others 
ternal forces of the SEO FIAT MENTE] HOUARD YR PT, in soil, vegetation, and 
environment — (food, Ss le ~~ ——_ DRIEILESS |} topography, and hence 
cover, predacious ene- SSS) ea meaner =o AREA. in the kind and 
mies, disease, and acci- SS WIISCO} [-HOWAN TREES) amount of game crops 
dents), and the force | SSS Lao oF Be we they are capable of 
of natural increase in- Aussane == producing. ; 5 SSS ee E 
herent in the species. SSS oe The boundaries of 
elineeaer talleae the PS RN Ta Pesan — prey“ the six fields appear in 
external forces is less WS SS IFT ied Fig. -1. 
than the increase rate SSS fa OT RS ee The white field 
we have abundance; if SSS pe Emaisecaoer Pe Zz labelled “Wisconsin 
greater we have ex- RSS XRKR=. ZA) Drift’ was once 
tinction. These exter- RS we PSOE SeOD 1 SONS — Sey mostly prairie, 
nal forces, and hence SSSWh | LZ sprinkled with lakes 
the equilibrium, are —~ aS BST a car Kasia and swamps, now 
subject to a large de- WSS * iF drained to form one 
gree of human control, We nes nearly continuous 
but the new knowledge ORR TT oF TT beg TT) Wane | EAE [ET Fas haa cornfield. It has no 
of such controls is still Stn TTT IESE TF ry bluffs or rock out- 
largely entombed in SSS“ teat [oe patty | pa | [MEP crops, the ancient Wis- 4 ie SS imnnmmnntin ce 
Meanwhile there _ . ground them to pow- 

has likewise emerged 3 ! der, the surface of 
a realization, that which the innumerable 
many animals and Faw Mitr? generations of prairie 
plants are threatened Types of game range in lowa (from ‘‘Soil Survey of lowa’’). grasses have since



Figure Two Each of our dozens of game species 
thrives best on a particular combination of 

a — aaa ai oe Res poe pe poet food plants, cover plants, and water. The 
Hi iL forty YT Ap—~j|,_13/s, “H y ) body of skill which American game men are 

Saar — ae ph [ale Steere | wr — aia ¢ slowly building up, and which enables them 
i Lo + robs | So iz { to guess what these combinations are, and 

fps ere =f alas = sa aI less] ie h how to get and maintain them economically 
cs Tr eae 5 bast \ | er 3/24 Lt is called game management. What is 

p | t 4 hus | + | 6 J pap needed is the practice of game manage- 
(ny te o cae 3 er ce NN ment on Iowa farms. 

Peel S| i ey i ‘ Ye fb ee NS Ve mee 7 ne Cover Tally 

YU Bae cae pe ag k h Th | ee \ Wis it was apparent at the outset 
j ZG | 2 ae SS fia (| ls Ty pe that cover-shortage is responsible for 

Ef ie rae iP i tl a I p Towa’s lack of upland game, the survey 
5 0 caleg } 3/18 i [A presented an opportunity to measure the 

re Pie iS | Ness fae comparative severity of that shortage as 
j aaao = | ate between different localities. 

: | | 4 43/24 | oer The yardstick used for this measurement 
A role Raber aie \ Vee ees \y was a count or tally of the number of 

Pe als \ I tad coverts along each road travelled during 
eee ae a acter pb 2) Wy ne suEvey The roads travelled appear in 

Gy i sid r | . ast | ZS A separate count was made for each 
Dae ee Dea oe ee ee he township crossed. In order to compare 

counts it was necessary to use the same 

Routes travelled during lowa Game Survey. unit throughout the state. The unit was 
that quantity and quality 7 cover neces- 
sary to winter a covey of quail. Quail 
cover was selected as th i 

converted into loam. The abrasives used wide, all very deeply covered by a different cover meceisary to Sane eas 
by the ice sheet—gravel and boulders— kind of loess, which is notable to the game definite thing. A given unit of cover either 
may still be seen wherever a stream, or a manager in that pheasants and Hungarians carries a whole covey, or none at all. This 
highway crew, have ‘stripped away the thrive on it, particularly on the north end. is not true in pheasants; a patch of cover 
black topsoil. There is little timber, but The lime content of this Missouri River may carry one or a hundred birds. 
probably more than in the old days of loess is high, and this is possibly the reason. The count deals with winter cover only. 
prairie fires. This was once a part of the We shall examine this question further in In summer there is an infinite quantity 
great nursery for waterfowl and prairie later chapters. In the Missouri River everywhere. 
chickens which each fall spilled its millions Bluffs erosion has carved the deep loess The count was confined to a strip % mile 
to the southward. It was also the main into small badlands, in which Lewis and on each side of the road, or Y% mile wide in 
Towa range for buffalo and elk. It now Clarke found mountain sheep, and in which afl, Ina township crossed once in a car- 
produces pheasants, and in its northern sharptail grouse persisted until a few inal direction, the counted strip was thus 
parts, Hungarian partridges. decades ago. % mile wide by 6 miles long, or 1% square 

To the east lies another field, the Iowan These, then, are Iowa’s six fields for miles. For convenience all tallies were re- 
Drift, laid down by an earlier ice sheet. cropping game. Why is their present out- duced to a common denominator of cover 
It differs from the Wisconsin in that it is put so meagre? units per square mile. The results appear 
covered by a blanket of wind-blown soil, in Table 1 and Fig. 3. 
called loess, which has buried most of the General Diagnosis To interpret either of these summaries 
glacial gravels, and contains little lime. As of what cover there is, we must adopt some 
will appear later, these chemical differences re requires no “experts” and no formal rough standard of what cover there ought 
in the surface soil may profoundly affect “game survey” to find the reason—any to be. Every quail hunter, and every com- 
certain species of game. The Iowan Drift competent naturalist who has looked out of petent naturalist who knows quail, will 
has few lakes, but once abounded in springy a train window at this endless succession agree that to get a full stand there should 
draws, often hummocked, for the delecta- of rich cornfields and grazed-out wood- be winter cover, as well as winter food, on 
tion of jacksnipe. It now supports pheas- lots, or any sportsman who has followed a at least each forty. There are 16 forties in 
ants, but Hungarians have so far failed. bird-dog through them, could tell the a square mile, so there should be about 16 
To the undiscerning eye it looks exactly reason at a glance. The range is out of coverts. The table shows that only one out 
like the Wisconsin Drift, but the more balance. There is an excess of food and of a hundred Iowa townships approaches 
penetrating observer will notice that its a dearth of cover. A city consisting of or exceeds 16 coverts per square mile. The 
boulders are fewer, pinker, and much _ endless restaurants and dining rooms, with pulk of the townships either have none at 
larger, and its gravels are less frequently no bedrooms or living-rooms nearby, would all, or from a sixteenth to a fifth of the 
exposed. support about as many people as Iowa sup- pnaderdeaen hee 

In the northeast corner of Iowa is the ports upland game birds. Birds cannot Cn siieal ie Peles 
“Driftless Area,” a high prairie table- rest, breed, or dodge their enemies in one id ioe Pe re Oe aoe ee 
land which the ice never touched. It is continuous soup-kitchen, nor will a rising WOU ave to sacrifice 2 per cent of his 
cut by deep timbered ravines carrying flood of tears from their sympathetic tillable acreage to provide 16 coverts per 
spring-fed trout streams flanked by lime- friends, nor increasingly rigid laws against Sduare mile of one acre each, but in the 
stone bluffs. White pine once grew in . shooting, help them to do so. Until the rougher portions this and more could be 
these ravines, and the remnants of un- other elements of a habitable range are provided without appreciable sacrifice of 
grazed woodland still carry ruffed grouse. provided, tears and laws are simply be- valuable land. 
For some reason neither pheasants nor side the point. Protection has helped a few The use of quail as a standard is of 
Hungarians thrive here. There are no up- birds to persist in spite of this unbalanced course severe on the pheasant and Hun- 
land lakes. Erosion is severe, and may range, but it will hardly restore the condi-  garian range. Many townships which 
some day spoil the streams for trout. tions necessary for increase. Iowa’s prob- scored zero for quail had many small 

In the southeast corner of the state are lem is to induce the farmer to let some patches of slough grass, or small grazed- 
two blocks of range covered so deeply by a grass and brush grow. out groves, sufficient to winter pheasants. 
loess blanket that the underlying glacial de- In waterfowl, the range problem is simi- : a y 
posits have little or no effect on the life lar, but simpler to understand. The breed- Table 1 
of the soil surface. As one moire ae ing waters have been segined, and the nest- 
ward, gravels grow scarcer, surface lime ing cover necessary to make the remaining : 
content lower, timbered river vase deeper atets ee has been grazed, mowed, pir erylcy Ouse rer aly 
and more frequent, and upland prairies ploughed, or burned away. . n 
smaller. This region was the turkey coun- There is, of course, Ho hope of restoring BS owaships, or #0/pee cent oF the toma 
try of days gone by. It is now quail coun- as much grass, brush, or water for game . a ine the State Wie al ed 5 — 946 
try. Neither pheasants nor Hungarians as Kearney found in his first march across The tally strips covered 631 X 1.5 = 9 
have so far proved their ability to persist Iowa, nor is there any need for it. The square miles, or 17% of the state’s area. 
in it, Erosion is bad, and in spots has led Iowa range in those days was nearly as Of the 631 townships: % 
to the abandonment of fields and farms. badly unbalanced in the direction of food 306, or 49%, had 0-2 cover units per sq. 

Paralleling the Missouri River is a strip shortage as it is now unbalanced in the mile (1/16 sufficient) 
of prairie country about three counties direction of cover-shortage. 150, or 24%, had 2-4 cover units per sq.
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CHAPTER TWO 

IOWA QUAIL 

The 1931 Legislature directed the Iowa Fish and Game Commission and the State Board 
of Conservation to prepare a Conservation plan. Surveys on which to base such a plan 
are being made under the direction of J. L. Crane, Jr., Planning Engineer. 

The Game Survey was made by Aldo Leopold. His recommendations have been pub- 
5 lished in “Management of Upland Game in Iowa,’ obtainable from the Iowa Commission. 

How. he arrived at those recommendations is told in this report. 
Bound copies of the complete report will be available at a very nominal cost. Place your 

order with OuTDOOR AMERICA now, so we can determine how many copies to print. 
AMERICA. The Editor. 

an es By ALDO LEOPOLD 
In Virgin Times 

E know nothing ‘of Iowa quail in None of the imported weeds and grains checked the sweep of fires, and promptly 
W rre-settiement days. The early ex- which now support quail were present then. the border shrubs romped outward up 

plorers apparently regarded them In the woods the quail found trefoil beans every draw and coulee, with bobwhite at 
as “small birds,’ too unimportant to men- and acorns, and in the border shrubbery their heels. Moreover the upland settlers 
tion in their journals. We may, however, they found wild fruits, but only when the planted thousands of miles of hedge around 
piece together our present knowledge of vagaries of frosts and insects allowed a their new-broken grainfields, converting 
quail requirements with what ecologists crop to mature. In the prairie grew par- vast reaches of the hitherto forbidden prai- 
have deduced about the virgin range, and tridge peas and other seed-bearing herbs, rie into quail-heaven. All these simultane- 
thus reconstruct the original picture. but subject to the vagaries of fire and ous augmentations of both food and cover 

Such a picture tells us that quail were drouth. When a hard winter followed a induced such an increase in quail as Iowa 
usually scarce in virgin Iowa; probably as_ seed failure, the quail were wiped out. had never seen, nor will ever see again. 
scarce as now. The prairie had none, and When an easy winter followed a plentiful This was the golden age for sports afield. 
the forest only a few coveys around such seed-crop, the quail increased and spread, Quail spread not only locally uphill over 
temporary openings as were effected by but these periods of abundance were rare the prairie farms and downhill into the for- 
fire, tornado, or Indian cultivation. The because the range was out of balance. est clearings, but the species pushed its 
greatest numbers occurred where the forest There was an excess of cover, but no de- boundaries geographically northward and 
“fingered out” into prairie. In this border pendable food’supply to go with it. westward into the adjoining states. Coues 
zone grew those same light-loving quick- The battle-line of forest and prairie has (p. 431) records quail as already abundant 
sprouting shrubs and vines—plum, haw, been mapped by Shimek (Game Survey, p. at Fort Randall, South Dakota, in 1874. 
crab, hazel, sumac, rose, grape—which still 18). It twisted in infinite convolutions up Roberts (1932, p. 408) seems to lean 
invade our fencerows to form quail cover. most of the creeks and rivers in the state. toward the belief that most of the present 

Year by year and foot by foot they crept Hence every Iowa county probably had Minnesota quail range represents north- 
outward over the sod, a leafy vanguard for quail, except the extreme northwestern ward spread from Iowa. 
the forest in age-long battle with the prai- counties. These were pure prairie, and had The abundance of quail lasted, except as 
rie. In wet years the massed oaks en- none. interrupted for short periods by killing 
trenched themselves behind their fireproof The Golden Age winters, until the advent of clean farming, 

greenery, smothering the grasses under s it steer-fattening, and over-hunting in the 
sodden leaves and shade. In dry years the Came now the settler, bringing axe, pineties and the opening decade of the new 
grasses countercharged, withering the plow, cow, rail fence, hedges, weeds, and century. Clean farming and steer-grazing 
oaken ramparts with blasts of flame. grain. The axe converted shady woods threw the range out of balance by reducing 

Back and forth through the centuries the into brushy stumplots. The plow flanked winter cover. Heavy hunting tended to 
tree-line advanced and retreated, and in the them with weedy stubbles, bearing bumper decimate the birds even in such odd coverts 
scars of this perpetual conflict grew those crops of strange but nourishing seeds with ag happened to remain. Then came the 
native seeds and fruits which gave sus- a regularity hitherto unknown to quaildom. ard winters of 1907-8 and 1911-12, and 
tenance to the quail. Plow furrows further out on the prairie close on their heels the automobile, with its 

oa crs tae Bctesh es Spee attendant abuse of hunting privileges on 
‘ lee eee | pee ( Aaa Teen, Waar” A farms. This was the straw which broke the 
ae eee Sit oy Nee dat 3 iX Ristonarrot 7) camel’s back. In 1916 the Legislature 

a) r ' | Quan mstomtion memoriam | | | faeces closed quail till 1922; in 1921 the closure 
Pautaseal sums taeo iis oeiets aaa Ge i + year was extended to 1927; in 1926, at the com- 

[Fae TA oa aie |e ham fhecoi — tin Hom mas 1 | PD perry bined insistence of farmers and protection- 
o Sel ql hate cape quail in former Hears, daly quatt b an isd ists, the quail was declared a songbird un- 
[gman 7 7A! Sp fae atte abt testi ss exetnatve|tolreaters Ap ty [IZ der permanent and complete protection. 
Ser | gaia — tam 1 aise — hee — hee Ag a Ne “7? There has been no legal quail shooting in 

7 oan eels 7 1. SS 7 a VS) 7% CU Em Iowa during the sixteen years which have ae ye x Z\\ : 5 
24 tA \ | | Gy ie eee Ke SOR TN elapsed since the first closure in 1916. 
ieee Te Te be el! TS YY All this history which lies behind us 
‘ Le “ye | ol Y Pa» AW, Mphbee AP) should offer some clues to our present 

“ams Sa Kaas ae SK, a OU LPB Lae AY MO question: What policy will best conserve 
} 9 ay ak iW " ~ es YW, —WY WK Zp Iowa quail? The known past is, in fact, a 
nee fal ee fo GZ yy hy A eee “Hs nie laboratory, in which quail have been suc- 

iat — te Wipe Bi a ee —yyjolea cessively exposed to four sets of condi- 
$ s s€ Pe... bryyy q fy tions : 
Z aoe : YW a mans //) 777, VILA 1. Scant food and excess cover with no 
a) ra — YE YY ha ZZ) hunting (pre-settlement years). : 
£— toma DESERE® Gia Rastonaton “Tino MANAGED ciatare cP sHGnee i, 2. Good food and cover with light hunt- 

. ik te —-t fa pre (xR / ing (1860 to 1890). 
Wi 1 one Jorterent% WY 7G g 3. Good food, but shrinking cover with 
PAO lea wena Me Lf heavy hunting (1890-1916). 

y 4. Good food, shrinking cover, and no 
: legal hunting (1917-1932). 

Fig. 9: Where is quail restoration possible? What responses to these conditions 
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Sand Dunes Are Among the Country s Most Fascinating Geographical 

Phenomena. They Lure the Artist and the Poet to Paint and Tell of 
Their Beauty and Mystery. The Michigan Dunes Are Truly Unique. 

By GEORGE L. EGBERT 

STOOD on the peak of a sandy ridge on a mid-Septem- also serve as a preserve for the deer, bear and other wild 
ber day squinting into the glare of the Big Sable dunes. life known to be habitants of the Point. Lake Michigan 
By no great stretch of imagination I could visualize how __ being on one side, and Hamlin, a large inland body of water, 
nature planted that patch of desert grandeur in Western _ on the other, the area is isolated and inaccessible and hence 

«Michigan. It must have taken untold centuries. Winds be- remains almost in its primitive wild state. Possessing 
gan its formation, doubtless, soon after that vast basin features that would make it a great summer playground for 
which is now Lake Michigan was carved into the earth’s nature hungry residents of populous centers, the Ikes pointed 
crust. out, the area should be saved from commercial development, 

Sand dunes, if you do not know, are among the country’s _ preserved as a state park and made accessible to motorists. 
most fascinating geographical phenomena. They are the Their campaign was climaxed in 1931 when the park was 
playground of the winds, fash- officially established by the 
ioned of their own caprice. state. The Ikes’ work, how- 

Autumn gales that roar in LY eee ee ever, had just begun, it was 
from the lake sweep the Point, = — r———.—.L—<M—)—))C——_. soon learned. 
build great mounds of sand, = The state had little more 
carve them into grotesque —r”t~—~—~—~”~—~—~—“—Or—~—~—~..L—C—“‘<;w™sOCriCiair“ttsCt than 1,000 acres of land at the 
ridges and hummocks, bury —rrt—“—OT.TCt—C—C—C—C—C—CC—C———C———CLi—[__( Point. This was a mere drop 
whole forests, then screech a ——w™—“i—O—O—OCwsSCs—SC—~—Ssi—SsCXsSCSCN in the bucket, compared to the 
away inland leaving miles of  ——rtwt~—~”—~—~—~—”—C—C—C—C*F acreage available and desired 

rolling yellow vistas that re | | for a good-size park. So the 
flect all of nature’s moods.  r—“‘OOCOCOC a —rti—“‘__ Ikes launched a.drive for funds 

The Big Sabledunes, located | = = A 00 | to purchase more land and put 
on the bulging promontory of  i@i = 2 hh it over the top. Michigan now 
that name north of Ludington, / eT trtr*i‘=‘é‘(‘éOCONOCO#OC has in the neighborhood of 
represents the middle west’s 7 SC 7 5,000 acres, sufficient to insure 
closest simulation of desert SE rtrtr~—~—s—sS against commercial enterprise 
scenery. Here they stretch for — eS sis anywhere near the park 
miles, possessing beauty and - oe eS <s —r— proper. 
solitude, ever-changing pano- Sar  2.e- _ 
ramas and colors that tempt ce oe Ez -. ApHE story of the park is in- 
the artist’s skill. ~ =i  . teresting. In 1926 the fed- 

For those and other reasons Vgies: a ai i  CsCOiCC. eral government deeded 800 
the Izaak Walton League of S tek 2 ene — =i ah acres of dune and virgin pine 
Ludington started a drive me a <p a | timberland to Michigan. The 
seven years ago to have the See — a . park idea was in the embryo 
area set aside as a public park. J ee . then and the conveyance gave 

The fruition of that work is ee a fh : its development an impetus. By 
near at hand. Governor Wil- ba ‘ intensive and continued agi- 
ber M. Brucker of the State of . ~~ | : tation and publicity the Ikes 
Michigan has given the word . _ stirred the community to a 
to proceed. The park has been — greater interest in the project. 
officially created and highway By the summer of 1931 they 
engineers were at work in Sep- : were ready to deliver their de- 
tember on the survey of a five- ciding blow. Led by their of- 
mile scenic drive, the next step : ficers, K. L. Ashbacker, then 
in a project that may cost in mayor of the city; A. W. Ha- 
the aggregate close to a half- ’ mel, a local printer, and others, 
million dollars. Se eek a a committee went out and got 

The park, of course, will be oe  . | pledges for more than $20,000 
a monument to the incentive hl : _ in a community of 8,853 per- 
and energy of the Mason ce . sons to help buy more land. A 
County chapter of Ludington, oe : total of $50,000 was needed. 
which Dr. Preston Bradley, The county voted $8,000 and 
national president, has de- The wind-swept sand dunes of Western Michigan. the state had pledged $25,000, 
scribed as one of the most which was authorized. 
active in the country. The Ma- P. J. Hoffmaster, superin- 
son County Ikes have other achievements on their scroll, in- _ tendent of state parks, had come up from Lansing to inspect 
cluding establishment of the first Izaak Walton fish nursery the area. He was impressed. 
in Michigan, the first Memorial tree park in the United “Man,” he exclaimed, “that’s worthy of all the support 
States and a 1,400-acre wildfowl sanctuary which has been your state can give. You have a park site that will rank 
stocked, through the generosity of William Lilly, Chicago with the best in the country.” 
sportsman, with 130 wild mallard ducks. “Pete” was sold. He became one of the Ikes’ strongest 

The park, however, is their crowning success. Beginning backers at Lansing. 
in 1925 the Ikes viewed it objectively. Thought soon crys- Now, step by step, the project is taking shape. Highway 
tallized into action and congressmen and state legislators engineers were ready to complete their survey in mid-Sep- 
were enlisted in the work. Here were thousands of acres of tember. The state highway department expects to let road 
picturesque wasteland which would make one of the most contracts this fall and Governor Brucker has pledged that 
scenic parks in the middle west, they argued. They would — the work on the highway will start before close of the year. 
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Taste 3: Maximum Op-Time Quam shows the north line of the hedge country, ing buds of osage “were as long as squir- 
PoPULATIONS approximately bisecting the state. North _ rel’s ears.” 

ze poe Asse of his the gue ee the use of other ie Speing Art ypited for the osage to 
ee * more frost-hardy plants. tell him when to plant, but no buds came. 

— Aomeaae Ws es ma “igs The string of crosses on the map shows Hence he was three weeks late in his seed- 
Bao ee ee “the present northerly remnants of hedges ing. Hence the frost caught his crop. 
Hae Gove, ceca sone 250 1905 12 180 14 as mapped during this survey. Some of Hence the bank foreclosed. Hence Art 
Eaton farm .......... 160 1900 10 150 it ee pemnante are metelys dead sestlnes pulled on Sta for Canada. 

Greene 3 in the form of stumps, which on being rs. Jean Breitenbaugh, when ques- 
me Ben oCh as Sat ieee ce kicked open reveal the tell-tale yellow tioned, remembered that it was 29 years 
Herman Snow farm... 300 1907? 15 300 (est.)_ 10 Wood, almost proof against decay, the bois ago when Art’s family came to bid her 

: d@arc of buffalo days. Others are living goodbye, so it must have been the winter 
This table tends to confirm for Iowa bushes which resprouted in the wake of the of 1901-2 which killed the hedges. 

what the Game Survey (p. 41) says of ad-  hedge-puller, for an osage, like a quail, has She also recalls that winter was at first 
joining states: “Quail never did exceed a nine lives. Some are merely old roots seen mild and snowless, but followed by 36° 
bird per acre... there were more quail jin the bank of some road-cut, still easily below, with great cracks gaping elbow- 
in the past than at present ... because deep in the naked flinty ground. 
saturated areas were more frequent and : ett re Bigtee e ge ees The osage hedge will not come back. 
there was a greater total acreage inhabited 3 oe $$ 2 22 £2 §& Like the spinning wheel, it has seen its 
by quail.” era South Towa day. To some it was beautiful, because it 

Dilution of Stock t Ee brought birdsong to the prairie. To mosg 
Me A i, Northlowa it was wasteful, bécause it used up labor 

In other states there were many attempts § qt if and land. To all, however, it must be sig- 
to offset the deterioration of the quail wii al nificant, because it was one of those tools 
range by heavy plantings of exotic races Sed ixek ¥ which our fathers snatched from the wil- 
of quail, which mixed with the indigenous eee & { derness to build an empire. Shall we prove 
birds, thus. risking the deterioration of the oe z pies f f equally adept at finding ready-to-hand the 
stock itself. It is fortunate that few such ti 3 - i¢ fi FY A ways to keep that empire fit to live in? 
plantings were attempted in Iowa. This is | * Naat eae yee bAGe Ly 
because Iowa quail were closed during = ee ‘The Rise’ andaPall 
most of the period when other states were © (ety Seamiy mctonng ©" 1S arymang Do” Setar, > 
engaged in their futile efforts to mend a | : \ History tells us, in short, that crude agri- 
sick range by dumping imported birds upon Fig. 6: Rise and fall of quail. culture, by balancing food and cover, 

it. E brought about a prodigious expansion in 
After the die-off of 1881-2 Jerry Currow recognizable by their deep orange color and the habitable range, and hence in the 

planted 24 Kentucky quail in Washington parchment-like bark. abundance, of Iowa quail. 

County. The hatchures along the Missouri bound- Clean farming, by reducing cover, has 
In 1920 the State Game Warden pur- ary show the counties where children may Upset this balance, and thus brought about 

chased 1,000 Mexican quail for distribu- +i] see a hedge, and where a quail covey, 4 gradual shrinkage. 
tion in Iowa, possibly to restock localities stuffed with warming corn of a cold win- Both the rise and the fall of quail were 
still feeling the effects of the winter of ter morning, may still sun itself under the interrupted by sharp local declines due to 
1917-18. All or nearly all of them, how- sure protection of its thorny twigs. To hard winters. These declines lasted long- 
ever, died in shipment, presumably of dis- this same solarium all other wild life, from est where the unbalance was. greatest, or Ee 
ease. *  junco iri i ne the over-shooting most severe. 

In 1931 Charles Horn furnished 76 ee 19 SS ages oe The whole of this history can be visual- 
Mexican quail for planting near Ida Grove safety for the inte days. ized in the two hypothetical abundance 
in Ida County. Osage is an Oklahoma tree. Its man- Curves shown in Fig. 6, representing north- 

There were doubtless many other unre-  giyen foothold on the Iowa prairie was ¢!! Iowa prairie and southern Iowa river- 
corded local plantings of southern stocks, precarious. Every once in a while there breaks respectively. 
but their aggregate volume is negligible came a bitter-cold winter without snow, With this background, we are now ready 
compared with such states as Illinois, root-killing most of the hedges on millions to appraise the present status of Iowa quail, 
where 10,975 Mexican quail were planted of acres. The dates and scope of two such and the available means for its betterment. 
by the state in 1925 alone. winter-killings (1902 and 1915) are re- 5 
We may safely conclude that Iowa’s Quail Census 

present quail stock is more nearly of pure “ ————— 
original indigenous blood, and hence more Pe | renee The field wardens were asked to count 
nearly adapted to local climate and range, * 7 a the quail coveys on five farms, representing 
than the stock now found in most other Eee ee eee good, medium, and poor stands, in each of 
states. x0 7 Iowa’s 100 counties. The first farm in 

Requiem to Hedges ier “tetas | ate each county was to be either worked with 
as| dogs or by counting tracks in snow. For 

The early farmers of the lowa prairie FA ae the other four, the farmer’s estimate was 
were lords of large acreage but slender x} \ al. accepted, after first being compared with 
purse. Each settler on a quarter-section | ep eb the actual count. All sample farms were 
needed from 3 to 6 miles of fence, but he  ,, AN i \ selected for the owner’s knowledge of and 
lacked the cash to buy wire, and often the W ACI Roh interest in quail. 
timber to split for rails. The way out of 7 \ A total of 316 sample farms were thus 
this dilemma was found in the osage hedge q NN censused. Fig. 7 shows their locations, and 
—tens of thousands of miles of as fine a | 4 IN the abundance of quail on each in terms of 
quail cover as ever grew, planted on the \“ Saas [4 acres per bird. In addition over a hundred 
hitherto quail-less prairie, and all within ye et farms (marked “N” on the map) were 
ten steps (i.e., quail steps) of the laden si 72 20 40 ce ez 2% ww soso %s counted for pheasants, but were found to 
corn. That was game management, even : : a contain no quail. 
though nobody knew it. The quail re- Fig. 8: Frequency of density classes. As a check on the warden’s counts, sev- 
sponded in millions. eral dozen counts and farmer estimates 

Then came efficiency, the land-boom, gas_ corded on the map. Judging from the were obtained by me independently. As in 
tractors, and county agents. Hedge-pull- present survivals in the 1915 area, the kill- Previous surveys, farmer-estimates were 
ing became a vocation and a cult. To still ing was more severe on low than on high found to be reliable when confined to se- 
possess a hedge was to confess oneself a ground. lected individuals. 
sloven. To pull all hedges was the badge How does a game survey resurrect the The breeding season of 1931 had been a 
of modernity. — dates of such “trivial” events, now lost in good one, and had been preceded by two 

There are children today who have not the limbo of forgotten things? mild winters. Fig. 7 is therefore believed 
seen a hedge. Every Iowa arboretum This is how: Art Dotey was a farmer to show the best stands which are likely to 
ought to exhibit one, just as some city zoos in Clear Creek township, Keokuk County. occur under present food and cover condi- 
tell us: “This is a cow, once one of our He was in arrears at the bank, and like tions on the 316 sample farms counted. 
institutions, but now vanished from this many others in like case, harbored a secret These samples, however, are not a true 

neighborhood.” pore ambition to retrieve his fortunes in the cross section of Jowa, but rather a true 
_It is high time that the former distribu- new wheatlands of the Canadian prairie, cross section of those spots which still con- 

tion of hedges be recorded, for some day then booming. tain any quail at all. 
such historians as really understand the Art’s father had taught him that the cor- For example: Des Moines County, 
epic of Iowa will want to know. Fig. 5 rect time to plant corn was when the burst- (Continued on page 30) 
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The shooting then resolved itself into i 
shooting the first load just before they d * 
reached the open water ; and following that eS 2 oO n e r 3° wi n 9 
with the second load instantly, just as the 
birds were close to the edge of the pool. 
So that, if you were successful in the two 
shots, the first duck would drop a few feet 
from the edge of the open water, and the 
second one a little ways from the “blind” 
in the water on your side of the pool. Sk ee ee ee, eR TE eae ie en 

As a rule “sprigs” fly in open formation F Pa Nac me et sete Repke 8s Ueto a = 
when they are coming over in this way, a es eR ae alec ee eee Set RR es. 
and you have no trouble in picking your POR ER” BS Sseeeetet oaks Oar iad ey ie 
birds. If a bird was crippled, it only took aS, ae eg REE Ri 
an instant’s time to seize the other gun ee . S a ae ‘ 
and get it before it swam into the thick Saeed pes ey ee # J 
cover. = a a Shak eo ee 

It was, of course, imperative to keep per- je eee a 
fectly still. Not to expose head or shoul- see ” 
ders over the top of the “blind,” and to Sora " Bt wt i fe | ¥ Pe 
keep your gun barrels below the~ shadow ey ee: ee Se ee okie 
of the tules. I found it more effective, or mere oa re aa See ae : aS 
at least so it seemed to me, to wear a] [at se a eee ee : 
green coat, a green hat, and a green shirt | | g(a — Re: ie eee a Ap 
to blend with the solid emerald color of | | | ny sb ee ee ee ay ey 
the mass of tules. Many successful hunt- | —e Madg@- “=< "e Rees eo aa =o ee i q x 
ers did not seem to think it necessary to go | [ee = 2a dee ae ee oof St A Px ed 2 
to stch pains. But wild-fowl are very iis: een oe OS ER a rt ae 
keen eyed, and I figured that the blend of ae ae cc thease RR Uae Ca SPOR oe 
green with the green tules added to the Skeet Shooting at the Southern Skeet Shooting Club at Birmingham, Ala. 
possibility of the birds coming in within 

gun-shot. > ° 
By making all this region embracing the and you Ul be a fan for life! 

Salton Sea, and at least a half mile from 
its shores a game refuge, together with S. : 
some portions of the Alamo and New Pe One. Gun in an informal Shooters call Skeet “the greatest 
Rivers as an adjunct thereto, there will field position. “Ready!” Swiftly sport in America.” It’s friendly, 

eee denauameciond euper wld the “bird” skims across. Up goes the competitive, exciting. It’s a tonic for 

ing will be had outside of this area, both | gun—bang!—and the target, shat- the nerves. And it’s fe finest prac- 
— natural —— — ie tered, falls to earth, or, untouched, for field shooting! 
mile limit, and on artificial ponds, whic! a . aca 
eecepeeeepphed) withawe tec eal ociaes speeds tantalizingly away. Learn about this fascinating sport 
commercial clubs, or otherwise. Then to Position Two and on —SKEET. Send the coupon below 

The wild-fowl from the Salton Sea make ae 2 and we will mail ith ld-fc r : dak learakh wi ail to you, without 
regular pilgrimages in the Imperial Valley | 2roun' eS Sen -Carele, BHootine at | charee, Whe Skee e Honidbook which 
farm areas at night, feeding on the scat- | “birds” from many varying angles. tell oo i Hi . 
tered grain, and sometimes doing some | Hearing the cry of “dead” or “lost.” ells you about the game. If there is 
damage to growing crops. As to protect- herd 8 Y ; oe no Skeet Club near you and you are 
ing the rights of the farmers in this re- a then the score: ole ae good—a interested in building a Skeet field, 
ope Jb bebere that ate a motion lc senting sot of satisfaction. If it write us and attach your letter to 

mm n mi ae i ! 

fornia should handle. In several of the apt etter luce mere tue! the COuROUs 
eastern states of the United States, as well 

a Caltornn,poysion tas hen ate | | EI. pv Pog pg Newouns & Co, Ive “ suited Gratiudanger of belnatininced By porting Powder Division, Wilmington, Delaware. 

the depredations of deer. Personally, I do Please send me a copy of the Skeet Handbook. 
not see whether it makes any difference to 
a farmer whether it be ducks or deer who IN me 
injure his crops, and for that reason I am Address 
in favor of some measure which will pre- 
vent any loss on the part of the farmers Gaty sehr pasty Seng tf Fav aeons cst Gy tpaneneniee ton ee ca 
through either four-footed or feathered 

menaces. ee ee 
The Salton Sea is a natural refuge, and 

a splendid one for wildfowl. Its consid- TAXIDE RMI s T s $1260 to —? 
erable size, its location, and its advantages Tanning for taxidermists is our specialty; in- U. Cy YEAR Work 
should all be taken into consideration; and cluding ‘all kinds ot oe ees and MEN — WOMEN 18 to. 50. 

i i i leather m1 i ommon fu jon if vigorous and immediate steps are taken |) CCiored ‘suede and_grait-on finishes Write | | MCAMULALI suticlene, Shore hour. Wee 
ie sick shendne do Soother C cae Aas for wholesale price list and color chart. JOB rs book, with list of Poctdenrer 

= ¢ sion positions and full parti 

Wan ace ns, ee | Leet orci , the Auto- 
mobile Club of Southern California, the | =—_—_—_—_—_————————____ Devt: 2266, Rochester, NY: 
California Conservationists and many of 
the leading sportsmen of California are all Walton League Sportsmen’s Show 
vitally interested in saving the wild-fowl; .. 
and the any practical areD in that direction April 25, 26, 27, 28, 29, 1933 
is to provide more refuges and breeding- acnanceeromane birds HOTEL SHERMAN, CHICAGO 

This famous Sportsmen’s Show will be held in conjunction with the 11th Annual 
National Convention of the Izaak Walton League of America. Exhibiting the 

dete in fishing sae Heese, sen eo sports footwear and clothing. 
Annual Convention of the peedy cruisers, small boats and outboard motors. Camping equipment, trailers 

igincananiG Piviaon = ofiel tesa —everything in outdoor merchandise. For full details write to : 

Walton — will be held in She- IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE OF AMERICA 
boygan, November 17 and 18. 222 North Bank Drive, Chicago 
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sas Bere coins cael ee BS Quail Balen Possible? aul Recast seems likely that in all 

ter cover, and hence devoid of quail. Quail This raises the basic question: In what tewatomie <a d Ca Soe ss south or EOE, 

are largely confined to a few remaining Davis ot sloway canmauall, be” restored and vith ee ee ee cane : i counted upon to produce a reasonably de- with some special obstacle to quail increase 
stringers of brush along the main creeks Pp 'Y C= which holds th d . 

and rivers, and the wardens selected their pendable annual crop? In what. parts is spot: he a ote ean noe 
“good, medium and poor” samples in these this doubtful? In what parts is it certain +9 be ¥ ere there is still good cover. This 

stringers. Hence Fig. 7, unless correctly that. dependence must be placed on other One AG ems ne ddentiied by research be- 

interpreted, gives too optimistic a picture. BDEEIES I . There Samitie Ree call be oe: 

The quail restoration problem is largely The answer, in so far as I could find one, Area of northeast Io we h Gen 
one of reducing the present high propor- appears on Fig. 9. quail problem only SUcMtaalese peat . 
tion of totally blank farms. A glance at the quail census (Fig. 7), than the west-central region. ee of 
What is this proportion? Estimates plus what everybody knows, is sufficient to offer much cover, but in only a few are 

were made by Wm. Schuenke, Superin- exclude from debate the entire south half quail abundant. One reason is that the 

tendent of Game, and myself, which indi- of the state. In this southern half it is northeastern farmers leave little grain in 
cate that in the southeastern counties from certain that quail respond with vigor and the fields in winter, but even where grain 
40 to 75 per cent of the farms are blank; promptitude to any favorable change in is available, quail do not seem to respond 

in the southwestern counties 75 to 95 per their environment. with that decisive promptitude which char- 
cent, in the northwestern counties 90 to 100 The northern half presents four distinct acterizes a range “all ready to go.” Foxes 

per cent. A less thorough series in north- regional problems, each of which must be are abundant, but this can hardly be the 
eat Aone: ania ts around 90 per cent. considered separately. whole cue, because there are likewise 

z north central portion was not esti- The extreme northwest corner is ac- ty, foxes in the southern counties. 
ta eon ne ene spat doubiless runs quired range on which quail were never his dates area had abundant quail 

Eas per cent blank in the vari- abundant, and probably cannot be made so, UP t 10 years ago, at least in places. I 
i ; It may be given over to pheasants and suspect that these quail were hit by the 

These dry figures are of tremendous im- Hungarians, for which it is well suited. 1927 cycle, and have not generally recov- 
port to conservation. They are the first at- The large north-central regi ered, although the ruffed grouse have. The 
tempt to lay a yardstick on that constantly have already noted, experi Sean = die rabbits on corresponding formations in 
growing biological desert in which there is periods of Baste ae ite eat An, ag southwest Wisconsin were hit hard by the 

literally no game left to conserve. Yet un-  Jation is very low. Fig. 1 Eeuie aevinud last cycle (Game Survey, p. 94). There 
derneath lies that long-suffering drudge, chapter shows why: th e 7s may be some peculiarity of this region 
the fertile loam, ready and eager to resume foe epee wes a Po eenece which accentuates the ravages of epi- 

her fecundity of wild things at the nod of yen af en ; oe ‘ 
her master. — fad hole Cae a ites The quail of this northeast corner should 

At this point the lay reader may inter- fewer quail than a single farm should sup- not, however, be given up as a bad risk. It 

ject: “All well and good, but what is the port. Kossuth, Clay, and Dickinson, for iaysit son ee country. Quail are 

average stand of quail in lowa?” Tostrike instance, had in 1931 only a half-dozen still our “best bet,” and research may yet 

an average of such diverse local conditions coveys each, and Butler scarcely more than discover how to produce dependable quail 

is not the best way to visualize their im- adozen. There are a few river-bottoms in cious aay the ane 

port. A far more significant way to sum- the northern prairie which stand as excep- To sum up: Quail should be the staple 
marize the census is to give the relative tions because in cover and topography they game bird of southern lowa. Jn north cen- 
frequency of the various grades of abund- resemble the quail range farther south tral Towa quail restoration is impracticable. 
ance, or density classes. This is done in Thus Story County, most of which is quail- OE Ae aster ACO Nes etre ON abe 
Fig. 8, which tells us that : less, shows populations approaching satu- en Obstacles MmsDere TeCoNCIy sO sU0Ke TNoveaf the 16 farm excel» gail ins as one wstme of he ue er She he ee 
er acre in density. i 3 er Skunk. ; 2 4 

is subject to the ee femur Tt is my opinion that the general restora- possibly Des tencve 
about a bird per acre already found to ob- tion of quail in these north central prairies Quail Management 
tain in other states. is impracticable. This is the most expen- o i - 

2. The most frequent density in south sive land in Iowa, there are few waste cor- We have determined that in the best 
Iowa is 2-4 acres per bird, or about 3% ners, the funds necessary to buy land for .¥¢ats the most frequent density on the 
coveys per farm. Thirty per cent of the quail cover do not exist, and human beings quail-bearing farms in southern Iowa is a 

samples fall in this class. In north Iowa aS NOW constituted will not donate expen- bird per 2-4 acres, but over half the farms 
the most frequent density is 12-20 acres sive plowland for this purpose. Pheasants 47° blank. This means that the “average” 
per bird, or about one covey per farm, and Hungarians are the only feasible game density, even in this favored region, is not 

Twenty-four per cent of the samples fall birds for the bulk of this region. more than one quail per 8 acres. It could 
in this class. (Both of these conclusions The Missouri River counties of west- support 8 times that many if cover and 

apply only to that part of the sample farms central Iowa present a problem too deep food yee balanced. . The present problem 
containing any quail at all. As already for diagnosis through a brief visual sur- all boils down to this: how can southern 
noted, from 40 to 100 per cent of the farms vey such as this one. For example: in pon farmers be induced to let some quail 
are barren.) southwestern Crawford and the adjacent nerd ero 

3. There is a curious dearth of samples parts of Monona and Harrison, there are ot eae ee ice an eo 

in the 6-8 acre grade: As will appear later, a Lownstine (see cate spot on Fig. 7), ie oe antag Due tere ce ot: 
this is also true of Iowa pheasants and bearing the best-looking quail cover to be : ; Sere 
Hungarians. The meaning of this “dip” in found in western Iowa. Every draw and ee ee eee 
the curves is wholly unknown. It may be roadside still abounds with thickets of ha- Ne punta Si ean Pe heard in the land. 

a meaningless accident, or it may reflect el, plum, and grape. There seems to be De corer an ue URI a 

some hitherto undiscovered principle which Plenty of weedy corn. Yet a detailed in- ae ee on witty depand: oun esubuid 

governs the distribution of game bird pop- ventory of coveys made for this survey by ae oe . oe hee oe merely a few, spect: 
ulations. Warden gobn ee ee only 38 Outen i ee do we 

ae is un- Coveys_in the whole of Crawford County Ste ee 

cE age whose mental apparatn is amy." Abuming tit to repreent TH way fr farmers 10 nega hi 
roneiiaverapercansbe calculsta= ‘Three two-thirds of the actual total, and convert- 72% aa ce Senet oe ete) 208 

out of four Iowa farms are blank, and the 1S the coveys at 15 birds each, the prob: scribed in the Toe Ce Saone ie = 
most common stand on the fourth is a bird able population of the county is only 855 “G He M o en Dobe fe cece: 

per 3 acres. The “average stand,” there- quail on 715 square miles, or a little over dG  Pelicy 1932-3" a 
fore, is a bird per 9 acres, or one covey per * quail per square mile. The dark spot Th eh ie sh e ae 

farm, for the whole state. This is a tenth carries 2.3 quail per square mile or ‘one Cee DE restore Cover and 

of what the best quail range now carries quail per 270 acres, about 1/50 of the stand ee ae fod a giauule toe he paptc an 

and of what all of southern Iowa could Which similar food and cover would pro- es san Ton oe ee 
oe duce in the southern counties. Pheasants @mIe 1 “owa. ‘ 
rh seen arte dian REAR dedete are scarce in Crawford, especially in this . The demonstration farms which are test- 

aes ge opraDh fy ° c sity spot, so the dearth of quail cannot be as- ing and developing that technique will be 

ss a vec eo eson Is very cribed to competition. Law-violation is reported on next year, after the first year’s 

close Ly yet t 5 : ribution of cover, 98 probably no worse than in many localities results have been measured. 7 

shown in Fig. 3 of the previous chapter, in the southeast where cover looks no bet- The needed changes in public attitude 

but there are two notable exceptions: ter, but where quail are abundant. The and official policy will be described in later 

northwest Iowa and northeast Iowa. In predator population is unknown. Weather chapters of this report. 

parts of both there is good cover, but a could hardly be the reason, because the two Chapter Three will appear in the December- 

poor stand of quail. recent mild winters have brought only a January number of Outdoor America. 
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Antique Firearms and Relics Dogs—Continued Miscellaneous 

OLD GUNS, PISTOLS, WEAPONS, Ancient and i: and Setters POP CORN—Best varieties, 3 Ibs. 60c; 6 Ibs. 
oon ey ue aerate pence, Pointers arte af Ibs. aie wine ee Recipes free 
atalogue 5c. . R. Moore, ‘‘The Relic Man,”’ each order, or 10c. ison Pop Corn Co., 1307 

6 i NOTICE—50% reduction on Setters and Point- 615 N. Pearl St., Janesville, Wis. orn Woe und CX. Hounds: Wolf and Deer Hounds, | 8: Monroe St., Muncie, Ind. 
Coon and Opossum Nott: Bet et is: 0 ee eee 

Hounds, Varmint and Rabbit Hounds. Shipped for PURE Heavy Maple Syrup, $2.75 Gallon, Post- 
Boats trial. Catalogue ten cents. Blue Grass Farm Ken- | paid. 5 Gallons $12.00 Delivered. Edgar Hunt, 

nels, Berry, Kentucky. (12-32) | Barron, Wis. (6-9) 

TWO new, unused 14 foot $51 Cedar, white- | BEAUTIFUL English Setters, several litters 
pine duck boats—never uncrated—$25 each. Ar- | pench and shooting type, best Canadian and Amer- PENNY Approvals that Satisfy. N. Gronberg, 

null Clarine, Walker, Minnesota. ican blood lines, champions close up. Six genera- peta ce tN AEs 68) 
oe dion spedigress \and ‘régisterable. “Work this fall. (0 a 

$25 up. Thomas H. Pratt, Kingsport, Tenn. (3-11) 50 DIFFERENT South Central American Stamps, 
Decoys 15c; 100, 45c; 200, $1; 300, $3; 500, $7. Fred 

L. Onken, 630 79th St., Brooklyn, New York. 

FOR SALE—Large Canadian Geese, $9.00 a Spaniels Tigsp dere Sas Oe AS EEG ee 
ir. is, klyn, Wi: ‘in. FANCY Pigeons—Racing Homers—Bantams— 

SE I eee ee err fee ake | Raphits—Covies:” Bargain: Mist” Branklin Morris, 
ENGLISH Gray Call Ducks (Pure). Also 9| FOR SALE—Bligible Springer Spaniels, pups or | Lincoln Highway, Batavia, Ill. (3-3) 

Canadian Geese. Mated Pairs. Wonderful decoys. | trade. Geo. Stabley, Dallastown, Pennsylvania. ee 
ee pea Bantams. W. H. Mil- (8-1) 

ward, Madison, is. : * 
a. : Miscellaneous Fur Farming 
GUARANTEED Genuine Little English Call | HIGH-CLASS English Springer Spaniels. Pup- 

Ducks. Wild Geese, Blues, Snows, Whitefronts. | Pies and grown stock. Eligible. Prices to suit the Yi £@ iii @—_—. 
Japanese Silkie Bantams. Audley Russell, | times. C. F. Christensen, Wessington Springs, FOR Sale—Mink, Squirrel, Raccoons, Foxes, 
Tekamah, Nebr. South Dakota. (3-11) | Ferrets, Muskrats, Rabbits, Skunks, Wolf Puppies, 
_——— sO possums. B. Tippman, Caledonia, Minnesota. 
ae ee ee a oes ee ee Se eligible, gee Wie (3-11) 
allers. Hens, $1.50. 1» $1.00. s 9 it» EOMISVING.. |i oe aaa Ren TTT Ala TE eee 

fiel, Rushmore, ‘Minnesota. meets Renee SEG s aera re uisv3-3} | _ FLYING SQUIRRELS—For pets, parks, profit. 
Free booklet. Wildwoods Fur Farms, Woodville, 

FOR RENT OR SALE—Wild mallard ducks and Texas. 
Canada Geese. Low prices, quick delivery. 5 —EE—————————————— EEE 

Healthy, active stock. Weber-Crosby Game Farm, Terriers 

Deerfield, Ill. 

SMALL Mnglish Callers, Trained with Flyers. | IRISH, SCOTTISH, AND WIRE HAIRED FOX Patents 
$3.00 per eee HO Cc. 0, D., C. G. Bae aaa BL EES a tl peo 
R2, Cai 5 ois. a or Hunters. . W. ins, Rout Ss AROROERD, 5 arrears ee tr sete errr 

ee Indiana. (3-3) PATENTS. Booklet free. Highest references. 

| ae en ae are TR ‘oleman, atent er, 
Dogs IRISH Terriers. The world’s most popular Pal, | Street, Washington, D. C. ws (4x26) 

Guard and Hunter. Pedigreed pups at nominal | WWW —__ 
prices. Ellsmere Kennels, Macksburg, Iowa. 

Bulldogs Berea 2 Pheasants 

BEAUTIFUL REGISTERED Bu, purs,| Firearms and Ammunition 
$15.00. Bulldogs. 501 Rockwood, Dallas, Ta GAME and Fancy Pheasants. Many species. 

a ee | BACTORY SECONDS: Recoil. Pads, $1.00 post | coll, Clesiend Fmeamnki warm, "Wert: Alle We 
paid, og ae screws a sae sou. z z 
save 20. en jagram of gun butt. Trompt 

Hounds ae and SEs iit Ean Mfg. 
| Co., Terminal Building, Youngstown, io. — eos 

ARKANSAS Coonhounds — Extra high-class | _ oe ee | Real Estate—Resorts—Camps 
Coon Skunk oa eer Houaaey ax and Cat 
Hounds; crackerjac! founds. foung . : —$———————————— 

hounds ‘nicely started. Prices reasonable. all| Fish and Game Attractions OZARKS—Timbered, river lot, cabin; fishing, 
hounds shipped on ten-day trial. Catalog 10c. hunting, trapping, boating, pearling, $200, $10 
T. J. Bradley, Alma, Arkansas. (321) |] —_ | monthly. Hubbard, 256 Grossman Bidg., Kansas 
a eee BIG GAME HUNTERS—Double your chances. | City, Kansas. (6-9) 

$40.00 BUYS Coonhound thoroughly trained | .. . Take a bottle of ‘‘Buck-Lure’”’ along. Guar—_ | —@@O-._§$———.,-—_ 
Bluetick English Breed, 4% years old. Fifteen | anteed to kill human scent. Gives an attracting 
days’ Trial—Written, Money-back Guarantee. B. | odor. Bottle for the season, $1.00, postpaid. Use Fi is 
W. Miller, Lynn Grove, Kentucky. (3-1) | “Buck-Lure” and be successful. Money back if Sportsmen’s Novelties 

ee ] nt satisfied. Buck-Lure Company, Mapleton De- 
WHY WORRY? Get a real brace of real ex- | pot, Pennsylvania. (8-1) 

ec = and big aa = quite a ei Ke eae IZAAK WALTON LEAGUE” stamped on b: real class an ird finding qualities, fine lookers, me ’’ stamped on base, 
easily handled, staunch, steady, all day hunters. | _ FOODS Attract Ducks — Game — Birds — Fish. | WALTON portrait on wad—Sportsman’s Lighter 
You get the limit with this kind. No kennel dogs | Plant water plants—wild grains—berry-bearing | exact appearance 16-gauge shell. 50c postpaid. 
here. Real farm-raised dogs, guaranteed as good | Shrubs—wild flowering plants—evergreens. Wild | SPORTLYTER, 3 Chancery Square, Baltimore, Md. 
as comes. Shipped for trial, $50 each. Shelby See rol ae te eee tas ee a 
Loan, Raleigh, Tenn, | (Block, Oshkosh, Wisconsin, — ee > (if) : 
FACUON, Crossim, link, Skunk, ox eid Babel | Wearing Apparel 
jounds thoroughly trained, shipped for trial ; also MINNE! py 

pups and young started hounds. Write for full prices. Bre aie, Ser iranian 
description and literature showing pictures and | ‘Aitkin, Minnesota. é (12-9) ee 
breeding. Kentucky Coonhound Kennel, B20, > 2 REAL Harris Tweed. The Cream of Scotch 
Kevil, Ky. ——— m0» | Homespuns. Direct from the Makers. Best qual- 

ES Se Pa FALL time is planting time for Hamilton’s Nat- | ity only. Suit-lengths available in a large va- 
TWENTY-FIVE Broken Beagles, Rabbit-hounds. | ural Duck and fish food and cover. Full line. | riety of lovely colors. Samples Free on stating 

Puppies. Trial. M. Baublitz, Seven Valleys, Pa. | Order wild rice seed early. Literature. Hamil- | shades desired. Newall, 162 Stornoway, Scotland. 
(4-1) | ton’s Aquatic Farms, Detroit Lakes, Minn. (3-1) (12-32) 
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CHAPTER THREE 

Bound copies of this extensive survey will be available after the series has been 
completed in OuTpDooR AMeErica. Distribution will be made at a very nominal cost. 
Place your order now, so we can determine how many copies to print. 

—THE EDITOR. 

i i cessful plant was made in Kossuth, and in ords previous to 1930 are subdivided by 
History of Plantings 1908 another in O’Brien. Early plants, un- counties, and hence they give no cue to dis- 

HE first successful pheasant planting dated but both failures, were also made in tribution. On the other hand, the recollec- 
| in Iowa was made by accident. Jasper and Marshall. tions of local people are fragmentary, and 

William Benton was the agent of As in other states, the earliest plantings hence give no cue to total volume. By 
Fate in this enterprise. Benton was an in Iowa were all private. Just when the piecing together the two sources, however, 
Englishman who had settled in Cedar Falls, state began planting was not ascertained. we get some idea of the planting program. 
where he plied his trade of carving tomb- The state records go back only to 1921, Table 4 gives the state records on_vol- 
stones. Being English, he doubtless treas- but it is certain that by 1913 large state ume. Allowing for the gaps in the record, 
ured recollections of well-stocked coverts Plantings were being made annually. Thus it seems probable that the state has lib- 
at home. At any rate, he conceived the Butler County received 500 state birds in erated in lowa, from about 1913 to 1932, a 
idea of propagating pheasants and selling 1913, and 400 in 1915. Bennett says the total of between 100,000 and 150,000 pheas- 
them to the game department for libera- first state game farm was authorized in ants. This includes both trapped and pen- 

tion. 1913, probably at Spirit Lake, because lo- raised birds, plus a quarter of all eggs dis- 
It is uncertain in what year Benton al residents recall that in 1915, 200 wing- tributed for hatching. The heaviest re- 

started operations, or just what constituted clipped state birds which had been placed corded plantings were in 1925 and 1931. 
his original stock. Local residents say he in a holding pen resprouted their pinions The records on distribution are too 
got his birds from Gene Simpson of Cor- and went over the fence. lengthy to be given here. They are com- 
vallis, Oregon, in 1899, but Mr. Simpson’s Between 1915 and 1918, all the north- plete back to 1928, but behind that increas- 
books show no sales to Benton until 1906 eastern counties were covered by standard- ingly incomplete. Their principal present 
and 1908. Others say that stock was im- ized plantings of 200-800 birds each. One bearing is on the question of whether the 
ported directly from Asia. mammoth planting of 2,500 birds was made pheasant “has been given a fair trial” in 

Mr. Simpson questions 1899 as too early, at the Pilot Knob State Park. Each stand- southern Towa. | Pheasants have not be- 
but there may have been even earlier plant- ard planting was made on a “game ‘Pre- come well established in the southern coun- 
ings: a bill was introduced in 1894 protect- serve” leased by. the state from private ties, and many local (sportsmen feel that 
ing pheasant plantings (Bennett, 1926), owners. Hungarian partridges were also this is because plantings have, until re- 
There were plenty of Oregon pheasants Planted on these “preserves.” The preserve cently, been heaviest in the north. 
available by 1899, the original O. N. Denny idea was borrowed from Indiana, where it The records show: 3 
importation having spread over the Wii- was widely practiced in 1908-10. Illinois, (1) That some southern counties were 
lamette Valley and been opened to shooting Missouri, and Michigan also started a sim- planted from 1905 to 1917, many around 
by 1892. ilar system. Most of the preserves were 1924-5, and almost all have been heavily 

Benton’s pheasants prospered, but not for timbered land. planted yearly from 1928 to 1930. The 
long. In September, 1900 or 1901, a severe In 1915 the state etsablished a central average southern county has received over 
windstorm wrecked his pens. Rumor has 8@me farm at Clive, in Polk County. In 500 birds since 1928. This is heavier than 
it that vandal hands aided the elements. 1928 a duck and pheasant farm was estab- the average northern county ever received. 
Be that as it may, the entire stock of birds lished at Lansing, in Allamakee. Both re- (2) Six northern counties have appar- 
escaped and scattered over the countryside, mained in operation until 1931. ently never been planted. They all lie in 
An anonymous “Iowan” (1926) says that Our Present information on the volume the northwest corner, and all have abun- 
“in the neighborhood of 20,000 birds” were 20d distribution of pheasant plantings dant pheasants. 
thus inadvertently planted, but this seems C°Mes from two sources: state records, (3) The number of birds so far put 
an unreasonable figure. Few game farms and recollections of local people gathered 
carry any such stock, even today. Local during this survey. None of the state rec- ——_- 
residents estimate 1,000 to 2,000 birds es- 
caped, at that the largest single planting, Table 4 
are aoe ee eee aroiy Ahae Volume of State Pheasant Plantings as Indicated by State Records 

Towa, losing her native ane fide S Ce ee es wild eggs) 
rocess of protectin: i i Total Distribution 

ee Srey plowing ee with Hee neue Year Birds Eggs (Birds + % eggs) Entire state, but heaviest in 

and home with her left, should likewise northeast 
gain this new game bird by a left-handed 1913-20 .. No record No record Sau ee 
quirk of the elements. Iowa paid William 1921..... 166 4,170 1,208 (2) 
Benton a few hundred dollars and a com- 1922 ..... 95 816 299 Heaviest in east 
mission as Deputy Game Warden for his 1923-24 .. _ 163 465 279 
losses, and forgot the incident. 1925: 00,5 7,000 *60,000 22,000 Southern and eastern counties 

Benton’s birds spread west and north, 1926 ..... 153 7,059 1,918 Southern counties 
but not east or south. They constitute the 1927 ..... *2,387 6,716 4,066 Intermediate district and eastern 
foundation stock of the north-central coun- counties 

ties. 1928.2... 538 3,360 1,378 Intermediate district (1928 Sur- 
Another game farm started in western vey, p. 15) 

Greene County about 1900. It encountered 1929..... 867 8,000 2,867 
no tornado, but there is always leakage Southern counties 
from a game farm. This was the second 1930 ..... *5,887 11,725 8,818 (1930 Report, p. 5) 
Towa planting, but ineffective. Pheasants 1931 .....*11,224 12,995 14,473 Southern counties 
did not become established in Greene 
County until drift birds from the north ar- 1932 ..... 0 16,000 4,000 Intermediate district (Game 
rived about 1924. —— — ——. Policy, 1932-3) 

In 1904, only three years after the Ben- 28,480 131,306 61,207 
ton episode, an unsuccessful planting was _-——_ 
made in Keokuk County. In 1907 a suc- * Mostly wild stock removed from areas of undue abundance. 
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OUTDOOR y AMERICA 

Today we want to bring to completion a noteworthy It is not a far cry to the days when we were boys, and 
movement to prohibit by adequate legislation the extermi- with a cane-pole, a cotton line, bent pin hook and a can of 
nation of America’s premier game fish, the fighting black worms, sought our favorite fishing hole and returned in a 
bass. This cause was championed by Senator Hawes, one few hours with our proud catch. Shall the youth of to- 
of the outstanding conservationists of America, during the morrow be denied that thrill, that clean, health, building 
1926 session of Congress. He was ably supported by the © out-door pastime along the banks of our favorite fishing 
Izaak Walton League of America and leading conserva-' stream? 
tionists throughout the The only remedy for 
country. This act to the indiscriminate 
prohibit the interstate slaughter of black bass 
shipment and sale of and their eventual ex- 

black Rae Seas GN Ak important skirmishes have been won in the ee = for all 
ee ee ee fight to save the black bass but the campaign is yet eee 0 ee ee 

in 1930, so as to provide unfinished = Gommercialtesles ctlbac G di th able creel limit and size 
complete federal protec- incall d d d blocks f te Useless SOA limit for the angler, a 
tion to those states which Sain" alreagy mace an cope urt = ere, closed season fully cov- 
fad’closed thar marters commercial traffic must be abolished if the king of ering the spawning pe- 
to the transportation and game fishes is to continue as a delight to the angler. riod, and prohibit com- 
sale of black bass, at all Legislation is essential in several states and only mercial sale at all times. 
times, regardless of aggressive efforts will bring prompt results. Maryland, one of the 
where taken. . : few states that has not 

Unfortunately, not all S. B. LOCKE, Conservation Director, I. W. L. A. outlawed the commercial 

states have passed legis- sale of black bass has 
lation giving them the witnessed a decrease of 
protection afforded by 80% in the commercial 
the Federal Act, and as ; : catch during the past ten 
the majority of the state legislatures meet during the early years according to statistics and report from the U. S. 
part of 1933, we cannot urge upon you too strongly, to get Bureau of Fisheries, which is a clear indication that the 
back of this important bill, and work vigorously to secure black bass cannot hold its own against seines and nets and 
its enactment. market stalls. This percentage would indicate a shrinkage 

of several million dollars in the value of black bass in Mary- 
ae reason or necessity for this legislation is self-evi- land waters, and the same percentage will hold true to a 

dent or readily understood. No game species, bird, ani- greater or lesser degree in any state which does not ade- 
mal, or fish, can long exist with a price on its head, and can- quately protect its supply of black bass. 

not hold its own against commercial market methods. Leg- A bill will be introduced and vigorously supported in the 
islators have seen the wisdom of protecting game birds and 1933 session of the Maryland legislature to prohibit the 

animals, by closed season, daily bag limits and non-sale. commercial sale of Black Bass and their transportation into 
Yet America’s gamest and most delectable, fresh-water 4+ out of the state for commercial purposes at all times, 
game fish, is permitted by some states to be netted and sold ang it js believed that 1933 will witness the passage in Mary- 
for a few cents the pound, when it is estimated that there san aaa = = : ae pe . land of this important legislation. 
are several million anglers who are willing and anxious to ie 
spend many times that amount in any state or community . If other states, not fully protected, will inaugurate an 
which can assure them that they have an adequate supply of intensive educational campaign through organizations and 
black bass in their waters. (Continued on page 25) 
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Twelve Florida black bass, from four to seven pounds in weight, on display in the open fish market. Are not these elegant game fish 

worthy of saving for the angler’s fly? 
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down per county, while not known, is prob- ———————————————————————————————————— SSS 
ably greater in the south than in the north. i | | 

aes aoe eg ema |, 
PHE right hand column of Table 4 1 a da Rae go \ ole °° Yel ot SPs Poet 

shows the ebb and flow of optimism |} 2. Notre rte ——je % |p — 9 ecto ‘ “| 
abone ue Iowa. Around ue wie | =] }, oe Pe Cr eo = of? e pSeck i Seas: 
pheasants first entered the public mind, it H igs 1 4 =< 
was assumed that southern Iowa was as_ |} ees — et —4 Sle = 
good or better range than northern Iowa. 7 | oot i 9 jee lle S| \e| ot aS o 1 
The existence of this belief is supported by _| tel Ee - eS le MI % 8 ES : 
the fact that up to 1913 it was customary aE Ae foe OF ofp ee el Le Be Ri oe 
to make releases in timber. Then the suc- || / ® | of S| je. | f jo Atle? | JS KRESS 
cessful spread of the northern plantings, He’ o® La jog? is | ) ie TRA A | 
and the disappearance of most of the south- 4 | ol\e tr: Tlie? of.) a “op | eS lees oF 

ern ones, brought a period of pessimism. = Soo 2} a Hee \hSOR | —P =o 
Southern Iowa was probably given a new | St goat oN Stale Stes ass 
but apparently half-hearted trial about 5 Ye wo eG NS | Og | eo: TS “he PR” ft 
1924, but by 1928 experience had again i Cee Ho LOC T petit cis | | fe te lyon Ff i 

brought the conviction that pheasants were es Hog 2 a cones al at ell 
a failure in the south. This was the view j Was 2s T% ole | =f lees fed | . tine FLA Sree 
expressed to me when I visited the Depart- . Pee te oe Ree | \ Wass “lh + | Seal 
ment’s office in that year. Plantings were . j Vo tee to =F eee ee at ee aloe kee cree aL 
then being concentrated in the intermediate }} Ot tate fT | OL Se [ope a: | 
zone. From 1928 to 1930 public demand \ tS —42 a a Ce CE ee (eee || 
brought about the concentration of all oe \ S| Seb Ones P Seer: 8 on 
plantings in the south, but in 1931, at my | | 2 i Het alot el | tae ere nl as “oO 20 fl] 

recommendation, all were again concen- 1 Sea aese —ee sc ‘ i! eee 
trated in the intermediate zone. The rea- | | SP sa eamet eee = oil 
sons for this will appear later. a NS Se he aa ey ee fi tote IH 

Trapped Pheasants and Wild Eggs (Fig. 13) Pheasant census of lowa during winter of 1931-32. 

B*, 1925 pheasants had become so abun- woe ‘ . 
dant in certain northern counties that inson County as early as 1919, but these within the established range. The birds 

the state began to trap them and gather may have been birds spreading east from have held their own on the soils of the 
their eggs for distribution further south. the 1908 O’Brien County plant. Wisconsin glacier and the Missouri River 

This work began in Winnebago and But- loess, but there has been a visible decline 
ler in 1925. There is a discrepancy be- Behavior of Plants; The Problem ©" the soils of the Iowa glaciation since 

tween local reports and the official records f South I shooting began in 1925. This area of de- 
ce fh its puastutudes Local residents say or ou ne none cles cents A Eee Seamus: a 

,000 wild eggs were taken out of Winne- LMO: ll he original plantings See Cee BETAS AO 
bago alone, the farmers who gathered them A in oS Tale arene ars eee southward spread? What? _ 
receiving $1.00 per dozen. “Iowan” says 4 success from the outset. Widespread 1tis also worth noting thatin fie knows : 
10,000 dozen (120,000 eggs!) were gath- abundance was first attained in Winnebago 3,5 (iarsball Story, Gresue, Sac sand 
ered in 1925, but this seems unreasonably and the surrounding counties near the Min- Ida) early plantings failed on ground the 
high. He adds, “It did not seem to reduce nesota line about 1916, Abundance was at- ‘StbSeduent occupation of which by the 
the birds in any way.” Z Oe wave of natural drift proves it to be hab- 

s tained in Dickinson by 1917, Floyd by 1919, let 
The official records show: Humboldt by 1920, Hardin and Hamilton ‘table, but, the ripple has stopped not far 

, pres by 1924, Sac by 1927. These dates, when ORES eee eats 
Wild Eggs Wild Birds ” és : There is no visible obstacle to the fur- 

Year County Gathered Trapped plotted on a map, are like the ripples from ther spread of the birds. The simplest the- 
1925 ... Butler, 60,000 7,000 ory is that they have struck some invisible 

Winnebago “ barrier, which impedes or stops their fur- 
10n7 2 (7) none 2,000 ther spread. What could it be? 
1930 ... (?) none 5,800 * x rete en Most of the plantings in southern Iowa 
1931... North none 11,000 » — disappeared within three years, or were 

central x i i J pomswmoets masked by new plantings before the re- 
: : 4 eS A a sults could be finally weighed. There are 

The discrepancy in eggs may represent fk / IN roorwnte | some exceptions, however: Ross Blye, in 
partly incubated eggs gathered but dis- r ti en i | peneesmntum| Marion County, has 50 birds on his farm 
carded. ate Nes fe NING ee which he believes date back to a planting 

The 1931 trapping was done by contract, { A on) f AX mecmtommmie made over 20 years ago. He knows of no 
the state paying private trappers $1.00 each [sj \M 8 f AL SAIN exer) subsequent releases near his farm. In gen- 
for live birds delivered to the local warden, j iff Ry, Ls V7; SS | ey eral, though, southern Iowa stocks, where 
who shipped them to the state farm at wl /; aS ix) ix OY they survive at all, have in no case shown 
Clive for redistribution to the southern "f ///f / es ‘\ \ j the spreading power of the early northern 
counties. A total of 11,000 (or 11,600) ! iy ft yf SS. ANY] plantings? Why? * . . - ‘et! Je DB ig 'y 
birds was delivered to the restocking point sty #f/ vi? ee 

for $1.65 each. ELEY hog pL, memes Na Theories on Pheasant Range 
- ca ea aio wie mo SS 

Drift from Other States pee As already pointed out (North-Central 

: (Fig. 14) Frequency of Density Classes. Survey, pp. 122-129), the south boundary 
Southern Minnesota, by and large, was of established pheasant populations not only 

stocked by northward drift of Iowa birds. in Iowa, but in Illinois, Indiana, and parts 
Large-scale state plantings were not begun a pebble dropped in north-central Iowa. of Wisconsin, coincides closely with the 
there until 1920, at least five years after The present southern boundary of the rip- south boundary of the soils laid down by 
the pheasants of north-central Iowa had ple is the heavy-dotted line on Fig. 13. It the more recent ice sheets. It therefore 
begun their aggressive spread to the north, traveled rapidly at first, but has now slowed seems as if the nature of the soils had 
south, and west. up. It speeded up a little when the first something to do with it. 

A reciprocal drift back into Iowa was open season scattered the birds in 1925, As shown in Fig. 13, the present Iowa 
noticeable in 1931, when the Minnesota but not much. It has hung since 1922 in pheasant boundary is identical with the 
season opened before the Iowa season. All Tama, since 1915 in Story, since 1926 in glacial boundary from Winneshiek County 
the coverts on the Iowa side of the line Dallas, since 1924 in Greene, and since 1929 southeast to Delaware. Then comes a gap 
were full of birds. Birds were also pushed in Crawford. In Story the spread from where there is no clear pheasant line, but 
east into Wisconsin. 1915 to 1923 was two miles per year, and in Tama it again becomes clear and paral- 

Minnesota and Iowa receive a heavy an- since then less than a mile per year. Plant- lels the glacial line westward across the 
nual influx of South Dakota birds during ings in these border counties have not vis- central counties to Carroll. Here the 
the Dakota shooting season. This Dakota bly accelerated the rate of spread. Abun- pheasant line departs sharply southwest to 
drift is a conspicuous annual phenomenon dance, as will appear later, fades out as the the Missouri River and crosses into Ne- 
in the Sioux City region. Dakota drift is frontier is approached. Why? braska, while the glacial boundary turns 
said to have arrived as far east as Dick- Abundance has not remained stationary north. All of northwest Iowa has abun- 

it
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ee ete ee “ dance extending from Winnebago east to AIRE EET CHEERS 
bee ope: Sestinton by Rate igo Comin) 5 lying mostly on the soils of the Q&S NO A ee 

PLE | te en, eat = Iowan glacier. Oe yh 
| —— Seas | | The subsequent open seasons, as depicted «VV | eA TSN 

See a ee ac ae IK rs in Fig. 11, moved steadily westward. The SS _é 27 t 
Se cet Meee present center of abundance extends from a ef i INS ma 

ty (me eesti et } Winnebago west, and lies wholly on Wis- el = 
ee impo } i d Missouri loessial soils. fae te 4 Y “LPB istf] consent fi} i| { 
GF iis KE } peso The trend of the game law thus clearly J ET es teem arena ee 1 

\ 3 ayy f I Yu (| checks the conclusions already drawn from OA Se St 3 2 3S ( 
\| pete Ay ht A Af Shh the behavior of plantings, with this excep- HESS ho Smee”) jel lad 
Se ee eS tion: in 1930 the Department, in a grand — 1S. ee tan? secon | 
|i —T ed splurge of liberality, re-opened the weak poo pte eertene tere ole Ve 

counties of the eastern border. This was a : se 
(Fig. 10) Lime contents of road gravels drouth year, the corn had all been cut for (Fig. 11) Open epee and bag limits on 

used in southern lowa. fodder, and slough cover was short. The jowa pheasants. 
result was calamity. One warden estimates 

dant pheasants on a loess soil not ee ope 80 per cent of the stock was killed. party of 7 men, for instance, flushed 850 
by the ice. What is the meaning of this? pheasants in 5 hours in Hancock County, 
cede nONs, it peolbeicts Bein out The 1931 Open Season a ae of Poe eT eae 

that this Missouri loess resembles the 1ce- nee is tl easants flushe 
laid soils in being relatively high in lime. oe . were distributed by the reporting nuntES S124 were bagged, 
The south-central and southeastern loess to selected sportsmen and farmers in or somewhat less than one out of five. The 
on which pheasants have so a Haucd has screnee ot the open season of November average bag for the two-day season was 
less lime than any of the Iowa soils on | é 22.6 per party, or 5.3 birds per hunter. 
which they have succeeded. The Iowan The replies from farmers had to be dis- His fegal inte for the two ee was 6 
glaciation, on which pheasants have de- carded, because most farmers were unable  hirds. 
clined since shooting began, has less lime to keep track of the number of hunters on The bag per hunter for the three weak- 
than the Wisconsin glaciation where the their farms, or the bags made. est counties was one bird less than for the 
birds have held their own. The replies from sportsmen covered the three strongest counties, but even in the 

If lime affects the welfare of pheasants, operations of 182 parties, hunting in 21 weakest counties the average hunter bagged 
then the surfacing of roads and the ballast- counties, and averaging 4 guns each. They over two-thirds of his limit. 
ing of railways with lime-bearing rocks hunted a total of 8,504 man-hours, or about He had to work nearly twice as hard, 
ought to have at least a local effect.on the 6 hours per man per day. The 182 parties however, since it took him 2.8 hours to bag 
survival of southern plantings. Fig. 10 flushed a total of 18,115 pheasants, or a bird in the weak counties, but only 1.6 
shows the lime-content of highway eee paueily 100 pheasants per party, or 50 per ours in the strong. The average time re- 
so far used in southern Iowa, and their day. uired to bag a bird was 2.1 hours of ac- 
relation to the southern counties seeming Flushing Rates: The method of hunting aaa Huntin This should rebut the as- 
to carry the most pheasants. Until plant- pheasants is the same everywhere: “walk- sumption, common among  swivel-chair 
ings have been withheld for another year, ing in line.” The hunting cover is the moralists, that all pheasant hunting is too 
however, it is impossible to say which same almost everywhere: large fields of easy to constitute sport. 
southern counties show the strongest evi- standing corn. Hence the various open Sex Ratio in Bag: The bag averaged 10 
dence of permanent establishment. counties present a substantially uniform cocks to 6.4 hens. It is legal to shoot hens, 

The lime theory is, of course, only a condition as to ease of flushing. Accord- hut many hunters voluntarily abstain from 
theory, but the existence of some obstacle, ingly the number of birds flushed per man- doing so. Since hens are undoubtedly 
partial or complete, temporary or perma- hour is a pretty reliable index to the easier to get, this ratio reflects credit on 
nent, approaches nearer and nearer the “strength” of the pheasant crop. Fig. 12 the Iowa hunter. Unfortunately it was 
status of an established fact. Meanwhile compares the flushing rates in various coun- ot practicable for hunters to tally the sex 
biological science is constantly widening the ties. The most frequent flushing rate was of birds flushed. 
range of possibilities of Avhat the obstacle about one bird per man-hour, or 4 birds per One would expect that the temptation to 
might be. The latest and most curious dis- party per hour. The strong counties show shoot hens would increase in poor territory 
covery bearing on this question is that some very high rates in a few localities. One where birds are hard to find. Such does 
species of animals fail to thrive in an not seem to be the case. The 6 counties 
otherwise ey Searcy Oe it has above the average flushing rate show an 
been “conditioned” (i.e., polluted) to a cer- average bag ratio of 10 cocks to 6.2 hens. 
tain gee By ceria oles species, or by er ee ® In short, the same proportion of hens was 
a certain density of the same species. / a a te shot in the good counties as in the poor 
popular a tORD), this phenomenon is ee | ones. No explanation for this somewhat 
given by Allee (1' ae a * Lyo ——<$—— = unexpected fact can be called to mind. It 

Has some native animal “conditioned PS aa faintly suggests that the proportion of 
northern Iowa, but not southern Iowa, for —_| #innebage_) cocks runs higher in the poor counties. In 
pheasants? What species? How? What ees (See bobwhite, cocks apparently run higher in 
can be done about it? What Sue ca —————— poor years. An excess of cocks is believed 
abons the Ponae a nar mae ete, to accompany cycles in pital ee 
“uropean ! ese ase GUCSHOnS ws 2 Perec There is reason to suspect that adversity 

well busy the next generation of biologists. Corre a in general, whether in the bird’s range, cli- 
There is a natural and healthy difference ee mate, or health, results in the differential 

of opinion among game managers as to the L Worth __/_., survival of cocks. 

probable nature of ihe obese to picarants eee ast The cock-hen bag ratio was examined 
in southern Iowa. In order to get the bene- = by soil types. The result shows 5.7 hens 
ae a oor Gan one eae ibe U.S. per 10 cocks in the bag on the Iowan glacia- 

iological Survey was asked to assign tion, and 6.5 on the Wisconsin. 
Wallace B. Grange to make an independent eae | A further comparison was made between 
appraisal of the problem. His report fol- acer four north-interior counties and four south- 
lows this chapter. | Dickinson | _ border counties. The bag ratios run 10 to 

All game managers who have seen the | 6.2 and 10 to 7.0, respectively. 
ground agree that a real test of the south- =n These comparisons establish nothing, but 
ern pheasant range requires (1) ees ea Faas they suggest that census counts should look 

DO recs ons cr gU planing woe oe 2 ee for sex differentials in the wild living birds. 
restills Oe ae Dara In Kossuth County waste IT hunted there 

iown 5 as was a noticeable tendency for the sexes to 
plantings under controlled conditions at se- poe | segregate after the early bombardment of 

lected spots to find out what happens under opening day. After this segregation took 
the mugse favorable Dossible set-up. Grange perankiia place, one field would run mostly cocks, 
sets forth plans for such experiments. while another would run mostly hens. It 

Hi fo S —_—— is improbable, however, that this affected 
istory 0 pen seasons the aggregate bag ratios for large areas 

HE first open season followed com- like counties. < 
1. of crop damage in 1925. It in- (Fig. 12) Average Flushing Rate Per Man- Crippling Loss: In addition to 4,124 

cluded 13 counties, with the center of abun- Hour by Counties. (Continued on page 31) 
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four others. These censuses were made in the first need on most of the Iowa range 
Report of the lowa Game the manner already described for quail, ex- is nesting cover to prevent the destruction 

Survey cept that she counts were onesie by ie of nests in hayfields. 
ntin ing a crew of volunteers through the fields, 

CG ee eraaranay ee) instead of by dog-work or tracking. Many Farmer Attitude 
pheasants bagged by the reporting parties, hundreds of sportsmen and farmers served 
1,441 were Teno as hit but not recoy- on these crews. Fogs, rain, and muddy Before the first open season in 1925 

ered. This was supposed to include not Toads prevented getting the best distribu- pheasants had become so abundant in many 
only birds knocked down and not found, tion, but a total of 340 farms were never- places that crop damage, actual or poten- 
but also birds which flew off showing evi- theless covered. Fig. 13 shows their loca- tial, rightly caused apprehension in the 
dence of being hit. It is suspected that tions, and the abundance of pheasants on minds of many farmers. 
many reporters failed to include the latter each in terms of acres per bird. Over a Since then the annual stampede of tres- 

class. Such hit birds probably die, or fall hundred other farms (marked “N” on. passing hunters has caused much justifiable 
victim to enemies. Accordingly the re- ap) were censused for quail, but were irritation. In order to escape this nuisance 
ported ratio of bagged to crippled and loss found to contain no pheasants. some counties with abundant birds have 

birds, which was 10 to 3.5, is probably in All samples were taken after the hunting refused to ask for an open season. 
error. The crippling loss is larger than Season had taken its toll, and most before In some open counties farmers have 
this. : abnormal winter concentrations of pheas- killed off the breeding stock in spring, evi- 

About a third of the reporting parties ants had formed. dently as combined insurance against dam- 
had one or more dogs, but they show no Fig. 13 is a truer cross section of pheas- age to corn and invasion by hunters. One 
lower crippling loss than the parties with- amt abundance than Fig. 7 is of quail, for warden counted 160 dead pheasants hung 
out. Most of the “dogs” used on pheasants the reason that within the established range on two miles of fence. Another estimates 
in Iowa are entirely untrained, and even (north of the heavy dots) pheasants are that a majority of the farmers in his county 
trained dogs are likely to be so demoral- quite uniformly distributed, totally blank trampled all nests found while discing in 
ized by the hectic atmosphere of gang farms being non-existent. spring. 
hunting, especially on the first day, that Fig. 14 presents the conclusions from Such extreme attitudes, while once prev- 
they are as good as useless. census. Hungarians are added for com- alent in the heavier pheasant counties, are 

Nevertheless, the use of dogs should be Parison. It tells us that: becoming exceptional. Of the hundreds of 
encouraged. Small parties with dogs pre- 1. None of the 340 farms exceed a farmers I talked with during the survey, 
sent the only alternative to gang hunting, pheasant per acre in density. The same only one openly avowed that he “shot all 
and the best future antidote for the too. Upper limit of abundance as already found pheasants on sight,” while the great ma- 
heavy crippling ratio. in quail seems to hold. (Later on, in se- jority joined with interest in the discus- 

Pheasant-Quail Ratios: Quail were Vere weather, temporary concentrations oc- sion of measures for their conservation and 
flushed by reporting pheasant hunters in ali Cur. As high as 500 pheasants have been management, 
but the following counties: Clay, Dickin- Seem on 160 acres, and as high as 250 in But there is no blinking the fact that the 
son, Emmet, Osceola, and Sioux. These ‘Sight at one time.) free-for-all scramble so far called pheas- 
counties constitute the quail-less area de- 2. The most frequent density was, as in ant hunting grows increasingly intolerable 
scribed in Chapter I. The average pheas- quail, 2-4 acres per bird, or 50 pheasants to all concerned, and contains within itself 

ant-quail flushing ratios per county run Per farm. On the Upper Missouri 34 per the seeds of its own destruction. The 
from no quail to one for every five pheas- cent of the samples fell in this class, on the modifications needed are: 
ants (Humboldt). In no county were quail Wisconsin glaciation 33 per cent, but on 1. Recognize that the farmer must post 
more than one-fifth as abundant as pheas- the Iowan only 7 per cent. The most fre- his land and regulate who hunts, how 

ants in the open pheasant zone. quent density was 6 acres per bird on the many, how long, where, and how 
Pheasant-Hun Ratios: In the pheasant Iowan soil. This checks the rating already much they kill. 

zone as a whole about 5 pheasants were 8iven these three types of soil on the 2. Strengthen the present law against 
flushed for every Hun, but in the counties grounds of spread-rates and ability to stand unauthorized trespass. 
inhabited by both the ratio was 4 pheasants UP under shooting. 3. Recognize that the farmer who takes 

for every Hun. This sheds some light on 3. The most frequent density of Hun- pains to improve his stand of birds 

whether it would be safe to open the sea- @fians is 8-12 acres per bird, which checks is entitled to compensation from the 

son on Hungarians. Since no coveying the relative abundance (4 to 1) already hunter who is permitted to enjoy the 

monogamous bird can stand as much pun- deduced from the flushing rate. result. 
ishment as the pheasant, and since the 4. As in quail, both pheasants and Hun- 4. As management gains headway 
pheasant is barely standing up under the 8@tians show a curious dearth of samples lengthen the open season on organ- 

present very short open season, it seems 1 the 6-8 acre grade. The meaning of this ized areas and enlarge the open terri- 
hardly likely that a bird only a fourth as #8 still entirely mysterious. tory. This will decrease congestion ; 

plentiful could stand up under such unreg- The geographic distribution of abundance lessen the need for “gang hunting,” 

ulated hunting as now obtains. need not be described, since Fig. 13 shows hectic hurry, and cripples; extend 
In the counties which are especially good it more clearly than words can. farm revenues from hunting privi- 

for Huns, such as Dickinson, O’Brien, Os- Many old-timers think there are more leges; allow leeway for such farmer 
ceola, and Winnebago, the two species were pheasants in the best counties of north Iowa to adjust the hunting on his place so 
flushed in equal numbers. today than there were prairie chickens in it will not interfere with corn-husk- 
Farmer Relations: More than half of the old days. I know of no grounds for ing. 

the farms hunted by the reporting pheasant Challenging this belief. 5. Reduce pheasant concentrations and 
hunters were posted. The farmer was paid The average abundance on the inhabited the attendant risk of crop damage by 
for the hunting cause by 7.1 per cent of | farms sampled is evidently about a pheas- wider and more uniform distribution 
the reporting parties; 7 per cent also paid ant per 6 acres, or 1/6 of what the best of winter cover and food. 
for board. Two-thirds of the reporting range now carries, and what most of north- All of these needed changes are obtain- 

parties had made advance arrangements for ern Iowa could carry. This accurately able through organized cooperation between 
permission to hunt. measures the length of the game manager’s farm groups, sportsmen, and the Commis- 

Ph C tether: he can improve the stand a maxi- sion. Various alternative forms for such 

easant Census mum of 600 per cent. How? cooperation are outlined in the “Hand- 
Peas the winter of 1931-32 the field A preliminary answer appears in the book,” and are already being tested on the 

wardens made a pheasant count on pheasant chapter of the “Iowa Handbook series of demonstration areas which have * 

one farm in each county, and estimates on of Game Management,” which asserts that been organized in various counties. 

GREETINGS FOR THE NEW YEAR! 

National Headquarters extends a hearty greeting to all members of the Izaak Walton League of 

America for the new year. The year 1932 proved one of the most difficult in the League’s history— 
but we have weathered the storm of depression and are now looking forward to increased member- 
ship, additional accomplishments and a greater League for 1933. The cause of conservation is more 
important than ever and your League is dedicated to protect America’s natural resources and wild life 
for posterity—so let us make 1933 the banner year of conservation accomplishments—it can be done! 
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Archery Dogs—Continued Miscellaneous—Continued 

ARCHERY Tackle from the Ozarks where raw ic PENNY Approvals that Satisfy. N. Gronberg 
material is plentiful and woodcrafters exceptional. Pointers and Setters e p t sfy. N. TE, 
Catalog C-3 free. Outdoor Amusement Company, Box D441, Philadsiphia, Fa. (3-3) 
Clinton, Missouri. ee 
eee ee NOTICE—50% reduction on Setters and Point- 50 DIFFERENT South Central American Stamps, 

ers, Fox and Cat Hounds, Wolf and Deer Hounds, | 15c; 100, 45c; 200, $1; 300, $3; 500, $7. Fred 
Boats Coon and Opossum Hounds, Bear and Lion | L. Onken, 630 79th St., Brooklyn, New York. 

Hounds, Varmint and Rabbit Hounds. Shipped for 
Sai bmar acne bral @ucina “Brovkaul (ODEL oer pustelonns aos Blue Grass eee Se Gene ae 

uid “your own — boat, baae TOOKS rigi- | nels, Berry, Kentucky. A STEER HORNS for sale. Eight feet spread nators of KNOCK-DOWN Systefh) ready-cut ma- A ‘ Sue: pread. 
terials and save two-thirds regular builders’ costs, | | _Bertillion, Mineola, Texas. (3-5) 
have more successful ry Gels, renee 1 ——_— Ss 
fully assembled. Cruisers, Runabouts, Launches, ‘paniels 
Outboard Motor, Row and Sail, including RUD- 5; - FANCY Pigeons—Racing Homers—Bantams— 
DER’S Snipe Class Sailer. Also complete assort- | —...___________¥_¥to..|§.|._-___—*'|: Rabbits—Cavies. Bargain List. Franklin Morris, 
ment Propellers, Shafting and Accessories. Send Lincoln Highway, Batavia, Ill. (3-3) 
10¢ for catalog. BROOKS BOAT CO., INC., Box FOR SALE—Hligible Springer Spaniels, pups or | 
A-39, Saginaw West Side, Mich. (tf) | trade. Geo. Stabley, Dallastown, SE Rey 

Decoys aa ea Se ee ee Fur Bearing Animals 
PEDIGREED Springers Spaniels, German _Point- 

a | Ore Piipiles,, town Stock «Depression Prices. :|( see es to ee bee 
SMALL English Callers, Trained with Flyers. | Inveresk Kennels, North Bend, Nebr. (3-5) 

$3.00 pair. $4.50 trio. C. 0. D., C. G. Coffman, aE FOR Sale—Mink, Squirrel, Raccoons, Foxes, 
R2, Carthage, Mlinois. (8-1) 5 Ferrets, Muskrats, Rabbits, Skunks, Wolf Puppies, 

RS SS ee, COCKER Spaniels, eligible, reasonable. Wie- | Opossums. B. Tippman, Caledonia, Minnesota. 
meyers Kennels, 916 East Chestnut St., Louisville, (3-5) 

Dogs Ky. BSE) PRR ee TEs Rete ee ee eo 

mH Seu BASIDY ee skunks, rac- 
3 coons, minks. Depression prices. Instructive, in- Bulldogs Terriers teresting catalog 10c. Shady Fur Farm, Spring- 

oo field, Minnesota. 
eee REGISTERED BULL PUPS, 

$15.00. Bulldogs. 501 Rockwood, Dallas, Texas. IRISH, SCOTTISH, AND WIRE HAIRED FOX Sipe ae 
(6-9) | TERRIERS, Pedigreed Aristocrats, Pals, Guards | COTTONTAIL RABBITS for re-stocking, $45.00 

a ——_— | or Hunters. A. W. Elkins, Route 3, Kokomo, | hundred. Webbs Rabbitry, Protection, Kansas. 
Indiana. (B68) [Ss SEBS Dae Cn On ee Ros 

Hounds 

ARKANSAS Coonhounds — Extra high-class : : 
Coon, Skunk and Opossum Hounds, Fox and cat | | Fish and Game Attractions Patents 
Hounds; crackerjack Rabbit Hounds. Young 
pounds ee ner eurices peuauenle: Ae —— ——— (ae 
jounds shipped on ten-day trial. ‘atalog 10c. 

5 BIG GAME HUNTERS—Double your chances. PATENTS. Booklet free. Highest references 
SEU OE ta (e) . .. Take a bottle of “‘Buck-Lure” along. Guar- | Best results. Send drawing or model. Watson E. 
TTT | amteed to kill human scent. Gives an attracting | Coleman, Registered Patent Lawyer, 724 Ninth 

$40.00 BUYS Coonhound thoroughly trained | odor. Bottle for the season, $1.00, postpaid. Use | Street, Washington, D. C. (4x26) 
Bluetick English Breed, 4% years old. Fifteen | ‘‘Buck-Lure” and be successful. Money back if 
days’ Trial—Written, Money-back Guarantee. B. | not satisfied. Buck-Lure Company, Mapleton De- eee 
W. Miller, Lynn Grove, Kentucky. (3-1) | pot, Pennsylvania. (3-1) 

aenOGNDE Saas ea ea eee Pheasants COONHOUNDS, cathounds, combination fur . 
hunters, foxhounds, possum, squirrel, rabbit | _YOODS Attract Ducks Game Birds — Fish. 
hounds, greatly reduced ‘prices, shipped ten days | 990r, Weird hepa Tee er eRe ae 
trial. Illustrated catalog and reduced price, lst, Gelewy, Wild ‘Rice, acuta eines. We GAME afd ancy Phessisie. oatang) tonite: 

ice, Southern Farm Coonhound Kennels, Selmer’ | show you how. Folder free. Terrell’s, 138 L. |-Gill Gigstead Pheasant Farm, West Allis, Wis- 
2 Block, Oshkosh, Wisconsin. (tf) | consin. (3-1) 

COON, opossum, mink, skunk, fox and rabbit NSS a ee ee 
Hounds: porouetly eee eee ie ae MINNESOTA Wild Rice Seed—Write for special 
Also pups and young started hounds. Write for | prices. Prompt delivery. MacGregor-Dennerly. 

Fi full description and literature showing pictures | ‘Aitkin, Minnesota. az9) | Real Estate—Resorts—Camps 
and breeding. Kentucky Coonhound Kennel, Kevil, 

Ky. SS Se a es ee 

aS FALL time is planting time for Hamilton’s Nat- 
$20.00 WILL BUY a 4-year coon and opossum | ural Duck and fish food and_cover. Full line. OZARKS—Timbered, river lot, cabin; fishing, 

hound; 2-year rabbit hound $10.00; all dogs | Order wild rice seed early. Literature. Hamil- | hunting, trapping, boating, pearling, $200, $10 
shipped C. 0. D. Description and pictures fur- | ton’s Aquatic Farms, Detroit Lakes, Minn. (3-1) | monthly. Hubbard, 256 Grossman Blidg., Kansas 
nished free. Kentucky Coonhound Kennel, Kevil, City, Kansas. (6-9) 

y. EE eee 

TWO of the best and nicest broken real bird Miscellaneous = 
dogs to be wanted by any one heavily shot over Wearing Apparel 
at season. aoe ee give) Lest esnOOUlE., eer sera ass po = a ae 
pleasure under all conditions; staunch, steady, Bus "habicd tna hae ert Shipp" | qyCICARPIEE BURLEY, f, pounds and tor ot | 

leigh, Fe ne bat, $13 Shelby teen Be” | Doran: ars, “Marrays Ky. (2-3) | REAL Harris Tweed. The Cream of Scotch 
2 2 Homespuns. Direct from the Makers. Best qual- 
ee ee, ity only. Suit-lengths available in a large va- 

TWENTY-FIVE Broken Beagles, Rabbit-hounds. PURE Heavy Maple Syrup, $2.75 Gallon, Post- Ee of lovely colors. Samples Free on stating 
Puppies. Trial. M. Baublitz, Seven Valleys, Pa. | paid. 5 Gallons $12.00 Delivered. Edgar Hunt, | shades desired. Newall, 162 Stornoway, Scotland. 

(4-1) | Barron, Wis. (6-9) (12-32) 
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CHAPTER FOUR 

Bound copies of this extensive survey will be available after the series has been 
completed in Outpoor America. Distribution will be made at a very nominal cost. 
Place your order now, so we can determine how many copies to print. 

—THE EDITOR. 

By ALDO LEOPOLD 

History of Plantings Table 5: Hungarian Plantings in Iowa 
(Asterisks Show Successes) 

HERE is no written record of where, 
I when, and by whom the first plantings ee 1900-05 1906-10 ye 1916-20 1921-25 1926-32 Total 

of this species were made. The files amakee ....... 6. sees eee 

of the Department show the total number Appanoose ................... 52 
purchased during certain years, but not Blackhawk ................... 50 
where they were sent for release. The fol- Bremer ....................55 64 
lowing account pieces together these frag- Butler ....................... 200 
ments of records with the recollections of Carroll_...............-.-.... yes 
local residents gathered during the survey. Cerro Gordo ...............-. *24 
The condensed result appears in Fig. 15 Chickasaw ................++. 40 

and Table 5. (CIA TROE jcisis orcs oul tat aerrers 12 
According to these recollections, the first Clayton .............-...+-+5- 40 

Hungarian planting was made by State Des Moines .................- 14 
Senator H. W. Grant of Waterloo, in Dickinson .................... 24 
northeast Blackhawk County, in 1902. Dubuque ....................- 200 
These birds (about 50) were presumably Fayette ...................555 11 
furnished by the state. They disappeared Floyd .............--.+.00005- 40 
during the hard winter of 1902-3. Franklin ......-......+2+000++ 12 . 

This must have been one of the earliest Hancock-Winnebago .......... *20 
plantings made in the United States. Phil- Henry ..............--+++5+55+ yes 
lips (1928) says the first commercial impor- Howard .................0.45- 20 
tation from Europe was made in 1899, Humboldt ................-... *25 

which is three years before the Waterloo Ida .............+.seees essere 24 
plantings, but Palmer (1922) records no Keokuk .............-++....++ yes 

large importations until 1906, four years Kossuth .............+++-+++++ *14 #48, 

after the Waterloo planting. The Game Lucas ..........--.200+++00++ 24 

Survey (p. 104) records one earlier plant- Lyon .............--.++++se00+ *24 

ing made in Wisconsin in 1900. WMatrow. scuecen estes st 36 

In 1905, small plantings were made in Mitchell .............--.-.+++- 20 

Palo Alto and Carroll counties. The Car- Monroe ..........-.++-+++-05+ yes 

roll County planting disappeared. The O’Brien ........-...++++s2++++ *30, *100 

Palo Alto planting, made by a Mr. Carter, Osceola .........---++++-++05+ *24 % 

survived and spread, and constitutes Iowa’s Palo Alto .............--++++. *24 48 ¥48, 

first wild stock. This first success with Sac .....-....+--.eeeeeeeee eee 24 

Hungarians came five years later than the Sioux ......--.-.-.+++seeeeeee *24 

pe with pheasants in Blackhawk oe area stn ene eee 12 Bi 
in_ 1900. OU CMMa te hac yj cicrwelsen sion’ 

During the period 1906-10 plantings have eps eae ae Fare Saas es cs 
been traced in six counties, and during Totals traced by game survey.. 75 131 1235 100 1, 1613 

1911-14 in 24 counties. The second suc- Purchases shown by Department = a 

cess came in Humboldt in 1906, the third PECOCUS Ti acetic lore ours 10,000 13,782 23,782 

in O’Brien in 1909, the fourth in Kossuth Soe ee 
in 1910. Plantings ceased abruptly in 1915, 
when importations were interrupted by the tracts, it having been at first assumed, both — by comparing the totals and dates of plants 

war. Only four post-war plantings have jn Iowa and the neighboring states, that traced by the game survey with the totals 

been traced: two made by Wm. E.C. Saun- the Hungarian was a timber bird. Some and dates of the stocks known to have been 

ders in Palo Alto County in 1920 and 1921, of the old “State Game Preserve” signs are _ purchased. 
and one by the Orange City Gun Club in still to be found, all in woods, and often The biennial reports of the Department 
Sioux County in 1924. These are said to till legible. Many local residents recall at Des Moines were searched back to 1879, 
have been state birds, but do not appear their surprise when the planted birds and show the following purchases: 

on the states records. promptly moved to the nearest prairie up- : 
About 1914 all the northeastern counties and. Hungarians 

were systematically covered by standard- Biennium Purchased Liberated in 
ized plantings of 20 pairs each, each made Was Southern Iowa Planted? ioe oe Spring of 1911? 
on a “game preserve,” leased by the state . = ‘ ‘ 
from tiWaleoaners and ested aeainat fees 15 sui oa plantings made 1913-14 5,450 March, 1914 
hunting. Beginning about 1915 pheasants a e Va ee aaa 

re aho mame on these “reserve” Gucson i inortant, “On i tinge fhe | 
i 7 ;.0 question of whether it is fair to say that The official reports contain no record of 
Ba was evidently borrowed from Indiana, ail parts of the state have been tried out, where these a were put. The record 
where it was widely practiced in 1908-10. by enough plantings in enough different is probably complete for the period 1910- 

Illinois and Misout also started a similar years, to test their suitability for this spe- 1918, but it seems certain that there were 
ye or Hungarian plantings. cies. - : . : additional purchases, either private or state, 

. preserves were frequently wooded We may gain some light on this question before 1910 and after 1918.
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sportsman. Every month he reads in some national out- It is about time that the chapters of the Izaak Walton 
door magazine about the commercial slaughter of bass taking League in Florida woke up; and it is about time that north- 
place in Florida. He knows by experience, or by reliable ern sportsmen started spending their vacation money where 
hearsay, that wherever he goes in Florida, he must compete _ conservation is now in effect. 
for a few black bass each day with a crew of net fishermen Very truly yours, A : é y yy 
with a seine or gill net one hundred and fifty feet long—who 
are operating legally or il- 
legally, as the case may be. “L ee 

= v 

T one time the bass in . 1 ! Ae ee Less Time Between Bites! E. C. KEMPER, 
of Maine were netted and ANGLING—It is Worthy the Knowledge and Practice MMEN 
shipped to market. Then its of a Wise Man.—lzaak Walton. Co ioe 
legislature saw a light. To- EVEN a casual scrutiny of newspaper headlines indicates how toaisit Mlocidannicecnacon 
day Maine is known as an eee of our leaders in Political, soeasonal aad business lite ie lake owales Florida. 

is. ts angler’s paradise. Every activity, At the same time it is a sport availeble to. the masses Highlander says: ; 
summer thousands of peo- as well as the classes. The boy with the willow pole cherishes @ z : : ap ici The Highlander d feeraeoeNne to hsh=for the same hope and anticipates the same thrill of achievement as the e Highlander doesnt eo BHieibee sen dtheir man with the expensive rod—and perhaps has a better chance of know E. C. Kemper... . 
Di reaching his goal. . . ‘4 

Toney Gorhorel accommo: ‘That wonderful warrior of the waters—the black bass is an but he writes on stationery y 5 ind macs -hoat fi aristocrat among fishes. Most widely distributed of our. important of the American Institute of dations, guides, boats, mo game fishes and a worthy test of the mettle of any fisherman, it Architects, ‘Washington D tor supplies and related deserves the best opportunity to thrive and serve no less a purpose ae teas : Mae than that of game fishing. Black bass cannot be. artifically C., and it is the friendly items. aine bass are a propagated as are the trout, salmon, shad and smelt, thus adding support and presence of source of large income to materially to the difficulties of maintaining the supply. h h hal inert nlecianageine tio The movement to prohibit the commercial sale and exportation Se ere tat cl utD 2 of black bass is nation-wide in its scope. Twenty-seven states and make business conditions have profited a hundred- the District of Columbia prohibit the sale of black bass regardless ‘ood had= in Plorid: fold over the old days when of when or where taken, and fourteen states prohibit the sale of 8 Cena se meee S black bass caught within their borders. Anglers within a number Had Mr. Kemper come here the bass were shipped to of the 21 states not completely prohibiting the sale of bass are this winter, instead of iaikes certncaty cents a sponsoring legislation to correct this situation. Concerted action Poros WERE Es WStee OL Save to this end is desirable. An appeal to sportsmanship is not ing his money and time to pound. enbagk. Zo gave the black bass we must adopt proper legislation spend in Maine next sum- j 7 < feein: im tt ion. 
- ee we Suck : eee mer, the state would doubt- 
Pecle test cont che epothanten less have been the better 

: off by around $100 a week They are no longer for sale — fi ; I or the time he spent here, at the corner grocery or in Co tr Le 6 € 2, _ erhaps more. restaurants. State and Fed- E i 
eral laws protect them. But F.C. Walcott eal Geariples epee Florid Chairman, Senate Committee on Wild Life it would be a mighty bad orida bass, a far greater thing for Florida and here’s asset to the state than its hoping that the state has 
quail, or ducks, or turkeys, sense i u ti enough to do the thing are now being sold in the fish markets of northern states at that Mr. Kemper su; i 

t 2 iggests, namely, protect its black bass, ten cents a pound, retail. : one of its most valuable assets.” * ; What a spectacle it is! Florida’s greatest fresh-water The above comment indicates that the sound business basis game fish, with a price on his head three hundred and sixty- for preserving Florida’s bass, and a condition which it is five days a year, occupying a place on the fish dealer’s coun- hoped Florida will recognize. Even with wonderfully pro- ter alongside the carp, the catfish, and the eel. And the ductive waters, the supply is in grave danger from netting or oe the eaeen to which Dr. Henshall dedi- and sale. What will Florida do about it? 
cate 4S famous lines, “Inc’ 

for inch, and pound for pound, 
the gamest fish that swims.” ee tat cake = 

The legislature of Florida [ieee - as 
alone can give the black bass rae a 
the only kind of protection he ea 
needs to hold his own against a tt ae 
extermination. It can close Fates .23 2 
every lake and river in the a 1 eas Sees “- 
state of Florida to the netting 7 : ; S Te 
of bass, and it can stigmatize ¥ 
the shipment of bass out of the 
state as a crime against con- soni ce oa 
servation—which it is. 5 —— 

The remedy for saving the a i j ra bots g 
bass of Florida is easy—a sim- 3 3 a 
ple amendment to the fish law te i % ~ . ee Bs 
of the state, involving no ex- —~ Ve cat Do A ¥ Vs ey eta 
pense to the state, will forever fa ie me WR he y P a 
save a great Florida asset from i ! Nl ; iP 
impending destruction. p “ on. 4 ie 

Seven hundred tons of black a j i Pee 
bass are now being shipped out P J 4 $ VF ea 
of Florida each year for = e ry a 
market sale in northern states. aeons gi by bs | aa 2 
This is as bad a principle as ——" Re) oe ae u —-—e tee 4 as ae 
would be cutting down orange YC] ah ma 4 = e 
trees for firewood, or posting bo ad ee na Bs Ad oe 
Florida against winter visitors. eS " Se 4 2 a | ate) ae ee ee 

The black bass can outsmart OR EO 
the angler, his natural enemies FA) Gay rp a Loe 
and hich; water. BUI HE —— d es ee 
CAN’T BEAT A FIFTY- Over 700 tons of Florida’s fine black bass are shi pped to northern markets annually to YARD GILL NET! sell along with carp and other rough fish. * 

5
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Webster County salient of the main line ing 57 sample farms. Fig. 15 shows their the border counties, especially those of the 
(see arrows in Fig. 15). locations, and the abundance of Hunga- eastern border. Such blanks show as 
Between 1927 and 1931 five outpost-col- rians on each in terms of acres-per-bird. “N’s” on Fig. 15. 

onies appeared from 5 to 15 miles in ad- Many other farms on or near the Hunga- The “average” abundance of Hungarians 
vance of the Woodbury salient. rian range were counted for pheasants, but on the 57 inhabited farms counted is evi- 
Two outposts of over 100 birds each ex- found to contain no Hungarians. These dently about a bird per 8 acres, or % of 

ist in Franklin and Hancock counties, the are marked “N” on the map. what the best farms now carry, and what 
former first appearing in 1928. e@ .. The density symbols on Fig. 15 are be- much of northwest Iowa could carry. This 
More surprising still, three outposts ap- lieved to present a substantially accurate accurately measures the maximum length 

peared in 1930 and 1931 in the extreme cross-section of Hungarian abundance. of the game manager’s tether; he can im- 
northeast corner of the state, on soil where The frequency of the various grades of prove the present stand on inhabited farms 
artificial plantings have consistently failed. abundance has already appeared in Fig. 14. a maximum of 800 per cent. How? He 
These birds must have come from Minne- From these two summaries we may draw can also doubtless bring about an even 
sota, where heavy plantings have been made _ these _conclusions: greater increase by making blank farms 

recently. 1. None of the 57 samples exceed a bird habitable. How? 
This same phenomenon of outpost colo- per acre in density. The same upper limit A preliminary answer to this question, 

nies was observed in Wisconsin (Game of abundance already found in quail and based largely on Yeatter’s study of this 
Survey, p. 107, 126). In 1928 the Rock pheasants seems to hold. It likewise seems species in Michigan (partly published, 
County salient threw three outposts forty to hold on the partridge manors of Eng- 1932), appears in the Handbook: “Manage- 
miles southwest into Greene County, while land (Leopold, 1932). ment of Upland Game Birds in Iowa,” 
in the same year three colonies appeared on 2. The most frequent Iowa density (8-12 which points out that the first need on 
the east bank of the Mississippi, opposite acres per bird) is distinctly thinner than most of the Iowa range is nesting cover. 
heavy plantings on the west bank in Min- that for quail and pheasants (2-4 acres per Leaving uncut grass of the preceding year’s 

nesota. bird). This checks the pheasant: Hun growth will tend to prevent the building 
There are two possible interpretations of ratio of 4:1 already deduced from the num- of nests in hay fields where they are de- 

these outposts. They may represent the ber flushed by pheasant hunters (see Chap-  stroyed by agricultural machinery. 
natural spread-mechanism of healthy ex- ter III). 
panding populations, in which event, if the 3. The density of Hungarians increases Watchful Waiting 
environment resembles that of the main northward and westward. It is probably h 
“front,” they-will probably prove to be per- highest in the neighborhood of O’Brien j Iowans, however, save eas yet 
manent, and will eventually fill the gap County. grasped the concept of deliberate manip- 
which separates them from the parent body. 4. As in quail and pheasants, Hungarians ulation of range conditions as a means for 

On the other hand, outposts may repre- show a curious dearth of samples in the building up abundance. The usual belief 
sent restlessness due to adverse conditions 6-8 acre-per-bird density class. If this were i that even if there are not enough Hun- 
within the main range, in which event, if a meaningless and accidental quirk of the 8aFians to shoot now, a policy of continued 
the new environment be similar, the colony figures, all three species would hardly show Protection will, in time, produce the requi- 
will probably prove to be short-lived, and a deficiency in the same grade. Cards do Site gain in abundance. 
even the main front may retreat to better not shuffle that way. All of the evidence gathered by the sur- 
ground, vey directly controverts this belief. Twenty 

thes 21 instances of outposts here de- Combined Abundance years of are have indeed oe Ea 
scribed may include both categories. The : : expansion of the area occupied (and this 
increase an decrease of the Sate is the {* this and the preceding chapters we expansion is still progressing slowly, espe- 
best test, but unfortunately no follow-up have reviewed the census results for cially on the west end), but density is not 
observations have been made. Most de- uail, pheasants, and Hungarians sepa- making a corresponding gain. In many 
partments are too busy planting new birds ately, and found that the maximum abun- places where the birds arrived fifteen years 
to keep track of birds which plant them- ‘ance of each approaches, but never ex- ago, the present density was attained 

selves, ceeds, a bird per acre. Does this seeming within five years; and there has been no 
The dates of first appearance might be ‘Saturation point hold for the combined change since, except the small annual ups 

of diagnostic value if we knew them with "umbers of two or more species co-habiting and downs which we expect in any game 
certainty. A date coinciding with pros- the same farm? If you have 160 acres of  hird exposed to variable weather and range 
perity on the main range would indicate Tange good for two species, can you build conditions. It is improbable that mere 
permanent colonization. However, the fact UP both of them to 160 birds each, or only waiting will ever produce a shootable stand. 
that the five outliers of the Webster sa- 0 80 each? It has not done so in any other state, ex- 
lient were first seen in 1931 does not prove From the mass of almost 500 censuses, cept in the northwest. Ohio is open, but 
that they first moved in that year. It is 17 were selected as representing the great- the stands are very thin. 
equally credible that thé stimulus to obser- €St combined densities of two or more spe- = = 
vation arising from the game survey is ac- cies. All had pheasants, 6 had Hungarians, Wild Stock for Planting 
countable for the date. and 12 had quail. Of these 17 farms: 

Eleven of the fifteen known present out- Three show a combined density of ee HAE get tHe ates ae tener pine etre 
posts in Iowa are on Wisconsin drift and 9-6-0.9 acres per bird. _ j It 1S"to shoot 4 “sizgd of quesonatle 
Missouri loess soils, which the history of Four show a combined density of 1.0 density. As already pointed out, there 
plantings indicates as habitable. The other 2¢res per bird. seems to be a good chance to hasten the 
four occupy Iowan and “driftless” soils Seven show a combined density of 1.1-1.5 southwesterly extension of the Hungarian 

which history indicates as non-habitable. acres per bird. range by plantings. ‘ 
My conjecture is that these colonizations ‘Three show a combined density of 1.6- The Die epiesslon, cost Of Mabeleed have always occurred, but heretofore sim. 2-4 acres per bird. planting stock was $9 per pair. It is Bow 

ply went unnoticed; that they represent Of the three farms denser than an acre ower, but there is always the tisk that the 
both categories of motivation; that yearly er bird, one is known to have carried a birds may arrive sick or dead: | American 
observation of each outpost, as well as of temporary winter concentration of pheas- same farm stock is not available in quan- 
the adjacent main range, will soon disclose ants. Hence only two out of 500 farms tity, and costs even more than pores 
how to interpret them. I further suspect Show a combined density greater than an stock. If wild toe pheasn ge a 
that the Hungarian is mildly cyclic, and acre per bird; a negligible proportion trapped and delivered for less than $2 each, 
that “prosperity outposts” tend to occur readily ascribed to error in the count, error why Bore iove Henge uaEst The faa: 
during the high of the cycle (as in 1931). in the acreage, or temporary congestion. cution of this plan awaits only the seD 
This, however, is only conjecture. Apparently the “bird-per-acre” limit ap- ment of a trapping area sath a St ont 

Meanwhile there is no reason to reject Plies almost as rigidly to combined species aparece ot pa Hos a each 
planting history as our best present guide 8 to any one species. ree oe ai eee a ai Oe ae 
to potential distribution. This history tells A s. ae ae i ‘de one ee Toe 
us that where food and cover is suitable, Distribution of Abundance; Need of pee aoe a Pee . pe ony Ste t 
Hungarians are a “good bet” on the Mis- Management me eon ae ae ee “ manegement 
souri loess and the Wisconsin glaciation, 3 Ae oe WG SOU AEE De aes 22 Pre 
but not elsewhere. The southern half of PET EENING now to Hungarians: the duce stooting. : f 
the Missouri loess (southwest Iowa) has thinning-out of density as one ap- This idea of trapping the surplus o 
apparently never been planted. Until more Proaches the boundary of the range is even healthy, wild, acclimated stock from man- 
is known, all plantings should be concen. ™0re noticeable than in pheasants. In Ida aged farms was conceived and recommend- 
trated in this region. County, Dr. E. S. Parker made a complete ed to the Wisconsin Commission by Wal- 

inventory of the four townships compris- lace B. Grange, but never acted on. The 
Census ing the toe of the “boot” in Fig. 15. It Iowa Commission, however, has informally 

a shows 20 conveys, or one bird per 300 agreed to purchase the excess stock from 
eee present abundance within the es- acres, for 1931. a selected area of 16,000 acres in O’Brien 
tablished range was measured by count- Totally blank farms are frequent in all (Continued on page 21) 
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Fig. 15—Census and distribution of Hungarian partridge in lowa during winter of 1931-2, with a history of plantings. 

“In Table 5 (bottom) the known state ever since. Note that this move was north- may exist about the adequacy of the south- 
purchases are compared with the totals of ward. eastern plantings, there can be no doubt 
plantings traced in the field. The compar- Within the region of success in north- that the northeastern ones which failed 
ison indicates that over 20,000 purchased western Iowa, the Hungarian, like the were far heavier than the north-central or 
birds are unaccounted for. They must have pheasant, has spread in the manner of rip- the northwestern ones which succeeded. 
either died in shipment, or been planted ples from pebbles. The biggest pebbles In fact 8 of the 21 counties within the pres- 
somewhere. Experience taught me over were dropped in Palo Alto (1906), O’Brien ent range were never planted. 
and over again how quickly old plants (1909), and Kossuth (1910). By 1915 That the initial behavior of the Iowa 
which failed are forgotten by a majority widespread establishment was attained in plants often reflects differences in range 
of local people. Even after allowing for a Kossuth, and drift into Minnesota must not visible to the layman’s eye is suggested 
high death loss in Iowa’s importations, it have begun. Smaller pebbles fell all around by the history of the 1914 release in Cerro 
seems highly probable that thousands of this big one (Humboldt in 1906, Webster in Gordo County. This has spread westward, 
Hungarians were liberated in the southern 1910, and Worth, Cerro Gordo, and Han- southward, and northward for scores of 
as well as the northern counties. cock in 1914) but their ripples were soon miles, until its offspring have merged with 

- merged in the larger wave from the centre the advancing birds from the centre of 
Behavior of Plants of abundance in Palo Alto. The combined abundance, but it has not spread eastward 

LMOST all of the planti eth wave spread westward to Cherokee by at all; in fact, after nearly two decades of 
A all of the plantings in the 1918 or earlier, and must have reached the opportunity, it still constitutes the easterly 

northwestern counties seem to have Missouri by 1920, for about 1921 an east- vanguard of the species. 
been a success from the outset. In only ward rebound appeared in southern Wood- Likewise the 1914 plant in Worth 
one known case (Ida County) did a plant- hury, reaching central Ida in 1927. This County has spread east only two townships 
ing fail on ground, the subsequent occupa- rebound is the toe of the “boot” now vis- in 17 years. 
tion of which by natural drift has proved ible in northwest Iowa (see Fig. 15). The Cerro Gordo planting lies on the 
it to be suitable for the species. In this The Hungarian populations of south- boundary between the Wisconsin and 
case a planting, made near Ida Grove in central Minnesota clearly originated by Iowan glaciation. The Worth planting has 
1913, disappeared in 1916, but the same drift from the expanding populations of spread only to that line. This behavior, 
ground was reoccupied by drift from the northern Iowa. There were no Minnesota together with the failure of all the plant- 
west in 1927. Natural drift of healthy wild plantings until 1926. The border counties ings further east on the Iowan soils, sug- 

birds, repeated over a series of years, is of along the Iowa line contained aggressive gests the conclusion that these soils, al- 
course a “stronger” method of stocking Hungarians over a decade sooner than though suitable for pheasants, are not suit- 
than the artificial release of birds which these earliest Minnesota plantings. able for Hungarians. 
have undergone a long shipment. If the big wave had spread southward 
_In all parts of the state the plantings with the same velocity as westward, it Outposts 

either failed at once, or within three or would now be nearing the state of Mis- 4p preceding caption deals entirely 
four years (see stippled circles on Fig. 5). souri. If it had spread eastward it would with .extensions of the range which 
Only 14 of the 39 local plantings recorded long since have entered Illinois. Asa mat- subsequent history has shown to be perma- 
in Fig. 15 and Table 5 were a success. : ter of fact there has been no spread at all nent. There has come to light another 

Plantings sometimes moved long dis- to either east or south, except to consoli- kind of extension, which may or may not 
tances before settling down. Thus in Web- date the gaps between the original points be permanent, but which must be consid- 
ster County there is reason to suspect that of first success. ered before conclusions can be drawn as to 
the birds released in the south part in 1910, This upholds the assumption that the the ultimate possible range of the species. 
and disappearing the same year, are the early plantings in northeastern and south- In 1931, single coveys or individual birds 
same birds which first appeared in the eastern Iowa were failures because the made their appearance at five different 
north part in 1910, and have persisted there range was unsuitable. Whatever doubt spots from 10 to 25 miles in advance of the 
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~ Preface 

Towa's game policy, like that of many other states, is 

ae undergoing a transition. 

| The policies of the past have reached the limit of their 

| utility. Even if backed by greatly increased funis, they would 

probably fail in the long ran to maintain the wild life resource. 

This is because of three basic defects: 

(1) ‘they seek to protect the game itself, but fail to control 
its environment. 

(2) They depend almost wholly on public as distinguished from 
private initiative. Public initiative can go no farther 
than public funds, which by no stretch of the imacination 

ean ever be sufficient. 

(%) They ignore the landholder, whose ¢ooperation and good 
will is necessary to the success of any game system. 

. ) There is one visible remedy for all three defects: Make 

the landholder the custodian of the state's geme which is resident 

on his property, and let the hunter compensate him for so improving 

its environment that it produces a shootable surplus. 

The development of this remedy requires a radical re-orientation 

of both public and private thought and action. To accomplish it without 

undue sacrifice of democracy in sport, and with due recard to the welfare 

of non-geme wild life, requires a large mmber of adjustments. ‘This 

survey attempts to organize and orient these adjustments in the light 

of such facts and experience as are available. ‘This survey, in short, 

is an attempt to start the process of evolving a new game policy for 

Towa, an? to give that process initial direction and balance. 

The Conservation Plan, which is to be based on this and a series 

, of parallel surveys in other fields, is premised on the principle that



| a each natural resource can be conserved only by the integration of all. 

Hence the ultimate utility of this game survey will depend on the 

degree to which its findings are stuiied, understood, criticized, and 

extended by the hunter, the farmer, the agricultural administrator, 

the biologist, the forester, and fisherman, the nature-lover, and the 

economist. 

The recommendations of this survey on how landholders can organize 

for game-cropping, and what techniques they may apply to the various 

game species, heve alreaty been rmblished in the handbook, “Management 

of Upland Game Birds in Towa" (1932). ‘his report presents only the 

; more isportant facts, deductions, and analyses on which the recommendations 

in the Handbook are based. 

| ‘the task of gathering and acting on the facts here set forth was 

| ) shared by many cooperators. Wallace B. Granze was loaned by the U. S. 

Biological Survey to make a special study of the vheasant problem 

in southern Iowa. His report is appended to Chapter ITI. Tarl A. Fry 

was loaned by the Du Pont Company to help organize the census in the 

northwestern counties. John N. Ball was loaned by the American Game 

Association, and with the help of William Schuenke, Superintendent of 

Game and Deputies, organi,ed fourteen groups of farmers, and drew up 

| game management plans which are now being applied to their holdings, to 

demonstrate the possibilities of farm game production. The Uxtension 

Service of the Agricultural Collese, through its county agents, con 

tributed a large amount of work. 

Hundreds of Iowa citizens affiliated with the Izaak Walton League, 

the Will H. Dilg League, the Audubon Society, and the Iowa Ornitholocists' 

< Union not only zave freely of their local imowledge, but also volunteered
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2 a very large aggregate of actual labor. 

It is frequently alleged that the field warden, being pre= 

occupied with law-enforcement, cannot learn the technique of same 

Management, nor organize people to apply it. ‘The zeal and intelligence 

with which many of the Iowa wardens cooverated in this survey belies 

this assumption. TI am especially indebted to M. Ke Johnston for help 

in compiling the game census. 

These many workers were, I think, inspired by a tacit realization 

that it is "last call" for many species of wild life, ani that if Iowa 

can find a way to make conservation a reality, other states will use it. 

. : Aldo Leopold
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Chapter I. 

THS 9 OWA { 

cas sical cee acannoenecsineeiae lil pemcnneieaeeeinaidaliaihlantinsehae tinea 

The Iowa Legislature directed the Fish and Game Commission and 

Conservation Board to prepare a CONSERVATION PLAN. Surveys to gather the 

basic facts on which to base such a plan are being made under the direction of ; 

J. Le Crane, Jr., Planning Engineer. 7 

The Game Survey was made by Aldo Leopold, who was loaned to Iowa for 

the purpose by the Sporting Arms and Ammnition Mamfacturers! Institute. 

His recommendations have been published by the Commission in "The Iowa Hand- 

book of Game Management. How he arrived at those recommendations will be 

told in this report, which will run serially in Outdoor America. Wo equally . 

thorough analysis of game conditions has ever been made in any state. If 

you want a bound copy of the whole series for your library, order now. Price, 

paper 50¢, cloth $1.00, postpaid. The Editor. 

Sleeves ce imeem tthe losin GUC 

, : What is a Game Survey? 

In studying the behavior of human populations--which we call : 

; history--we were once taught to memorize the nemes of kings and the dates of 
"Jak oe" wn acertditidd a. 

battles. He who could recite the longest list of oth: —_— 

fenesi-ciexbts-2e~to-4t6 sientficance-wes-resavied ‘=e scholar who might 

Ont 
; 

seme, day be entrusted with some post in the prediction or control of 

population behavior--which we call sociology and politics. / 

It is now apparent that such “knowledge” gave no clue to the under- 

lying forces which caused races to rise and empires to perish; that we 

were studying merely the froth on the surface of a swirling tide, the cause 

and direction of which remained unknown. The real task of the historian 

is to explain the tide; of the statesman to control it for beneficial ends. 

The study of animal populations--natural history--is in like case. 

For too long it has been a matter of baptizing species and describing
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' feathers and bones. ‘There is now emerging a new science which explains 

wild life populations in terms of an equilibrium between the external forces 

of the environment (food, cover, predacious enemies, disease, and accidents), 

and the force of natural increase inherent in the species. If the net toll 

of the external forces is less than the increase rate we have abundance; 

if greater we have extinction, These external forces, and hence the 

équilibrium, are subject to a large degree of human untill. but the new 

knowledge of such controls is still largely entombed in libraries. 

Meanwhile there has likewise emerged a realization that many 

animals and plants are threatened by the inroads of our own competition, 

and an insistent public demand that they be conserved. This demand is 

expressed in an imposing array of people and papers, which we call the 

conservation movement, but it has as yet scored scant success in increasing 

e the crop of thrifty birds, clean waters, and surplus trees. Why? 

Possibly because it has not employed the new tools made available 

by science for controlling the forces which determine abundance. 

The Iowa Game Survey is an attempt to appraise the status of 

her bird and mammal populations, to point out the forces responsible and the 

means available for their control, and to mobilize the leadership and laws 

needed to induce the citizens of Iowa to use them. 

The Iowa Conservation Plan is an attempt to integrate a series 

of similar surveys with each other, and with the social order. 

Conservation and Corn 

. Most people think that we cannot have husky corn and abundant 

wild life on the same land. They are exactly wrong. Iowa could support 

>: five times as much game today as she possessed when the first beaver trap
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| was set in her rivers, and corn is the reason. Acreg’ for acre, the fat 

| black loam of Iowa is capable of producing as much or more wild life than 

any other parcel of the American continent. But our haste in its exploita- | 

| tion has brought about such a wholesale destruction of coverts, marshlands, 

| and breeding stocks that the state at this moment is producing very little 

| wild life. ‘this is the Iowa situation in a mtshell. very other rich | 

| farming state is in similar straits. 

This survey is a search for ways and means of unlocking Iowa's 

latent capacities for producing e rich and varied abundance of wild things. 

Types of Game Range 

Iowa offers six fields to grow game in, each differing from the 

others in soil, vegetation, and topography, and hence in the kind and 

p amount of game crops they are capable of producing. 

The boundaries of the six fields appear in Fig. 1. 

The white field labelled “Wisconsin Drift" was once mostly 

prairie, sprinkled with lakes and swamps, now drained to form one nearly 

continuous cornfield. It has no bluffs or rock outcrops, the ancient 

Wisconsin ice sheet having ground them to powder, the surface of which the : 

innumerable generations of prairie grasses have since converted into loam. 

The abrasives used by the ice sheet--gravel and boulders--may still be seen 

wherever a stream, or a highway crew, have stripped away the black topsoil. 

There is little timber, but probably more than in the old days of prairie 

fires. This was once a part of the great soamnaiied waterfowl and prairie 

chickens which each fall spilled its millions to the southward. It was 

also the main Iowa range for buffalo and elk. It now produces pheasants, 

and in its northern parts, Hungarian partridges.
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i To the east lies another field, the Iowan Drift, laid down by 

an earlier ice sheet. It differs from the Wisconsin in that it is covered 

by a blanket of wind-blown soil, called loess, which has buried most of 

the glacial gravels, and contains little lime. As will appear later, 

these chemical differences in the surface soil may profoundly affect certain 

species of game. ‘The Iowan Drift has few lakes, but once abounded in springy 

draws, often humocked, for the delectation of jacksnipe. It now supports 

pheasants, but Hungarians have so far failed. To the undiscerning eye it 

looks exactly like the Wisconsin Drift, but the more penetrating observer 

will notice that its boulders are fewer, pinker, and much larger, and its 

gravels are less frequently exposed, gas “pn-ftteet Grew, 

In the northeast corner of Iowa is,a high prairie table-land which 

the ice never touched. It is cut by deep timbered ravines carrying spring- 

y fed trout streams flanked by limestone bluffs. White pine once grew in these 

ravines, and the remnants of ungrazed woodland still carry ruffed grouse. 

For some reason neither pheasants nor Hungarians thrive here. ‘There are no 

upland lakes, ‘Erosion is severe, and may some day spoil the streams for trout. ~ 

In the southeast corner of the state are two blocks of range covered 

so deeply by a loess blanket that the underlying glacial deposits have little 

or no effect on the life of the soil surface. As one moves southward, gravels 

| grow scarcer, surface lime content lower, timbered river valleys deep@ and 

more frequent, and upland prairies smaller. This region was the turkey 

country of days gone by. It is now quail country. Neither pheasants nor 

Hungarians have so far proven their ability to persist in it. Erosion is 

bad, and in spots has led to the abandonment of fields and fams. 

Paralleling the Missouri River is a strip of prairie country about 

t three counties wide, all very deeply covered by a different kind of loess,
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’ which is notable to the game manager in that pheasants and Hungarians : 

thrive on it, particularly on the north end. ‘The lime content of this 

Missouri River loess is high, and this is possibly the reason. We shall 

examine this question further in later chapters. In the Uissourt, Siufts 

erosion has carved the deep loess into small badlands, in which Lewis 

and Clarke found mountain sheep, and in which sharptail grouse persisted 

until a few decades ago, 

These, then, are Iowa's six fields for cropping game. Why is 

their present output so meagre? 

. General Diagnosis 

It requires no "experts" and no formal "game survey” to find the 

reason,-any competent naturalist who has looked out of a train window at : 

| § this endless succession of rich cornfields and grazed-out woodlots, or 

. any sportsman who has followed a bird-dog through them, could tell the 

| reason at a glance. The range is out of balance. ‘There is an excess of 

food and a dearth of cover. A city consisting of endless restaurants 

| and dining rooms, with no bedrooms or living-rooms nearby, would support 

| about as many people as Iowa supports upland game birds. Birds cannot 

rest, breed, or age their enemies in one continuous saup-kitchen, nor 

will a rising flood of tears from their sympathetic friends, nor increasingly 

rigid laws against shooting,help them to do go. Until the other elements of 

a habitable range are provided, tears and laws are simply beside the point. 

Protection has helped a few birds to persist in spite of this unbalanced 

range, but it will hardly restore the conditions necessary for increase. 

Iowa's problem is to induce the farmer to let some grass and brush grow. 

J In waterfowl, the range problem is similar, but simpler to understand.
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. The breeding waters have been drained, and the nesting cover necessary 

to make the remaining waters effective has been grazed, mowed, ploughed, 

or burned away. 

There is, of course, no hope of restoring as much grass, brash, 

or water for game as Kearney found in his first march across Iowa, nor is 

there any need for it. ‘he Iowa range in those days was nearly as badly 

unbalanced in the direction of food shortage as it is now unbalanced in 

the oppesite directioneof Conner, Ahota ge? 

Each of our dozens of game species thrives best on a particular 

combination of food plants, cover plants, and water. ‘The body of skill 

which American game men are slowly building up, and which enables them to 

guess what these combinations are, and how to get and maintain them economically 

is called game management. What is needed is the practice of game management 

on Iowa farms. 

Cover Tally 

While it was apparent at the outset that cover-shortage is res- 

ponsible for Iowa's lack of upland game, the survey presented an opportunity 

to measure the comparative severity of that shortace as between different 

localities, : 

The yardstick used for this measurement was a count or tally of the 

number of coverts along each road travelled during the survey. ‘The roads 

travelled appear in Fig. 2. 

A separate count was made for each township crossed. In order to 

compare counts it was necessary to use the same unit throughout the state. 

The unit was that quantity and quality of cover necessary to winter a covey 

7 of quail. Queil cover was selected as the unit because the cover necessary



: 
. to winter a covey is a definite thing. A given unit of cover either carries 

a whole covey, or none at all. ‘his is not true in pheasants; a patch of 

cover may carry one or a hundred birds. 

the count deals ese cover only. In summer there is an infinite 

quantity everywhere, 

| The count was confined to a strip 1/8 mile on each side of the road, 

| or 1/4 mile wide in all. In a township crossed once in a cardinal direction, 

| the counted strip was thus 1/4 mile wide by 6 miles long, or 1-1/2 square 

miles. For convenience all tallies were reduced to a comuon denominator 

of cover units per square mile. The results appear in Table 1 and Fig. 3. 

To interpret either of these summaries of what cover there is, we 

must adopt some rough standard of what cover there ought to be. livery quail 

hunter, and every competent naturalist who knows quail, will agree that to get 

a full stand there should be winter cover, as well as winter food, on at 

least each forty. There are 16 forties in a square mile, so there should be 

about 16 coverts. ‘The table shows that only one out of a hundred Iowa 

townships approaches or exceeds 16 coverts per square mile. The bulk of the 

townships either have none at all, or from a sixteenth tee fifth of the 

standard number. ; 

On level prairie country the farmer would have to sacrifice 2 per 

cent of his tillable acreage to provide 16 coverts per square mile of one 

acre each, but in the rougher portions this and more could be provided without 

appreciable sacrifice of valuable land. 

The use of quail as a standard is of course severe on the pheasant 

and Hungarian range. Many townships which scored zero for quail had many 

, small patches of slough grass, or small grazed-out groves, sufficient to 

winter pheasants.



Fig. 3 

(see title below) 

; 

WHY GAME IS SCARCE IN IOWA. The darkest circles are townships 
with 2/3 or more of the number of winter coverts necessary for a 
full stand of quail. The small hollow circles have 1/8 enough, or 
less. The others are intermediate. Of what avail are rigid pro- 
tective laws, or expensive replantings of seed stock, until cover 
has been restored to this range? 

,



Table 1. 

Summary of Quail Cover Tally 

631 townships, or 40 per cent of the townships in the state, were tallied. 

The tally strips covered 631 x 1.5 = 946 square miles, or 1.7% of the 
state's area. 

Of the 631 townships: 

306, or 494, had 0-2 cover units per sq. mile (1/16 sufficient) 

150, or 244, had 2-l| cover units per sq. mile (1/5 sufficient) 

71, or 12%, had 4-6 cover units per sq. mile (1/3 sufficient) 

91, or 14%, had 6-10 cover units per sq. mile (1/2 sufficient) 

+ 7, or 14, had over 10 cover units (sufficient, or nearly s0) 

. 
| 

| 
| 

J
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i It is unnecessary to discuss the geographic distribution of cover, 

gince a glance at the map shows this more clearly than words can describe it. 

In making this tally, I realized at the outset that there is a 

tendency for the farmer to "clean up" fields adjoining a highway. To 

minimize this error I travelled the back roads as much as possible until 

the weather prevented. I also made a double tally of the route from Des 

Moines to Burlington, one by highway and the other by railway. The railway 

tally was only 10 per cent greater, a difference too slight to invalidate 

the highway tally. 

Cover Shrinkage Tally 

fo draw up sound policies for cover restoration, it is necessary 

to know not only what cover there is left, but at what rate it is 

> disappearing. A fairly definite and very conservative measurement of this 

rate of shrinkage was obtained in the southern half of Iowa, and is shown 

in Fig. 4. 

The measurement was made in this manner: When cattle graze out a 

brush patch, certain vestiges persist for perhaps 10 years. ‘Thus a haw 

bush pruned up at the base, or a few puny remnants of buckbrush, or a clump 

of hazel or briar sprouts trying to keep alive in spite of repeated browsings-- 

all these are evidences of a former thicket. Likewise when a farmer chops 

out a woodlot and converts it to pasture, the stumps not only tell of former 

timber, but the kind of nite te size and ave of their dead sprouts, tell 

at a glance, in conjunction with other vegetation and topography, whether it 

was formerly habitable for quail, and by what processes it has been destroyed. 

| There are only two kinds of cover destruction in Iowa which seldom leave 

| legible records: crubbing out of hedges, and plowing or grazing down of



Fig. 4 

(gee title below) 

WHY GAME GROWS SCARCER IN IOWA. ‘he dark part of each “bar“ 
is the number of units of cover left, the white part the vestiges 

of former coverts which have disappeared or become non-habitable 

during the last decade. ‘The lines are the routes travelled in 

making the count.
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» former grass and weed patches. ‘The loss in these could not be measured. 

Fig. 4 compares the present and former numbers of quail coverts 

tallied in each of the southern counties. ‘The present number is the tally 

on which Fig. 3 is based, the former number is the present number plus 

the tally of vestiges or non-habitable remnants. The comparison is con- x 

servative to the extent that hedges and grass patches have been "spurlos 

| verzenkt", which is to say that the actual loss in cover units has been 

perhaps twice as great as Fig. 4 indicates. 

| The critical mind unfamiliar with Iowa will see this loophole in 

Fig. 4: the present coverts may have grown up while the former ones were 

being destroyed. If this were true, the loss would be only the difference 

between the two tallies. ‘he whole phenomenon might be one of shifting 

locations rather than actual shrinkage. 

) There has been a little shifting everywhere, and in certain 

counties along the Missouri boundaty, where farms are commonly reverting 

for taxes, there hag been a good deal of re-growth of cover on land once 

bare. I am certain, however, that except for parts of three or four 

counties in the southeast corner, shifting is of negligible magnitude as 

compared with true shrinkage, and even in these three or four counties 

the untraced loss of hedges more than offsets any error arising from growth 

of new coverts. 

To sum up: Only one out of a hundred townships in Iowa shows a 

sufficient number of cover units to support a normal stand of quail, and 

three-quarters of the state has less than a fifth of the necessary number 

of cover units. In species like pheasants and Hungarians the shortage is 

less severe, but nevertheless positive. 

-
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j The traceable shrinkaze of cover units in southern Iowa during 

the last decade has been nearly as great as the number now remaining. 

With this background of what has happened to Iowa as a home for 

all wild life, we shall better understand the separate analyses for each 

game species which follow. The next chapter will deal with that geme 

bird on which Iowa has lavished somch sympathy and so little understanding: 

Bobwhite. 

b
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Report on a Game Survey of Iowa 

Chapter II 

OWA QUAIL 

In Virgin Times 

We know nothing of Iowa quail in pre-settlement days. The 

early explorers apparently regarded them as “small birds," too 

unimportant to mention in their journals. We may, however, piece 

together our present knowledce of quail requirements with what the 

botanists and ecologists have deduced about conditions on the virgin 

range, and thus reconstruct the original picture. 

Such a pictures tells us that quail were usually scarce in 

virgin Iowa; probably as scarce as now. ‘The prairie had none, and 

the forest only a few coveys around such temporary openings as were 

effected by fire, tornado, or Indian cultivation. ‘The greatest 

numbers occurred where the forest “fingered out" into prairie. In 

this border zone grew those same light-loving quick-sprouting shrubs 

and vines--plum, haw, crab, hazel, sumac, rose, grape--which still 

invade our fencerows to form quail cover. Year by year and foot by : 

foot they crept outward over the sod, a leafy v: rd for ne farok “set 

Sle af Se ah et pet be eed ons the ack oaks 
Foo ET EL CTE SO Ta 

qpacate iach) aoe ate aa eae Bos 4 yeano ths 

Grecate Cuntircharcged, within tha o-okiw Pb parts antl. at 

forth through the centuries the tree-line advanced and retreated, ae 

* and in the scars of this perpetual conflict grew those native seeds
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; and fruits which gave sustenance to the quail. 

None of the imported weeds and grains which now support quail 

were present then. In the woods the quail found trefoil beans and 

acorns, and in the border shrubbery they found wild fruits, but only 

when the vagaries of frosts and insects allowed a crop to mature. 

In the prairie .ag@ grew partridge peas and other seed-bearing herbs, 

but subject to the vagaries of fire and drouth. When a hard winter 

followed a seed failure, the quail were wiped out. When an easy winter 

followed a plentiful seed-crop, the quail increased and spread, but 

these periods of abundance were rare because the range was out of 

balance. There was an excess of cover, but no dependable food supply 

to go with it. 

; The battle-line of forest and prairie has been mapped by Shimek 

= (Game Survey, v. 15). Heemmpmohemenbiont Tt twisted in infinite 

convolutions up most of the creeks and rivers in the state. Hence every 

Iowa county probably had quail, except the extreme northwestern counties. 

These were pure prairie, and had none. 

The Golden Age 

Came now the settler, bringing axe, plow, cow, rail fence, hedges, 

weeds, and grain. ‘The axe converted shady woods into brushy stumplots. 

The plow flanked them with weedy stubbles, bearing bumper crops of 

, stranze but nourishing seeds with a regularity hitherto unknown to quaildom. 

Plow furrows further out on the prairie checked the sweep of fires, and 

promptly the border shrubs romped outward up every om and coulee, with 

bobwhite at their heels. Moreover the upland settlers planted thousands 

| j of miles of hedge around their new-broken grainfields, converting vast
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? reaches of the hitherto forbidden prairie into quail-heaven. All these 

simultaneous augmentations of both food and cover induced such an 

increase in quail as Iowa had never seen, nor will ever see again. This 

was the golden age for sports afield. port 

Quail spread not only locally uphill over the prairie and downhill 

into the forest clearings, but the species pushed its boundaries geograph- 

icaliy northward and westward into the adjoining states. Coues (p. 431) 

records quail as already abundant at Fort Randall, South Dakota, in 1874. 

Roberts (1932, p. 408) seems to lean toward the belief that most of the 

present Minnesota quail range represents northward spread from Iowa. 

The abundance of quail lasted, except as interrupted for short 

periods by killing winters, until the advent of clean farming, steer- 

fattening, and over-hunting in the nineties and the opening decade of the 

a new century. Clean farming and steer-grazing threw the range out of 

| balance by reducing winter cover. Heavy hunting tended to decimate the 

| birds even Lnfsach odd coverts as happened to remain. ‘Then came the hard 

winters of 1907-8 and 1911-12, and close on their heels the automobile, 

with its attendant abuse of hunting privileges on farms. This was the 

| Sg Be 
| straw which broke the camel's back. \ 

ined a eeereuen;"euernreset +2 

years -waich have.since-elersed.. 

All this history which lies behind us should offer some clues 

to our present question: What policy will best conserve Iowa quail? 

The known past is, in fact, a laboratory in which quail have been 

successively exposed to four sets of conditions:
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In 1916 the Legislature closed quail till 1922; in 1921 the closure 

was extended to 1927; in 1926, at the combined insistence of farmers 

and protectionists, the quail was declared a songbird under permanerit 

and complete protection. There has been no legal quail shooting in 

Iowa during the sixteen years which have elapsed since the first 

closure in 1916. 

>



1. Seant food and excess cover with no hunting (pre- 
s settlement years) 

2. Good food and cover with light hunting (1860 to 1890) 

3. Good food but shrinking cover with heavy hunting (1890-1916) 

4. Good food, shrinking cover, and no legal hunting asif.a932) 

What responses to these conditions throw light on the present 

question? ‘The responses are, unfortunately, masked by an additimal 

variable which we hisall have to disentangle before we can read the 

evidence. ‘That variable is the periodic onset of quail-killing winters. 

Quail-Killing Winters 

The main outlines of this phenomenon in nearby states are already 

kmown (Game Survey, p. 7). ‘The recent history in Iowa is summarized 

in Table 2, 

: } Of 15 killing winters clearly of record since 1863, 7 were felt 

poth in Iowa and nearby states. Five were felt in nearby states ‘edit 

remembered in Iowa, in so far as my data show. All of those remembered 

in Iowa had been previously encountered in one or another of the nearby 

states. 

Killing weather is usually spotty. ven when a given storm is 

felt in a series of states, it does not necessarily kill off quail 

throughout each of them. ‘The nearest to a universal catastrophe was the 

winter of 1917-18, which left destruction in its wake in all of Mgssouri, 

Ohio, Indiana, and Wisconsin, and all but southern Illinois. Its 

ravages in Iowa were recorded only in Butler and Guthrie counties, but 

= it was doubtless felt elsewhere. 

Spottiness is further indicated by the simultaneous existence of 

| , highs and lows in different counties. Thus between 1685 and 1890 quail



Table 2. 

. Quail-Killing Winters in Iowa 
and other North-Central States 

Where Recorded Effects on Iowa Quail 

1863-4 Mich., Wis. Wone? Abundant in Cerro Gordo, 
1867 

1873-4 Wis., Thi. ? 

187-5 Mo. ("Cold Friday"),Ill. 7? 

*1881-2 Wis. ("The Big Snow"), Killed in Floyd, Washington 
Mich. Gruso hear IB5Y wud IFS, 

*1890-1 Tll., Mo. Killed in Hancock, Winnebago, 
Wash. 

1894-5 Wis.,Mo. “Bluebird Storm None? Abundant in Ida, 1896 

1897-8 Ind., Wis., Mo.? None? Abundant in Greene, 1900 

#1901-2 (ov 492-37) Wis., Ohio Killed in Crawford, Osage killed 

. 1904-5 Mo., Ind., Wis. None? Common in Hancock, 1906. 

| *1907-8 Wis., I1l., Mo? Killed in Bremer, Humboldt 

1911-2 Mo., Ind., Wis. ? 

1916-7 West Wis. 

| *1917-8 Mo., Ohio, Ind., I1l., Killed in Butler?, Guthrie, 
Mich., Wis. Carroll 

| *1921-2 Mo., Wis. ("Big Sleet") Killed in Scott, Ida? 

1924-5 Mo., Int., 222. ? 

| "1928-9 Tll, Wis. Killed in Hardin, Palo Alto, 
| Kossuth 

| 

| 
| 

"Wai Fosses common to Towa and other states 

|
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in Cerro Gordo as a result of the winter of 1881-2. VAgein they were 

high in Clay from 1908 to 1912, but very low in Bremer and Humboldt 

as @ result of the winter of 1907-8. 

It is very clear that the effects of a winter-killing are mech 

prlonged where cover, wes scarce, i.e. where the decination,mowspwobubiiy 

severe, and conditions for recovery adverse. ‘Thus Cerro Gordo reports 

no quail for a decade following 1881-2, while Anderson (p. 232) records 

an even longer period of scarcity in Hancock and Winnebago following 

1890-1. On the other hand recovery of normal abundance in one or 

two years is the rule in the better coverts of southern Iowa, 

As cover became still searcer, the effects of hard winters 

became semi-permanent. Tims Floyd and Hardin lost their quail in 1881-2; 

j Crawford in 1901-2; Bremer, Humboldt, Winnebago, Hancock, Tama 7, and 

Clay ? in 1907-8; Butler, Carroll, Guthrie and Kossuth ? in 1917-18. 

With the exception of Guthrie, none of these counties have subsequently 

regained more than a few scattered coveys. 

Previous to the onset of these terminating winters, quail in 

the north were abundant sporadically, and in a few especially favored 

spots they were abundant for possibly a decade at a stretch. ‘These 

former "steady spots" seem to coincide with the periods when timber was 

being cleared from river bottoms, or when brush, with the cessation of 

sweeping fires, temporarily invaded the prairie fencerows and pastures. 

Thus Humboldt observers claim there were quail every year until a 

shrinkage in #88 hazel thickets was followed by the hard winter of 1907-8. 

As in Michigan, market hunting sometimes accentuated the fatal 

: effects of reduced cover and hard winters. ‘Thus Crawford experienced
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heavy market hunting from 1885 to 1900. ‘The storms of 1901-2 finished 

the job. 

Mostvefotrese-dates-are-based-on-recallections-oPStd= timers, 

but ‘Weacrdiice) roster need not for that reason reject_them-as"tnrel lable. 

Nearly all are tied in ora aaa : ths, yaiee events, con- 

struction. éts, or other items of known date, ant" ipware cross- 

This history will help us, in appraising questions of quail policy, 

to disentangle the emm@emimmet “acts of God" from those of Iowans. 

Maximum Former Abundance 

The history of the golden age in Iowa quail is pertinent 

to present problems in one other respect: it ought to tell us what 

i maximum abundance we can hope for on the very best of reconstructed quail 

range. Whatever limit of septal Tenattg obtained then probably obtains 

now. 

Some quail hunters retain a vivid recollection of the exact 

number of coveys found in the best years on their home farms, or farms 

which were their favorite hunting grounds. Some even remember counting 

the birds in each covey. In those days we were a land-conscious people, 

so that farm acreage is invariably remembered. Table 3 summarizes a few 

such recollections.
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, Table 3: Maximum Old-Time Quail Populations 

Area Pop. at Acres per 

County Acreage Year Coveys 15 each bird 

Perrion farm 320 19007 5 5 4.3 
Ida 

Ida Grove 250 1905 12 180 1.4 
Ida 

Eaton farm 160 1900 10 150 1.1 
Greene 

P.M. Hougland farm 300 1907? 12 240 (count) 1.3 
Monroe 

Herman Snow farm 300 1907? 15 300 (est.) 1.0 
Monroe 

This table tends to confirm for Iowe what the Game Survey (p. 41) 

t says of adjoining states: “Quail never did exceed a bird per acre. .- . 

‘ there were more quail in the past than at present . . because saturated 

areas were more frequent and there was a greater total acreage inhabited 

by quail." She..signidicance.of—-this.satiration-peint-rtit tertisenssed 

in. later..caphions. 

Dilution of Stock 

In other states there were many attempts to offset the 

deterioration of the quail range by heavy plantings of exotic races of 

quail, which mixed with the indigenous birds, thus risking the deterioration 

of the stock itself. It is fortunate that few such plantings were attempted 

in Iowa. This is because Iowa quail were closed during most of the period 

when other states were engaged in their futile efforts to mend a sick range 

by dumping imported birds upon it. 

»
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. After the die-off of 1881-2 Jerry Currow planted 244 Kentucky quail 

; in Washington County. 

In 1920 the State Game Warden purchased 1,000 Mexican quail for 

distribution in Iowa, possibly to restock localities still feeling the effects 

of the winter of 1917-18. All or nearly all of them, however, died in ship- 

ment, presumably of disease. 

In 1931 Charles Horn furnished 76 Mexican quail for planting near 

Ida Grove in Ida County. 

There were doubtless many other unrecorded local plantings of 

southern stocks, but their aggregate volume is negligible compared with 

such states as Illinois, where 10,975 Mexican quail were planted by the 

state in 1925 alone. 

We may safely conclude that Iowa's present quail stock is more 

i nearly of pure original indigenous blood, and hence more nearly adapted to 

local climate and range, than the stock now found in most other states. 

Requiem to Hedges 

The early farmers of the Iowa prairies were lords of large 

acreage but slender purse. Zach, Samasnatamomeasod on a quarter-section 

needed from 3 to 6 miles of fence, but he lacked the cash to buy wire, and 

often the timber to split for rails. ‘The way out of this dilemma was 

found in the osaze hedge,-tens of thousands of miles of as fine a quail cover 

as ever grew, planted on the hitherto quail-less prairie, and all within 

ten steps (i.e., quail steps) of the laden corn. ‘That was game management, 

even though nobody kmew it. ‘The quail responded in millions. 

Then came efficiency, the land-boom, gas tractors, and county agents. 

. Hedze-pulling became a vocation and a cult. To still possess a hedge was
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conan ott 
to wa sloven. To pull all hedges was the badge of modernity. 

There are children today who have not seen a hedge. Every Iowa 

arboretum ought to exhibit one, just as some city zoos tell us: "This 

is a cow, once one of our institutions, but now vanished from this neighbor- 

hood." 

It is high time that the former distribution of hedges be recorded, 

for some day such historians as rally understand the epic of Iowa will 

want to know. Fig. 5 shows the north line of the hedge county, approximately 

hisecting the state. Worth of this the climate forced the use of other 

more frost-hardy plants. 

The string of crosses on the map shows the present northerly remnants 

of hedees as mapped during this survey. Some of these remnants are merely 

e dead vestiges in the form of stumps, which on being kicked open reveal the 

. tell-tale yellow wood, almost proof against decay, the bois d'arc of buffalo 

days. Others are living bushes which re-sprouted in the wike of the hedge- 

puller, for an osaze, like a quail, has nine lives. Some are merely old 

roots seen in the bank of some roac-cut, am still easily recognizable 

by their deep orange color and parchment-like bark. 

The hatchures along the Missouri boundary show the counties where 

children may still see a hedge, and where a quail covey, stuffed with warming 

corn of a cold winter morning, may still sun itself under the sare protection 

of its thorny twigs. To this same solarium all other wild life, from junco 

to prairie chicken, and from field mouse to cottontail, may also repair in 

safety for the winter days. 

Osage is an Oklahoma tree. Its man-given foothold on the Iowa 

6 prairie was precarious. ‘Every once in a while there came a bitter-cold
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winter without snow, root-killing most of the hedges on millions of acres. 

The dates and scope of two such winter-Kkillings (1902 and 1915) are 

recorded on the map. Judging from the present survivals in the 1915 area, 

the killing was more severe on low than on high ground, 

How does a game gurvey resurrect the dates of such "trivial"events, 

| now lost in the limbo of forgotten things? 

This is how: Art Dotey was a farmer in Clear Creek township, 

Keokuk County. He was in arrears at the bank, and like many others in 

like case, harbored a secret ambition to retrieve his fortunes in the new 

wheatlands of the Canadian prairie, then booming. 

Art's father had taught him that the correct time to plant corn 

was when the bursting buds of osage “were as long as squirrel's ears." 

I One spring Art waited for the osage to tell him when to plant, 

. but no buds came. Hence he was three weeks late in his seeding. Hence 

{ the frost caught his crop. Hence the bank foreclosed. Hence Art pulled z 

| up stakes for Canada. 

| Mrs. Jean Breitenbaugh, when questioned, remembered that it was 

29 years ago when Art's family came to bid her goodbye, so it mst have 

been the winter of 1901-2 which killed the hedges. 

; She also recalls that winter as at first mild and snowless, 

but followed by 36° below, with great cracks gaping elbow-deep in the naked 

flinty ground. 

| The osage hedge will not come back. Like the spinning wheel, it 

| has seen its day. To some it was beautiful, because it brought birdsong 

| to the prairie. To most it was wasteful, because it used up labor and land. 

, To all, however, it mst be significant, because it was one of those tools
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which our fathers snatched from the wilderness to build an empire. ; 

Shall we prove equally adept at finding ready-to-hand the ways to keep 

that empire fit to live in? 

tha Roos and, Pele 
emmeny 

History tells us, in short, that crude agriculture, by balancing 

i food and cover, brought about a prodigious expansion in the habitable range, 

and hence in the abundance, of Iowa quail. 

Clean faming, by reducing cover, has upset this balance, and thus 

brought about a gradual shrinkage. 

Both the rise and the fall of quail were interrupted by sharp 

local declines due to hard winters. ‘These declines lasted longest where 

the unbalance was greatest or the over-shooting most severe. 

The whole of this history can be visualized in the two hypothetical 

? abundance curves shown in Fig. 6, representing northern Iowa prairie and 

southern Iowa riverbreaks respectively. 

With this bad ground, we are now ready to appraise the present 

i status of Iowa quail, and the available means for its betterment. 
F 

Quail Census 

The field wardens were asked to county the quail coveys on five 

. farms, representing good, medium, and poor stands, in each of Iowa's 

100 counties. ‘The first farm in each county was to be either worked with 

| dogs or by counting tracks in snow. For the other four, the farmer's 

estimate was accepted, after first being compared with the actual count. 

| All sample farms were selected for the owner's knowledge of and interest in 

:. quail.
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. A total of 316 sample farms were thus censused. Pig. 7 shows their 

locations, and the abundance of quail on each in tems of acres per bird. F 

In addition over a hundred farms (marked "N" on the map) were counted for 

pheasants, but were found to contain no quail. 

As @ check on the warden's counts, several dozen counts and farmer- 

estimates were obtained by me independently. As in previous surveys, 

farmer-estimates were found to be reliable when confined 2e cabot 

cross~examinedsfor=thetr-inowleige Uf birds. 

The breeding season of 1931 had been a good one, and had been 

preceded by two mild winters. Fig. 7 is therefore believed to show 

the best stands which are likely to occur under present food and cover 

conditions on the 315 sample farms counted. ‘These samples, however, are 

; not a true cross section of Iowa, but rather a true cross section of those 

: spots which still contain any quail at all. 
For example: Des Moin&s County, which I have known since boyhood, 

shows four samples each indicating a quail per 4 aeres or better. This 

| means 3 coveys per farm or better, which is a good stand. Yet to my 

| personal knowledge at least 60 per cent of the county is totally devoid 

of winter cover, and hence devoid of quail. Quail are largely confined 

to a few remaining stringers of brush along the main creeks and rivers, 

and the wardens selected their “good, medium and poor" samples in these 

| stringers. Hence Fig. 7, unless correctly interpreted, gives too optimistic 

a picture. The quail restoration problem is largely one of reducing the 

present high proportion of totally blank farms. 

What is this proportion? Estimates were made by Wm. Schuenke, 

e Superintendent of Game, and myself, which indicated that in the southeastern
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counties from 40 to 75 per cent of the farms are blank; in the southwestern 

counties 75 to 95 per cent, in the northwestern counties 90 to 100 per cent. 

A less thorough series in northeast fowa, indicates around 90 per cent. 

{he north central portion was not estiuated on the ground, but doubtless | 

runs from 75 to 100 per cent blank in the various counties. 

These dry figures are of tremendous import to conservation. ‘They 

are the first attempt to lay a yardstick on that constantly growing biological ; 

desert in which there is literally no game left to conserve. Yet under- 

neath lies that long-suffering drudge, the fertile loam, ready and eager | 

to resume her fecundity of wild things at the nod of her master. | 

| At this point the lay reader may interject: "All well and good, 

but what is the average stand of quail in Iowa?" To strike an average | 

of such diverse local conditions ig not the best way to visualize their 

import. A far more significant way to summarize the census is to give | 

the relative frequency of the various grades of abundance, or density 

classes. ‘This is done in Fig. 8, which tells us that: 

1. None of the 316 farms exceed a quail per acre in density. 

That is to say, Iowa is subject to the same "saturation point" 

of about a bird per acre already found to obtain in other states. 

2. The most frequent density in south Iowa is 2-| acres per bird, | 

or about 3-1/2 coveys per farm. Thirty per cent of the samples | 

| fall in this class. In north Iowa the most frequent density 

. is 12-20 acres per bird, or about one covey per farm. Twenty- 

| four per cent of the samples fall in this class. (Both of these 

conclusions apply only to that part of the sample farms containing 

any quail at all. As already noted, from 40 to 100 per cent of 

| the farms are barren. )
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, 3. There is a curious dearth of samples in the 6-8 acre grade. 

As will appear later, this is also true of Iowa pheasants 

and Hungarians. ‘The meaning of this “dip" in the curves is 

wholly unknown. It may be a meaningless accident, or it 

may reflect some hitherto undiscovered principle which governs 

the distribution of game bird populations. 

For those whole mental apparatus is unaceustomed to frequencies, 

the following rough average can be calevlated: Three out of four Iowa 

farms are blank, and the most common stand on the fourth is a bird per 

3 acres. ‘he "averaze stand", therefore, is a bird per 9 acres, or one 

covey per farm, for the whole state. ‘This is a tenth of what the best 

quail range now carries, and of what all of southern Iowa could carry. 

The geographic distribution of density classes as shown in Fig. 7 

: corresponds very closely with the distribution of cover, as shown in Fig. 3 

of the previous chapter, but there are two notable exceptions: northwest 

Iowa and northeast Iowa. In parts of both there is good cover, but a 

poor stand of quail. 

Where is Quail Restoration Possible? 

This raises the basic question: In what parts of Iowa can quail 

be restored and counted upon to produce a reasonably dependable annual 

crop? In what varts is this doubtful? In what parts is it certain that 

dependence mist be placed on other species? 

The answer, in so far as I could find one, appears on Fig. 9. 

A glance at the quail census (Mig. 7), plus what everybody knows, 

is sufficient to exclude from debate the entire south half of the state, 

- In this southern half it is certain that quail respond with vigor and
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) promptitude to any favorable change in their environment. 

The northern half presents four distinct regional problems, each 

of which must be considered separately, 

The extreme northwest corner is acquired range on which quail 

were never abundant, and probably cannot be made so. It may be given 

over to pheasants and Hungarians, for which it is well suited. 

The large north-central region, as we have already noted, 

experienced sporadic periods of abundance, but its present population is 

very low. ey of the previous chapter shows why: the cover shortage 

is here exaggerated to an extreme degree. lven after two extra-mild 

winters we now find whole counties in this region carrying fewer quail 

than a single farm should support. Kossuth, Clay, and Dickinson, for 

instance, had in 1931 only a half-dozen coveys each, and Butler scarcely 

ie in the northern prairie 
more than a dozen. ‘There are a few river-bottoms/which stand as exceptions 

because in cover and topography they resemble the quail range farther 

south. ‘Thus Story County, most of which is qiail-less, shows populations 

approaching saturation in two spots on the bottoms of the Upper Skunk, 

It ig my opinion that the general restoration of quail in these 

north central prairies is impracticable. This is the most expensive 

land in Iowa, there are few waste corners, the funds necessary to buy land 

for quail cover do not exist, and human beings as now constituted will 

not donate exoensive plowland for this purpose. Pheasants and Hungarians 

are the only feasible game birds for the bulk of this region. 

The Missouri River counties of west-central Iowa present a problem 

too deep for diagnosis through a brief visual survey such as this one. 

For exemple: in southwestern Crawford and the adjacent parts of Monona
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and Harrison, there are 12 townships (see dark spot on Fig. 7), bearing 
tary drauranck 

the best-looking quail cover to be found in western Iowa. @serehive 

roadsideg still aboundyrith thickets of hazel, plum, and grape. There : 

seems to be plenty of weedy corn. Yet a detailed inventory of coveys 

made for this survey by Warden John Holst, Jr., showed only 38 coveys te 

the whole of Crawford County in 1931-32. Assuming this to represent two- 

thirds of the actual total, and converting the coveys at 15 birds each, 

the probablg population of the county is only 855 quail on 715 square miles, 

or a little over a quail per square mile. ‘The dark spot carries 2.3 quail 

per square mile or one quail per 270 acres, about 1/50 of the stand which 

similar food and cover would produce in the southern counties. Pheasants 

are scarce in Crawford, especially in this spot, so the dearth of quail 

cannot be ascribed to competition. Law-violation is probably no worse 

7” than in many localities in the woutheast where cover looks no better, 

but where quail are abundant. ‘The predator population is unknown. 

Weather could hardly be the reason, because the two recent mild winters Ss 

have brought only a mild increase. It seems likely that in all the 

Missouri River counties south to Pottawatomie and Gass/ we are confronted 

with some special obstacle to quail increase which holds them down, 

even in those spots where there is still good cover. ‘This obstacle 

must be identified by research before plans for its removal can be drawn. 

There remains the so-called Driftless Area of northeast Iowa, 

which presents a quail problem only slightly less puzzling than the west- 

central region. Parts of it offer much cover, but sages Tr cinas 

abundant. One reason is that the northeastern farmers leave little grain 

in the fields in winter, but even where grain is available, quail do not



. seem to respond with that decisive promptitude which characterizes a range 

f'gll ready to go." Foxes are abundant, but this can hardly be the whole 

answer, because there are likewise many foxes in the southern enakbten. 

This driftless area had abundant quail up to 10 years ago, at least 

in places. I suspect that these quail were hit by the 1927 cycle, and have 

not *recovéred, although the ruffed grouse have. ‘The rabbits on 

corresponding formations in southwest Wisconsin were hit hard by the last 

cycle (Game Survey, p. gh). There may be some peculiarity of this region 

which accentuates the ravages of epidemics. 

The quail of this northeast corner should not, however, be given up 

as a bad risk. It is not good pheasant country. Quail are still our 

“best bet, "and research may yet discover how to produce dependable quail 

; oa erops.o2lvvev Pe area, 

f fo gum up: Quail should be the staple game bird of southern Iowa. 

In north central Iowa quail restoration is impracticable. In northeastern 

and northwestern Iowa unlmown obstacles impede recovery of normal numbers, 

even where cover occurs, but these obstacles, after being identified, 

may possibly be removed. : 

aptly back pac 
We have determined thst, the most frequent density on the quail- 

bearing farms in southern Iowa is a bird per 2-4 acres, but over half 

the farms are blank. ‘This means that the “average” density, even in this 

favored region, is not more than one quail per 8 acres. It could support 

atuieseegt & times that many if cover and food were balanced. me east 

problem all boils down to this: how can southern Iowa farmers be induced 

to let some quail cover grow? :



I do not mean two or three farmers, or two or three hundred, but a 

tens Of thousands. Quail cannot be crowded. ‘Thousands of farmers mst 2 

| ong aan ia 4 
act, if the voice of bobwhite' is /to be heard ,thmoughewt the land, : =e 

No conservationist, whether he hunts with field-glasses or with dog and 

gon, should be satisfied to conserve merely a few specimens, be they 

alive or dead. How do we go about it to restore abundant quail? 

The way for farmers to organize to this end, and the leadership 

and legislation needed to encourage their efforts, are described in 

the Iowa Commission's leaflets: "Game Management Program for Iowa" 

and "Game Policy for 1932-3." 7 

The technique for restoring cover and providing food is available Z 

to the public in en ny Management of Uuplancl Dorr an Drsvty™ 

The demonstration farms which are testing and developing that 

| technique will be reported on next year, after the first year's results é 

have been measured. 

The needed changes in public attitude and official policy will 

be described in later chapters of this report. :
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Frequency of Density Classes - Iowa Game Census, 1931-2 

Species Samples 
Region No. 

Per Cent 25-1 1-2 2-4 U6 6-8 8-12 12-20 20-30 30-40 _~—_—Over 40 

Quail 
N. of Des Moines No: 98 0 5 13 ie 8 19 10 3 6 

%: 100 Q 5 13 11 8 20 2 10 3 6 

S. of Des Moines No: 218 0 1g 83 47 21 22 g 7 6 6 
%: 100 0 g 38 22) 10 10 4 3 3 3 

Iowa No: 316 0 23 96 58 29 yy 31 a7, 9 12 
%: 100 0 i 30 18 9 13 10 5 3 4 

Pheasant 

Wisconsin Drift No: 93 0 3 31 12 9 15 y 8 a 1 
%: 100 oO 3 33 13 10 16 Z 9 a z 

Iowa Drift No: 72 al L 6 11 di 4 20 10 4 4 
% +: 100 zZ 1 g 1h O15 6 28 14 6 6 

Driftless Area : 23 0 0 v 5 a 4 4 4 0 4 

North Missouri No: 56 oO 6 19 14 2 g 4 i 1 1 Loess %: 100 oO Il 34 25 4 14 Th 2 2 at 

South Iowa No: 96 0 0 4 1 1 if 14 16 5 4g 
%: 100 0 0 4 1 7 7 15 Ly 5 50 

Iowa No: 340 Le 61 Tt en oo. 6  ~ 58 
%: 100 0 3 18 13 if i 16 11 3 17 

Humgarian 
Iowa No: 57 0 al 9 10 6 14 9 6 1 1 

%: 100 0 2 16 18 Th 25 16 Ad 0 0



Table IIc 

Fluctuation in Iowa Quail 

High Low 
; 

> Years Years County Remarks 

1867 Cerro Gordo Abundant when his family settled here 

in 1867 (Wilkinson) 

1830 Floyd Trapped many quail (Ramsay) 

*1830 1881 Washington Hard winter 1880-81 (Breitenbaugh). Probably 
1861-2 ; 

1880-90 Cerro Gordo Extinct. A few came in about 1890, and 

still persist (Wilkinson) 
1390? Winnebago,Hancock Nearly exterminated by hard winter about 

1890 (Anderson, p. 232) 

1885-1900 1901 Crawford Heavy market hunting 1885-1900. Scarce 

ever since (Holst) 
1900? Greene His 160 acre farm had 10 coveys about 

1900 (Eaton) 
1893 Washington Winter die-off about this time (Breitenbough) 

1896 Ida Plentiful 1896. Played out about 10 years 
ago (Clarke) 

1905 Ida A 250-acre farm had 12 coveys in 1905(Conger) 
1906 Allamakee Could see 5-6 coveys per day. Scarce 

since until recently (Dunlevy) 
| 1906 Winnebago,Hancock Again — Scarce since 1890 (Anderson, 

Pp. 25 
m -1907 Monroe Two 300-acre farms ran 1.3 and 1.0 acres 

per bird 

1907 1903 ~ Bremer Killing sleet in Feb. 1908 (Vandervere) 

| Humboldt No quail since 1907. Many before that, 

| also mich hazel (Zeigrang) 

| 1908-12 Clay Plentiful near Spencer (Barnard) 

1915? Butler Disappeared suddenly "about 1915,hardly 
any since" (Wygle) 

| 1917 1918 Guthrie, Carrojl Hard winter. Dead coveys found in hedges 

| (Frazier) 
| 

1919-21 1922-23 Scott, Ida? Hard winter 1921-22(7) followed by 2 
| years of scarcity (Jahn). 

| 
1928 1929 Hardin,Palo Alto, Hard winter 1928-29. (Thompson, Warnicke) 

| Kossuth 
| 1931 All S.E. counties 

} *188U-5: Temporary closed season on quail, evidently as a result of the 

| hard winter of 1881-2 (Bennett, 1926, p. 71)



Report on a Game Survey of Town 

| Chapter ITI 

THE _FIMASANT IN TOWA 

History of Plantings 

The first successful pheasant planting in Iowa was made by accident. 

William Benton was the agent of Fate in this enterprise. Benton 

was an Englishman who had settled in Cedar Falls, where he plied his 

trade of carving tombstones. Being English, he doubtless treasured 

recollections of well-stocked coverts at home. At any rate, he conceived 

the idea of propagating pheasants and selling them to the game department 

for liberation. 

It is uncertain in what year Benton started operations, or just 

what constituted his original stock. Local residents say he got his 

birds from Gene Simpson of Corvallis, Oregon, in 1899, but Mr. Simpson's 

books show no sales to Benton until 1906 and 1908. Others say that stock 

was imported directly from Asia. 

Mr. Simpson questions 1899 as too early, but there may have been 

even earlier plantings: a bill was introduced in 1894 protecting pheasant 

plantings (Bennett, 1926). ‘there were plenty of Oregon pheasants available 

by 1299, the original 0. N. Denny importation having spread over the 

Willamette Valley and been opened to shooting by 1892. 

| Benton's pheasants prospered, but not for long. In September, 1900 

or 1901, a severe windstorm wrecked his pens. Rumor has it that vandal 

hands aided the elements. Be that as it may, the entire stock of birds 

| escaped and scattered over the countryside. An anonymous "Iowan" (1926) 

says that "in the neighborhood of 20,000 birds" were tims inadvertently
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planted, but this seems an unreasonable figure. Few game farms carry any 

: guch stock, even today. Local residents estimate 1,000 to 2,000 birds 

escaped,-at that the largest single planting, save one, ever made in Iowa. 

It is, perhaps, an appropriate irony that Iowa, losing her native 

game birds by a process of protecting thea with her right hand whilst 

plowing them out of house and home with her left, should likewise gain 

thig new game bird by a left-handed quirk of the elements. Iowa paid 

William Benton a few hundred dollars and a commission as Deputy Game Warden 

for his loewses, and forgot the incident. 

_ Benton's birds spread west and north, bat not east or south. ‘they 

constitute the foundation stock of the north-central counties. 

Another game farm started investern Greene County about 1900. It 

encountered no tornado, but thore is always leakage from a game farm. ‘This 

was the second Iowa planting, but ineffective. Pheasants did not become 

established in Greene County until drift birds from the north arrived 

about 1924, 

In 1904, only three years after the Benton episode, an unsuccessful 

planting was made in Keokuk County. In 1907 a successful plant ms made in 

Kossuth, and in 1908 another in )'Brien. Uarly plants, undated but both 

failures, were also made in Jasper and Marshall. 

As in other states, the earliest plantings in Iowa were all private. 

Just when the state began planting was not ascertained. ‘he state records 

go back only to 1921, but it is certain that by 1913 large state plantings 

were being made annually. fms Butler County received 500 state birds in 

. 1913, and 400 in 1915. Bennett says the first state game farm was author- 

. ized in 1913, probably at Spirit Lake, because local residents recall that
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in 1915, 200 wing-clipped state birds which had been placed in a holding 

pen resprouted their pinions and went over the fence. 

Between 1915 and 1918, all the northeastern counties were covered 

by standardized plantings of 200-800 birds each. One mammoth planting 

of 2,500 birds was made at the Pilot Knob State Park. Sach standard = 

planting was made on a “game preserve" leased by the state from private 

owners. Hungarian partridges were also planted on these “preserves.* ‘the 

preserve idea was borrowed from Indiana, where it was widely practiced in 

1908-10. Illinois, Missouri, and Michigan also started a similar system. 

Most of the preserves were timbered land. 

In 1915 the state established a central game farm at Clive, in Polk 

County. In_!197% a duck ani pheasant furm was established at Lansing, 

in Allamakee. Both remained in operation until 1931. 

Our present information on the volume and distribution of pheasant 

plantings comes from two sources: state records, and recollections of 

local people gathered during this survey. Hone of the state records previous 

to 1930 are subdivided by counties, and hence they give no cue to distri- 

bution. On the other hand the recollections of local people are fragmentary, 

and hence give no cue to total volume. By piecing together the two sources, 

however, we get some idea of the planting program. 

fable 4 gives the state records on volume. Allowing for the gaps 

in the record, it seems probable that the state has liberated in Iowa, from 

about 1913 to 1932, a total of between 100,000 and 150,000 pheasants. ‘this 

includes both trapped and pen-raised birds, plus a quarter of all eggs 

distributed for hatching. ‘The heaviest recorded plantings were in 1925 and 

1931.
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Volume of State rheagant Plantine Rs ndicated oy State Recor 

penne trapped birds and wild tien 

Total 
Year Birds Reece (Birds + u/s eggs) Distribution 

1913-20 Ne record No reeord ? Entire state, but 
heaviest in northeast 

1921 166 4,170 1,208 ? 

1922 95 816 299 t Nerreet im teat 
163 Hos 

1923-2) teeecerd 48 -Hommseord ? tbdine oth 

1925 "7,000 ‘60,000 22,000 Soutiorn, comntion CE 
1926 153 7,059 1,918 J Seuthom courtive 

° duitined 1927 2,387 6,76 4, 066 U SeTiemageate 

1928 538 3,360 1,378 Intermediate district 
(1928 Survey, p. 15) 

1929 867 8,000 2,867 
Southern counties 

1930 °5,887 11,725 8,818 (1930 report, p. 5) 
1931 °11, 224 12,995 14,473 Southern counties 

16,000 45000 
1932 0 ass SS Intermediate distriet 

(Game Policy, 1932-3) 
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fhe records on distribution are too lengthy to be given here. ‘They 

are complete back to 1928, but behind that increasingly incomplete. ‘Their 

principal present bearing is on the question of whether the pheasant 

‘hes been given s fair trial" in southern Iowa. Pheasants have not become 

well establishe? in the southern counties, and many local sportsmen fesl 

that this is because plantings have, until recently, been heaviest in the 

north. : 

The records show: 

(1) That some southern counties were planted from 1905 to 1917, 

many around 1924-5, and almost all have been heavily planted yearly from 

192% 6 1930. ‘he average southern county has received over 500 birds 

since 192%. ‘This is heavier than the average northern county ever received. 

(2) Six northern couties have apparently never been planted. ‘They 

all lie in the northwest corer, and all have abundant pheasants. 

: (3) The mamber of birds so far put down per county, while not known, 

is probably greater in the south than in the north. 

fhe right hand colwa of Table 4 shows the ebb and flow of optimisa 

about southern Iowa. Around 1905, when pheasants first entered the public 

mind, it was asgumed that southern Iowa wes as good or better range than 

northern Iowa. ‘The existence of this belief is supported by the fact that 

up to 1913 1 was customary to make releases in timber. ‘Then the suceess- 

ful spread of the northern plantings, and the disappearance of most of the 

southern ones, brought - period of pessimism. Southern Iowa was probably 

given a new but apparently half-hearted trial about 1924, tt by 1928 

exoerience had again brought the conviction that pheasants were a failure 

in the south. This was the view expressed to me when I visited the Depart- 

ment's office in that year. Plantings were then being concentrated in the
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intermediate zone. From 1928 to 1930 public demand brought about the - 

concentration of all plantings in the south, but in 1971, at my recom- . 

mendation, all were again concentrated in the intermediate zone. The 

reasons for this will appear later. ; 

Trapped Pheasants and Wild Bees 

By 1925 pheasants had become so abundant in certain northern 

counties that the state begen to trap them end gather their eees for 

distribution further south. 

This work began in Winnebago and Butler in 1925. There is a 

discrepancy between local reports and the official records as to its 

magnitude. Local residents say 20,000 wild eges were taken out of 

Winnebago alone, the farmers who gathered them receiving $1.00 per 

dozen. “Iowan says 10,000 dozen (120,000 eges!) were gathered in 1925, 

but this seems unreasonobly high. He adds "it did not seem to reduce 

the birds in any way." 

The official records show: 

Year County. Wild Nees Gathered ©‘ Wild Binds Trapped 
1925 Butler, Wimebazo 60, 000 7,000 ‘ 

1927 ? 0 2,000 

1930 ? . 0 5,300 

1931 North central oO 11,000 

The discrepancy in eges may represent partly incubated eggs gathered - 

but discarded. 

The 1931 trapping ws done by contract, the state paying private 

trappers $1.00 each for live birds delivered to the local warden, who
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shipped them to the state farm at Clive for redistribution to the southern 

counties. A total of 11,000 (or 11,6007) birds was delivered to the 

restocking point for $1.65 each. 

Drift from Other States 

Southern Minnesota, by and large, was stocked by northward 

drift of Iowa birds. Large-scale state plantings were not begun there 

until 1920, at least five years after the pheasants of north-central 

Iowa had begun their aggressive spread to the north, south, and west. 

A reciprocal drift back into Iowa was noticeable in 1931, when 

the Minnesota season opened before the Iowa season. All the coverts on 

the 

j AA, } f
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Iowa side of the line were full of birds. Birds were also pushed east 

into Wisconsin. 

Minnesota and Iowa receive a heavy anmal influx of South Dakota 

birds during the Dakota shooting season. This Dakota drift is a con- 

spicuous annual phenomenon in the Sioux City region. Dakota drift is 

said to have arrived as far east as Dickinson County as early as 1919, 

but these may have been birds spreading east from the 1908 O'Brien County 

plant. 

Behavior of Plants; the Problem of Southern Iowa 

Almost all of the original plantings in the northern haif of the 

state were a success from the outset. Widespread abundance was first 

attained in Winnebago and the surrounding counties near the Minnesota 

line about 1916. Abuhdance was attained in Dickinson by 1917, Floyd by 

1919, Humboldt by 1920, Hardin and Hamilton by 192h, Sac by 1927. ‘These 

dates, when plotted on a map, are like the ripples from a pebble dropped 

in north-central Iowa. ‘The present southern boundary of the ripple is 

the heavy-dotted line on Pig. 13. It travelled rapidly at first, but hae 

now slowed up. It speeded up a little when the first open season scattered 

the birds in 1925, but not mech. It has hung since 1922 in Tama, since 

1915 in Story, since 1926 in Dallas, since 1924 in Greene, and since 1929 

in Crawford. In Story the spread from 1915 to 1923 was two miles per year, 

and since then legs than a mile per year. Plantings in these border counties 

have not visibly accelerated the rate of spread. Abundance, as will appear 

later, fades out ae the frontier is approached. Why? 

Abundances has not remained stationary within the established range. 

‘ae birds heve held their own on the soils of the Wisconsin glacier and
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the Missouri River loess, bat there has been a visible decline on the soils 

; of the Iowa glaciation since shooting began in 1925. ‘his area of decline 

centres in Butler and Grundy. Has this anything to do with the problems 

of southward spread? What? 

It is also worth noting that in five know eases{ Marshall, Story, 

Greene, Sac, and Ida), early plantings failed on ground the subsequent 

occupation of which by the wave of natural drift proves it to be habitable, 

but the ripple has stopped not far beyond. thy? 

There is no visible obstacle to the further spread of the birds. ‘the 

simplest theory is that they have struck some invisible barrier, which 

iupedes or stops their further spread. ‘hat could it be? 

Most of the plantings in southern Iowa disappeared within three years, 

er were masked by new plantings before the results could be finally 

. weighed. ‘here are some exceptions, however: Ross Blye, in Marion County, 

has 50 birds on his farm which he believes date back to o shieties aate 

over 20 years ago. He knows of no subsequent releases near his fara. In 

general, though, southern Iowa stocks, where they survive at all, have 

in no ease shown the spreading power of the early northern plantings? ‘hy? 

Theories on Pheasant Range 

As already pointed out (North-Central Survey, pp. 122129) the south 

boundary of established pheasant populations not only in Iowa, but in 

Illinois, Indiana, and parts of Wisconsin, coincides closely with th’ 

south boundary of the soils laid down by the more recent ice sheets. It 

therefore seems as if the nature of the soils had something to do with it. 

As shown in Fig. 13, the present Iowa pheasant boundary is identical 

with the glacial boundary from Winneshiek County southeast to Delaware.
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Then comes 2 gap there there is no clear pheasant line, mt in Tama it 

again becomes clear and parallels the glacial line westward across the 

central counties to Carroll. Here the pheasant line departs sharply 

southwest to the Missouri River and crosses into Nebraska, while the 

glaeial boundary turns north. All of northwest Iowa has abundant pheasants 

on a loess soil not laid down by the ice. What is the meaning of this? 

Nobody imows, but geologists point out that this Mgssouri loess 

regeubles the ice-laid soils in being relatively high in lime. ‘The south- 

central and southeastern loess on which pheasants have so far failed has 

less lime than any of the Iowe soils on which they have succeeded. ‘the 

Iowan glaciation, on which pheasants have declined since shooting began, 

has less lime than the Wisconsin glaciation where the birds have held 

‘their own. 

If lime affects the welfare of pheasants, then the surfacing of ; 

roads and the ballasting of railways with lime-bearing rocks ought te 

have at least a local effect on the survival of southern plantings. Fig. 10 

shows the lime-content of highway gravels so far used in southern Iowa, 

end their relation to the southern counties seeming to carry the most 

pheasants. Until plantings have been withheld for another year, however, 

it is impossible to say which southern counties show the strongest evidence 

of permanent establishment. 

The lime theory is, of course, only a theory, tut the existence of 

some obstacle, partial or complete, temporary or permanent, approaches 

nearer and nearer the status of an established fact. Meanwhile biological 

science is constantly widening the range of possibilities of what the
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obstacle might be. The latest and most curious discovery bearing on | 

this question is that some species of animals fail to thrive in an 

otherwise guitable environment until it has been “conditioned” (i.e., 

polluted) to a certain degree by certain other species, or by a certain 

density of the same species. A popular description ef this phenomenon 

is given by Allee (1932). 

Has some native animal "conditioned" northern Iowa, but nd southern 

Iowa, for pheasants? What species? How? What can be done about it? 

What species “conditions” the Asiatic pheasant range? The Buropean? 

These are questions which may well busy the next generation of biologists. 

There is a natural and healthy difference of opinion among game 

mansgers as to the probable nature of the obstacle to phearants in 

southern Iowa. In order to get the benefit of more than one viewpoint, 

the U. S. Biological Survey was asked to assign Wallace 3B. Grange to 

make an independent appraisal of the problem. His report follows this 

chapter. 

All game managers who have seen the ground agree that a real test 

of the southern pheasant ranze requires (1) the temporary cessation of all 

planting until the results of the heavy 1923-1930 plants are known; 

(2) the inauguration of massed plantings under controlled conditions at 

seleéted spots to find out what happens under the most favorable possible 

set-up. Grange sets forth plans for much experiments. 

History of Open Seasons 

The first open season followed complaints of crop damage in 1925. 

It included 13 eunties, with the centre of abundance extending from Winnebago 

east to Butler, and lying mostly on the soils of the Iowan glacier.
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The subsequent open seasons, as depicted in Fig. 11, moved steadily 

westward. ‘the present centre of abundance extends from Winnebago west, 

and lies wholly on Wisconsin and Missouri loessial soils. 

fhe trend of the game law tims clearly checks the conclusions 

already drawn from the behavior of plantings, with this exception: in 

1930 the Department, in a grand splurge of liberality, re-opened the weak 

counties of the eastern border. This was a drouth year, the corn had all 

been cut for fodder, and slough cover wes short. ‘the result was calamity. 

One warden estimates $0 per cent of the stock was killed. 

The 1931 Open Season 

Questionnaires were distributed to selected sportsmen and farmers 

in advance of the open season of November 6-7, 1931. 

The replies from farmers had to be discarded, because most farmers 

were unable to keep traci of the mumber of hunters on their farms, or 

the bags made. 

fhe replies from sportameh covered the operations of 162 parties, 

hunting in 21 counties, and averaging 4 guns each. ‘They hunted a total of 

8,504 man-hours, or about 6 hours per man per day. ‘The 182 parties 

flughed a total of 18,115 pheasants, or roughly 100 pheasants per party, 

or 50 per day. 

Hlughing Rates: ‘The method of hmnting pheasants is the same everywhere: 

"walking in line.“ ‘The hunting cover is the same almost everywhere: large 

fields of standing corn. Hence the various open counties present a sub- 

stantially uniform condition as to ease of flushing. Accordingly the 

number of birds flushed per man-hour is a pretty reliable index to the 

"strength" of the pheasant crop. Fig. 12 compares the flushing rates in
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tarious counties. ‘the most frequent flushing rate was about one bird 

per man-hour, or 4 birds per party per hour. ‘the strong counties show | 

very high rates in a few localities. One party of 7 men, for instance, : 

flushed 850 pheasants in 5 hours in Hancock County, a rate of 2 per man- 

hour. 

Bags: Of the 18,115 pheasants flushed by the reporting hunters, 4,124 

were bagged, or somewhat less than one out of five. ‘the average bag : 

for the two-day season was 22.6 per party, or 5.3 birds per hunter. His 

legal linit for the two days was 6 birds. | 

The bag per hunter for the three weakest counties was one bird 

less than for the three strongest counties, but even in the weakest 

counties the average hunter bagged over two-thirds of his limit. 

He had to work nearly twice as hard, however, since it took him 

2.8 hours to bag a bird in the weak counties, but only 1.6 hours in the ? 

strong. ‘The average time required to bag a bird was 2.1 hours of actual 

hunting. This should rebut the assumption, comeon among swivel-chair ’ 

moralists, that all pheasant hunting is teo easy to constitute sport. 

Sex Ratio in Bag: ‘The bag averaged 10 cocks to 6.4! hens. It is legal 

to shoot hens, but many hunters voluntarily abstain from doing so. Since 

; hens are undoubtedly easier to get, this ratio reflects credit on the Iowa 

hunter, Unfortunately it was not practicable for hunters to tally the 

sex of birds flushed. 

One would expect that the temptation to shoot hens would increase 

in poor territory where birds are hard to find. Such does not seem to 

be the case. ‘The 6 counties above the average flushing rate show an 

average bag ratio of 10 cocks to 6.2 hens. In short, the same proportion
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y of hens was shot in the good counties as in the poor ones. Wo explan- 

ation for this somewhat unexpected fact can be called to mind. It 

faintly suggests that the proportion of cocks runs higher in the poor 

counties. In bobwhite, cocks apparently run higher in poor years. An 

exeess of cocks is believed to accompany cycles in ruffed grouse. There 

is reason to suspect that adversity in general, whether in the bird's 

rance, climate, or health, regqulte in the differential survival ef cocks. 

the cock:hen bag ratio was examined by soil types. ‘The result 

shows 5.7 hens per 10 cocks in the bag on the Iowan glaciation, and 6.5 

on the Wisconsin. 

A further comparison was made between four north-interior counties 

and four south-border counties. The bag ratios run 10 to 6.2 and 10 to 7.0 

respectively. 

These comparisons establish nothing, mt they suggest that census 

eounts should leek for sex differentials in the wild living birds. 

In Kossuth County where I hunted there was a noticeable tendency 

for the sexes to segregate after the early bombardment of opening day. 

After this segregation took place, one field would run mostly cocks, 

while another would run mostly hens. It is improbable, however, that 

this affected the aggregate bag ratios for large areas like counties. 

Crippling Logs: In addition to 4,12)! pheasants bagged by the reporting 

parties, 1,4 were reported as hit but not recovered. ‘This was supposed 

to inelude not only birds kmocked down and not found, but also birds which 

flew off showing evidence of being hit. It is suspected that many reporters 

failed to include the latter class. Such hit birds probably die, or fall 

victim to enemies. Accordingly the reported ratio of bagged to crippled
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and lost birds, which wags 10 to 3.5, 1s probably in error. ‘The crippling 

loss is larger than this. 

About a third of the reporting parties had one or more dogs, but 

they show no lower crippling loss than the parties without. Most of the 

"dogs" used on pheasants in Towa are entirely untrained, and even trained 

dogs are likely to be so demoralized by the hectic atmosphere of gang 

hunting, especially on the first day, that they are as good as useless. 

Nevertheless the use of dogs should be encouraged. ‘Small parties : 

with dogs present the only alternative to gang hunting, and the best 

future antidote for the too-heavy crippling ratio. 

Pheagant:Quail Ratios: Quail were flushed by reporting pheasant hmnters 

in all but the following counties: Clay, Dickinson, Raset, Osceola, and : 

Sioux. These counties constitute the quail-less area deseribed in Chapter I. 

The average pheasant: quail flushing ratios per county ran from no quail 

to one for every five pheasants (Humboldt). In no county were quail more 

than one-fifth as abundance as pheasants in the open pheasant zone. 

Fheasant:Hun Ratios: In the pheasant zone as a whole about 5 pheasants 

were flushed for every Hun, but in the counties inhabited by both the ratio 

was 4 pheasants for every Hun. ‘This sheds some light on whether it would 

be safe to open the season on Hungarians. Sines ue covering neangietie 

bird can stand as much punishment as the pheasant, and since the pheasant 

is barely standing up under the present very short open season, it seems 

hardly likely that a bird only a fourth as plentiful could stand up under 

gach unregulated hunting as now obtaings. : 

in the counties which are especially good for Huns, much as Dickinson, 

O'Brien, Osceola, and Winnebago, the two species were flushed in equal 

munbers,
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Hemmer Relations: More than half of the faras iunted by the reporting 

pheasant hunters were posted. The farmer was paid for the hunting privilege 

by 7-1 per cent of the reporting parties; 7 per cent also paid for board. 

Two-thirds of the reporting parties had made advance arrangements for 

permission to hunt. 

Pheasant Census | 

' Daring the winter of 1931-32 the field wardens made a pheasant 

count on om farm in each county, and estimates on four others. These 

censuses were made in the manner already described for quail, exept } 

that the counts were obtained by walking a crew of volunteers through the | 

fields, instead of by dog-work or tracking. Many hundreds of sportsmen | 

end farmers served on these crews. Yogs, rain, and maddy roads prevented 

¢ getting the best distritmtion, but a total of 340 farms were nevertheless ! 

covered. Fig. 13 shows their locations, and the abundance of pheasants | 

on each in terms of acres per bird. Over a huniréd other farms (marked | 

"4" on map) were censused for quail, but were fond to contain no pheasants. | 

Atl samples were taken after the hunting season had teken its toll, | 

and most before abnormal winter concentrations of pheasants had formed. | 

Fig. 13 is a truer cross section of pheasant abundance than Fig. 7 

is of quail, for the reason that within the established range (north of | 

the heavy dots) pheasants are quite uniformly distributed, totally blank 

| farms being non-existent. 

Fig. 14 presents the conclusions from census. Hungarians are added 

for comparison. It tells us that: 

1. Mone of the 340 farms exeeed a pheasant per acre in density. ‘the 

same upper limit of abundance as already found in quail seems to hold. 

7
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(Later on, in severe weather, temporary concentrations occur. As high as 

500 pheasants have been seen on 160 aeres, and as high as 250 in sight 

at one time.) 

2. the moet frequent density was, as in quail, 2-4) aeres per bird, 

or 50 pheasants per farm. On the Upper Missouri 3) per cent of the samples _ 

fell in this class, on the Wisconsin glaciation 33 per cent, but on the 

Iowan only 7 per cent. ‘the most frequent density was 6 acres per bird on 

the Iowan soil. ‘This checks the rating already given these three types of 

soil on the grounds of spread-rates and ability to stand up under shooting. 

3. the most frequent density of Hungarians is 8-12 acres per bird, 

which checks the relative abundance (4 to 1) already deduced from the 

flughing rate. 

4, As in quail, both pheasants and Hungarians show a curious dearth 

of samples in the 6-8 acre grade. ‘The meaning of this is still entirely 

mysterious. 

The geographic distribution of abundance need not be described, since 

Fig. 13 shows it more clearly than words can. 

Many old timers think there are more pheasants in the best counties ‘ 

of north Iowa today thax there were prairie chickens in the old days. I 

know of no grounds for challenging this belief, : 

The average abundance on the inhabited farms sampled is evidently 

about a pheasant per 6 acres, or 1/6 of what the best range now carries, 

and whet most of northern Iowa could carry. This accurately measures the 

F length of the game manager's tether: he can improve the stand a maximum 

ef 600 per cent. How? 

A preliminary enswer appears in the pheasant chapter of the “Iowa
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Handbook of Game Management,” which asserts that the first need on 

most of the Iowa range is nesting cover to prevent the destruction of 

nests in hayfields. 

Farmer Attitude 

Before the first open season in 1925 pheasants had become go 

abundant in many places that crop damage, actual or potential, rightly 

caused apprehension in the mind of many farmers. 

Since then the anmal stampede of trespassing hunters has caused 

wuch justifiable irritation. In order to escape this misance some 

counties with abundant birds have refused to ask for an epen season. 

Ia some epen counties farmers have killed off the breeding stock 

in spring, evidently as combined insurance against damage to corn and 

invasion by hunters. One warden counted 160 dead pheasants hung on two 

miles of fence. Another estimates that a majority of the farmers in his ; 

county trampled all nests found while disecing in spring. 

Such extrene attitudes, while once prevalent in the heavier pheasant 

counties, are becoming exceptional. Of the hundreds of farmers I talked 

with during the survey, only one openly avowed that he "shot all pheasants 

on sight," while the great majority joined with interest in the discussion 

of measures for their conservation and management. 

But there is no blinking the fact that the free-for-all scramble 

so far called pheasant hunting grows increasingly intolerable to all 

concerned, and contains within itself the seeds of its own destruction. 

The modifications needed are: :
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D eel 1. Recognize that the farmer mst post his land and regulate 
4h who hunts, how many, how long, where, and how much they =a 
3 = = kill. 4 7 

LS 
a) See 

t 2. Strengthen the present law against unauthorized trespass. =e 

| 3. Recognize that the farmer who takes pains to improve his = 
7. stand of birds is entitled to compensation from the hunter eae 

who is permitted to enjoy the result. =u ; 

4, As management gains headway lengthen the open season on a 
- organized areas and enlarge the openterritory. This will ae 

decrease congestion; lessen the need for “gang hunting", a 
hectic hurry, and cripples; extend farm revemes from = 
hunting privileges; allow leeway for cuch farmer to adjust a 
the hunting on his place so it will not interfere with a 

corn-husking. : am 

5. Reduce pheasant concentrations and the attendant» risk of a 
; : crop damage by wider and more uniform distribution of winter ine 

cover and food. j 

All of these needed changes are obtainable through organized : i 

cooperation between farm groups, sportsmen, and the Commission. Various as 

4 alternative forms for such cooperation are outlined in the "Handbook, * — 

and are already being tested on the series of demonstration areas which se 

have been organized in various counties. . ee, 
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Table IIIa : 

Distribution of Pheasant Flentings to 1931, by countigs = 2 

+s ¢ >» == 
1906 -05 1706-10 /9)1- “10 19-1926 -3, Ss & = > = sz a 

Adair t i t : : : 677 :Jefferson : : z : : 243 4 

Adams. : 3 3 t z 35313 ss : : £ 3 - 7 : 
Allamakee =: : : : 800; S03 /3/ :Jones : : : : : : YT eS 
Appanoose__! : : : : 6b: {07 :Keokuk an z 3 : idee SUF gg 
Audubon, 3 i : : 2 749) :Kossuth =: 1 SO : g 2 4 

Benton : 2 : 2 £ hfe :4/¢ :Lee 3 $ 3 2 : 2 S47 
Black Hawk_: /ooa z i i : 4 sLinn 2 $ 2 3 : ey) ; 

Boone. 2 z : 3 : :37J° :Louisa t : z t 3 2 
Bremer 2 : 2 YOO: : : :iucas Lyra : t : 2 4a 2 SYE 
Buchanan___: : : i : t100 :lyon : 2 : : i : 4 
Buena Vista: : : : : : 74% :Madison  : : : t : : $62 3 

Butler 2 i 2.9003 t i ?tMahaska = 2 z : 3 240 : 

Calhoun : : ‘ : 2 : AC :Marion 3 3 : 3 : $ 4 

Carroll t 3 : : : t/o> Mar aS 3 23 2 : 603 23 : 

Cass, : : 2 3 ? 3627 :Mills : 3 : t 3 : St/ 
Cedar 3 t t t t :43>:Mitchell : 2 t 3 800% : 
Cerro Gordo: 3 $ 8 b3yS3 2 5% tMonona 3 ! 3 : 2 <8 4 

Cherokee : 2 ! i I 2 tMonroe t 2 : : 40: 36% 52 i 
Chickasaw__: I 22003 5003 : :Montgomery: i 2 z $ ©.c: 

Clarke 3 2 t yegs 3 : 37%: Muscatine : 2 : “4eo% 2 1+3y 
Clay. : : eV ¢ 3 t :O"Brien : 2 483 : : 3 
Clayton 3 2 $3008 i 324/ :Ogeeola _: 2 : z 3 t 
Clinton 2 : t So; : ¢ 7b! :Page : 1 2 3 4 t C72 
Crawford: t fe t :_ ¥ :Palo Alto : : 3 603% 3 z 

Dallas t 2 i picks : :85y:Plymouth 3 8 3 : t : 

Davis. : 2 i : : /00:637:Pocehontas: 2 4508 : t {5- 
Decatur. : : 2 7¢2 vs 26) > tPolk 2 t 2 2 EEeEY j 
Delaware___: 3 2 3 : 2700 3:Pottawattamie : 4 : 3 2 bs 
Des Moines_: : : £ : 403676 :Poweshiek : t : : : : kt ; 
Dickinson_: 2 q 1 Voor: t : a tRinggold : 3 t t i : 500 : 

Dubuque £ : 3 2/000 3 22/6 :8ac 3 $ : @Ff : 2 333.5- 

Emme t, i 2 i 3 ! t 2:Scott 3 2 3 t 3 te 1 
Fayette : : : 2 2003 : _—. 2 : g 2 1 : se 
Floyd. : : : /8 3 7s08 t 2: Sioux 2 : £ 2 3 z j 
Franklin__: : $36 t 34 2 : Story 3 2 2/00 3 : : 1/99 | 
Fremont 3 : t : : 2474 ; Toma 3 : 3 : 3 2: 20h 
Greene tgs : t t t : 72 Paylor 2 t 2 3 t : $sr . 

Grandy i : : : 1 :  ¥:Union 2 : : z t gy) 
Guthrie: : : : : :67+¥:Van Buren : : : : : 1 SAS oe 
Hamilton: % 2 gt £ : 2 ello =: : 2 z 3 2 | 
Hancock : 3 3 £b>S? 3 : Warren 2 ‘ 3 : 3 2 G8 - 
Hardin : : : : z :_ ¥ :Washington: : : 3% 3 3 MBN 
Harrison ; : : : : 2337 _: Wayne 2 3 2 z : z a 

Henry. z : : yids : 2597 :Webster _: : : : iis 3 2% 
Howard : i : 3 $003 i : Winnebago : 3 2 2 Ors: 2 

Humboldt: : : : : : :Winneshiek: : : : : ¢ oe 
Ida, z 1203 : Laue s 46 :Woodbury : : : : : 77: 4s 
Towa. 2 3 2 t 2 27/6 :Worth 2 3 : 100 36yS¢ : 
Jackson 2 : t : H 143/ : Wright 2 3 f je 2 2 i 

Jasper. : : Liye t : 1749 3 3 : : t : : 

Note: 25% of eggs arbitrarily assumed to have resulted in 

| released birds.
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GAMZ SURVEY OF IOWA 

Sumary of Bunters' Reports on Pheasant Season (Nov. 6-7, 1931, Form 2) 
ido Leopold ov. 17, 1931 
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Report on a Game Survey of Iowa 

Chapter IV 

THR HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE IN IOWA 

‘ History of Plantings 

There is no, record of where, when, and by whom the first plantings a 

of this species were made. The files of the Department show the total 

mumber purchased during certain years, but not where they were sent 

for release. ‘he following account pieces together these fragments of 

records with the recollections of local residents gathered during the 2 

survey. ‘The condensed result appears in Fig. 15 and Table 5. 
Qeeording Abeer necathehisnro, 
Afne first Hungarian planting was made by State Senator H. W. 

Grant of Waterloo, in northeast Blackhawk County, in 1902. ‘These birds 

(about 50) were presumably furnished by the state. They disappeared 

during the hard winter of 1902-3. 

This umst have been one of the earliest plantings made in the 

United States. Phillips (192%) says the first commercial importation 

from Europe was made in 1899, which is three years before the Waterloo 

plantings, but Palmer (1922) records no large importations until 1906, 

four years after the Waterloo planting. ‘The Game Survey (p. 10)) 

records one earlier planting made in Wisconsin in 1900, 

; In 1905, small plantings were made in Palo Alto and Carroll 

counties. The Carroll County planting disappeared. The Palo Alto 

planting, made by a Mr. Carter, survived and spread, and constitutes 

Iowa's first wild stock. ‘This first success with Hungarians came five 

years later than the first success with pheasants in Blackhawk in 1900. 

a
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x During the period 1906-10 plantings have been traced in six 

7 counties, and during 1911-14 in 24 counties. ‘The second success came 

a: fe Humboldt in 1906, the third in O*Brien in 1909, the fourth in Kossuth 

. in 1910. Plantings ceased abruptly in 1915, when importations were 

2 interrupted by the war. Only four post-war plantings have been traced: 

7 two made by Wim. I. C. Sounders in Palo Alto County in 1920 and 1921, and 
- one by the Orange City Gun Club in Sioux County in 1924. ‘These are 
; said to have been state birds, but do not appear on the state's records. 

; About 1914 all the northeastern counties were systematically 

; covered by standardized plantings of 20 pairs each, each made on a “game 

7 Pree” leased by the state from private owners, and posted against 

; huntizg . es 1915 pheasants were also planted on these “preserves. * 

; The preserve idea for safeguarding plantings was evidently borrowed 

from Indiana, where it was widely practiced in 1908-10. Tllinois and 

: Missouri also started a similar system for Hungarian plantings. 

7 These preserves were frequently woded tracts, it having been 

at first assumed, both in Iowa and the neighboring states, that the 

; Hungarian was a timber bird. Some of the old "State Game Preserve" 

: signs are still to be found, all in woods, and often still legible. 

Many local residents recall their surprise when the planted birds promptly 

moved to the nearest prairie upland. 

Was Southern Iowa Planted? 

Fig. 15 shows only 10 plantings made during 5 different years in 

the southern counties. Were there any others? this question is important. 

On it hinges the question of whether it is fair to say that all parts of
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the state have been tried out, by enough plantings in enough different 

years, to test their suitability for this species. 

We may gain some light on this question by comparing the totals 

and dates of plants traced by the game survey with the totals and dates 

of the stocks known to have been purchased. 

The biennial reports of the Department at Des Moines were searched 

back to 1879, and show the following purchases: 

Biennium Hungarians Purchased © Liberated in 
1909-1910 10,000 Spring of 19117 

1911-12 8,332 ? 

1913-14 5, 450 March, 1914 

“23, 182 

The official reports contain no record of where these birds were put. 

The record is probably complete for the period 1910-1918, but it seems 

certain that there were additional purchases, either private or state, 

before 1910 and after 1918. : 

In Table 5 (bottom) the known state purchases are compared with the 

totals of plantings traced in the field. ‘The comparison indicates that 

over 20,000 purchased birds are unaccounted for. ‘They must have either died 

in shipment, or been planted somewhere. Hxperience taught me over and over 

again how qaigly old plants which failed are forgotten by a majority of 

local people. ven after allowing for a high death loss in Iowa's importa- 

tions, it seems highly probable that thousands of Hungarians were liberated 
Qe wethac the rerther, 

in the southern, counties. 

Behavior of Plants 

Almost all of the plantings in the northwestern counties seem to
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have been a success from the outset. In only one Jmown case (Ida County) 

did a planting fail on ground the subsequent occupation of which by natural 

drift has proved it to be suitable for the species. In this case a planting, 

made near Ida Grove in 1913, disappeared in 1916, but the seme ground was 

reoccupied by drift from the west in 1927. Natural drift of healthy wild 

birds, repeated over a series of years, is of course a “stronger"* method 

of stocking than the artificial release of birds which have undergone a 

long shipment. 

In all other parts of the state the plantings either failed at once, 

or within three or four years (see stippled circles on Fig. 5). Only 14 of 

the 39 local plantings recorded in Fig. 15 and Table 5 were a success. 

Plantings sometimes moved long distances before settling down, Thus 

in Webster County there is reason to suspect that the birds released in the 

south part in 1910, and disappearing the same year, are the same birds which 

first appeared in the north part in 1910, and have persisted there ever since. 

Note that this move was northward. 

Within the region of success in northwestern Iowa, the Hungarian, 

like the pheasant, has spread in the manner of ripples from pebbies. The 

biggest pebbles were dropped in Palo Alto (1906), O'Brien (1909), and Kossuth 

(1910). By 1915 widespread establishment was attained Kossuth, and drift 

into Minnesota mst have begun. Smaller pebbles fell all around this big 

one (Humboldt in 1906, Webster in 1910, and Worth, Cerro Gordo, and Hancock 

in 1914) bat their ripples were soon merged in the larger wave from the 

centre of abundance in Palo Alto. ‘The combined wave spread westward to 

Cherokee by 1918 or earlier, and mist have reached the Missouri by 1920, for 

about 1921 an eastward rebound appeared in southern Woodbury, reaching central
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Ida in 1927. ‘this rebound is the toe of the "boot" now visible in northwest 

Towa (see Fig. 15). 

The Hungarian populations of south-central Minnesota clearly originated 

by drift from the expanding populations of northern Iowa. There were no 

Minnecelo 
Plantings until 1926. ‘he border counties along the Iowa line contained 

aggressive Hungarians over a decade sooner than these earliest Minnesota 

plantings. 

If the big wave had spread southward with the same velocity as west~ 

ward, it would now be nearing the state of Missouri. If it had spread 

eastward it would long since have entered Illinois. As a matter of fact 

there has been no spread at all to either east or south, except to consolidate 

the gaps between the original points of first success. 

This upholds the agssuaption that the early plantings in northeastern 

and southeastern Iowa were failures because the range was unsuitable. What- 

ever doubt may exist about the adequacy of the southeastern plantings, 

there can be no doubt that the northeastern ones which failed were far 

heavier than the north-central or the northwestern ones which succeeded. 

In fact ¢ of the 21 counties within the present range were never planted. 

Thet the initial bebavior of the Towa plants often reflecte differences 

in range not visible to the layman's eye is suggested by the history of 

the 1914 release in Cerro Gordo County. This has spread westward, southward, 

and northward / for scores of miles, until its offspring heve merged with the 

advancing birds from the centre of abundance, but it has not spread eastward 

at all; in fact, after nearly two decades of opportunity, it still constitutes 

the easterly vanguard of the species. 

Likewise the 1914 plant in Worth County has spread east only two 

townships in 17 years. The Cerro Gordo planting lies on the boundary
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petween the Wisconsin and Iewan glaciation. ‘The Worth planting has spread 

only to that line. This behavior, together with the failure an plantings 

farther east on the Iowan soils, suggests the conclusion that these soils, 

although suitable for pheasants, are not suitable for Hungarians. 

Outposts 

The preceding caption deals entirely with extensions of the rangey 

which subsequent history has shown to be permanent. ‘There has come to 

light another kind of extension, which may or may not be permanent, but 

which must be considered before conclusions can be drawn as to the ultimate 

possible range of the species. 

In 1931, single coveys or individual birds made their appearance at 

five different spots from 10 to 25 miles in advance of the Webster County 

salient of the main line (see arrows in Fig. 15). 

Between 1927 and 1931 five outpost-colonies appeared from 5 to 15 

miles in advance of the Woodbury salient. 

Two outposts of over 100 birds each exist in Franklin and Hancock 

counties, the former first appearing in 1928. 

More surprising still, three outposts appeared in 1930 and 1931 in 

the extreme northeast corner of the state, on soil where artificial plantings 

have consistently failed. ‘hese birds must have come from Minnesota, where 

heavy plantings have been made recently. 

This same phenomenon of outpest colonies was observed in Wisconsin 

(Game Survey, p. 107, 126). In 1928 the Rock County salient threw three 

outposts forty miles southwest into Greene County, while in the same year 

three colonies appeared on the east bank of the Mississippi, opposite heavy 

plantings on the west bank in Minnesota. ‘
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| There are two possible interpretations of these outposts. ‘They may 

represent the natural spread-mechanisu of neal expanding populations, 

in which event, if the enviroment resembles that of the main "front," 

they will probably prove to be permanent, and will eventuslly fill the gap 

which separates them from the parent body. 

On the other hand, cutposts may represent restlessness due to adverse 

conditions within the main rmge, in which event, if the new environment 

be similar, the colony will probably prove to be short-lived, and even the 

main front may retreat to better ground, 

The 21 snot ae tnanttoeh may so include both categories. 

The increase or decrease of the outpost is the best test, but unfortunately 

no follow-up observations have been made. Most departments are too busy 

yhuiatie, bets to keep track of birds which plant themselves. 

The dates of first appearance might be of diegnostic velue if we 

knew them with certainty. A date coinciding with property on the main 

range would indicate permanent colonization. However, the fect that the 

five outliers of the Webster salient were first seen in 1931 does not prove 

that they first moved in that year. It is equally credible that the 

stimulus to observation arising from tte! giaeay is accountable for the date. 

leven of the fifteen known present outposts in Towa are on Wisconsin fe 

and Missouri loess soils, which the history of plantings indicates as habitable. 

The other four occupy Iowan and “driftless" soils which history indicates as 

non~habitable. 

My conjecture is that these cohonizations have always occurred, but 

heretofore simply went unnoticed; that they represent both categories of 

motivation; that yearly observation of each outpost, as well as of the 

)
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adjacent main range, will soon diselose how to interpret them. I further 

suspect that the Hungarian is mildly cyclic, and that "prosperity outposts" : 

tend to occur during the high of the cycle (as in 1931). ‘This, however, 

is only conjecture. 

Meanwhile there ig no reason to reject planting history as our 

best present guide to potential distribution. ‘his history tells us that 

where food and cover is suitable, Hungarians are a 4zood bet® on the 

Missouri loess and the Wisconsin glaciation, but not elsewhere, The 

southern half of the Missouri loess (southwest Iewa) has apparently never 

been planted. Until more ig known, all plantings should be re 

in this region, 

Census 

fhe present abundance within the established range was measured 

by counting 57 sample farms. Fig. 15 shows their locations, and the 

abundance of Hungarians on each in terms of acres per bird. Many other 

farms on or near the Hungarian range were counted for pheasants, but found 

to contain no Hungarians. These are marked "XN" op the map. ; 

The density symbols on Fig. 15 are believed to present a substantially 

accurate cross-section of Hungarian abundance. ‘The frequency of the various 

grades of abundance has already appeared in Fig. 14. ¥rom these two summaries 

we may draw these conclusions: 

1. None of the 57 samples exceed a bird per acre in density. ‘The same 

upper limit of abundance already found in quail and pheasants seems to hold. 

It likewise seems to hold on the partridge manors of England (Leopold, 1932). 

2. The most frequent Iowa density (8-12 acres per bird) is distinctly 

thinner than that for quail and pheasants (2-4 acres per bird). ‘his checks 

the pheasant:Hun ratio of #1 already deduced from the number flushed by
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pheasant hunters (see Chapter IIT). 

3. The density of Hungarians inereases northward and westward. 

It is probably highest in the neighborhood of 9'Brien County. 

4, As in quail and pheasants, Hungarians show a curious dearth 

of samples in the 6-Sfacre-per-bird density class. If this were a 

meaningless and accidental quirk of the figures, all three species would 

hardly show a deficiency in the same grade. . Cards do not shuffle that way. 

Combined Abundance 3 

In this and the preceding chapters we have reviewed the census 

results for quail, pheasants, and Hungarians separately, and found that the 

maximum abundance of each approadhes, but never exceeds, a bird per acre. 

Does this seeming saturation point hold for the combined mmbers of two 

or more species co-habiting the same farm? If you have 160 acres of range 

good for two species, can you build up both of them to 160 birds each, or 

only to 80 each? - : 

From the mass of almost 500 censuses, 17 were selected as represent- 

ing the greatest combined densities of two or more species. All had pheas- 

ants, 6 had Hungarians, and 12 had quail. Of these 17 farms: 

5 show a combined density of 9.6-0.9 acres per bird - 
show a combined density of 1.0 acres per bird 

7 show a combined density of oo? acres per bird 
3 show a combined density of 1.6-2,4 acres per bird 

Of the three farms denser than an acre per bird, one is known to 

have carried a temporary winter concentration of pheasants. Hence only 

two out of 500 farms show a combined density greater than an acre per bird; 

& negligible proportion readily aseribed to error in the count, error in 

the acreage, or temporary congestion. Apparently the “bird per acre” limit 

a
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applies almost as rigidly to combined species as to any one species. 

Distribution of Abundance; Need of Management 

Returning now to Hungarians: the thinning-out of density as one 

approaches the boundary of the range is even more noticeable than in 

pheasants. In Ida County, Dr. 2. S. Parker made a complete inventory 

of the four townships comprising the toe of the “boot” in Fig. 15. It shows 

20 coveys,or one bird per 300 acres, ~~ 173/. 

Totally blank farms are frequent in all the border counties, 

especially those of the eastern border. Such blanks show as "N"s on Fig. 15. 

The “average” abundance of Hungarians on the 57 inhabited farms 

counted is evidently about a bird per & acres, or 1/8 of what the best 

farms now carry, and what much ef northwest Iowa could carry. This 

Ay 
accurately measures the,length of the game manager's tether; he can improve 

the present stand on inhabited farms a maxim of S00 per cent. How? He 

can also doubtless bring about an even greater increase by making blank 

farms habitable. How? 

A preliminary answer to this question, based largely on Yeatter's 

study of this species in Michigan (partly published, AaHips eupeets in the 
“ of lpbancl Game Buide cu ae 

“fore Handbook, ofease Managenent’,which points out that the first need on 

most of the Iowa rance is beLieved—te—-e nesting cover. Leaving uncut grass 

of the preceding year's growth will tend to prevent the building of nests 

in hayfields where they are destroyed by agricultural machinery. 

Watehful Waiting 

Few Iowans, however, have as yet grasped the concept of deliberate 

manipulation of range conditions as a means for building up abundance.
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The usual belief is that even if there are not enowch Hungarians to 

shoot now, a policy of contimed protection will, in time, produce the 

requisite gain in abundance. 

All of the evidence gathered by the survey directly controverts 

this belief. Twenty years of waiting have indeed produced en expansion 

of the area oceupied (and this expansion is still progressing slowly, 

especially on the west end), but density is not making a corresponding gain. 

In many places where the birds arrived fifteen years ago, the present 

density was attained within five years; and there has been no change since, 

except the small anmal ups and downs which we expect in any game bird 

exposed to variable weather and range conditions. It is itprobable that 

mere waiting will ever produce a shootable stand. It has not done so in 

any other state, except in the northwest. Ohio is open, but the stands are 

very thin. 

Wild Stock for Planting 

The larger the area of range, the safer it is to shoot a stand of 

questionable density. As already pointed out, there seems to be a good 

chance to hasten the southwesterly extension of the Hungarian range by 

Oe a cs i. ats Hc moor Dower, but they ECG 
almorted planting stbck ,eests $9 per pair, «st may arrive sick or dead. 

American game farm stock ig not available in quantity, and costs even more té... 
sompotte J eek, 

If wild Iowa pheasants can be trapped and delivered for less than $2 each, 

why not wild Iowa Hungarians? ‘The execution of this plan awaits only the 

development of a trapping area with a sufficient abundance of birds to justify 

the anmal removal of, let us say, 25 per cent. Such an area can readily be 

| developed by management, and would provide not only stock, but a much needed
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test of management methods which could later be used to produce shooting. 

This idea of trapping the surplus of healthy, wild, acclimated stock 

from managed farms was conceived and recomuended to the Wisconsin Comission 

by Wallace 3. Grange, but never acted on. ‘the Iowa Commission, however, 
: a ad % purcheae The wetes Meek 

has! ‘ a selected 

area of /&)000 eres in O'Brien County. ‘The farmers on this area have 

organized, and are applying to the groun? the treatment suggested in the 

Handbook. ‘The first trapping will be done this winter. 

Famer Attitude; General Value 

The Hungarian stands distinetly higher in the estimation of the 

farmer than does the pheasant. Many farmers regard their “Hans” with 

the same semi-personal affection as their quail. 

Spiker (1929) in his thoughtful appraisal of the wisdom of intro- 

ducing this species into Iowa, says, after condemning the pheasant: “On 

the other hand, there are . . exotic forms which have made little difference 

in the status of the biota of which they became a part; their position 

becomes complementary rather than antagonistic. . . I believe this to be 

trae of the Hungarian Partridge." 

Only these who have studied all three can realize how mech less cover 

this bird needs than the bobwhite, and how much aualler the units of cover 

than thoce necessary for prairie chickens. In a state which no longer has 

cover enough for any one of the three, and which is barely starting the 

process of cover restoration, it would seem quixotic uot te welcome this 

stranger, who ig nearly as uncritical of the bareness of the land as we are. 

DA dome mot dretand d the of Be phracant wilt wear, 

jfk soe the sant te plea he Hees GE Siena ela 

fradict TheX inn Gere Palen Pov 1940 Th, Maogitriin, Ht 
‘



‘ Report on a Game Survey of Iowa 

Chapter V 

IOWA GROUSE 

Iowa had three grouse: the prairie chicken, the sharptail, 

and the ruffed grouse or “native pheasant." 

Prairie Chicken : 

The north boundary of the chicken range coincided approximately 

with the present Iowa-Minnesota line except in the northwest corner, 

which was inhabited entirely by sharptails. 

With the advent of settlements, the sharptail range shrank and 

the chicken range expanded to the north and west. Coues, in 1874, 

says that prairie chickens: 

" . . are unquestionably ereeping up the Missouri just as the 

Quail have done, although they have not, apparently, as yet progressed 

quite so far; and with their advancement the Sharp-tailed are probably 

receding." 

Cooke (1888) records that the northwesterly advance crossed 

the Canadian boundary in 1881. 

The high tide in Iowa chickens began as early as 1840, Galland 

in that year reporting them "in the greatest abundance, especially in the 

vicinity of the white population" (i.e., in the settled regions offering 

grain, as distinguished from the Indian country offering only prairie). 

The italics are mine. 

The peak of abundance for the state as a whole came soon after 

the Civil War, although they were still abundant in the eighties. ‘The 

first hint of dimimation mst have occurred in some few eastern counties 

as early as 1866 (or else the cycle may have brought about a local shortaze);
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in any event the Senate in that year passed a bill to reduce the 6-months 

open season, but the House Committee on Agriculture demmrred on the grounds 

that: 

‘Prairie chickens are in the western . . and central parts . . so 
injurious to settlers that they are unable to raise . . vegetables . . it is 
more the duty of the Legislature to protect men . . than prairie chickens." 
(Bennett, p. 64). 

By 1876 a general dimimtion mst have been felt, for the 

Legislature prohibited the sale of chickens. In 1878 it limited the daily 

bag to 25. These were heroic measures in those days. 

In 188: Cooke describes heavy migrations into southern Iowa and 

northern Missouri, but he mentions no particular abundance of resident birds. 

This was the time of the "big push" into Canada. In other words, resident 

chickens had become scarce in the former centre of their range in Iowa, 

, j while their northvestward extension into the Canédian wheatlands was 

still in fll swing. The same is true of their western extension: Tinan, 

writing in 1906, estimates that five million chickens were killed in 

Nebraska "a few years hence," of which four million were killed commercially 

for market, but at this same time he says “large flocks . . winter in the 

immense cornfields of southwest Iowa, although a fair day's sport on 

them during the open season is unknown." In other words, resident chickens 

available during the early open season had disappeared in southwest Iowa 

by 1906. Only winter migrants were seen, but these appeared in large mumbers. 

In 1907 Anderson, in his "Birds of Iowa," records the approaching 

doom: : 

"Their mumbers have been greatly reduced until, while perhaps 
not actually extinct in any county in the state, in most localities the 
Prairie Chicken is very rare, and can only be considered common in the 

northern and northwestern portions of the state.”
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In 1917 the open season was permanently closed. 

In 1931 it is the painful duty of this survey to record that 

only 39 counties in Iowa have any resident chickens, left, while only 

12 have 50 or more birds. As nearly as is known, only five counties 

have as many as a hundred. It is doubtful if the state has 2,000 

resident birds, all told. 

Tmas is sketched in rough outlines the spectacular rise and 

fall of what might readily be the “state bird" of Iowa, so intimately 

is the history of the species interwoven with that of the prairie pioneer. 

The game survey was made in what would once have been an 

exceptionally favorable chicken year: a year following two dry summers 

' and falling at the peak of the grouse cycle. ‘The next period of disease 

mortality is due in 1935 or 1936. It is apparent, therefore, that if 

Iowa is to retan even a sample of chickens for future generations to look ; 

at, the time to act is now. 

Diagnosis: The forces which impelled this fine bird to first annex the 

northern empire to its domain, and then to disappear even from its 

original home on the Iowa prairies, are not far to seek. In pre-settlement 

days it had endless cover and little food, and was doubtless, on the 

; averace, far from abundant. It had to learn to eat corn (Game Survey, 

p- 165). 

Onee having learned the trick, however, the semi-settled prairie 

offered it an enormous range in which cover and food were balanced. It 

not only filled them to overflowing, but also usurped the sharptail range 

to the northward and westward as the advance of settlements created a
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similar balance there. But when the prairie had filled with settlers, 

and prairie grass became scarce, the balance was upset in the opposite 

direction: there was too much food and too little cover. Accordingly 

the range shrunk to include only those few spots where grain and long 

grass still occurred together. 

Tinan rightly diagnosed the situation at a time when few sports- 

men diagnosed anything: “It is a bird that inereases with the first 

states of civilization, pauses with the second, and disappears with the 

third." : 

As long grass grew searcer, the chicken became less exacting 

. as to kind of grass. Anderson rightly observes: 

“The Prairie Chicken formerly nested upon the upland prairie 
hillsides, but of recent years, owing to the thick settlement of the 
country, practically all such land is used for cultivation or pasturage 
and the chickens have been forced to resort to the taller grass around 
the edges of sloughs and ditches." 

In other words, when the upland grass disappeared, the chicken 

made shift to marsh grass. Then came the drainage promoters, and 

converted the marshes to corn or weeds. ‘the steam dredze abolished most 

of the remnants which the plow had evicted from the uplands. What chickens 

we have left today are confined to three classes of cover: 

1. Remnants of upland prairie so studded with glacial 
boulders that the original sod has never been broken. 

2. Marshes which were drained but failed to produce crops. 

3. Marshes topographically undrainabdle, 

This diagnosis of the rise and fall in terms of agricultural 

changes by no means implies that overshooting did not play a large role 

in prairie chicken history. ‘The thoughtful sportsman is even better 

aware than is the bird lover or protectionist of the merciless persecution
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once inflicted on this bird by hunters. Overshooting undoubtedly explains 

the original dimimition in numbers after agriculture had caused the 

expansion of the species, but can we explain in terms of gunpowder its 

total failure to respond to 14 years of yearlong legal protection? It 

is the simultaneous onslaught of guns and deteriorated environments which 

accounts for the disappearance of this and mich other American game. And 

now when relieving the gun-pressure has produced no results, it is 

environment which mst be regarded as the fundamental factor in restoration. 

It is a poor rule which does not work both ways. If the shrinkage 

of cover in the presence of an excess of food and total protection has 

brought about tndpearvextermination of the prairie chicken, why cannot 

the restoration of cover to go with that excess of food be made the means 

of restoring the bird? The answer is that it can. 

There is no chance of restoring the prairie chickenas a shootable 

game bird in Iowa. There is, however, an excellent chance of restoring 

an abundance of chickens on a few permanent state sanctuaries, and on 

such private farms as are willing to tuild up present remnants. ‘The questim 

of whether Iowa will act on this opportunity will furnish an acid test of 

the sincerity of both her sportsmen and her protectionists. It will show 

whether sportsmen and administrators are willing to spend money or do work 

for a bird which they cannot shoot. It will also show whether protectionists 

want actual restoration, or whether the mere prohibition of shooting gives 

them sufficient satisfaction to let the matter rest. 

The Remnants: Fig. 16(A) presents a nearly complete picture of the 

location and numbers of surviving colonies of resident prairie chickens.



Hundreds of flocks of migrants from the north of course winter in Iowa. 

The size and date of recent wintering flocks is shown in Fig. 16(B). 

What can we learn from these records? 

The most important deduction is that new resident colonies are 

in process of establishment. These doubtless consist of migrants which 

have found a habitable fragment of breeding ranze, and which settle upon 

it instead of returning north. Such new colonies are found in Crawford 

and Marshall counties, where no resident chickens occurred until 1929 : 

and 1927 respectively. ‘he Marshall colony has built up to 80 birds. 

This apparent readiness to stay in Iowa is of great importance. It 

means that whenever any new range is made tenable yearlong by the delib- 

erate restoration of cover, that range will probably be promptly 

occupied by an influx of migratory chickens, provided it be located near 

some existing winter colony, or in one of the paths of chicken migration. 

It is well known that in northern Iowa migrants tend to fly along : 

ancestral routes. 

The precarious temure of most of the remaining resident colonies 

is best explained by a few samples. 

The 25 chickens in Winneshiek County occupy a series of small 

grazed hummock bogs on the Curtis Miller farm. He gives them special 

protection, but their future is uncertain by reason of ‘i new transmission 

line across the property, and because grazing is gradually shrinking 

the bog cover dry enough to nest in. ; 

The strong colonies in Howard County occupy upland prairies 

which remain unplowed by reason of the large boulders deposited by the 

Iowan glaciation. The stony character of these uplands should make state
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{ acquisition relatively inexpensive. 

The 50 birds in Clinton County occupy a drained but uncultivated 

lakebed bearing, in common with some dozen other Iowa "waters! the 

now satirical label: “Goose Lake.” ‘These birds survive because of the 

now gooseless jungle of weeds, and because the farmer extends them his 

personal care and protection. 

The small remnant in Kossuth County is known to occupy a reverted 

marsh at the head of Union Slough. ‘Those in Dickinson and Clay counties 

occupy marshes topographically undrdnable. All three are fully exposed 

to the annual barrage of none-too-careful pheasant Imnters. 

The remnants in Lyon and Plymouth counties occupy farms on 

which the owner voluntarily provides cover and protection. ‘These are 

virtually private refuges, which the stete would do well to emlate 

and encourage. 

The mumerous remnants in south-central lowa, totaling perhaps 

800 birds, inhabit reverted patehes of "worked out" upland, and undrained 

ramrod-grass sloughs along the Chariton. ‘This is Iowa's largest remaining 

block of chicken ranze. It extends far into Missouri (Game Survey, p. 163). 

Poaching has beeu bad except on a few protected famns. Quail management 

should give these poachers something else to do. : 

No official act, other than closinz the season, has ever been 

directed toward saving the prairie chicken in Iowa. She can thank neither 

her laws, nor her sportsmen, nor her bird-lovers, nor her administrators, 

for the few colonies which remain alive. She can thank only the vigilance 

of a few individual farmers, and the foresight of the Ice King in occasionally 

outwitting the drainage engineer.
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> All of the north-Iowa remnants of prairie chickens are more 

or less subject to the coupetition of nheasants and the guns of pheasant 

hunters. Pheasants will probably have to be artificially thinned down 

on chicken refuges. In this respect the remnants in the southern half 

of the state have the better chance. 

Fig. 17 gives specific locations in which colonies of prairie 

chickens are mown to have disappeared during the last few decades, and 

the date when each was last seen. When compared with the previous map 

showing survivals, it is apparent that the species has been lost from at 

least 11 counties since the season was closed in 1916. If the record of 

disappearance were complete, the recent losses would doubtless be larger. 

When we compare the present survival in 39 counties with Anderson's state- 

ment that in 1907 practically all of the 100 counties had a few chickens, 
\ 

f we can appreciate the rate at which the shrinkace has progressed, and 

the fact that it has been but little retarded by the cessation of legal 

shooting. 

Migration. The fact that the prairie chicken migrates was first established 

by an Iowa ornithologist. W. W. Cooke in his classic “Report on Bird 

Migration in the Mississippi Valley" (1888, p. 105), after analyzing 

the observations of many cooperators in 1884 and 1885, concludes: 

“In November and December large flocks of prairie chickens come 

from northern Iowa and southern Minnesota to settle for the winter in 

northern Missouri and southern Iowa. This migration varies in bulk with 

the severity of the winter. 

“During an early cold snap immense flocks come from the northern 

prairie to southern Iowa, wiile in mild open winters the migration is 

much less pronounced. . . » The most remarkable festure of this movement 

is found in the sex of the migrants. It is the females that migrate, 

leaving the males to brave the winter's cold."
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I am convinced that the reason why Iowa has any chickens left . 

at all today is that the stock of resident birds has been constantly 

replenished by the detention of migrants. Cooke's belief that most or 

all of the migrants are females does not invalidate this ovine. 

This is a polygamous species, in which the last remnant of a disappearing 

resident colony often consists of males. 

My data corroborate Cooke's conclusion that "this migration 

varies in bulk" but not his ewrollary that the bulk varies "with the 

severity of the winter." ‘he winter of 1931-32 was one of the mildest in 

; history, yet Iowa received an exceptionally large influx of migratory 

chickens. The southward movement began early, 10 per cent of the reporting 

pheasant hunters having flushed prairie chickens on November 6 and 7, most 

of them in locations far removed from permanent resident colonies. 

We know from many reliable records that 1931 was a high year 

of the grouse cycle; the first year of real abundance following the mortality 

period which began in 1926. Is it not logical to suppose that the extra- 

ordinary volume of migration into Iowa was due at least in part to the 

extraordinary volume of birds present in Minnesota and the Dakotas? 

The next preceding heavy influx of migratory chickens was in 1920-21. 

In Ida County, there were three large wintering aggregations or "packs," 

one of which mambered fully 2,000 birds. This is remembered by local 

sportsmen because of its outstanding volume. It, too, occurred on the first 

year of the high (1920-25) in all grouse. ‘he weather was not severe, although 

the following winter (1921-22) was a killer. 

An even more exceptional migration occurred during the winter of 

1912-13. A pack of 2,000 was observed in Ida County, a pack of 500 in Butler,
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, while Floyd County was largely restocked by detained migrants which 

are said to have lasted through the following year. During this same 

winter M. K. Johnston recollects the unwonted appearance of chickens 

as far south as Keokuk County, where they had been extinct since 1903. 

He remembers ‘that many of them stayed, and as in the case of Floyd County, 

lasted through the following summer. ‘This influx likewise occurred 

during the early part of a “high” (1911-15). This was not a bad winter, 

al though the preceding one Wase 

8 _ Farther back than this, the records grow too meagre to draw 

conclusions. ‘The disappearance of two surviving colonies in Keoluk 

County in 1903 may have followed a preceding migration. If so, this 

too fell on a high of the cycle, 

Cooke definitely records a large migration in 1684 and 1885, and 

we may accept his observation that these movements coincided with heavy 

winters. We may regard as not without significance, however, the 

additional fact that this date also corresponied with a high in the grouse 

cycle (Game Survey, p- 12). 

In short, all of the lmown instances of exceptional influx of 

migratory chickens into Iowa coincide with high populations in the 

northern states, but only part of them with severe weather, 

Volume of Migra ration: A winter chicken census of O'Brien County was made 

for the game survey by District Game Warden Ray Butler. O'Brien was 

selected because it had a heavy winter population but no resident population. 

‘ The size and distribution of the 1931-32 packs is shown in Pig. 18. 

The total is 3,672 birds, or 6 per square mile. ‘The heaviest township
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(Summit) had 22 per square mile, or one per 30 eres. This is one- 

0 seventh as great as the most frequent pheasant density in that region. 

jhe winter chickens in O'Brien County last winter clearly 

; exceeded the resident chickens in all of Iowa. O'Brien probably had 

more than the average northern county, but during the big flights of 

| 1913 and 1921 Ida County had nearly as many in a single pack. 

Sharptail Grouse 

Original Ranze. Coues' account of the retreat of the sharptail from 

northwestern Iowa in the 1870s has already been quoted. 

Anderson shows that it formerly occurred in mumbers as far 

south as Council Bluffs in 1819, as far east as Lake Mills in 1873, and 

os a "rare resident" as far southeast as Grinnell (date unknown). 

) It may be doubted whether the Grinnell bird was really "resident.* 

Anderson quotes Berry as finding a few sharptails in Winneshiek 

County in 1889, and again at a later date, presumably after 1900. This 

is on the brushy edce of the northeastern woodland, and may correspond 

to a report given me by 01d residents of Iova County, Wisconsin, of the 

persistence of sharptail ina similar habitat there until 1900. On the 

other hand, both reports may refer to migrants. 

Dumont (1931) cites two records of sharptails from Polk County, 

the more recent of which (1907-08) is designated as a winter visitant. 

The most probable assumption is that the sharptail was originally 

the resident grouse of northwestern Iowa, and may have occurred in small 

mumbers elsewhere in such spots as offered large brush fields adjacent 

to prairie.
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Migration: Neither Cooke nor Anderson recognized the fact that the 

sharptail shared at least to some extent in the migrations of its 

relative, the prairie chicken. Many hunters, however, are well aware 

that this is the case. Pig. 16(B) shows at least eight Iowa counties 

where the sharptail was observed in winter by lmnters since 1895. A 

flock of 200 wintered on the Schuenke farm in O'Brien County in 1927, 

and were observed repeatedly at close range by William Schuenke, now 

Superintendent of Game. 

Restoration: ‘The Conservation Plan should certainly attempt the 

restoration of this indigenous species on appropriate sanctuaries in 

the northwestern corner of the state. Stock for planting can readily be 

obtained by trapping. ‘The information on food habits, winter feeding, 

and nesting of sharptails worked out by the Wisconsin Prairie Chicken 

Investigation provides the necessary technique for holding the birds, 

Fig. 17 shows the location of three tracts of loess "bluffs" 

in Plymouth and Monona counties which have negligible agricultural 

value, and which carried sharptails until 1892. At present these hills 

are grazed, to the great detriment of the local watersheds. If closed 

to grazing they would be suitable for the replanting of sharptails, and 

also of mountain sheep, in the approximate locality where Lewis and 

Clarke first encountered these animals. 

Rafteddrouse 

History: iia implies that the ruffed grouse was formerly found 

throughout Iowa. A doubt pertains to the northwest corner. Tig. i 

shows only one present or former report in this corner.
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Remnants of Ruffed Grouse .
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7 Anderson describes the species as “formerly common," but in 

certain times and places it mmst have reached real abundance. Thus 

Anderson cites one report of a hunter killing over 20 in one day 

along the Cedar River in Linn County in 1903. It may be significant 

that this falls during the high of the cycle. I was told of kills of 

6 per day near Rock Falls about 1893, the same near Clarkeville about 

1890, 7 in half a day near Waukon in 1886, 4 per day near Red Rock in 189}. 

A general shrinkage in ruffed grouse took place at a very early 

date. In 1907 Anderson refers to it as "now a rare bird." ‘The records 

of disappearances in Fig. 17 shows the great bulk of them falling long 

previous to the permanent closure of the season in 1923. 

The ruffed grouse was seldom systematically hunted like the 

prairie chicken, so that its decline may be safely ascribed almost entirely 

to alterations in the environment. The first of these was of course the 

clearing of wodlands, but even more potent was the more recent grazing-out 

of such woodlands as remain. An examination of the spots in which they 

still oceur invariably reveals a good sized area of ungrazed brush. Often 

it is the wai sizable spot in the township, or even the county. 

Present Range and Numbers: ; There are more ruffed grouse left in Allamakee 

County, in the extreme northeast corner, than in the entire remainder of 

Iowa. At the present time the Allamakee population is higher than for 

years past. This undoubtedly reflects the cyclic “high" now obtaining 

throughout the north woods. To get some measurement of this population 

peak, W. E. Albert, Jr. sent out one of his wardens to see how many could 

be put up ina day. ‘reveling 73 miles on separate routes in 7 townships 

during 6 days between March 25 and April 9, 1931, the warden flushed from
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a 11 to 63 separate birds per day, averaging 46. ‘he flushing rate per mile 

was 4. This would be considered abundance even in the best parts of Minn- 

i esota. The county doubtless now contains several thousand ruffed grouse, 

but if history repeats itself, they will again drop to a low ebb about 1935. ie 

This temporary abundance in one county should not obseure the fact, 

however, that Iowa as a whole is steadily losing this species. A comparison 

of Figs. 17 and 19 indicates that it has disappeared from 11 counties since 

1900, and most of the remnants in other counties could be numbered on the 

fingers of one hand. Over most of the statethe species is nearer extermin- 

ation than the prairie chicken, and furthermore does not have the advantage 

of replenishment by migration. 

One of the most surprising locations of ruffed grouse in Fig. 19 

is that in Woodbury County, where two birds were seen by William Schuenke 

in 1931 in typical Missouri River "jungle." That this jungle furnishes 5 

plenty of cover is obvious, tt what can a ruffed grouse find to eat in 

a thicket of willows and cottonwoods? Closer examination reveals an 

abundance of dogwood, wild grape, and partridge pea, a few hackberries 

and an occasional oak on the edges. 

I doubt, though, whether these two birds represent an established 

colony. Less reliable reports of single birds also came from O'Brien, 

Hancock, and Dallas, all in 1931 and 1932, and all new appearances far 

removed from known grouse range. These reports are too numerous to 

discard as errors. They mst represent drift from distant ranges, 

coincident with the high of the cycle, and possibly connected with the 

“crazy season" of this species. In this event, the places where the drift 

Was seen is not necessarily grouse range. I know of no previous record
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of long-range drift in this region. 

If the “highs” of the cycle are accompanied by long-range drift, | 

then someone may yet unearth records of grouse following the brush into 

the prairies when settlements first checked the biz fires. 

Restoration; The state parks constitute logical places for building up 

permanent samples of ruffed grouse for Iowa. Unfortunately only two 

of the remaining remnants occur in state parks. The abnormal concentration 

of foxes, or the undue extension of scenic drives and trails through 

the parks may help account for this, but there are probably other reasons 

as yet unknown. Research and experiments are needed. 

Retention of this species in Iowa is of scientific as well as 

esthetic import. The ruffed grouse is one of the key species in 

unraveling the northern cycle, which affects most boreal life from fur 

to codfish. It may become necessary at any moment to compare the habits, 

foods, parasites, diseases, and behavior of the northern with the southern i 

forms. If the southern forms are all gone, this cannot be done. 

No consideration of either economics or biology, however, need 

be invoked to press the need for action. This bird is his own and 

sufficient reason for immortality. Whoever has heard him drumming in the 

spring woods will need no further argument.
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a Report on a Game Survey of Iowa 

Chapter VI 

IOWA WATHRPOWL 

History 

Iowa ig a cemetery of dead lakes and ducking grounds. 

fhe forces which destroyed its waters, and with them its water- 

fowl, have worked so long and so well that the younger generation has 

learned to live amid the graves,and like it. Biological bankruptcy 
the state is forgetting 

has prevailed go long that/what solvency it once enjoyed,-what produc- 

tivity inheres in its wasted lakes and marshlands. But there are some 

who remember the glory of days gone by, and others who have heard of it. 

“The Conservation Plan” is their manifesto that “outdoor Iowa* can 

and shall come back. 

Iowa, unlike states to the east and south, lies within what was 

ence the richest bird-mursery in the world, the ‘Central Prairie Breeding 

Area." Nearly the entire west half of the state is mapped by Phillips | 

and Lineoln (1930) ae once a part of that breeding ground, the northern | 

projection of which on the Canadian prairies still furnishes the bulk | 

of the continental duck supply. ‘The duck hunter now thinks of this 

prairie area as increasing in richness and productivity to the northward, 

but the opposite was originally the case. Its southerly projection into 

Iowa, western Minnesota and the Dakotas was once the cream of the 

continent in mmber of species, if not in mumber of birds. Canada gbese, 

trumpeter swans, whooping and sandhill cranes, marbled godwits, and long- 

billed eurlews were among these now-evicted hosts of breeding fowl.
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y As a feeding ground for migrants Iowa was likewise rich beyond 

the dreams of the present generation. Her 75 meandered lakes, of which 63 

nominally remain, were once larger, deeper,and more stable than now, and 

before their invasion by carp, richer in food plants. ‘The two great river 

. systems of the state, then unconfined by levees, replenished with each flood 

an infinity of sloughs, lakes, cutoffs, holes and runs. In addition, the 

glaciated prairies of north Iowa were dotted with large and small marshes, 

bogs, and ponds, most of which have disappeared so completely that only 

a buried tile, invisible to the passerby, testifies to their passing. 

It should not be overlooked that the heyday of the ducks probably 

occurred after, rather than before, the settlement of the prairies. I+ was 

after grains and winter wheat had been added to uplands, and before the 

. lowlands had been drained, that the optimum or balanced environment was 

é offered to migratory birds. Like the prairie chicken they must have 

responded to these sudden accessions to their food supply, even though 

they were then so plentiful that no one noticed the difference. 

Ditehes, dykes, tiles, levees, pumps, and stream-straightening 

have done away with the great bulk of Iowa's once vast marshland area, 

while the guns have more than kept pace in trimming down the flights 

to fit their diminishing habitats. 

To realize fully the degree of shrinkage, the reader should 

visit the archives and dig out survey plats of the dried-up townships with 

whiéh he is familiar. On these yellowing pages he will see quaint water- 

color arabesques of blue and brown-~the original surveyor's symbols for slough 

and margh--sprawled all over farms now hard put to sink a well. In his 

mind's eye he can then picture what hosts with whistling wings once gladdened
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‘ the dawn on that old prairie, which now spreads lifeless from horizon 

to horizon, in final surrender to the legions of the corn. 

Present Conditions 

This shrinkage in habitat was accompanied not only by a 

steady increase in the number of hunters, but also in their mobility. 

fhe outboard motor, as well as the automobile, has made very wet place 

in the state accessible at any time, while the growing practice of report- 

ing the flights in the public press has left little to chance, except 

whether there are any ducks left to shoot. liven the remotest sandbar 

of the Missouri, once isolated by muddy roads and dangerous currents, is 

now reached with ease and safety by the gasoline “kicker. 

A more aggravated situation probably does not exist in any a 

nearby state except Indiana, where both ducks and ducking grounds are gone, 

7 and duck hunters have turned to other things. Many duck hunters have doubt- 

less given up the sport in Iowa. ‘The remainder go elsewhere, or increase 

the congestion of guns on the public lakes, or seek refuge in private clubs. 

The degree of congestion may be judged from this instance: there 

is an isthmus between two lakes which constitutes a "Pass." On the square 

block of 40 acres comprising this pass there are frequently 50 guns, 

whereas there is room for only 7 guns placed 60 yards apart. It was not 

surprising to be told that the stores in the nearby town had frequent call 

for buckshot. Mvery experienced fowler kmows the crippling that goes on 

in such a ease, and the mtual exasperation of the guns trying to outreach 

each other. 

The simmltaneous shrinkage in birds and ground, coupled with the 

increase in hunters, has resulted in a steady growth of organized cometitive
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methods and destructive shooting practices. Live decoys, for example, 

have caused the kill to decline less rapidly than the supply of birds. The 

unorganized casual methods which were effective three decades ago would 

draw few feathers from the present flight, but a clamoring mob of live 

decoys will draw ducks “where there aren't any." ‘Thus by paying dividends 

out of capital, we have deferred the penalties of over-shooting. 

Types of Shooting 

Your types of shooting are now practiced in Iowa. 

The most legitimate is the cornfield mallard shooting in the 

region of the northern lakes. ‘The birds rest by night on the large lakes 

and refuges, many of them substantially foodless, and feed by day in the 

cornfields anywhere within a radius of 10 or 15 miles. A good guess as to 

) which cornfield, and when, requires real drill and careful observation. 

No decoys are used,-the hunter's proficiency with the duck call, his marke- 

manship, his patience, and the hardihood to sit all day in the md are 

the criteria of success. A field once shot over is quickly abandoned by 

the birds. ‘the shooting is overhead and difficult. ‘the whole system is 

relatively commendable, from the standpoint of both conservation and ethics. 

The ducks will not alizht in a field of white corn; they prefer 

the yellow. ‘They also prefer a fiel? in which a mechanical “picker” has 

levelled all the stalks to the ground, and left a generous wastage of 

shattered grain for their duckly delectation. 

The second type is river shooting, which is rapidly deteriorating 

from a competition of skill into a competition of lures and armaments. On the 

Mississippi bars and islands from 50 to 100 live decoys are used at a single 

blind containing 3-5 guns. Beginning three years ago, "flyers" are now added.
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; Blinds are all built with a roof, and the decoys are set in radial lines-- 

mute testimony to the fact that hard overhead shots are not even desired, 

and that the shooting is confined to birds which have alighted or swum in to 

the decoys. Kills of 30 to "5 from a single flock have been made. On the 

Missouri 75 live decoys and 4 guns constitute the maximm, and 35 decoys with 

2 men, the average "layout! Up to 40 live geese are also used. ‘There are 

no "flyers." 

It may be contrary to the personal taste and inclination of the 

individual hunter to resort to these methods, but he has to if he is 

successfully complete with the nearby blinds which use them. Point rentals 

run up to $75, but during the short season of 1931 fell to $15. The 

expense of maintaining mch elaborate equipment invites continuous occupancy 

of blinds, heavy kills, and in some cases “bootlegging” of ducks to offset 

costs. 

The third type is lake shooting, which does not differ materially 

from lake shooting in other states. 

Lastly, there ig pond shooting, of ten on snall leased ponds which 

would hardly attract a single duck but for the clamor of live deeqys on 

which this type of shooting, like river shooting, almost entirely depends. 

There is as yet little baiting in Iowa, but it has started on the 

sandbars of the Missouri, and among the clubs on the Conisville Marsh. 

: Migratory vs. Upland Game Policy 

The reaction of the private individual when he sees a duck on his 

land is to get it while the getting is good, for tomorrow the duck may go 

elsewhere. On the other hand, his reaction when he sees a quail is (or can 

be made) a desire to protect that quail, in order that next year there may be
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fe a covey. It is practicable to make the landholder custodian of the quail, | 

bet only goverments can take care of waterfowl. What can they do to help / 

the situation in Iowa? 

The federal government is far away, and many states are clamoring | 

for its slender stock of men and funds. ‘The question, therefore, is largely / 

what Iowa can do to help herself. | 

These thines need to be done: | 

1. Expand and improve the breeding area. 

2. Provide an adequate system of state, federal, county, 
municipal and private refuges. ; 

3. Expand the shooting area to relieve congestion. | 

4, Regulate destructive practices, both on public and | 
private shooting grounds. 

Breeding Areas | 

There is no fixed limit to the mmber of ducks which can be 

bred on an acre of marsh, i.¢e., waterfowl have no “saturation point." | 

In this respect they differ fundamentally from upland game, ani for this 

reason it is practicable for the public to own and operate producing areas. 

Much service can be derived from small acreage. 

F In addition to enlarging the breeding area by restoring lakes 

and marhies, the state can (as in upland game) largely enhance the per 

_ acre production by management,-that is, by the deliberate alteration of 

zs the environment. Many of the remaining lakes and marshes fall far short 

of carrying the breeding stocks which they have room for, by reason of the 

grazing, trampling, plowing, or burning of nesting cover. The state should 

acquire or lease all needed nesting grounds adjacent to its lakes. These ;
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may have to extend inland, because some species of ducks build their | 

nests not on the edge of the water, but on high, dry cround some distance 

from the shore. Research work to determine just what nesting cover each | 

species requires, and to just what losses the eges and young are subject, ; 

has not yet progressed as far as in upland birds like bobwhite. Iowa mst | 

determine for each of her lakes to just what species they are adapted, to | 

what extent the requirements of those species are met, and by reason of 

what factors the present anmal crop falls short of the possible crop. 

The time is past for thinking of restoration in terms of "just ducks." 7 

Bach of the dezen Iowe species constitutes a separate problem. 

lowe has breeding areas, especially on the Upper Mississippi 

bottoms, which stand idle, probably because the particular strain or race 

of birds accustomed to nesting on that area has been exterminated. By 

what means can local breeding stocks be restored to such idle marshes? 

The method of wing-clipping and releasing breeding stock, with the expecta- 

tion thet their offspring will join the flight and later return to nest, 

has never been tested. It and other means of putting every acre to work 

mast be fully developed. 

Turtles and insect-borne juvenile diseases sich as the one 

recently discovered in mallard by 9'Roke, may also be found to influence 

the boundaries of the breeding zones, and may ultimately prove subject to 

control. 

The restoration of nesting cover for ducks will automatically 

provide wintering cover and nesting cover for pheasants and other upland 

game. By adding winter food patches, a double service to both classes of 

game can be provided.
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) Refuges 

Both the state and the federal goverment have developed a 

few sample refuges, and there have also been a few instances of private 

development (see Fig. ___), but the sum total constitutes hardly the 

beginnings of an adequate system. 

A refuge system covering the two min river channels is mainly 

a federal function. The Upper Mississippi Refuge is a start in this ‘ 

direction. 
7 

The task of restoring Iowa's internal lekes and marshlanis, . 

and of establishing refuges thereon, is mainly a state function. lUvery | 

state lake or group of lakes, susceptible of division into refuge area | 

and shooting area, should have a refuge. Where such division is 

. impracticable, local lakes and marshes should be set aside in toto 

D as refuges. 

Public Shooting Grounds 

All states lakes ani marshlands not set aside for refuge 

purposes should be public shooting grounds. In addition certain dry- 

land passes should be acquired for public shooting. ‘he state, however, 

must regulate the kind, amount, and degree ef such shooting. Ho con- 

gested state has as yet demonstrated the exact means by which ule. 

regulation ig to be accomplished. ‘the working out, by actual test and 

experimentation, of ways and means suitable for each particular area 

constitutes one of the important taske of the future. Free publie shoot- 

ing in the sense of unregulated competition ef guns on congested areas 

is destructive of both ducks and sport, and the purchase and dedication 

of lands for its contimmance cannot be regarded as sound. public policy.
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* 
On some public shooting grounds, the proximity to refuges or 

large lakes and the establishment of rest days or rest hours will | 

F suffice to insure tolerable conditions; on others there mst be also 

a fixed maximum muber of guns, made effective through some lottery, 

or some priority in spplication. On compact areas of good visibility 

the hunters will enforce the rules on each other; in other cases a 

resident custodian will be essential. A system of nominal man-per-day ; 

entrance fees would be a logical means of meeting the costs of custodian 

service, or even of purchasing additional grounds. 

Regulation of Destructive Practices 

Laws are too inflexible to accomplish all of the needed 

regulation. There is needed, in addition, some system which will 

reward effort, as well as penalize deficiency. : 

The licensing of all clubs and private shooting preserves is ; ™ 

a possible new instrament for such positive flexible regulation. It 

could be safely entrusted only to administrative agencies renoved from 

political control. Club refuges, rest days, rest hours, keeping records 

of kill, control of abusive baiting, live decoys, and regulation of 

rates on commercial shooting preserves, might all be accomplished by 

meang of a licensing and inspection system, provided the skilled per- 

sonnel requisite for inspection has first been developed. 

Restoration Program 

Individual development plms were drawn for applying the fore- 

going principles to 52 separate lakes (the term "lakes" is here used 

, to denote any wet or once wet area suitable for game, fish, or recreation).
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Most of these restoration projects call for the purchase of land by the . 

state, and hence cannot be made public lest land prices be disturbed. | 

fhe plans have been submitted to the Commission as a separate confidential : 

report. 

While representing only about a third of the existing restoration | 

opportunities, these 52 lakes probably offer a fair cross-section of | 

the present ownership, proposed function, and probable cost of the 

ultimate system which it is proposed to develop. 

: The 52 projects deal (in order of frequency) with the acquisition 

of live private lakes, the improvement of live public lakes, the | 

acquisition and restoration of drained private lakes, the restoration 

of drained or dry public lakes, the creation of artificial lakes, and 

the improvement or acquisitim of gravel pits. 

: The proposed functions of the 52 lakes as restored are (in order | 

of frequency): nesting grounds, refuge, shooting, upland game, fishing, 

parks. 

fhe proposed size of the state-owned units varies from 50 to 

2000 acres. 

The cost of restoring and developing the 52 lakes is estimated 

at about 600,000. ‘the cost of restoring and developing a complete system 

of state lakes and marshlands is estimated to be between two and three 

times this figure. This can be financed by adding a small amount to the 

hunting and fishing license, to be devoted to this purpose through a period 

of years. 

Sample Project 

Fig. 20 shows the development plan for a sample project (hypothetical).
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This is a drained state lake of 125 acres, tiled in the boom days, 

and now leased by the state to surrounding farmers for what little its 

weed-grown bed will bring as pasture. It 1s proposed to plug the ; 

outlet tile at A, but this will throw backwater up on some private 

land at B, which should be bought for this reason, and because it will 

make good nesting cover for ducks. ‘here is doubt, though, whether | 

the springs C and D at the base of the upland will suffice to fill ! 

the lake, so we will tap the adjoining tile system at I, install a valve, 

and lay a new feeder-tile ¥. The now-cultivated upland above C is drained : 

by an eroding gully which threatens to silt our lake, so we will buy E 

this upland and let it grow up to grass and brush for upland game. We 

| will also buy a patch of timber (G) for public camping. 

The west arm of the lake and the detached pond will be a refuge, 

tut the rest will be open to public shooting and fishing. At H and I 

food yatches for upland game will be raised on shares by the neighboring 

farmer, who will also serve as custodian at a nominal compensation. 

The total capital cost will be $3,600, or $30 per acre of restored water.
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‘ Table Vie 

*Breeding Characters of Iowa Duck; r 

(fo guide the selection and development of marshland restoration projects) a 

Eggs Per Incubation Nesting Site Earliest 

Clutch Period Max. Distance Wet, Damp or Nesting Nesting 

Species (min. -max. )aver. (days) from Water (Yds. ) Dry Ground Cover Date 

Mallard (6-15)10 26-28 Usually near. Dry or damp Clum of grass, April 
Sometimes 400 yds. reeds or bushes, 

or in grain or 
hay. Sometimes 
in woods. 

Bluewing (6-15)11 21-23 Usually near. Dry or damp Clump of tall May or 

Teal grass June 

Shoveller (6-14) 11 28 150 Dry Grass or bushes April 

Pintail (6-12)10 22-23 500 Dry Thin tall grass April 
(Often near) : 

Wood Duck (8-12) 28 300 x In hollow tree April 
or on a muskrat 
house or stump 

Ruddy Duck (5-11) 30? Always in or over Wet In thick reeds May 
water 

* Compiled from W. L. McAtee, R. M. Anderson, and the ornithological literature.
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Report on a Game Survey of Iowa 

Chapter VII 

OWA GAME MAMMALS AND TURKEYS 

Whitetail Deer 

Most of Iowa was originally excellent deer country, including 

those parts of the prairie containing “stringers” of brush and swamp. 

All of the original mative stock is now gone, the four present 

wild herds (see black patches, Fig. 21) consisting of escapes miscel- 

laneous in origin. 

The original stock was not extirpated, however, until about 

1915. An original remnant hung on near Peterson, in southwest O'Brien 

County, until that time. Original deer also persisted in Mmet, Allamakee ' 

and Buchanan until the 1880s, but most counties had lost their deer by 

the time of the Civil War. ‘The deep mows of 1856-57 allowed many of 

the remnants to be killed with clubs. Turkeys outlasted the deer in 

south Iowa, but deer outlasted the turkeys in north Iowa. ‘this is 

because north Iowa was marginal for turkeys. 

Three of the four present deer herds (Washington, Lucas, and 

Shelby) originated, like the pheasant, by escape from confinement. 

The origin of the fourth (Woodbury) is unknown. Three deer suddenly 

appeared in 1929. ‘They may represent drift fmm the Shelby herd. 

The Shelby herd inhabits a few stringers of timber in an open 

agricultural country, containing neither food nor cover for the present 

population, much less for its expansion. ‘This herd should be trapped 

and moved to the "jungles" of the Missouri bottom. In its present :
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location it is a constant source of trouble, both to the Department 

and to farmers. 

The Washington herd oecupies range more suitable for deer. At 

present it is decreasing, doubtless by reason of poaching. When it 

increases, it will have to be trimmed down. Periodical open seasons for : 

bow-and-arrow hunters might be a safe means of trimming it. When state 

forests are established in southern Iowa, this herd will offer convenient 

; stock. 

The Woodbury herd should be allowed to spread indefinitely up 

and down the river, where the thickets of the overflow lands offer meh 

guitable cover. ‘the adjacent loess bluffs should algo be acquired by 

the state, for watershed protection. They will make both deer and turkey 

Tange. 

6 
Wild Turkey 

Many old-timers who have lived in northeastern Iowa since the 

Civil War say there were no turkeys that far north. ‘these counties 

were marginal, and hence the turkeys disappeared at a very early date. 

Mrs. Eugenia Davis of McGregor, Clayton County, remembers 

turkeys until she was about 10 years of age. She claims to have been 

born on the Farley fam, 6 miles west, in 1842. Her father, Mr. McGregor, 

ran a ferry at the site of the present town. ‘wo other old-timers 

arriving in 1877 (Allamakee) and 1867 (Clayton) told me there had been no 

turkeys in the northeast corner. It would appear that they came too late. 

Osear Allert of Giard has since independently arrived at the . 

conclusion that these northeastern counties contained turkeys, which 

lasted until 1853 or 1854. ‘wo birds, both gobblers, were killed by David
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Griffith, on Buck Creek, in southern Clayton, near the Turkey River. 

They weighed 20 and 22 pounds. 

Turkeys lasted longer, and were possibly more abundant, in north- 

west Iowa than in northeast. Nestor Styles of Cherokee, after careful 

inquiry among old timers, concludes that “turkeys were very plentiful 

in the early 60s and were uniformly distributed over the county (Cherokee), 

feeding on the prairies in droves, ani roosting in the timber along 

rivers. They became searce with the general breaking of the prairie. 

The last large flock aisappeared between 1672 and 1676." As in many 

other instances, isolated gobblers outlasted the general population. 

"In April or May, 1897, George Rosch of Marcus, Iowa, killed a wild | 

male turkey that sailed over his buildings in Seetion 35 of Awherst 

i Township. ‘his turkey measured 5 ft. 8 in. from wing tip to wing tip.* 

gE. S. Parker of Ida Grove obtained the following account from 

br. G. @. Moorehead, County Historian, bora in Ida County in 1856: 

“Wild turkeys were very conmon in the decade 1860 to 1870 in the 

vicinity of Ita Grove. They disanpeared each year during the sumer, 

and came flying into 

the timber here in autum to spend the winter in the woods. They came 

in flocks, flying like prairie chickens still do in winter. They all 

disappeared about 1670." ‘The italics are inf This account parallels 

the Cherokee history in tenor and dates, ani indicates in addition that 

the use of the prairie was seasonal. 

In southern Iowa, turkeys lasted longer, although the decline 

began at an early date, Galland as early as 1840 reporting them as 

. “rarely found" except for “large flocks on the River Des Moines.*
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Anderson (p. 238) reviews the records and cites several survivors in 

the southeast in 1903. I was told during the survey of survivals in 

Appanoose 1902, Davis 1905, ani three in Imeas, 1910. 

Plantings of game farm turkeys have been atteapted in Boone 

(24, 1931), Marion (5, 1930), and Monona (4, 1928). The Boone birds 

died with enlarged and spotted livers. ‘There is one left of the 

Monona plant. : 

‘There are opportunities for restoring turkeys in the larger 

state parks, future tate forests, and possibly in large private 

woodlands, such as the Amana Colony. If the loess bluffs of the 

Migsouri are ever acquired by the state, they will make excellent turkey 

range. Only the purest obtainable wild stock should be used. Because i 

1 of the bird's propensity to "go tame," the use of trapped wild stock 

may be advisable, even though expensive. 

Rabbits and Squirrels 

Cottontail rabbits are normally abundant throughout Towa, 

and squirrels likewise wherever there ic timber. ‘These are the only 

two game species in which no threat of shortace impends. Restoration 

is no problens. 

The reasons are not far to seek. Both are corn-eating rodents, 

Their food supply is unlimited and their reproductive rate high. Game 

birds are sought by any and all hunters, but only s part of the hunting 

population seeks rabbits or squirrels, and very few bother to observe 

them, or to remember what they have observed. 

, By reason of the shrinkage in timber areas, squirrels are more
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nearly a restoration problem than rabbits. It is cause for astonishment, 

however, how many squirrels still persist even in hard hunted woods. 

This is especially noteworthy in the small bits of scrubby timber in 

the northwest corner of the state. Stoner (1918, p. 22) thinks the 

fox squirrel is new to that section, having invaded it in recent years. 

Coincident with the grazing out of woodlots there has, of course, 

been a large-scale replacement of grey squirrels by fox squirrels. A 

Diack phase of the fox squirrel is said to occur in northwest Towa. 

The only notable change in the status of rabbits is the easterly 

spread of the whitetailed jackrabbit. Wig. 22 combines Stoner's data on 

spread with the information gathered by me. ‘the map shows that only 

the southeastern corner of the state is now unoceupied by jackrabbits. 

A private planting of 3 whitetail jackrabbits was made in Victor 

' township, Guthrie County, by one Jim Frazier in 1885. He brought them 

from Kansas. This planting implies that the species did not occur 

there originally. 

Status of Cottontail: ‘This species is many times more abundant even 

in northern Iowa than on similar soils at the same latitude in Wisconsin. 

There ig more brush cover in Wisconsin. ‘the balance in Iowa's favor 

can only be aseribed to the winter food and cover afforded by standing 

corn. Most Wisconsin corn is siloed or shocked and hauled to the barn; 

thus it becomes unavailable in winter. 

An index to the normal abundance of cottontails is the estimated 

normal bag-per-man-per-day, appearing in circles in Fig. 23. The bag 

runs from 5 to 30 in the various counties.
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The cottontails of the Upper Missouri bottoms are locally 

regarded as a distinct species, smaller, less active, and never “holing 

up." According to Anthony (1928) this is probably Sylvilagus floridams 

gimilis, whereas the cottontail found elsewhere in Iowa is $8. ~. mearngi. 

Rabbit Fluctuation and Digeage: ‘This subject is of interest not only 

because if affects public health, recreation and meat supply, but also 

because it throws light on the present world-wide attempt to understand 

fluctuations in animal numbers. 

In Wisconsin and probably also in Minnesota, especially in the ; 

northern parts, the cottontail is subject to the severe, periodic, and 

more or less simltaneous variation in muibers known as the game cycle 

(Game Survey, p. 93). In Illinois and Indiana the cycle fades out soth- 

) ward. ‘The only fluctuations are small, local cottontail shortages. It 

ig not known whether these shortages coincide with the northern cycle, 

but they are certainly of shorter duration. 

Fig. 23 swamarizes the information gathered on cottontail fluctu- 

ations and disease in Iowa. ‘The figures at the bottom of each county 

indicate the years in which local residents recollect shortages in excess 

of 50 per cent. Apparently shortaces in Iowa, as in Tllinois ani Indiana, 

are spotty and local. Many counties report a shortage in the neighborhood 

of 1930, following an abundant crop in 1929. This certainly dees not 

coincide with the last rabbit and grouse cycle of the more northern states, 

where mortality centered around 1926 and 1927, and populations were well 

on the upgrade by 1929 and 1930. 

Vig. 23 faintly suggests that the 1930 shortage @id not occur :
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on the Iowan Drift, and that shortages in general are least common on drift 

soils and on the extreme southern border of the state. 

Bpidemic disease in rabbits is no new thing. Harry Bolton of . 

Sioux City says dead rabbits were picked up in their forms in large | 

mumbers in Cedar County in 1897; they had swollen heads and necks. | 

Dr. J. L. Strunk of Decorah thinks that cottontaile in Winneshiek 

follow a 3-year cycle, having been short in 1927 and again in 1930, with } 

plenty in 1971, and presumably in 1928-29. 

BR. B. Cavanaugh of Ft. Dodge thinks eottontails and pheasants 

fluctuate together. Both were short in 1928 anf are now increasing. 2 

Horn Digease: Cottontails in northwest Iowa (see counties warked H, 

Fig. 23) are affected by a curious idsease locally known as “horns.” 

This is evidently a fungus infection of the skin which produces hard, 

warty excrescences unierlain by slightly inflamed flesh. Some individuals 

are said to be so covered with these “horns,” especially on the head, 

that they “rattle* when they attexpt to run away. Frank Marnette of 

Spirit Lake says the “horn” disease shows strongly localized distributia; 

it is more prevalent in timber than on the prairie, especially on the 

tinbered shores of Lake Okiboji. On the timbered east shore of Spirit 

Lake he remembers that rabbits have showed this disease for the past 13 

years. 

Win. Schuenke counted 60 rabbits killed December 12, 1931, on the 

Missouri bottoms just below Sioux City, of which 2 had “horns” or warts. 

Ray Butler found 10 warty rabbits which hed been discarded by hunters{in 

one spot in Lyon County in 1928-29.
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Rabbits are not necessarily scarce where this disease occurs. 

Tus in Kossuth County Ross Moses remembers the disease for the last 

| 7 years, during which period no shortages were observed. 

Holing-up Zone: The Game Survey (p. 95) suggests that there is a 

line, running mmewhere through Iowa, north of which cottontails spend 

the day under ground during zero weather, but south of which they bed 

out in the usual manner, even in such weather. 

Fig. 22 summarizes the new evidence on “holing up." Wo sharp 

line is disclosed. 

Some hunters contend that holing up is affected by the amount 

of shooting. ‘Numerous cases were described by experienced observers 

in which the rabbits in a defined locality holed up following heavy ’ 

Imnting, even without severe cold weather, whereas such behavior was 

unknown in past years. 

Frank Marnette further suggests that the sexes differ in their 

propensity to hole up and bed out. He once dissected a mumber of 

rabbits dislodged from holes by ferrets, ani found them to be mostly 

females. (It is necessary here to distinguish between bedded rabbits 

run to earth by dogs, and holed rabbits. Marnette's rabbits were holed 

of their om accord.) 

The belief that females are run to earth more readily by dogs 

was also sneountered in Indiana. 

4t Coon Rapids, in Carroll County, Marnette says that holing 

up is especially noticeable on the unglaciated side of the county where 

woodchueck holes are frequent. As pointed out by Stoner, cottontails do 

not dig their own holes.
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My impression ig that the habit of holing up is spreading 

southward by reason of heavier hunting. 

Foxes 

I em coming to believe that we understand virtually nothing 

about what determines the abundance of foxes, or the relative abundance 

of the two species. We understand little enough of their effects on 

other wild life. Yox hunters and trapper “mow many things as isolated, 

arbitrary facts, but no one understands what those facts mean. 

Fig. 24, summarizing the “facts” on distribution gathered during 

the survey, indicates that some western counties were once foxless. 

All of western Iowa has reds only. %m. Schuenke says foxes will not 

stay on the Missouri bottoms, even when planted there. : 

Central and eastern Iowa have reds in all couaties and grays 

in about half. ‘The reds usually predominate, but in Floyd County, 

and parts of the extreme northeast, the opposite is the case. 

Foxes are reported as abundant or increasing in 32 counties, 

scarce or decreasing in 9. These trends display no visible relation to 

cover, topography, or food mpply. ‘the counties reporting decrease lie 

mostly on glaciated soil where pheasants are common, but 10 increases are 

also noted on those soils. Frank Marnette says that in Carroll County 

the foxes spread to the prairie with the pheasants. Prairie habitat 

is common for both species in the pheasant belt but mot elsewhere, so there 

is good reason to surmise that foxea have shifted their range to take 

advantage of the new food supply offered by pheasants. ‘They not only hunt, 

but may also den on the prairie, and this is true of grays as well as reds.
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, d. A. Wygle found a den of grays in the middle of a level open meadow. 

This was 5 miles northeast of Clarkeville in Butler County in 1930. | 

In southeast O'Brien County (wooded country) a radical increase ! 

in red foxes, coincident with that in pheasants, is said to have caused 

the centre of pheasant abundance to shift westward out of the fox country. | 

It is a reasonable surmise that the exotic pheasant is less perfectly 

adapted to escape foxes than the native game birds. 

A casual survey can pick up little real evidence on the extent : 

of fox depredations, except reported counts of “caches” at the breeding _ 

den. Here are some sample counts: (1) groups of red fox dens near | 

Galva, Ida County, 40 pheasant carcasses, mostly hens; (2) red fox den 

dug out north of Pringhar, O'Brien County, contained 2 live foxes, 20 

pheasant carcasses, also many rabbits; (3) red fox den dug out near 

Spirit Lake in 1931 contained blind fox pups, 1 lamb, 1 ham, 20 pheasants 

(both sexes), rabbits pocket gophers, 1 domestic hen, meadowlarka; (14) 

red fox den near lake Park, 20 pheasants; (5) red fox den near Vinton, 

Benton County, 1931, 14 pheasants, 1 pig, 2 chickens. With the exception 

of count No. aa the miscellaneous contents were not remembered. 

These miscellaneous notes may reflect some light on fox abundance: 

In three townships in Humboldt County 25 reds are killed yearly by still 

hunting. Ordinary trappers in Hardin and Floyd get only 2 per winter. 

The grouse observer in Allamakee (see Chapter IV) saw + foxes and 6 dens 

in 73 miles walking, April, 1932. 

In weighing game depredation by foxes, the came value of the fox 

himself should not be overlooked. In the south-central counties, and in : 

seattered localities elsewhere, hundreds of people derive sport from
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= running foxes with hounds. Where foxes are scarce they are planted z 

by fox-hunting clubs. Before digeing of dens was prohibited, 3,100 fox 

cubs were shipped out of Centreville, Iowa, in two years, for restocking ; 

in other states. : 

fhe weighing of fox damage to particular game birds in particular ! 

localities mst await the aecumlation of evidence by the research depart- 

ment now set up at Ames. ‘The preliminary evidence gathered by this survey, 4 

however, is sufficient to convince me that in many counties foxes are ‘ 

| much too sbundant, and that yearlone fox hunting might safely be legalized. , 

fo play safe, until more evidence is at hand, the present prohibition on 

den-digging should be contimed on reds, but the inferior game and fur | 

value of grays justifies the rawoval of all protection. ‘the incentive 

. to hunt them is too weak to endanger the species. 

Fur Animals 

Time permitted only slight attention to Towa's large fur 

resources, and space permits mention of only two items: the reappearance 

of beavers and the fluctuation in muskrat. 

Stoner, in 1918, reported the beaver extinct since the nineties, 

his last records being Sac, 1886, Webster, 1887, Tama, 1891. Apparently, 

however, beaver drift down the Missouri and Mississippi from the north, 

for a colony appeared on the Upper Iowa River in Allamakee in 1928, though 

they are now missing. In 1929 bank beavers have also reappeared on the 

Maple River and are now common up to Danbury. Wa. Schuenke estimates their 

munber ag 100, 

Charles Elton, the English ecologist, suspects that the muskrat
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~ yee in Canada is inverse to that of grouse and rabbits. W. E. Albert, Jr. 

i of Lansing, Towa, gave me some counts of muskrat houses in lakes near 3 

=the State Come Farm, which was compared with my data on fluctuation of = 

t grouse and cottontails for the adjoining parts of Iowa and Wisconsin. 4 

The comparison shows that: a 

1. The local muskrat curve for 1927-31 is exactly inverse to the 
; local ruffed grouse curve for 1923-31, mekrats being high im 

and grouse low in 1927-28, and grouse high with muskrats z 
low in 1931-32. 2 

2. the local muskrat curve for 1927-31 1s also inverse to the a 
all-Wiscongin curves for ruffed grouse, snowshoe hare, = 
prairie chickens, and all species for this period. 3 : 

3. The local muskrat curve for 1927-31 is inverse to Winneshiek = 
County cottontails, as observed by J. L. Strunk, for 1930-31, = 
eottontails rising while mskrats were falling. The murves are 

: also opposite in 1927, but Strunk thinks there was a cottontail 
high in 1928-29, i.e., that the period is short. 5 ‘ag 

4, The local mskrat curve parallels the all-Wisconsin ruffed a 
grouse curve for 1914-19, both being high in 1914 and both 3 
reaching a low in 1919. 7 

5. The local muskrat curve is inverse to the all-Wisconsin snowshoe —__ 
curve for 1914-19. 2 

3 This evidence, considered alone, iniicates that smskrats are S 
J ad 

inverse to rabbits and grouse now, but that two or possibly three “wave- Ss 
3 

lengths" sre involved, which alternately parallel and oppose each other. :
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> rear = Status of Muskrat Status of Cottontail, Rufifed ; 
ES Grouse, ete. ‘ 

} 19007 R.G. high in S, W. Wise 

| 1905 P.C. low in S. W. Wis. 

E 1908 R. G. low in S. W. Wis. : 

19107 Low, Allamakee 

19117 High, Clayton 

1914 High, Clayton 
} 

1915 P. CG. high, S. W. Wis. 

_ 1916-18 Decreasing, all Iowa 

1916 Low, Allamakee 

1917-18 low, Allamakee 

1919 Low, “mangy," Allamakee 

1922-23 P. C. high, S. W. Wise 

1923 R. G. high, S. W. Wis. 

1924 R. G. low, S. W. Wie. 

1925-28 P.O. &R. G. decreasing, S. W. Wis. 

1927 High, Allamakee Rabbits low, Winneshiek Co. 

1928 High, Clayton R. G low, Clayton 

1929 High, but deers 36 houses, Lansing 

: 1930 5 houses, 60 rats found dead, Rabbits low, Lansing & most of Ia. 

: lansing 2 

1931 Wo houses, Lansing. Diseased, Rabbits medium high, R. G. very 

Clayton high 

; 1932 Low R. G. very high
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Side take to onuthah fone Sidehets “ettnte of tet GHEE, 

% pp- 99, 101, 102), from Ghart 7 of the Gane Survey (1931, p- 140), a 

_——srom Fig. 23 of this report, frou miscellaneous field notes obtained a 

from WB Albert, Sr., T. Z. Albert, Jr., Geo. Thompson, and Dr. J. Fe a 

Walters, and from the following counts of muskrat houses near the = 

: State Game Fama, Lansing, Allamakee County, by ¥. 3. Albert, Jr.t . ge 

| 1929, 36 houses, 100 rats taken. Est. pop. hoo 4 a 

1930, 5 houses, 20 rats teken, 60 found dead of 

1931, no houses, no rats taken, 30 found dead, July-August a 

} 1929, 600 houses, no trapping : : 

/ 1930? s 

1931, 160-200 houses, no trapping C 

4 

: ma 
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a Report on # Game Survey of Tows 

Chapter VIII 

Ti Towa 

The preceding chapters have sketched the status of Iowa's game 

species, and the condition of the range available for their habitation. 

We have now to appraise character and trend of that vast complex called 

‘public sentiment." A conservation plan, to work successfully, mst 

fit the public mind, as well as the land and the things which grow upon it. 

Ideas like quail and oaks and soils and rivers, are a product 

of evolution, and can be seen only in the light of their own past. 

Conservation ideas are no exception. ‘Space forbids any review of Iowa's 

conservation history, but the size and sequence of the bubbles depicted 

in Table 6 and Pig. 25 will reveal to discerning readers not a little of 

the strength and direction of her underlying tides of thought. 

At present the conservation movement is the resultant of four 

component forces: the farmer, the sportsman, the bird-lover or protection- 

ist, and the scientist. ‘They have so far been pulling in the same general 

direction, but by no meang in unison with each other. ‘The Conservation Pla 

seeks to integrate these forces, and its several “gurveys," including 

this one, constitute cropings for feasible ways and means. 

This chapter seeks to point out the basic identity of interest 

which exists between several of these groups. 

Sportsmen and Bird-Lovers 

| Objectives: ‘the objective of the game program is to retain for the 

average citizen an opportunity to hunt. ‘his implies much more than the
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Events in lows Conservation 

1904 - Lewis & Clarke pass up the Missouri. 

1806 ~ Lewis & Clarke return down the Missouri. 

1819 ~ Thomas Say at Fort Iisa near Council Bluffs (1519-20). 

1820 - Kearney in Iowa. 

1834 - Maximillian, Prince of ¥eid, on the Missouri (1833-34). 

18%3 - Audubon passed up the Missouri. 

ish) ~ Last antelope seen (Lyon County). 

1847 - Drouth. First weather records begin. 

1850 - Swampland Act passed Congress. 

1853 - Nard winter, 1852-3. @lk driven south through Hanilton County 

(Bonebright). 

| 1855 - Sunday hunting prohibited. 

( 1856 ~ Hard winter, 1856-57. Deer killed with clubs in Worth County. 

| 1857 - First game law. All upland game protected Feb. 1-July 15 (Bennett). 

1858 - Last buffalo killed by Albert Phipps, at Lost Island Lake, Palo 
Alto County. 

1862 - Mrst fish law. ‘Trout protected. Woodcock protected 6 months. 

1863 - Last bear killed, Ida County. 

1864 - Drouth. 

1868 ~ Quail trapping prohibited till 1572. 

1869 - Cherokee County offers special taxation to encourage woodlots (Allen). 
Pirst Baglish Sparrow appears, at Burlington (Barrows). 

1870 - Songbirds protected. Last elk killed, Ida Co. (Moorehead). 10 pairs 
of English Sparrows planted at Davenport. 

1872 - Trapping of all upland came prohibited. Yur animals protected. 

1873 ~ Grasshopper year.
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1874 - “Cold Friday." Coues in Iowa. Shipment of game birds restricted 
to 12 per day. Fish and Game Commission established. Standing 

committees on fish and game appointed in House and Senate. Fish- 

ways required on dams. Mnglish Sparrows from Massachusetts planted 

at Cedar Rapids. 

1876 - First full-time State Game Commissioner. 20 pairs of sparrows planted 
at Dubuque. Comaissioners ordered to buy 900,000 eels for stocicing. 

Sale of prairie chickens prohibited. 

1878 - First beg-limit law in U.S.: 25 game birds per dey. Bxport pro- 
hibited. Informants given half of fines. Grasshopper year. 

1880 - First fish hatchery authorized, at Spirit Lake. 

1881 - ¥. %. Cooke starts cooperative study of bird migration in Towa. 

1852 - "The Big Snow." Hard winter, 1981-52. English Sparrows planted 
at Sioux City. 

1888 ~ 500 hunters petition Senate not to prohibit spring shooting. 

1889 ~ Keyes and Williams publish a “Catalog of the Birds of Iowa.* 

1890 - Hard winter, 1390-91. 

1 1882 - Last breeding sharptails seen near Sioux City. 

1883 ~ State Audubon Society organized at Keokuk. 

1884 — Bi11 introduced to protect pheasents. Not passed. Hunting pro- 
hibited without farmer's permission. Iowa Ornithologists’ Asseciation 
organized. Active till 1399. 

1695 - "the Bluebird Storm." Drouth year. 

1896 - Tish car authorized for fish reseue work. 

1897 - Last Whooping Crane bred, Hancock Co. (Anderson). Warden suthorized 
to appoint deputies. 

189 ~ Winter fishing of gaue fish prohibited. 

1899 - Minnesota prohibits spring shooting, but Towa “stands pat." 

1900 - 1000 pheasants escape at Cedar Valls, constituting first Towa 

planting. Non-resident hunting license required. 

1901 - Hard winter of 1901-2 kills osage hedges. Iowa Park & Forestry 

Association organized. 

; 1902 - First lunzarien partridge planted, by H. ¥. Grant, at Waterloo.
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1904 — Pigeon traps prohibited. 3-year closure on ae failed to pass. 

Drainage Act pagses Legislature. Bag limit (25) extended to ducks 

and geese. 

1906 - Woodlots and orchards offered special tax status by legislature. 

1907 - "Birds of Iowa’ by 2. M. Anderson published ot Davenport. 

Pheasants closed til] 1915. 

1908 - Hard winter, 1907-08. 

1909 - Resident hunting license required. Deputies put on a salary 

basis. Seining ia boundary waters licensed. 

1910 - Last Iowa turkey killed, Iuecas Co. 

1912 - Migratory Bird Law passed Congress; forced Towa to cease spring 

shooting. 

1913 - First state came farm established at State Pair Grounds. (Moved. 
to Clive in 1915.) 

1915 - Osage winterskilled in 8. ¥ Towa. Queil limit reduced to 15, 

chiekens to S Hungarians closed till 1917. Licensed game 

preserves authorized. 

1916 - Quail closed t111 1922. Prairie chickens clesed. Survey of 

“Towa Lakes and lekebeds" published. 

1917 - Board of Conservation established. $50,000 appropriated from fish 

and game funds for parks. Hard winter of 1917-18. 

1919 = Wild life school founied at MeGrecor, Clayton Co. Parks trans- 

ferred from game fund to generel treasury appropriation. 

1921 - Hard winter, 1921-22. Closure on quail and chickens extended to 

1927. Board of Conservation given authority over atate lakes 

and streams. 

1922 - First starling appears at Lemoni, Decatur Co. First Izask Walton 

Chapter organized, at Nes Moines, by ¥. H. Pile. 

1923 = Ruffed grouse closed ti11 1932. Iowa Ornithologists! Union 

organized at Ames. 

1924 - Upper Mississippi Wild Life Refuge established. Fish and Game Code 

adopted. 

1925 - Taruers complain of pheasant damage. Warden given regulatory powers 

to open season locally om petition, and to trap birds for phanting 

elsewhere. State Game Warden authorized to esteblish refuges.
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1927 - Qiail declared a soncbird and permanently closed. 

1928 - Hard winter, 1928-29. Preliminary game survey made. 

1929 - Beaver reappeared in northwest Towa. 9-foot chamnel started in 

Migsissioni. 

1930 - Drouth year. 

1931 ~ Fish and Game Commission established, and given rezulatory powers. 

“Towa Conservation Plan" begun. Game survey made. Drouth and 

grasshopper year. ZBrosion Experiment Station established at 

Clerinda. 

1932 - Fish and perk surveys made. Game res
earch begun at Ames. Came 

management demonstrations organized. Warden training camp 

organized. Drouth ended. Canada goose and sharptail grouse 

reappear as breeders.
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annual production of a shootable surplus of live birds to be used as 7 

targets. It implies a kind and quality of wild game living in such 

surroundings and available under such conditions as make hunting a 

stimulus to the esthetic, physical, and mental balance of the hunter. 

the objective of the conservation program for non-game wild 

life should be exactly parallel: to retain for the average citizen the 

opportunity to see, admire, and enjoy, and the challence to understand, 

the varied forms of birds and mammals indigenous to the state. It 

implies not only that these forms be kept in existence, but that the 

greatest possible variety of then exist in each coumunity. 
In times past opportunities for both of these categories of pare 

door recreation existed automatically, and hence were lightly valued. 

Both are now, by reason of their growing scarcity, perceived to be 

inmensely valuable. ‘the Conservation Flan is a purposeful effort to 

perpetuate and extend them as one of our standards of living. 

Methodg. Uxperience has shwon that the opportunities to hunt have kept 

on shrinking, notwithstanding the increasing rigid laws enacted to 

preserve them, and the constantly increasing public expenditures 

for game propezation and law enforcement. ‘The reason appears on every 

page of this report: clean farming, close grazing, and drainage. 

tribution by these same economic trends. ‘The fact that game is legally 

shot while other wild life is only illegally shot in no wise alters the 

deadly truth of the principle that neither can nest in a cornstalk. 

Only a decade ago it was considered a profundity to assert that 

“wild life harbors in the forest" and that “the conservation of forests
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will solve the wild life problem." ext we complicated our mental 

picture by realizing that not all game needs forest; quail need brush, 

prairie chickens grass, and grouse thickets. low it has become even 

more complex and specific: we can say for Iowa that “a covey of quail 

occurs wherever an acre of tall bluegrass interspersed with corralberry 

lies between ungrased brushland and corn, provided it be not a north 

slope. * 

Measured by ite effectiveness, this new formmla is worth ten 

thousand platitudes about forests and wild life. ‘The erying need at 

this stage of the conservation movement is definitions of the enviroment 

needed by each species. 

This is just as true of songbirds as of game. Consider the growing 

effectiveness of our present winter feeding techniques for each species, 

and compare them with the old romance about “bread crmabs on the window 

sill.* Compare the modern bird house, designed to fit the species, with 

the birdless gingerbread castles of former years. Soncbird conservation : 

has progressed in these repects, but in other respects it has stagnated. | 

We still lack definitions of what constitutes habitable range for hundreds 

of valuable birds, including migratory species, which do net use artificial 

nesting houses nor need artificial feeding, but which should nevertheless 

be built up in mmbers and distribution so that the opportunity to enjoy 

them will exist in each community. 

Building Unvironments for Sonebirds. A pair of wodthrushes, for example, 

is more valuable to an Iowa village than a Saturday evening bani-concert, 

and costs less. What does it cost? A piece of woodland with undergrowth.
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What kind and size of trees? What undergrowth? Does it matter what 

garrounds the woodland? Can it be grazed? Must it contain water? How 

big to hold a single pair? How many pairs per acre in a woodland big 

enough for several? Research in applied ornithology is just as capable 

of answering these questions as the equivalent questions for quail or 

pheasants diseussed in the preceding chapters. J 

Some of the environmental requirements of the rarer songbirds 

breeding in Iowa are so striking that we can guess in advance a part of 

the specifications for the environment which we must have, or build, in 

order to attract then. ‘the Kentucky Warbler, for instance, seems to want 

a prickly ash thicket surrounted by timber. A little organized study 

might result in additional specifications sufficiently definite and 

reliable to enable landowers, by judicious modifications of spots which 

nearly meet eens to attract this mecies at will. Prickly ash need not 

be planted; if present at all it automatically invades openings cut in 

the right way at the right time. Yoresters can tell us, or find out, how 

to use the axe to induce its spread. 

‘{rail's Flyeatcher seems to want a sumac thicket or a tangle of 

red-osier dogwood; Beli's Vireo a hillside growth of low hazel or sumac; 

Acadian Flycatcher a deep heavily-shaded ravine with a very scattering 

understory; Blue-gray onateXatoher small burr or white oaks on the edge of 

heavy timber without umergrowth. Zvery ornithologist knows mugh 

specifications of this sort for dozens of species. Research is capable 

of so refining this existing knowledge that environments can, by the 

judicious use of the tools commonly employed in forestry or landscaping, 

be built to order with assurance of attracting the desired bird. In short,
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be deliberately and intelligently reversing the processes which are 

destroying bird habitats, we can restore not only birds in general, mt 

those particular birds in which the particular landowner may have a 

special interest. 

This prineiple of modifying the range to fit the species is the 

substance of game management. It can also become the means whereby each 

commnity creates its own dearth or abundance of non-geme birds. Is it 

not likely that the landowmer who now proudly exhibits his bird baths 

or feeding stations will be equally enthusiastic about the diversity of 

bird-environments which he can build up? Should not public parks be 

landscaped" with an eye to the variety of their bird life, as well as 

to the beauty of their scenery? 

The realization of this idea awaits only reliable and definite 

/ specifications. ‘he scientific insitutions of Iowa can write them. As 

in game management, systematic observations, followed by trial 

modifications of the environment and measurement of population response, 

are the technique to be used. 

Iowa is installing, in her Agricultural College, the meleus 

of a personnel already trained in such work, and just as much interested 

in songbirds as in gamebirds. To develop a usable technique of songbird 

conservation these men need only time, the cooperation of Iowa's 

ornithologists, and enouzh money to pay for the experimental verfication 

of their findings. 

Common Cauge: The execution of the game program as outlined in other 

chapters of this report will benefit nom-game species in many ways.
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‘The fencerows and coverts necessary for game will automatically 2 

carry their “crop” of brush-nesting songbirds such as threshers, catbirds, 

chewlnks, and field sparrows, and likewise their increments of wahoo, 

bittersweet, shadbush, and other desirable but shrinicing forms of plant 

life. 

the lake restoration program necessary for e waterfowl crop will 

likewise benefit all aquatic species, plant and animal. 

All conservationists, then, heave this fundamental identity of 

interest: to restore a purposeful balance between various elements in 

wild life environment, as distinguished from the Blind acceptance of 

whatever “balance” the economic Juggernaut may accidentally leave in its 

wake. It is common task to teach the public how to modify economic 

, activities for conservation purposes, and this is a matter of infinitely 

| greater importance than their differences of opinion over details of 

legislative and administrative policy. Unless ani until the common task 

is accomplished, the manipulation of laws and policies is in the long 

ran irrelevant. 

To make common cause calls for an attitude of mtual concession, 

tolerance, and systematic provision for mtual education in working 

out new programs. Specifically we may already foresee the need of: 

1. Organized provision for current contact and discussion between 
the two groups. 

2. Definite assumption by the Fish and Game Department of 
administrative leadership in conserving non-game animals. 

3. Matas] support of research as the arbiter of moot biological 
questions, such as predator control, exotic game birds, 
and the status of hunted species. 

)
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4, Mutual cooperation to teach the private landowner how to 
restore environments for wild life, and mutual acceptance 
of the fact that he mst be compensated by those who wish 
to share the result. 

; 5. Acknowledgment by sportsmen that non-game wild life is just 
} as important as game. 

6. Acknowledgment by bird-lovers that controlled game utilization 
is not only justifiable, but a necessary means for financing 
the restoratim of environments needelby all wild life. 

‘ Sportemea and Farmers 

This report will not repeat the threadfare homilies of how the 

hunter should behave after he has entered the famer’s land. ‘The question 

ist how can the farmer put some game on the land, limit the mumber 

of hunters to what the game can stand, and limit the kind of hunters to 

what he can stand? Once we mske permission to hunt a personal transaction, 

y no vandal is likely to get a second chance to abuse either his host or the 

Gane. 

The foundation for such a relationship is an adequate anti-trespass 

law, definitely placing the burden of seeking permission on the hunter. 

g Towa has had such a law since 1696, but it is not as positive as it might be. 

fhe second element in a sound relationship is an incentive for the 

famer to produce game. ‘Those farmers who encourage game for their own 

enjoyment cannot fairly be expected to cive it away to strangers, and those 

farmers who do not will, in the long run, produce none unless paid for 

their pains by those individuals who enjoy the regult. 

The third element is the orgamization of farms into groups, 

s0 ag to make trespass harder, the asking and giving of permission easier, 

and the management of game more effective. 

The fourth element is an open season long enough to allow orderly



; harvesting of the game crop. This means seasons measured in weeks 

or months, not days. Once the farmer limits the total yearly kill, 

the need for short seasons disappears. The state, I think, met 

eventually recognize a distinction between managed and unmanaged lands, 

and give the latter longer seasons, provided they are organized into 

large enough groups to make it practicable. 

Proving grounds to test the workability of these needed changes 

have alresdy been set up. They are the "Demonstration Areas" which will 

be described in the next chapter. The definite recognition of the 

Agricaltural College as technical advisor to the Mish and Game Commission 

completes the foundation needed for building up a more satisfactory 

relationship between those who own the land, and those whose sound 

instinets bring them back to the land for the enjoyment of their leisure 

q hours. 

The Upshot 

Yor purposes of discussion we have spoken of the component groups 

of conservationists as if eachindividusal belonged to one but not the 

Gthers. ‘This is not true. ‘there is no sportsman who at some age or 

season is not in some degree a bird-lover; few bird-lovers who in youth 

were not sportsmen; no one of either who is not at heart a tiller of the 

soil. 

It would make for solidarity to admit that the modes of exercising 

the love of the soil are a matter of age and circumstance, and that their 

values are individual and relative. Let us examine, for example, the claim 

frequently advanced by bird-lovers, thet hunting with a field-glass is a 

"higher" fora of sport than hunting with a gun. I, for one, admit that
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their contention is sound, provided we waive those variables of age 

and physical fitness which affect the question as between individuals. 

But there is this counter-elaim, never advanced by sportanen, but here 

in point: the present spertenen's program is more socialized than the 

bird-lover's program, because it sesks to restore a statewide distribution 

of outdoor opportunity, as well as to keep species in existence. 

What I am trying to say is that the bird-lover's aspirations are 

too modest. He eth wh be content with keeping a rare species alive 

in some sanctuary, where it ean be seen only by thoss with the leisure 

to travel, or the luck to live nearby. He should dewand the restoration 

of sample ranges in all suitable parts of the state. Restore the range, 

and the bird will follow. What I have tried te say in this chapter is 

that the instrument for restoring all wild life is now at hand. 

Public support for its use should not be lsecking, once all con- 

servationists unite to make the issue understood. Take the prairie chicken 

8 an example. Yor the cost of one dead momament to the pioneers, the 

state could restore to each of half a dozen counties a living sample of 

f the environment in which the pioneers wove the warp and woof of their 

lives, and in which every Iowan with imagination enomgh to desire it could 

personally hear that uted music of booming cocks, which was, and is the 

" Bumenon of prairie spring. By what irony of “progress” can we bequeath 

to all the coming caravan of generations an Iowa from which that voice 

is stilled, a greening prairie destined to be forever silent, a stringless 

: violin?



Report on a Game Survey of Iowa 

Chapter IX 

THE IOWA GAMM PROGRAM 

The preceding chapters have attempted to measure and trace 

the origin of the present condition of the game, the game range,and 

the public mind in Iowa. 

‘ This concluding chapter tries to answer in boiled-down form 

the question: What are we going to do about it? 

There will be no room for supporting argument. ‘The argument 

is given, or implied, in the preceding pages. 

Objectives: What are we driving at in Iowa? We are trying to piece 

together from the present set-up of biological, economic, and psychological 

and legal facts, a new mechanism which will: 

1. Produce a shootable surplus of game for Iowa sportsmen. 

2. Produce this surplus naturally and cheaply by improving the 

range, rather than artificially and expensively by raising 

game in pens. 

3. Produce native rather than foreign species wherever possible. 

4. Awaken private initiative in game production, so that the 

total anmal crop will not be limited to that obtainable 

through state funds. 

5. Preserve as mich "democracy" in shooting privileges as is 
compatible with the workability of the system. 

6. Make production so widespread as to make game accessible 
to every citizen; not to confine production to a few refuges 

or preserves. 

7. Make the food, cover, and water developed for shootable game 

serve as far as possible to increase non-shootable wild life. 

General Policy: Iowa proposes to encourage the farmer, with the moral 

and financial help of the sportsman, to assume the function of producing
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the resident upland game crop. The state will help by furnishing technical 

advice and favorable laws. : 

The favorable lews needed boil down to one: authority from the 

Legislature to permit organized farm groups to shoot,during an adequate 

season, the surplus game produced on their holdings, under state 

inspection. The hope is that such organized producing areas will spread 

and ultimately cover the large part of the state. 

Migratory game production, on the other hand, is to be definitely 

recognized as a state function, the responsibility for which cannot be 

safely left to private landowmmers, nor effectively passed along to the 

federal government. 

This is, in effect, the "American Game Policy" of 1930, applied 

to Iowa. It aims to retain as state functions only those items which 

cannot be safely entrusted to private initiative. 

Manpower: ‘To work out gradually the execution of this policy, Iowa has 

installed an executive personnel trained in game management and in the 

administration of conservation affairs. ‘They in turh are training 6 

field force. An annual game management training camp for field warden 

is one of the means used. In addition, a game management library and 

current periodicals should be made available to the field wardens. 

Inspectors should teach the nin how to plan his work. Wild life increase 

should be his yardstick of service. Prosecutions are only one of the 

means to this end. 

fo advise the executive personnel on biological questions, and to 

bring about a contimal improvement in game management technique, a
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| research department consisting of three full-time men has been set up 

in the Agricultural College at Ames. Ames should become the clearing 

house for a growing volume of conservation research conducted in all the 

piological institutions of the state. 

fo serve as field laboratories for testing techniques and 

methods of organisation, dasnstratio areas (Fig. 26) are so far set up. 

They are operated in cooperation with local farm groups and sportsmen's 

organizations. 

The objective of all personnel should be to work itself out of 

a job to the greatest possible extent. 

}inance. The current reveme of the Department (normally about $250,000 

per year) will be approximately sufficient to meet its operating expenses 

} under this plan, provided the cost of upland game production can be 

largely assumed by the landholder and sportsman. It will not suffice, 

however, for the capital expenditures needed for the lake restoration 

program. ‘These should be met by an increase in the license fees to be 

devoted exclusively to the purpose. 

Both the current reveme, the operating expenses, and the lake 

restoration program involve fish, hence the above statement can only be 

regarded as an approximation until fitted to the fish program. : 

In general the financial objective is to spend the state's money 

teaching people how they can get along without it; to buy leadership 

rather than things, to give away ideas rather than property. ‘he pith and 

heart of this whole program is that the state's money can never suffice 

to produce game, but it can suffice to teach game management. 

Cheap manpower never works this way, hence it is economy in the
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long run to pay high salaries for the best manpower available. 

The species-programs which follow list only such actions as 

have an immediate bearing on the development of conservation practice. 

Quail Program 

Demonstrations: Prove that quail abundance can be built up and kept 

up by cover and food developments. Find what changes in cover and food 

cost least, help most, and fit best into local farm customs. 

xperiment in southern Iowa to find out how mech, if any, 

abundance on managed areas is reduced by limited shooting. lUxperiment 

to find the best organization for the practice of management, the control 

of shooting, and the inspection of areas permitted to shoot. 

Legislation; A Bill to Bncouraze Game Management. “Be it enacted by the 

General Assembly of the State of Iowa: 

Section I. That section 1703-dI2, Code of 1931 be amended by adding 

thereto the following: 

“Issue annual permits to landholders or groups of landholders 

to conduct experiments, in cooperation with the State Agriculture College, 

for the purpose of determinine whether the game on lands owned by them 

can be conserved by the practice of game management. Such permits may 

authorize the taking of the estimated anmel surplus of any species of game 

produced on the permitted area, including protected and closed species, 

under such conditions as the Commission may specify. Bach permit will 

specify the game species permitted to be taken, the maximum number of each, 

and the season during which they may be taken and the bag limit per person 

per day. No permit shall be issued or renewed until the area has been
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inspected by the Commission for the observance of the game laws and the 

condition of the permit. 

"No gome shall be removed from any experimental area, or held 

in possession therein, without affixing to each head a non-reusable 

tag, such tags to be issued by the Game Commission at ____ cents each." 

Land: Bxemine the feasibility of leasing “producing areas" to be very 

carefully fed, and used as a source of planting stock in the event that 

killing winters depopulate local areas. 

Research: How can the range development plans recommended in the Handbook 

be made cheaper or more effective? What is a safe kill on managed areca? 

How evenly need the kill be spread over all the coveys? 

Gheek food and cover plants most valuable for erosion-control 

and least objectionable to agronomists, and technique for getting them. 

Are mulberries needed on nesting grounds? 

Why are quail scarce in northeast Iowa? In west-central Towa? 

Can the reason be controlled? 

Measure the sources of mortality and the comparative cost and 

value of indicated controls. What is the hayfield loss? What conditions 

warrant flushing rods for quail? : 

What density of pheasants interferes with quail? How? 

Is there much difference between the carrying capacity which 

can be developed on the heads of drainages on prairie range, and on lower 

drainages in riverbreaks or roughs? 

During the next period of cyclic mortality, watch for diseases, 

especially in northeast Iowa.
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Cooperate with the Missouri Quail Investigation, 

Pheasant Program 

Demonstrations. Lxperiment to find (1) how establishment of shootable 

populations can be hastened in the intermediate zone (Benton and Scott 

counties); (2) whether the ticket system, plus refuges, will suffice 

| to maintain pheasants in the northwest counties (Palo Alto); (3) whether 

straight paid shooting can “unlock” those well-stocked counties in which 

farmers now oppose any open season (Monona); (4) whether straight paid 

shooting can restore good stands to the weak counties of the Iowan Drift 

(Grundy). From all these learn whether crop damage can be held down 

by wider distribution of winter food and cover, and (later) whether 

it is safe and workable to give preferential seasons to organized territory. 

Ignds: Develop possibilities of state “game producing areas" on gravel pits 

and lakebeds. Find by banding their radius of service. 

Plantings: Get stock commercially or by trapping. Concentrate plantings 

for two years in the Intermediate Zone while the results in south Iowa 

are being observed. Then, if the results are promising, concentrate 

plantings in south Iowa while the Intermediate Zone is being observed. 

Do not plant on bare range until local people have developed cover and 

food. 

Research: Make experimental mass plantings, as outlined by Grange, to 

find whether and how pheasants can be established on the prairies of 

southern Iowa. What is the hayfield nesting loss? What are the controls? 

Does winter cover and food affect the date of nesting? Do the various
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) soil types display different sex ratios? Do spots of cover for "crowing 

grounds" add to nesting density or peaceable division of territory? 

What nesting density is tolerated; is there a limit? What conditions 

warrant the use of flushing rods? Have imported minerals affected 

survival in southern Iowa? Is the “conditioning” theory supported by 

any concrete evidence? What is the crippling loss, including "seratched" 

birds? Band pheasants to find (1) yearly radius, (2) relation of movements 

to cover andfbod. Find by banding the comparative survival value of 

wild trapped, farmer egg, and game farm planting stock. Is grubby corn 

pulled in preference tosound? What conditions of soil; cover, and density 

make for corn damage? ‘hei water protect fruits from damage? 

Hungarian Program 

Demonstrations and Plantings. Develop 4 “producing area” in O'Brien 

or some other good county by offering to buy the trapped surplus from 

farmers after management plans have been applied. Plant this stock 

on selected ground, prenwely provided with food and cover, on the 

unstocked portion of the Missouri loess (southwest Iowa). 

If the producing area proves that it can stand trapping, offer 

an open season to organized areas similarly managed. 

Research: Watth the present outposts in northeast Iowa, and if they 

thrive, extend them by phantings. If they disappear, try and find out 

how. 

Does nesting cover of the preceding year's growth make nesting 

earlier? Does winter food affect the date? Are hayfield nests repeats
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) following earlier failure? What is the hayfield loss? How do haying 

j dates compare with the incubation-status of hayfield nests(as affecting 

desertion). How effective are "islands" of uncut hay in allowing nests 

to hatch? What is the per cent and nature of predator loss in early 

and late nests in good and poor cover? 

Band to find anmal radius and seasonal movements. 

During the next period of cyclic mortality, watch for diseases. 

eae is with Michigan Hungarian Investigation. 

Prairie Chicken Program 

State Refuges. Acquire by purchase or long-time lease the main ¢rassland 

coverts, nesting grounds, and booming grounds in at least six counties, 

and close the surrounding farms as permanent refuges closed to all 

} hunting. . 

At least one of these should also be a state prairie park 

dedicated to the preservation of the prairie landscape, flora, and fauna, 

and if feasible also a sample prairie homestead in the first years of 

its development. The cultivation incident to this will serve to hold 

the chickens. Remove all pheasants from this park. 

Develop each refuge for a maximum permanent chicken population, 7 

to be utilized only for education, research, and field trials. Appoint 

a local custodian, and develop a technical director in the educational 

institution nearest each refuge. 

Auxiliary Refuges. Acquire by short-time lease the main grassland 

coverts, nesting grounds, and booming grounds needed by other existing 

/ remnants, buy winter food patches, close the area to shooting, appoint a 4
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local custodian, and inspect anmally. Scatter these auxiliaries as 

widely as the surviving remnants allow. 

4 

Research: Band winter chickens to find out where they come from, which i 

sex migrates, and under what conditions they stay to nest and become | 

residents. Work out specifications for size, kind, and distributim of 

nesting coverts on state refuges, and possible nest density. Measure 

sources of mortality, including wires. What density of pheasants can be 

tolerated on chicken refuses? When and how does interference occur? 

What is the feeding redius of @hickengs in winter? Do they bud? What 

bait foods or cover holds them on refuges? What ageregate acreage 

constitutes a minimim range unit? Are Iowa chickens cyclic? 

Cooperate with the Wisconsin and Minnesota grouse investigations. 

Sharptail Program 

State Refuse. Acquire by purchase or long-time lease at least one unit 

of loess bluffs along the upper Missouri to be developed as a state park 

to preserve the native flora ani fauna. Stock this with sharptail, 

mountain sheep, and antelope of as nearly the indigenous strain as 

possible. Mxclude grazing, and measure the effect on local erosion. 

Research. What proportion of winter chickens are sharptails? What sex? 

Where do they come from? How can they be induced to stay and nest? 

Cooperate with the Wisconsin and Minnesota grouse investigatim s. 

Ruffed Grouse Program 

Parks: Develop all wooded state parks as ruffed grouse refuges; also the 

borders of the Upper Mississippi Refuge.
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State Forests: Any program of state forests will be even more valusble F | 

for perpetuating this species than the state parks, because of the cuttings 

made, and the thickets which follow. | 

Auxiliary Refuses: Acquire by short-time lease any especially important 

brush coverts containing this species and threatened with grazing or 

clearing. Close to all hunting and inspect anmally. 

Research: Why do so few state parks contain ruffed grouse) : Foxes? 

Scarcity of young thickets? People? Will restocking help? If so, 

apply the Minnesota trapping methods to get planting stock from Allamakee 

County during “high" periods. How far south, and under what conditions / 

of isolation, does the cycle fade out? 

Cooperate with ‘the Minnesota ruffed grouse investigation. 

Waterfowl and Migratory Bird Program 

Lake Restoration: Buy the beds ahd shorelines of 150 lakes and marshes, 

or such parts of them as are not already owned by the state, and develop 

them as breeding grounds for waterfowl, and for other conservation uses. 

Set aside a generous proportion as yearlong refuces, and open the remainder 

to regulated public shooting. Finance this restoration program by adding 

a small amount to the license fees. 

Regulation of Practices: License all private clubs and shooting preserves 

and require them to report their kill. Base renewals of license on 

compliance with such stipulations governing shooting methods as may be 

determined for each case to be practicable and in the public interest. 

License stipulations’ to be determined through anal inspection.
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Research: Refine and improve the technique of lake restoration by finding 

what constitutes nesting cover for the 7 species still nesting in Iowa. 

How can nesting capacity be increased? What are the causes of nest | 

mortality? Juvenile mortality? Can re-occupation of idle breeding grounds 

be hastened by planting breeding stock? Find by banding the survival 

value and returning progeny of such plantings. What factors limit the 

southerly extension of the breeding range? Can they be controlled? Are 

grits a factor? How does the sex-ratio affect breeding behavior or success? 

Does early opening deplete local stock? What is the crippling 

loss in various types of shooting? Can shooting practices be regulated 

to reduce it? 

What foods can be developed in the artificial lakes of southern Iowa? 

: Develop data, through a system of selected observers, on the 

status and trend of jacksnipe, woodcock, and upland plover. What spots 

in the state refuges need to be altered for their special accomodation? 

What is the status of the mourning dove? Is an open season 

warranted in any part of the state? 

Do breeding wood ducks depend mainly on hollow trees, or are 

ground-sites sufficient to hold them on waters otherwise suitable? 

Cooperate with the Biological Survey in migratory bird research. 

Get the Upper Mississippi Refuge to undertake research of inter-state interest 

suitable for its lands. 

Rabbit Program 

Research: Does holing up act as an automatic check against overshooting? 

Under what conditions do cottontails render the best buffer
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service to game birds? What response in cottontails follows cover | 

end food improvements for game birds? 

Are there disease relationships between cottontails ani game birds? 

Do jackrabbits tend to exclude cottontails? : 

Cooperate with the Michigan cottontail investigation. 

Miscellaneous Progran 

Bring into state ownership the “juncles" of the Missouri bottoms, | 

and operate as a public shooting ground, with iaterspersed refuges for . 

waterfowl, deer, and pheasants. Move the Shelby deer herd to this area. 

Bring into state ownership the clay bluffs alone the Missouri 

and manage for quail, turkey, and pheasants. A refuce for sharptail | 

and mountain sheep should form a part of this area. The protection of these f 

bluffs from grazing is essential to prevent the silting of drainage ditches 

and lakes in the adjoining bottoms. 

Restock with wild turkey suitable public areas in southeast 

; and northeast Iowa. : 

Have the wardens census all heron rookeries and other foci of 

ornithological interest, and report their status anmally. 

Arrange with Ames Forest School and Buresu of Soils to offer 

technical service and planting stock at cost to farmers desiring to 

combine erosion-control and game cover. 

Consider revision of the present woodlot tax law to provide 

for registration and inspection of areas. 

Offer technical service to railroads and highway officials 

willing to leave game cover.
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IOWA CONSERVATION PLAW 

REFUGE POLICY 

Definitions: The word refuge, as herein used, means an area closed to 

shooting at all seasons, and so managed that it may produce an out-flow 

of game for the benefit of the surrounding area. Improvement of shooting 

on the surrounding area is usually an object. . 

The word sanctuary means the same thing, except that it may 

be used where an outflow is not necessarily expected or where the area deals 

with non-shootable or non-game species. 

For brevity, the word refuge is used inclusively in this policy 

where both categories are being discussed, but the principles apply to 

sanctuaries as well as refuges. 

ASuthority: ‘The state (or in the case of migratory birds, the federal 

government) may establish refuges either by reason of its authority over wild 

life, or by reason of its control of land. Other parties can establish 

refuges, but only by reason of control of land. ; 

In short, the state can establish a refuge on land it does not 

own. 

History: Various states have built up systems of state "refuges" which 

consist merely of the signs tacked up on their boundaries. They perform no 

function, either by virme of their terrain or their administration, which 

could not be performed by a good trespass law, or good game laws adequately 

enforced. Such practice, while often well intended, actually subverts the 

mean¢ing of the word refuge, and damages conservation by beclouding the 

y
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inadequacy of the trespass or game laws, or the inadequacy of their 

enforcement. 

Functions: The policy in Iowa will be to give state recognition only to 

such refuges as perform a definite and useful function or service for a 

particular species or group of species. 

The various species differ greatly in the degree to which they 

are susceptible of being benefited by refuges. Outflow, for instance, 

depends largely on mobility. Mobility is very great in migratory birds, 

moderate in prairie chickens and pheasant, low in Hungarian partridge and 

ruffed grouse, and very low in quail or cottontail rabbit. 

Outflow also depends on population pressure within the refuge, 

due to favorable environment and resulting natural increase. 

' Possible density of population also greatly limits the feasibility 

of refuges. Upland game does not usually tolerate densities in excess of one 

bird per acre, except in winter concentration areas. It is usually unprofit- 

able, therefore, to buy expensive land as refuges for sedentary upland game 

species. 

fhe functions justifying a refuge are: 

(a) Outflow by reason of mobility of the species served. 

(b) Outflow by reason of environmental improvement. 

(e) Protection of seed stock. 

(a) Terrain either inherently more favorable than the 

surrounding land, or made so by improving food, 

: cover, etc. 

lowe Refuges: 

The foregoing principles as applied to Iowa species and con- 

ditions usually justify state recognition only in the following cases:
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1. Waterfowl Breeding or Rest Areas: Waterfowl are so mobile, 

and breeding or rest areas so inadequate, that almost any marshland or 

water used for breeding or resting to any notable extent will qualify, 

provided the refuge can be enforced. Breeding areas, in order to qualify, 

should be protected from heavy grazing and fire. Large open waters which 

cannot be shot in any event qualify only when the shore, as well as the 

water, is included. 

2. Sanctuaries for Rare Species or Breeding Colonies: Any area 

containing ruffed grouse, resident prairie chickens, wild turkeys or other 

rare species, or breeding colonies of gregarious birds like herons or gulls, 

usually qualifies as a refuge by reason of the desirability of excluding 

guns and shooting from the vicinity. It is desirable, however, to stipulate 

reasonable enforcement and control of grazing, fire, etc., where needed. 

3. Pheasant Refuges: Areas of heavy cover especially adapted 

to conserving a seed. stock of pheasants deserve recognition as state refuges, 

up to the limit of the state's ability to patrol and improve them, and 

providing the surrounding area is open to public shooting on reasonable terms. 

Provision of nesting cover, wintering cover, or winter food on 

such refuges is usually of even greater importance than protecting seed 

stock from shooting. 

Waterfowl refuges can frequently function as pheasant refuges. 

The state cannot afford to own more than a skeleton system 

including the larger and more important pheasant refuges. ‘The maximum state 

ownership should usually be one per township. ‘The state can, however, properly 

recognize privately owned refuges provided they constitute part of an organized 

game management demonstration area.
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Ownership of Auxiliary Refuges: fhe state has full authority to establish 

refuges whether or not it owns the land. It should own the land only when 

it already belongs to the state, or when owmership is the most feasible 

way to accomplish the purpose of the refuge. 

Refuges not owned by the state, but established by its authority, 

may be called “Auxiliary.” 

The Leased Auxiliaries; which are now in effect should be contimed until 

each has been examined by the administrative force to see whether they 

qualify under this policy. It should be explained to owners who do not 

qualify, how they can accomplish their legitimate purposes under the trespass 

laws. 

State, County, or Municipal Parks: There are probably many areas which 

need to be closed to shooting for general purposes, but which do not qualify 

under the specific purposes recognized in this policy. ‘the desired closure 

may, if the area is otherwise qualified, be obtained by establishing a park.
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; SPECIAL LIST OF COOPERATORS, IOWA GAME SURVEY 

(not including game officials) 

John Tobin, Vinton Buck Wilson Dallas Centre 

Walter M. Rosene, Ogden Clyde Mckee, Troy 

Carl F. Henning, Boone Alva Hunt, Pulaski 

Geo. W. Wood, Waterloo Allen Greene, Oakville 

Burr S. Lichty, Waterloo Carl Leopold, Burlington 

A. C. Willford, Waterloo : Frederic Leopold, Burlington 

John C. Hartman, Waterloo Roy Edgar, Burlington 

Chas. &. Hurst, Cedar Falls Wa. Ewinger, Burlington 

G. 0. Vandevere, Waverly Walter Eaton, Burlington 

¥F. J. Pierce, Winthrop Frank Marnette, Spirit Lake 

J. H. Schmitz, Storm Lake Walter Bennett, Sioux City 

Jas. A. Weigle, Clarkeville BE. H. Casete, Charles City 

John Ramsay, Clarkeville D. W. Mott, Jr., Hampton 

L. J. Voss, Rockwell H. M. Marker, Jefferson 

EB. $. Gage, Mason City W. V. Thornburg, Guthrie Centre : 

Frank Goodman, Mason City W. H. Powers, Webster City 

Nestor Styles, Cherokee B. H. Wilson, Webster City 

Cc. G. Turner, Cherokee Mrs. Frances Whitley, Webster City 

Chas. J. Spiker, New Hampton C. H. Currie, Webster City 

Cc. B. Agans, Osceola A. &. Thompson, Cresco 

RB. S. Barnard, Spencer James Zeigrang, Livermore 

L. P. Shaffer, Spencer E. S. Parker, Ida Grove 

QO. P. Allert, Giard Grover Moore, Ida Grove 

H. L. Irwin, Dewitt : D. D. Conger, Ida Grove
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; Iowa Cooperators 2 

Harold Clark, Ida Grove Robert Brown, Brown Hotel, 
Des Moines 

E. B. Graber, Newton 
Dr. E. BE. Speaker, Lakeview 

B. Shimek, Iowa City, % University 
A. T. Leabo, Walcott 

Ewen MacEwen, Iowa City 
; W. L. Meiburg, Davenport 

Mrs. BR. H. Volland, Iowa City 
H. T. Hange, Story City 

Homer Dill, Iowa City, % University 
Val Racek, Huxley ; 

Geo. D. Moulton, Ledyard 
Ray Jones, Story City 

Clyde %. Whinger, Keokuk 
. : Torkel Hill, Story City 

W. F. Kubichek, Cedar Rapids, % Coe College 
Herbert Struble, Tama 

Hugh Lorimer, Chariton 
Frank D. Ickis, Creston 

John Frazier, Chariton 
H. A. MeWilliams, Farmington 

E. M. Butterfield, Knoxville 
L. W. Hall, Eldon 

W. H. Clemons, Clemons 
} C. £. Doran, Eldon 

Jd. N. Burwell, Marshalltown 
Claire Dewey, Washington 

Dr. A. B. Scott, Albia 
Joe Kantsky, Jr., Ft. Dodge 

Fred Hoffman, Muscatine 
E. B. Cavanagh, Ft. Dodge 

Tt. D. Kas, Sutherland 
Merle Lock, Badger 

Geo. Salenius, Granville 
Martin Osgard, Rice Lake 

G. W. Musgrave, Clarinda 
J. L. Strunk, Decorah 

Frank Warnicke, Immetsburg 
Curtis Miller, Cresco 

Ole Hange, Eumetsburg 
A. H. Bolton, 529 Ins. Exch. Bldg., 

Harold 8. Thomas, Des Moines Sioux City 

F. K. Powers, Des Moines T, C. Stephens, Morningside College, 
Sioux ity 

Mrs. John BE. Stewart, Des Moines 
Dr. C. A. Hurd, Northwood 

Arthur J. Palas, Des Moines 
Dr. Chas. R. Keyes, Cornell College, 

Don MeGregor, Des Moines ccaideauisiciaecaine aucemiiasomaamaaaues 

(2073-37th St.)
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PREFACE 

The day of plenty of game for everybody at any time has 
gone. If in Iowa there is to be any game for hunting in the 
future, there must be provided some plan of managing game 
as acrop. The simplest plan might be for Iowa to open up the 
state to unrestricted shooting and shoot until the present game 
supply is gone. But that is not desirable, and it is not game 
management. A second plan might be to establish enough 
game farms to produce an annual crop of game to distribute 
for hunting. But to do that would require an expenditure so 
large it would be prohibitive. The sound plan and the one 
which will be permanent, if it works at all, is to recognize the 
farmer as the custodian of the game, recognize that in Iowa 
practically all land is owned privately and that any method 
of producing and maintaining a game crop, to be successful, 
must show the farmer how he can provide food and cover for 
game, and must also provide recognition of the fact that the 
farmer is entitled to consideration for any effort he makes 
toward providing a supply of game. This handbook attempts 
to give suggestions as to how this latter idea of game manage- 
ment may be accomplished. 

The principles of such management are equally applicable 
to all wild life, and improving conditions for game species 
improves them as well for many non-game species. 

The Iowa Fish and Game Commission wishes to express its 
appreciation for preparation of the greater part of this hand- 
book to Mr. Aldo Leopold,
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While the average Iowa farm usually provides some food and cover for game birds, 
present agricultural practices leave extensive stretches of country like the above where 
only a minimum number of birds at best can find protection and nesting ground. 
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In contrast to the above picture note what might be afforded game birds if some 
thought were given to their management as a crop. Here is a secondary road where 
the brush is kept cut back but not cleaned off and where the grass and weeds are 
not burned except after the winter is over. Elder berries and wild blackberries are 
growing in abundance at the edges of the woodland. Next to the brushy roadside and 
woodland patches and grass fringe is corn, in the middle foreground, and small grain 
in the foreground. In the distance is an osage hedge. This is a real home for game 
birds. Two quail flushed just ahead of the camera when this picture was taken.
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ty 
' to hunt; (2) that the hunter leave his car at the farm issuing 

the permit card; (3) that the hunter check in and check out 
through an authorized member of the group so that the place 
where hunting is done and the amount of game killed can be 
checked and controlled. 
Farms which are under game management should be posted 

with proper signs along roads and entrances against hunting 
and trespass without permission. These signs must inform the 
hunter as to where to apply for such permission. 

COMPENSATING THE FARMER FOR CARING FOR THE GAME 

As will be explained later, game management seldom requires 
withdrawing any valuable land from agricultural use. The i, 
necessary food and cover can usually be provided on odd 
corners and waste places. Game management does require, 
however, that farmers invest a certain amount of time, care, 
skill, and materials in fencing, patrol, signs, food patches, plant- 
ings, ete. If farmers are to make this investment freely they 
must receive some return on it, else it will not be made and 
there will be no game. 

If the farmer is himself a sportsman, he may get this return 
in the form of shooting for himself or family. If he is not, he 
is entitled to get it from the sportsmen to whom he gives per- 
mission to hunt. If he permits no hunting, he may get it simply 
from the pleasure he derives from having abundant game on 
the place. 

There are many ways for sportsmen to compensate farmers 
for their investments in game management. A sportsman’s 
organization may pay a farmer’s organization either by reim- 

“9 bursing it for improvements to the game range, or by paying 
a rental or lease for the hunting privilege. An individual 
sportsman may pay an individual farmer in the same ways. 
Probably the simplest way for farmers to market surplus shoot- 
ing is to charge a fixed rate per man per day for hunting or 
per head of game killed, and personally to select the hunters.
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CHAPTER II. IMPROVING GAME COVER AND FOOD 

The average Iowa farm automatically provides some food 
and cover for upland game, but unless proper cover and food 
are present at critical seasons, game will not survive. These 
eritieal seasons are winter, when snow buries most cover and 
food at a time when livestock has been continually reducing it; 
spring, when the birds must nest after all the fields have been 

E plowed and fence rows cleaned up. 
The essentials, therefore, in completing the cover and food 

requirements for game, are to provide wintering cover and 
food which snow cannot bury or stock graze out, and to provide 
nesting cover which will tend to keep nests out of hayfields, 
where they are liable to be destroyed in mowing. 

HOW TO GROW GAME COVER 

Many people think game cover must be planted. Fortunately 
this is seldom necessary, and planting is expensive. Cover 
usually comes in automatically on any spot protected against 
grazing and fire. How quickly it comes in depends on the 
condition of the soil, the competition of other plants, and the 
presence or absence of seeds or roots. How long it takes to 
reach useful size depends on the kind of plant. How long it 

, remains of useful size depends on the kind of plant and the 
subsequent treatment. 

Grass Cover: Protection of any sodded area against grazing, 
mowing, or fire usually results in grass cover during the next 
growing season. In pasture, grass coverts must be fenced 
to exclude stock during the growing season. In plowland which 
is grazed only during the winter, special fencing is unnecessary. 

Even in pastures, grass cover may be established without 
fencing by covering patches of sod with piles of brush. 

Grass cover may often be secured without labor of fencing 
' by excluding stock from a sodded area already fenced. For 

example: an abandoned orchard already in bluegrass, fenced, 
and not needed for stock. 
Weeds are a temporary equivalent for grass as cover. 
Brush Cover. The quickest way to grow brush cover is to 

clean-cut a small area of timber and protect the stumps against 
grazing, so that the sprouts may grow freely. Such ‘‘coppice”’ 
or sprout growth makes cover within one or two years. Oak 
coppice has the special advantage of holding its dead leaves 
over winter. Coppice loses its game value when it reaches 
tree size, and must then be re-cut or else new ground must 
be coppiced.
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Most draws and fence rows and even some pastures will 
come back to brush if left undisturbed. If such brush gets 
too large, it may be clean-cut and allowed to resprout. This 
improves it as cover. 

A temporary equivalent for brush is fallen, untrimnied tree- 
tops, or unburned brushpiles. 

An unpruned osage hedge is excellent brush cover. It is of 
greatest value when the hanging branches reach down toward 
the ground. 

Where time does not allow waiting for natural brush to 
come in, willows can be planted. Plant ‘‘cuttings’’ about 18 
inches long and one or two inches in diameter. These can be 
driven into the ground, but it is better to open a hole with a 
stick or rod, place the cutting into it and tramp it in firmly. 
Cut back the sprouts each spring, preferably not over two 
feet above the ground. This produces annually a dense ‘‘ros- 
ette’’ of vigorous sprouts which afford good cover. Willows 
thus headed back are called ‘‘pollarded willows.’’ Willows are 
especially good to check erosion in gullies. 

Another good way to use willows is to let them grow to 
sapling size, twelve to fifteen feet high, and then cut them, not 
quite severing the stem from the stump. <A ‘‘jungle’’ is soon 
produced. 

Wild plum, black locust, wild rose, hazel, or buekbrush roots 
may be planted instead of willow cuttings. These should not 
be eut back as with the willows. 

A quick brush cover can be built up by cutting a tree bearing 
~ a grapevine, not cutting the vine. The treetop is soon a dense 

grape tangle, provided it lies in full light. It will not work in 
shaded woods. 

A slow-growing but long-lived covert is obtained by planting 
evergreen trees as windbreaks or in clumps in waste corners. 
Evergreens must be fenced against grazing, and, if possible, 
against poultry. They lose their game value when the lower 
branches are pruned up or browsed off. Cedar and spruce 
are better for game than pine. 

Sweet clover is a quick substitute for both grass and brush. 
A seeding lasts only two years, since the plant is biennial, 
unless two seedings are made in successive years. 
Brush cover seldom attains its full game value wnless there is 

grass in or near it. 

HOW TO PROVIDE GAME FOOD 

The various kinds of winter game food are valuable in pro- 
portion to their lasting qualities. There must be some left 
when the late winter storms hit, and what is left must be 
accessible in spite of snow.
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Berries and Fruit. Wild berries and fruits will not, by 
themselves, winter game. They are valuable as ‘‘salad,’’ but 
the game must also have weed seeds or grain. Berries and 
fruits should be protected wherever possible, and many of them 
can be planted. They are excellent for insect-eating birds also. 

Summer Berries. These do not take the place of winter feed 
but a good berry crop in or near the nesting cover will breed 
more birds than one without, especially in dry years. This is 
especially true for quail and ruffed grouse. For Iowa, wild 
blackberry patches or a few planted mulberry trees, are the 
best source of berries. One of the above to every fifteen or 
twenty acres is desirable to make first class quail range. 

Weeds. The valuable food-bearing weeds include ragweed, 
* wild hemp, smartweed, pigweed, partridge pea, and false climb- 

ing buckwheat. Foxtail is good, but the seeds shell out early 
and are easily covered by snow. 

The quickest and surest way to grow weed food is to omit 
the last cultivation on the outer rows of a cornfield, where it 
borders on cover. 

Overgrazed or thin pastures often grow enough small rag- 
weed or hemp to provide weed seeds. 

Small grain stubble often grows much ragweed or foxtail 
as an aftermath. Simply leaving a strip of such stubble un- 
plowed over winter adjacent to brush cover provides food for 
game. 

To provide smartweed, omit the last cultivation in low spots 
of a bottomland cornfield. 
Weed food-patches can be ‘‘grown-to-order’’ by merely 

plowing or harrowing the surface soil. Such plowed patches ss 
bear food-weeds for several years thereafter. 

It is doubtful whether leaving weeds for game ‘‘contaminates”’ 
the soil. In the case of the weed species here mentioned, the 
seeds are probably present in all soils. The question of whether 
these weeds grow is probably not a question of the presence 
or absence of seeds, but of whether the physical condition of 
the soil favors germination and whether the competition of 
other plants favors survival. 

Grain Food. In Iowa standing corn, even if husked out in 
fall and grazed over winter, usually offers enough waste grain 
and weed seed to winter game, if supplemented by artificial 
feeding during deep snows. If this were not true, lowa would 
be gameless today. 

Weedy standing corn. This offers an ideal combination of 
winter foods if there is enough of it, and if it is not all grazed 
out and trampled down when late winter arrives. It is also 
fair winter cover, except during deep snow. If some late weeds 
are objectionable, a strip of cover crop, such as buckwheat, 
may be sowed at the last plowing of corn.
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Machine-picked corn. Corn fields that have been harvested 
by machine pickers are of little or no value during snow be- 
cause the grain and weed seeds are crushed down to ground 
and hence easily covered up or frozen in. 
Legume Food. Most woodlands, if left ungrazed, grow wild 

beans, peas, or trefoils of very high food value. Summer ; 
grazing eliminates these plants. 
Soybeans are excellent game food, but part of the crop 

should be stacked to insure a supply during snow. The stacks 
should be opened a little with each storm. Soybeans under 
silage corn are good, except during snow. 

Black locust trees grow good beans, but sometimes the beans 
are not available in sufficient quantity to be relied upon for 
winter game food. 

Sweet clover seed is not good game food. Sweet clover is 
valuable mainly as cover. 

Feeding Stations. The best artificial feeding station con- 
sists of a few cornshocks, set up in or near winter cover, and ~ 
opened a little during each successive storm. 

A feedlot is a good artificial feeding station, if situated near 
ungrazed cover. So is a strawstack, if near cover, and if new 
straw is constantly exposed by stock. 
Sometimes it is easier to put food near cover than to put 

cover near food. Large brushy pastures or woods remote from 
standing corn are cases in point. Food ean be provided in 
such places by plowing a small patch and seeding it to sorghum 
or some other grain requiring little or no cultivation. If the 
place is grazed, the food-patch must be fenced. To insure 
against the grain being all eaten up in the fall, shock half of 

~~ it and open a shock with each winter storm. 
Roadsides and Railway Rights of Way are capable of adding 

valuable game food and cover to that produced on farms. Offi- 
cials in charge shouldbe persuaded to let the food and cover 
grow in appropriate places. Cutting roadside brush every three 
to five years, instead of every year, makes the difference 
between good and poor game cover, and most roadside brush 
will not grow to a damaging height in that period. If road- 
side grass or woods must be burned, the burning should be 
done in March, after serving as winter cover, but before nesting 
begins. If roadside grass or weeds must be mowed, the mowing 
should be done in August, not in June or July when nesting 
is at its height.



CHAPTER III. QUAIL MANAGEMENT 

Even though at present quail cannot be hunted legally in 
Iowa, it is useful for landowners to know how to make quail 

; thrive and increase. The pleasure of having them about, and 
their value as insect-destroyers, are alone sufficient to justify 
“quail management.’’ 

But beyond this, if through management there can be restored 
such an abundance of quail that the threat of quail scarcity is 
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eliminated, there should be no ‘reason why a resumption of 
some form of limited legal shooting cannot be hoped for. De- 
tails of a suggested plan for such shooting are outlined in a 
special circular issued by the Fish and Game Commission. 

Quail Range. Quail occur wherever ungrazed brush and 
grass lie adjacent to corn or small grain. Quail management 
in Iowa is largely a matter of allowing such patches of brush 
and grass to grow up near corn or small grain. Northwestern 
Towa (District 1, Fig. 1) is not favorable for quail management. 

An ideal quail range consists of an ungrazed woodlot, flanked 
on the south side by a strip of oak sprouts interspersed with tall 
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bluegrass and patches of buckbrush or briars, and this strip in 
turn flanked by a corn field or small grain. 

The ungrazed woodlot provides refuge. The strip of grassy 
brush provides winter loafing ground. It should include a few 
hogbacks bearing low grass or weeds only, for roosting and 
nesting. There should be patches of briars, or a few planted 
mulberry trees, for summer berries. Here and there should be 
a low-branching thorny redhaw or osage, or a dense grape 
tangle, for hawk-cover during snow. 

The brush strip should be separated from the corn by a fence, 
so as to exclude the stock which grazes the corn in winter, 
If there is ragweed in the corn, or in a draw winding through 
it, or in a pasture nearby, so much the better. Ragweed is 
the fall food. The waste corn is winter food. 

Possible Density of Quail Population. The above combina- 
tion of cover and food constitutes a covey range, and seldom 
fails to produce a covey. You can have as many coveys on a 
farm as you can ‘‘make’’ combinations of this kind, up to a 
maximum of one bird per acre. Each separate combination 
of grassy brush and corn constitutes a covey range. Thus on 
a 160-acre farm, if you ean ‘‘make’’ 10 covey ranges, you 
may have 10 coveys of 15 birds each, or 150 quail, but on a 
farm of this size you could not have 20 coveys by making 20 
ranges. For some unknown reason quail coveys seem not to 
tolerate crowding beyond an average population of a bird 
per acre. 

Making Covey Ranges. This is a matter of, first, examining 
the farm to spot the places which come the nearest being covey 
ranges as they stand, and then adding to each place the par- 
ticular thing which it lacks, and, second, of establishing new :* 
coverts up to the maximum in probable places. 

The ‘‘makings’’ of a covey range are refuge cover (brush), 
loafing and nesting cover (grass) and food (grain and weeds). 

BUILDING UP A FARM FOR QUAIL 

The 170-acre farm pictured in Fig. 2 is taken up in detail to 
illustrate how quail range and number of quail can be in- 
creased. It is an actual Iowa farm on which management has 
started and at present has two coveys. 

Covey No. 1 makes its headquarters in an abandoned road 
cut at the northeast corner of the farm (see solid circle with 
the figure ‘‘1’’ in its center). The old road is flanked by an 
osage hedge. Its thorny branches overhang the steep south- 
facing bank, the top of which bears a ‘‘whisker’’ of bluegrass 
and sweet clover. Such a place is wind-proof and hawk-proof. 
It offers dry dusting spots even in wet weather, and sunny 
loafing ground for winter days. In the ‘‘triangle’’ of the road 
(marked la) is grass which the road crew should be asked to 
leave unmowed ae unburned for nesting. To the east (off
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the map) is standing corn. To the south is a pasture slope 
bearing ragweed. Such a combination is irresistible. There 
will be quail here as long as there are any in the country. 

Covey No. 2 makes its headquarters in the ungrazed woodlot 

near the southwest corner of the farm, adjacent to a feedlot 
where hogs are being fattened. The food supply is further 
strengthened by a cornfield to the west. The woodlot offers 
plenty of brush but no grass. This range is weak on grass, 
and hence might not be occupied in years of a short quail crop. 
It can be strengthened by cutting next winter’s cordwood from 
the south slope marked 2a. The timber on this slope is limby, 
and its removal will benefit the woodlot. Here the brushpiles 
should be left unburned, and grass, brambles, and oak sprouts 
allowed to come in. Cattle must be kept out. 

These two present coveys total 30 birds in 170 acres, or a 
bird per six acres. This is a thin stand. 

BUILDING FOR NEW COVEYS 

Go back to the center of the north side of the farm in Fig. 2. 
In and near the dashed circle marked ‘‘3’’ we can build a 
range for covey No. 3. 

Covey No. 8. The corn to the north offers food, but there 
is now no grass whatever, and no brush save the grazed out rem- 
nant of ahedge. At the corner of the clover field, marked 3¢, are 
a few wild plums pruned up by eattle, and also a group of big 
limby cottonwoods. Fell one of the cottonwoods, and let it 
lie unlopped. Fence off the dotted area marked 3a so the 

* grass and clover ean grow tall and the plums ean spread. In 
the pasture at 3b is another corner, already partly isolated from 
grazing by the creek channel. Fence this, and fell a couple of 
the large scraggly willows on the creek bank. Let them lie 
with the grass growing up through the unlopped tops. 

8a and 3b together will have a new covey next fall or the 
fall after, and in good years, after the growth gets good, pos- 
sibly two new ones. Two small coverts, by the way, are often 
more effective than one large one. 
Proceeding southward, we have a series of steep timbered 

banks facing north along the south side of Spencer Creek, which 
are of slight value for pasture. They are of slight winter value 
for quail, too, because of their north exposure and the distance 
from corn. They will serve as nesting ground only. An ocea- 
sional unlopped treetop, in which long bluegrass ean grow, 
would increase their value for this purpose. 
Now proceed southward down the center of the farm to 

covey No. 4. 

Covey No. 4. A new winter headquarters can be located in 
the woodlot at 4a by cutting cordwood on the bank of a side- 
draw. facing south. There are a few haw trees in the present
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undergrowth. Preserve these carefully ; when the sun has been 
let in they will develop brushy tops. 4a will have to be fenced, 
because unlike 2a, this woodlot is grazed. Let the grass grow, 
and leave the brushpiles unburned. 

At 4b is a hogback in a pasture already bearing some haws, 
osage seedlings, and clumps of hazel and buckbrush. Fencing 
this to let the grass grow up will make a perfect nesting ground. 
In winter this patch will also catch the early morning sun on 
its east-facing bank, and thus supplement 4a as winter quarters, 

Range No. 4 is weak in that the prospective covey will have 
to fly southwest across a pastured draw to reach corn. A line 
of osage, which will resist grazing, or of brushpiles strung 
across this pastured draw would act as a ‘‘street’’ to let the 
covey walk to the corn, and would thus increasé¢ the attractive- 
ness of this covey range. : 

Covey No. 5 ean be located to the east of No. 4 in two fence 
corners at the heads of side-draws where their forks offer south 
exposures. These fence corners are at present pastured bare. 
There is a little ragweed. Fencing will bring in long blue- 
grass, ard in time, brush. Corn lies just south of the fence. 
Tt will help make this range habitable the first year after fenc- 
ing if some temporary cover in the form of unlopped treetops 
or brushpiles is provided. 

The weak point of this covey range is its general northerly 
exposure. Only the south-facing sides of the east-and-west 
side draws at the edge of the upland are usable in winter. Sim- 
ilar side draws lower down the slope might also offer south- 
facing banks, but these banks would not get the sun. 

Covey No. 6 is to be located just southwest of No. 5 in a small 
pasture lying on a steep south slope, now ruined by erosion. hs 
This pasture now offers neither grass nor brush cover, but it 
is already fenced, and both grass and brush will grow up 
when grazing ceases. Its larger gullies are to be planted with 
black locust seedlings and willow cuttings to stop erosion. Cut 
back the willows, each spring, throwing the clippings into the 
gully to stop wash. 

There are a few haws or thornapples already started in this 
pasture. A few osage seedlings planted on the hogbacks would 
hasten the restoration of brush. 

Range No. 6 will hardly make a covey the first year, but it 
ought to be a ‘“‘sure bet’’ by the second or third year of pro- 
tection from grazing. No pasture will be lost, because the 
present washing and gullying has left the soil too poor to have 
pasture value. This steep impoverished slope, on being pro- 
tected, will likely come up to brome grass, rather than blue- 
grass, but this is equally good for quail. 

Covey No.7 is to be located on the west side of the farm where 
several steep eroding gullies are eating back into a cornfield. 
Fencing the heads of these gullies and planting them to wild
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plum, buckbrush, locust or cut-back willows will protect the 
soil as well as the quail. Fencing a corner of the adjacent 
grazed woodlot will provide additional brush and grass. While 
this is in general a north-facing slope, the steep heads of the 
side draws offer several south-facing and west-facing banks, 
which, when grown to long bluegrass, plum, and buckbrush, 
will offer good winter shelter and good nesting cover. 

Range No. 7 may not make a covey the first year, but it may 
be depended on for the second. 

Covey No.8. The east end of the draw in the ungrazed wood- 
lot, at the south-center of the farm, offers a south-facing bank 
which may be treated the same as 2a. But, range 8 differs 
from range 2 in this respect; it is surrounded by permanent 
pasture, instead of corn. It is the only one of the present or 
prospective ranges which lacks food. Accordingly, a narrow 
bench along the draw should be cleared and plowed up and 
planted to sorghum, or some other small grain not requiring 
much cultivation. Shock half of this and open a new shock 
with each snowstorm. This food-patch will insure an eighth 
covey, especially if a boundary ‘‘fence’’ of uncut timber is 
left between range 8 and range 2. ; 

To sum up: Within 2 years after rebuilding this farm for 
quail it should carry annually thereafter 8 coveys, instead of 
2. Hight coveys at 15 each would be 120 birds on 170 acres, 
or 1.4 acres per bird. This will be a very fair stand. 

The rotation of crops on the farm may leave certain ranges 
cornless during particular years, but this loss will be offset by 
new corn in new possible covey locations, or it ean be artificially 

te offset by food patches. 
Substitutes. In building covey ranges, the following are 

substitutes for the particular foods or coverts cited in this 
example: 

A heavy aftermath of ragweed on stubble, or a heavy growth 
of ragweed in pasture, or a smartweed swale, or a few corn- 
shocks opened from time to time, or cut of small grain left 
along fence rows, are substitutes for standing corn. Weedy corn 
carries more birds than clean. Omitting the last cultivation 
on the outside rows increases the available food. 

There is no substitute for grass, unless it be weeds. Ungrazed 
grass is the element most frequently lacking in Iowa quail 
ranges, 

An osage hedge flanked by grass or weeds, or very heavy tall 
grass or weeds or sweet clover, or unlopped treetops, or loose 
large brush piles, are substitutes for brush. 

The higher the ‘‘quality’’ of the brush or grass or grain, the 
less acreage of each is required to hold a covey. 
Maintenance. If any burning must be done on a farm where 

quail are to be built up, do it after winter weather but before 
April when pairing begins. On a good quail range there should
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be left each spring in the fenced patches and in fence rows 
enough ungrazed bluegrass of the preceding year’s growth to 
make it unnecessary for the quail to nest in hayfields. If they 
do nest in hayfields, use the flushing rod (see Chapter V). 

Water is unnecessary for quail as long as dew falls or berries 
are available. 

Predator-control is usually unnecessary in Iowa, except where 
deficient cover forces the birds into the open or where deficient 
food leaves them weak. On such ranges it is necessary to 
destroy any Cooper’s hawks and Sharp-shinned hawks which 
attend the coveys during the winter or spring. 

Excessive abundance of foxes may cut down the quail popu- 
lation, especially where rabbits and mice are short. 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROPAGATING QUAIL 

I, Handling quail eggs. 
a. When taking quail eggs from an abandoned nest handle very 

carefully. 
b. If eggs are to be held for setting they should be stored in a 

cool place. (Temperature about 65° F.) On most farms a cellar 
will do, Place small end down, in sand or fine grain, on a shelf. 
A layer of about one-half inch of sand or fine grain is sufficient, 

e. Do not hold eggs longer than absolutely necessary for setting, 
and turn once a day. 

II. Hatching quail eggs. 
a. Bantam hen may be used. 
b. Make sure brood hen is healthy and in good, plump condition. 
ec. Use a hen free from lice. (De-louse with any good commercial 

powder before placing eggs under hen, giving special attention 
to head and anal region.) 

d. Do not de-louse brood hen just before hatching. 
e. Set hen on hen eggs or glass eggs for at least twenty-four hours 

before placing quail eggs under her. Eliminate any hen failing 
to set properly. 

f. Set from 14 to 16 quail eggs under each hen. 
g. Eggs should hatch in 22 or 23 days. 
h. When chicks hatch, make sure there is no way for quail chicks 

to escape from the nest box. Do not disturb hen during time 
eggs are hatching. 

Ill. Hatching box. 
a. Use a bottomless, well ventilated box. 
b. Set nest up in an orchard or other shady place on high ground. 
e. Use a nest of dirt with shallow lining of dead grass, etc. 
d. If ground is dry, moisten ground surrounding nest. (Not too 

much.) 
e. Make sure rats, moles, ete., cannot get to the nest. 
f. Encourage quietness in the hatching area and check each brood 

hen twice daily to see that she is sitting properly. (Replace all 
bad hens.) 

IV. Feeding Coop. 
a. Any good chick feeding coop of simple construction is satis- 

factory. 
b. Feed and water hen at regular time every day. When being fed, 

the hen must be placed in feeding coop, given a mixture of whole 
grain and water in an earthenware dish. (Do not feed hen green 
stuff.) 

e. Hen should have access to grit while feeding.
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y. Feeding young quail. 

a. Place the first day’s feed in the pen, if Bantams are used. 
b. Feed consists of clabber, (sour milk), special quail starting mash. 

Succulent green material such as lettuce, chard, Dutch white 
clover or alfalfa (cut fine) may be fed in separate containers or 
sprinkled over the clabber and mash. Feed clabber not more 
than once a day unless it is entirely eaten up. 

c. Clear up the dishes at evening and wash thoroughly. (Scald in 
boiling water.) 

d. Continue the above feed until about the eighth week, then make 
a gradual change from starting mash to laying mash. Add oyster 
shells and charcoal to grit on about the fourth day. 

e. Start feeding German Millet and baby chick grain mixed in the 
mash, and rolled oats at any time. As the birds grow older, 
Jarger grains such as Kaffir corn and wheat can be added. 

f. Judge the amount to feed by the way the chicks take it. To 
start, two teaspoonfuls per coop will be sufficient. (Ten or twelve 
chicks to a coop.) 

g. It is important that all food and water equipment be kept sani- 
tary by sterilizing as outlined above. 

h. Do not permit chicks to run with poultry. 

VI. Releasing quail. 
a. After chicks are twelve weeks old place them in a erate or box 

lined with cloth or burlap inside. 
b. Select a place for release where there is suitable cover and food 

supply. An ideal place is a thicket adjoining a stubble or weed 
field, or corn field. - 

ce. From four to six pairs should be released in each place selected. 
d. Place box or crate with birds gently on the ground in or near 

thicket or brush heap, with a small flap door in crate or box 
facing the thicket or brush heap. Pull the flap door back quietly 
and secure it. Go far enough away so as not to alarm them when 
they come from the box. They may sit in the crate or box for 
some time before they come out. Do not hurry them. 

e. Do not remove the box or crate until the following day. 
f. Under no circumstances should birds be allowed to fly from 

boxes or crates. This would scatter the birds, and it is doubtful 
if they would get together again. 

g. Scatter a little grain at or near the point of release every day 
or so as long as the birds come for it. All feeding should be done 
either in the thicket or prepared feeding shelters where hawks 
cannot surprise the birds easily. 

By WILLIAM SCHUENKE, Superintendent of Game. 

Iowa Fish and Game Commission, Des Moines, Iowa.
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“Where game management and soil management go hand in hand. The upper 
picture shows what is happening to thousands of acres of valuable Iowa land because 
the heavy vegetation is removed from the draws, they are overgrazed and there is ! 
but one result. .Why not encourage these draws to come back to brush and heavy 
grasses, thereby saving farm land, while at the same time furnishing excellent game 
cover, as shown in the lower picture?
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The pictures on this page were inadvertently reversed. The 

5 lower picture should appear at the ton of the page.
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CHAPTER IV. PHEASANT MANAGEMENT 

There are still many problems to be worked out relative to 
suitability of pheasants for various conditions and sections in 
Iowa. To date, pheasants are a proven success only in Dis- 
tricts No. 1 and probably No. 2 (see Fig. 1). Studies are under 
way to determine their success in other parts of the state. 

The following information is presented in the light of present 
knowledge. 

PHEASANT RANGE 

Pheasants are like quail in that a successful range must 
include certain definite elements or ‘‘makings,’’ but pheasants 
move about more freely than quail, hence it is not necessary, 
as in quail, for each element to oceur on each small parcel 
of land. 

There is one universal requirement for good pheasant range 
in Iowa: a liberal acreage of strong standing corn, preferably 
weedy. Fortunately in most parts of the state, there is ample 
corn, 

The additional ‘‘makings’’ of pheasant range are nesting 
cover, winter cover, and refuge cover. Of these, nesting cover 
is much the most important. 

Nesting Cover. Pheasants nest earlier than quail, well before 
the new green growth has made much headway. Hence nest- 
ing cover of the previous year’s growth must be on the ground. 
If it is not available, or if the amount is so meager that the 

\ nests are too easily found by natural enemies, then the new 
id green growth of hayfields is resorted to, and many hayfield 

nests are destroyed in mowing. Hence, leaving cover for early 
nests so the birds will not have to nest in hayfields is probably 
the most important single item of pheasant management in Lowa. 

Any kind of grass of the previous year’s growth, not too tall 
or rank, is nesting cover for pheasants. Fencing off a corner 
of a pasture, or leaving a strip of uncut hay or unplowed weedy 
grain stubble along a fence, makes nesting cover. If the grass 
is sprinkled with old sweet clover stalks, weed stalks, or low 
scattering brush, so much the better. Dry sloping ground such 
as a ditch bank, the shore of a swale, or the edge of a roadeut 
is better than ground where water may stand during heavy 
rain. 

In the two successful districts, pheasants occur on rich level 
land wherever weeds or grass lie adjacent to corn. They also, 
occur on corn alone without any additional weed or grass 
coverts, but on such range they do not stand up well under 
shooting. 
__A given acreage of nesting cover will nest more pheasants ; 
if it lies in strips or patches than if it lies in a large block, but
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narrow strips along fences are unsatisfactory because the posts 
give an undue advantage to egg-hunting crows. The strips 
should be at least 10-15 feet wide; the sparser the growth the 
wider the strip needed. 

The ideal arrangement is to have on each forty acres two or 
three patches or strips, each sufficient for a nest, and also a 
small clump of brush. As far as now known, the clump of brush 
serves as a ‘‘crowing ground”’ where the cock makes his ‘‘head- 
quarters.’’ Each separate patch or strip of grass serves to 
nest one of the hens in his ‘‘harem.’’ There are usually 2-3 
hens in each harem, hence the need of two or three separate 
nesting sites. A nesting range thus laid out probably holds 
more harems with less fighting than a range without distinctive 
locations for the cocks. 

Winter Cover. Iowa pheasants survive the winter without 
cover other than standing corn, indicating that winter cover 
is not an absolute necessity. However, when sloughs or other 
rank growths are available, the birds concentrate there during 
severe weather, indicating that pheasants prefer good winter 
cover, and we may infer that they thrive better where it exists. 

Winter cover differs from nesting cover in that the former 
must ‘‘be there’? during snow, whereas the latter need not. 
Any growth rank enough to stand up during snow will serve 
as winter cover. Ungrazed marshes or lake shores, thickets 
of low willows, wild plum thickets, and patches of rank grass, 
weeds, or sweet clover, are all good. 

Winter cover should furnish wind protection and sunny 
exposure, as well as hiding places. The lee side of a gravel 
pit, strawstack, fallen tree, or windbreak, is a good location. 

This does not mean, however, that hilly districts are good as 
winter range. They usually are not. 

Lacking rank growth, any kind of growth is better than 
nothing. Thus a row of ecut-back willows, with the grass 
allowed to grow through the fallen branches, along a creek or 
a few clumps of brush along a fencerow will winter many 
pheasants, especially if flanked by at least a narrow strip of 
uncut sweet clover or rank grass or alfalfa. 

While nesting cover should be provided on every forty, win- 
tering coverts need not be so widely distributed, provided each 
is large enough to hold the birds from its surrounding territory. 
One winter covert per square mile is often sufficient. One large 
winter covert per township would do a lot of good in much of 
the Iowa pheasant range which now has none at all. 

Of course, no winter covert is effective unless food (usually 
corn), commensurate to the number of pheasants in its territory, 
is available nearby. 

No winter covert can nest within its own boundaries as many 
birds as it can winter.
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Refuge Cover. Where the number of hunters and the maxi- 
mum kill per year is under control, refuge coverts are unnec- 
essary. However, in range open to an indefinite number of 
hunters, each entitled to kill his legal limit, it is very desirable 
to provide some place which cannot be shot out, either because 
the cover is too dense to permit flushing, or because hunting is 
prohibited. Such a place serves as a reservoir of breeding 
stock for the ensuing year. 

The ranker the growth and the larger the area, the less the 
percentage of pheasants which can be flushed. Large dense 

willow thickets, boggy or hummocky marshes with rank growth, 
or even woodlots with dense underbrush, all constitute refuge 
coverts. 

POSSIBLE DENSITY OF PHEASANT POPULATION 

The maximum density of pheasants recommended for Iowa 
is one per acre, or 160 birds per quarter section. 
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Winter cover and food are two essentials in pheasant management. When snow 
covers the ground, feeding stations often save many birds from starvation. 

Heavier stands than this often occur in concentration areas, 
and in such areas sometimes do damage to crops. The remedy 
for such damage, however, is usually better dispersion of cover 
(with resulting dispersion of birds) rather than fewer birds. 

MAKING PHEASANT RANGE 

As in quail, this is a matter of examining the land to find 
out what is lacking, and then adding that thing. 

Because it deals with such large areas, and because each of 
the “‘makings’’ of a range need not occur on each small parcel ; a se nee : : pe 
of ground, it is much more difficult than with quail to offer a 
sample development which can be copied anywhere in the state.
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Fig. 3 depicts a sample tract of nearly 2,000 acres to be Z 
developed for pheasants. It consists of rich black upland 
prairie, nearly level, farmed for corn, steers, and hogs. All 
the side-drainages are tiled. Neither the field division fences 
nor crops are shown on the map—only the farm boundaries 
and the present and proposed developments. 

Standing corn covers such a large proportion of the area 
that there is an excess of food, except during deep snow. On 

e the other hand there is now no cover whatever, except for a 
strip of grass along the two railroad lines, and a single ragweed 
swale (in black) near the southwest corner. 

The land is so valuable, so level, and so intensively farmed 
that spots offering opportunity to develop cover are scarce and 
small. Hence proposed cover (see hatched and stippled areas) 
is primarily for nesting. New fencing needed is shown by 
dotted lines and crosses. Proposed coverts are of ten types as 
to location: 

1. Haymeadow Corners. Six corners of swale-grass hay 
meadows (labelled a) are to be fenced off and left uncut and 
ungrazed. The winter value would be enhanced if some of these 
were also planted with a row of cottonwoods or willows, to be 
cut from time to time and left untrimmed, or to be cut back 
for brushy growth. 

2. Pasture Corners. Five corners of bluegrass pasture 
(labelled b) to be fenced off and left ungrazed. These are pri- 
marily for nesting, but to give them some winter value, pol- 
larded or topped willows are to be added in several cases. 

3. Field Corners and Swales (labelled c). Plowland is to be 
used in only three places; two where a draw leaves a small cor- 
ner hard to get at with agricultural implements, and one where 7 
a wet swale runs through a field. The sacrifice of such places 
involves no large values. No fencing is necessary, because they 
are automatically protected from grazing in summer. 

4, Waste Corners or ‘‘Triangles’’ (labelled d). Only one was 
found. It occurs where the railroad cuts off a small corner of a 
field. This is now in grass and needs no treatment except to 
induce the highway officials to cease mowing or burning. 

5. Old Orchards (labelled e). In this region the remaining 
orchards are untended and grown to bluegrass. Being already 
fenced, they require no treatment except to be left unmowed 
and ungrazed, A bluegrass orchard is perfect nesting cover for 
either pheasants or quail. Two were found on this area. 

6. Strawstacks (labelled f). Strawstacks are good winter 
feeding stations, if flanked by cover such as sweet clover, hemp 
or corn. Stock, of course, also needs access to them, but this 
ean be given by placing the stack immediately adjacent to a 
fenced patch of sweet clover, or a fencerow. Three such devel- 
opments are called for. 

7. Groves (labelled g). Fenced groves around farmsteads
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are often quite large, with trees only around the edge. By par- 
titioning open parts of the grove and planting them to sweet 
clover, coverts are created with the barnyard nearby as a feed- 
ing station during winter months. 

8. Windbreaks (labelled h). Dense young windbreaks of 
conifers are of little use in winter, and of no use for nesting, 

, unless strips of grass or weeds border the windbreak or unless 
the windbreak contains open patches grown up to grass or 
weeds. Therefore, three clover plantings are called for, next 
to present or proposed windbreaks. 

9. Fencerows (labelled i). Two strips of weeds or grass are 
called for along fencerows already bearing remnants of osage 
hedges or cottonwood trees. 
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10. ‘‘Arbitrary’’ Coverts (labelled j). After providing for 
all the foregoing developments, there remained three large bare 
spots on the area too wide for a pheasant to fly across. In each 
of these it is proposed to seed a patch of sweet clover, alfalfa 
or clover arbitrarily cut out of some corner of a plowed field, as 
combined winter and nesting cover. This will not need to be 
fenced unless grazing is permitted on the adjoining area. 

The sparing use of cover here recommended would hardly 
result in a stand of over one bird per two acres, of which not 
to exceed half, or one bird per four acres, might be safely 
killed. The full cost of producing a pheasant in the bag on this 
area might be estimated at about 20¢. The cost would be less 
on range offering more waste land, or more pre-existing cover. 

PHEASANT REFUGES 

Where it is impracticable to develop cover and food over the 
whole pheasant range, it will help to establish here and there 
a special refuge or ‘‘Game producing area’’ of the kind shown 
in Fig. 4. This is designed as a combination refuge, winter 
feeding station, winter covert, and nesting covert. There 
should be at least one in every township, and preferably several. 

The refuge is best built around some gravel pit, slough, 
marshy lakeshore, ditch junction, or other parcel of idle or 
cheap land where some cover already exists and more can be 
developed. In Fig. 4 the gravel pit offers cheap land and a 
south-facing bank, while the willow thicket and cat-tail bogs 
offer cover. 

The pit is first of all fenced to exclude grazing (h). The level F 
part is planted to (a) sweet clover or alfalfa for snow cover and ~ 
nesting, (b) kaffir, sorghum, corn, or other grain for food, and 
(c) soybeans or weedy fallow for more food. A, b, and e¢ are 
rotated from year to year. Half of the grain is left standing 
for fall food, and the other half shocked so that a new shock 
can be opened with each winter storm. Without this precaution 
the food is likely to be eaten up before the winter ‘‘pinch 
period”’ arrives. 

No refuge can nest as many birds as it can winter. In order 
to extend the nesting capacity as far as possible, small clumps 
of brush (e) are developed in corners of surrounding fields, 
each next to fencerow strips, for crowing ground, and small 
patches of uncut hay, small grain, grass, or weeds are left for 
nesting (f). This system of crowing ground and nesting strips 
should be extended into the surrounding farms as far as pos- 
sible. 

If the expense is not too great, a coniferous windbreak should 
be added along the west side of the refuge for winter cover and 
wind protection.
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PLANTING PHEASANTS 

Planting pheasants is unnecessary and unprofitable where 
wild seed or breeding stock is already present. Most Iowa 
pheasant range needs additional cover, rather than planting 
of stock. 

Planting in any event is of little or no use unless preceded by 
the development of the range. It is literally impossible to build 
up a shootable pheasant population by planting alone where 
cover or food are deficient. 
Where planting is to be done, freshly trapped wild birds are 

preferable to pen-raised birds and pen-raised birds should not 
come from ground polluted by poultry. 

On range of doubtful suitability large repeated plantings 
stand a better chance than small, scattered, or intermittent 
ones. 

Releases should, if possible, be made by penning the birds for 
several days on the covert they are to occupy, and then quietly 
opening the door before dawn, so that they can leak out slowly 
and without alarm, 

Planting is of little use where poaching is prevalent, espe- 
cially on range without refuge coverts. Experience in other 
states, however, indicates that poaching tends to decrease when 
a whole farm community begins to invest time and effort in the 
systematic practice of game management. 

DRIFT AND SCATTERING 

When a good range becomes overpopulated, the excess birds 
drift to surrounding localities. Such natural spread is especially ‘‘ 
noticeable in pheasants, and is the best and surest way of 
stocking new range. 
When pheasants are planted on unsuitable range, or range 

poorly provided with food and cover, they scatter indefinitely. 
Overshooting, or any shooting in the absence of refuge cover, 
also induces scattering. 

Drift and seattering are, thus, quite different things. The 
best and only insurance against scattering is food, cover, pro- 
tection against poaching, and moderation in shooting.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PROPAGATING RINGNECK 
‘PHEASANTS 

1, Turn eggs on receipt of shipment and once each day until ready for set- 
ting. 

Set as soon as possible, as the fresher the eggs the better the hatch. 
Put them in cool place until ready for setting. 
Set from sixteen to eighteen eggs, according to size of hen, but small hen 

or bantam is best. 

Eggs should hatch in twenty-two to twenty-four days. 
2. Protect hatching boxes and rearing area from rats, cats, dogs, ete., pref- 

erably by means of vermin-proof enclosure. 
3, Pheasants must not be reared on ground frequented by turkeys or 

chickens, 

4, Make sure brood hen is healthy, in good, plump condition and not lousy. 
(De-louse by using any good commercial powder before placing eggs 
under hen, giving special attention to head and anal regions.) 

5. Set hen on hen eggs or glass eggs for at least twenty-four hours before 
placing pheasant eggs under her. Any hen failing to set properly to 
be eliminated at once. 

6. Construct nest in protected, well-drained spot where it cannot be flooded 
or disturbed. Use a bottomless box, well ventilated, and a nest of dirt 
with shallow lining of grass, straw, etc. Place nest level above ground 
level. If very dry, moisten ground surrounding nest enough to permit 
very moderate absorption of moisture by dirt used in the nest. Make 
sure no rats can get to the nests. 

7. If the hen does not have free access to an exercising coop, remove her 
daily (at same approximate hour) to an exercising and feeding pen 
where she is supplied with mixed scratch feed, greens and water, as 
well as grit and charcoal. 

8. Encourage quietness in the hatching area and check each brood hen twice 
daily to see that she is setting properly. Replace all bad hens. 

9. Keep nest clean. Remove manure, broken eggs and stones and recon- 
struct nests (during daily exercise period) if necessary. 

10. At the end of the 23-24 day incubation period leave the hen in the exer- 
cising pen no longer than she will feed and drink. Previously she may 
be left off from ten to thirty minutes, depending on weather. 

11, If weather has been very dry, slightly moisten eggs on the twenty-second 
or twenty-third day. 

12. If hens are good, quiet brooders, leave chicks in nest until hatched and 
dried. If hen is restless, remove chicks to warm brooding box as soon 
as hatched, 

Check up on lice at least two times during incubation, dusting if neces- 
7 sary. 
13. Locate rearing field on a clean Jawn, in an orchard or on a hayfield, cut- 

ting grass or hay off in immediate vicinity of rearing coops. 
Brood coops should be at least 30 feet apart (all directions). 

14, Move coops (any good hen brooding coop which has just been disin- 
fected) daily, spading under all manure on the old coop spot. Birds 
should have a dry place to roost at night. 

15, Feed and water young birds four times daily for the first ten days. 
a. Never leave feed or water down more than half hour. Remove ex- 

cess food: (prevent dampness). 
b. Feed on a clean board: (never on ground).
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¢. Feed custard: (Baked custard as for eating, but without sweetness) 
or hard-boiled egg (finely grated) and plenty of green stuff, 
(chopped) ground lettuce, alfalfa, ete., plus some charcoal, fine 
limestone grit and oyster shell. 

16. After first ten days, feed any standard commercial chick feed as recom- 
mended for chickens, but always have plenty of green food available. 

17. Do not tame your pheasants. Encourage them to be wild. 

18. If pheasants are reared under wire, release at twelve weeks. If reared 
without wire, permit them to go wild by dispensing with feed and by 
not permitting them with poultry. Instructions for releasing the birds 
are given under ‘‘ Planting Pheasants’’ above. 

By WALLACE B. GRANGE, U. 8S. Biological Survey, 

Washington, D. C.
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CHAPTER V. HUNGARIAN PARTRIDGE MANAGEMENT 

Hungarian partridges are not yet a proven success except in 
the northwest corner of the state (the double-hatched counties 
in Distriet 1 of Fig. 1). 

There has never been any open season on Hungarian par- 
tridge in Iowa, and it is doubtful whether their present numbers 
could stand up under shooting. On the other hand, it is equally 
doubtful whether the birds will increase any further without 
the improvement of cover and food conditions. The one sure 
way to get legal partridge shooting in Iowa is to build up an 
abundant stand through management. 

Within their established range, Hungarians usually oceur on 
the same kind of land as pheasants, except that they have little 
use for heavy marsh cover, timber, or large areas of dense 
brush. 
Rough hilly land, or poor soil, or districts long on timber or 

pasture, or short on grain, will not hold Hungarian partridges. 
Hungarians are intermediate between pheasants and quail in 

their freedom of movement, therefore the ‘‘makings’’ of a 
range should be more uniformly distributed over each farm 
than is necessary for pheasants. 

Need of Nesting Cover. Partridges need standing corn, 
which is usually present, and nesting cover, which is often 
absent. The thinness of the stands now prevalent in north- 
western lowa may probably be ascribed to the scarcity of nest- 

J ing cover. Hence, building up a good population of Hungarian 
> partridges consists first of all in providing ample nesting 

ground. 
Partridges mate very early and are ready to nest before the 

new green growth has made much headway. On range whieh 
offers no cover, therefore, they must nest in places subject to 
a maximum of damage, either by predatory animals and birds 
or by mowing. 
Bluegrass of the preceding year’s growth, with seattering 

dead stalks of sweet clover or weeds, is ideal for nesting par- 
tridges. Nests are often built under a thistle in a grain field, 
but where thistles are hoed out by hand, this usually means the 
destruction of the nest. 

The best location for nesting cover is along the edge of a 
slough, ditch bank, sodded draw, or other postless strip of 
grass. A fencerow is good, providing it be at least 10 or 15 feet 
wide. Very narrow fencerows, or very narrow strips of any 
kind, give natural enemies an undue advantage. 
Nesting cover should oceur on every forty; the more widely 

distributed the better. Strips and patches are more economical 
than solid blocks.
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Winter Cover. Hungarians have less need of winter cover 
than either pheasants or quail. They are reputed, however, to 
seek protection from wind. Long grass or weeds on the lee 
side of a ditch bank is recommended for winter cover. 

Winter Food. Standing corn provides sufficient food except 
during periods of deep snow, when artificial feeding must be 
resorted to. The refuge and feeding station described under 
pheasants would also be suitable for Hungarians, except that 
the brush cover is not so necessary. 

Possible Density of Hungarian Population. By providing 
nesting ground and ample food, Hungarian stands can be built 
up to about 1 bird per acre. This means 160 birds, or ten 
coveys per quarter section. 

. 

;
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CHAPTER VI. PRAIRIE CHICKENS AND RUFFED 
GROUSE MANAGEMENT 

There is no prospect of increasing either of Iowa’s remaining 
species of grouse to a degree which would warrant shooting. 
The immediate problem is to prevent their extermination. 

Closed seasons alone have failed to halt their progressive 
decline. What they need is management, in the sense of delib- 
erate and skillful provision of food, cover, and protection. 

It is hoped that the Iowa landowner who enjoys the enviable 
distinction of having a remnant of these birds on his place will 
follow these directions for their protection and increase. 

Cycles. All grouse become scarce every ten years. These 
periods of scarcity alternate with periods of comparative abun- 
dance. 

Iowa grouse, especially in the north, may show a period of 
searcity beginning about 1985 or 1936. This should not be 
regarded as a reason for the landowner abandoning his efforts 
to increase them, but rather as a reason for redoubled efforts 
to conserve the slender remaining stock. They will come back 
if the seed is preserved, and if a favorable range is provided. 

PRAIRIE CHICKENS 

Cover and Food. Prairie chickens, like other upland game 
birds, need ungrazed uncut grass adjacent to corn, but the grass 
should lie in larger blocks. Unlike other game birds, chickens 
tolerate crowding of the nests. Hence it is unnecessary to dis- 

“S perse the cover in small strips and patches, as is advocated for 
pheasants, Hungarians, and quail. 

The decline of prairie chickens since the prohibition of shoot- 
ing in 1916 may be aseribed entirely to the plowing, cutting, or 
burning of the remaining large blocks of grass. 
Native prairie grass (also known as ‘‘native bluestem’? or 

“ramrod’’) is best, but any kind of medium-tall grass or weeds 
isgood. An inter-mixture of ragweed or patches of low willows 
is good. A patch of from 10 to 20 acres of grass, or several 
patches of not less than 5 acres each and not more than half 
a mile apart, is recommended as large enough to headquarter 
a flock of chickens. Chicken cover need not necessarily con- 
sist of valuable farm land. Peat land, sloughs, ditch-junctions, 
or land covered with boulders may be used. 

The best foods for holding or attracting chickens are buek- 
wheat, ragweed, corn, and soybeans. Buekwheat in the shock 
1s more accessible in winter than uncut buckwheat. Ear corn, 
standing or in shocks, is better than shelled. Prairie chickens 
will not open a cornshock, the outside ears of which have been 
exhausted. The shocks must be opened from time to time, or 
else fresh ears should be added to the outside of the shock.
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Chickens fly freely to their feeding place, hence any food 
within a mile or two. of the grassland headquarters is available. 

Prairie chickens resort to buds during periods of food short- 
age. As emergency insurance, it is desirable to have a few 
isolated cottonwoods or aspens within flying distance of the 

grassland headquarters. 

_ Attracting Migratory Chickens. Considerable numbers of 
chickens migrate into northern Iowa each winter. These north- 
ern birds often stay and breed where they are offered suitable 
nesting range. 

The attractiveness of a given farm, on which cover and food 
for chickens have been provided, is much enhanced if the whole 
neighborhood follows suit. The chicken moves even more freely 
than the pheasant, and likes a large area of suitable range. 

Booming Grounds. In any attempt to increase an existing 
flock, first of all locate the booming ground, which remains fixed 
in location over long periods. The booming ground is usually 
a grassy knoll or an open bump in a slough. Protect this boom- 
ing ground from any radical change in condition by plow, fire, 
or grazing. If the booming ground is in a plowed field, it is 
probably an ancestral location used before the land was broken, 
Letting it come up to low grass would probably improve it. 

In the light of present information the booming ground should 
not be in the nesting cover. An ideal set-up is a booming 
ground with one 40-acre and several 5-acre grass patches lying 
around it, within a half-mile radius. 

Overhead Wires. The more telephone and telegraph wires 
or power lines that cross a chicken range, the less likely it is w 
to be permanently inhabited by the birds, which suffer serious rn 
mortality by flying into wires. As between two alternative 
localities for managing chickens, choose the one with the few- 
est wires. 

Pheasants should not be allowed to become very abundant on 
range to be developed for chickens. In this respect, the south- 
ern Iowa chicken ranges have an advantage over the northern 
ones. é 

RUFFED GROUSE 

The ruffed grouse or ‘‘native pheasant’’ needs ungrazed tim- 
ber and thickets of ungrazed coppice or brush. The gradual 
disappearance of this species from most of Iowa is due almost 
entirely to the pasturing of woodlots. The present remnants 
are found only in ungrazed woods and brush patches. 

Any landowner having a remnant of these birds on his prop- 
erty will do well to see that at least part of his timber remains 
ungrazed and unburned. Cuttings do no harm—in fact the 
dense growths of oak sprouts which follow cuttings, and which 
retain their dead leaves over winter, are a favorite range.
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The sprout thicket should, if possible, lie adjacent to hazel- 
brush, the catkins of which are ‘‘budded’’ in winter; as like- 
wise are aspen and hornbean buds. There should also be briars 
nearby for summer berries, wild grapes for fall and winter food, 
and white clover for ‘‘greens.’’ 

Units of less than 40 acres of ruffed grouse range are prob- 
ably insufficient, even though they contain the right cover and 
food. Thickets on limestone bluffs seem to be particularly 
attractive.
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CHAPTER VII. THE USE OF THE FLUSHING ROD 

A surprisingly large number of all our game birds nest in 
hay fields and damage to eggs, parent birds and young is con- 
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This device is a cane pole extended out from the neckyoke with a burlap sack 
‘ fastened to it and weighted slightly to hold it down, The outer end is supported 

by a strap running up to the hame on the collar. 
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This device is a one-half inch iron rod bolted through the double-tree and bent as 
shown in the picture. The forward bend at the double-tree is to carry the bar ! 
farther ahead of the sickle so that the hay will straighten up and fall properly after 
passing under the rod. The point of the V extends out as far as the end of the 
sickle. The end being held by the man is fastened to the hame of the harness. The 
weight of the bar holds it down, and Mr, Raymond Petticord, who has worked one of 

this type on his farm, reports that it operates nearly 100 per cent efficiently.
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siderable. The chances are that with ample nesting cover pro- 
vided elsewhere damage at mowing time will be reduced. How- 
ever, the use of a simple device to flush nesting birds, and the 
raising of the sickle bar when such birds are flushed will save 
a large proportion of game birds. 

A device of this kind is the flushing rod. It consists of a 
light rod of some sort attached to the mower or harness of the 
horse and which, in passing over the hay ahead of the cutting 
bar, rustles the hay so that the bird flushes. This gives time to 
raise the sickle bar and not only save the nest but also leave 
a small patch of uncut hay to protect the nest. 
Two of the simplest devices which have been used in Iowa to 

date are illustrated in the accompanying photographs. 
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IOWA GAME POLICY 

for 1932-33 

In attempting to find a plan whereby Iowa, as a whole, may 
enjoy hunting of desirable game birds as a permanent recreation, 
the State Fish and Game Commission has been confronted with a 
difficult and perplexing task. 

It is clear that the day of unlimited game for everyone, to be 
taken at any time, has passed. If in Iowa there is to be any game 
for hunting in the future, there must be provided some plan of 
managing game as a crop. The simplest plan might be to open 
the state to unrestricted shooting and shoot until the present game 
supply is gone. But that is not desired by any sportsman and it 
isnot management. A second plan might be to establish enough 
game farms to produce, annually, a large enough crop of game 
to supply the annual shooting crop. But to do that would require 
an expenditure so large that it would be prohibitive. Past efforts 
as providing game bird shooting have accomplished some results, 
but the plan in operation has become inadequate. 

With all these considerations in mind, the Commission set about 
to evolve some plan. The first step was to take a preliminary 
inventory and determine, if possible, the present status of game 

; birds in the state. The next step was to evolve a temporary plan 
which would help answer some of the unanswered questions and 
would form the foundation for a future policy. : 

In considering the policy as set forth in this circular, therefore, 
it should be borne in mind that this policy is not fixed for all time 
to come, that the results obtained from the present plan will 
determine the future procedure, and that the surest way to decide 
whether the present conclusions are right or wrong is for every 
interested person to give the plan his or her hearty cooperation 
and to assist the Fish and Game Commission to arrive at an honest 
answer to the problems presented. The Commission welcomes any 
information which will assist in this. 

PART I. UPLAND GAME 

The Game Survey. The game survey, which has been made for 
lowa, gives an indication of what species are present in each county 
of the state, and to what extent the conditions of food, cover, and 
protection are favorable or unfavorable for each. The state’s 
present expenditures for game restoration are being guided by 
these findings. 
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This policy attempts to express in brief form the recommenda. 
tions of the game survey, as they apply to the two-year period just 
ahead. It recognizes four districts which are shown on the map 
and which are discussed in detail below. 

_ Restocking vs. Management. The state’s policy for upland 
game rests upon two basic principles of game management: 

1. After adequate seed stock is once established in any locality, 
the annual crop should be increased by improving food, cover and 
protection. It cannot be increased by further plantings, except 
at almost prohibitive expense. 

2. Foreign species should be used only when it is not feasible to 
restore conditions favorable for native species. 

1. Northwestern District 

Species. This district is too bare of proper cover to make 
feasible the restoration of prairie chickens or quail, except on 
special sanctuaries to be selected for the purpose. Pheasants, 
however, are established throughout the district, and Hungarian 
partridges in the northwest part of it. These two species must 
be relied upon for the shootable game crop. 

Pheasant Management. What pheasants need in this district 
is better cover, protection, and food, rather than additional plant- 
ings. The greatest need is probably nesting cover. 

The State, therefore, will cease further plantings, and will 
concentrate its energies on efforts to promote by all possible means 
the production of the necessary cover upon a series of local test 
or demonstration areas. Each area will constitute an organized 
effort by a local group of farmers, sportsmen, and state officers, to 
(1) Increase the pheasant crop by management methods; (2) Work 
out ways to control pheasant hunting in a manner mutually ac- 
ceptable. Three such test areas have been organized. ( 

. Hungarian Management. Hungarian planting stock is too ex- 
pensive to import from abroad, and is not available from game 
farms. The State has proposed and organized a producing area, 
of about 16,000 acres, on which Hungarians will be managed ‘‘in 
the wild,’’ and the surplus annually trapped off for use in extend- 
ing the range by new plantings. The first plantings will probably 
be in District 4, because its soil is similar to that on which this 
species is now established. 

Native Birds. A large state sanctuary for prairie chickens is 
to be established, probably in Howard or Winneshiek county, 
where the largest remnants of this species are found. In addition 
it is proposed to lease nesting cover, and, if necessary, food 
patches, for some 23 other scattered remnants in District 1. 
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: 2. Intermediate District 

Species. This belt of country is in the same status as District 1, 

except that pheasants are just becoming established, and there are 
no Hungarians. Pheasants must be depended on for a shootable 

game crop. 

Pheasant Plantings. Since some parts of the District do not 
yet have an adequate seed stock, and since all information. indi- 

cates that natural conditions are such that pheasants will thrive, 

further plantings will be encouraged. The State will concentrate 
its planting program in this district for a period of two years i 
(1932 and 1933). Further plantings are then to be discontinued 
and those already made studied for results. 

Pheasant Management. One demonstration area is being or- 
ganized to test out, in cooperation with farmers, the methods for 
improving cover, food, and protection. 

3. Southwestern District 

- Need of Cover. The soil, topography, and climate of this dis- 
trict is regarded as being promising for pheasants, Hungarians, 
and quail, but for the section as a whole, with the exception of the 
Missouri River valley and the immediately adjacent ‘‘breaks,’’ it 
is so devoid of cover that plantings without cover restoration 
would be a waste of money. Proper food is also scarcer than in 
other parts of Iowa. 

Plantings. The State will plant this area with pheasants (and 
later with Hungarians), but only upon a positive showing that 
cover and food conditions in the locality to be planted are satis- 
factory. This will often necessitate the advance exclusion of live 
stock from suitable areas in order that cover may grow up, or the 
advance provision of standing grain for food. 

Hungarian Demonstration. In the western or central part of 
this district there should be a test area, on which Hungarian part- 
ridges (to be produced on and trapped from the producing area 
described in District 1) are to be systematically planted and 
managed. This will be started as soon as the necessary producing 
area in District 1 gets under way, and provides a surplus stock 
of birds. 

4. Southeastern District 

This is the district to which the Commission is giving most 
careful consideration and in which is needed the most intelligent 
support of all interested groups. 

Species. The hilly parts of this district are best adapted to a 
native bird, the quail. 
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The prairie uplands and the wider bottom lands are often too 
bare to restore enough cover for quail, and may be devoted to 
pheasants, if it is found that pheasants can be permanently 
established. 

Certain localities near the Missouri boundary contain valuable 
remnants of prairie chicken and ruffed grouse, for which special 
sanctuaries are to be established. 

The whole district is regarded as less promising for Hungarians 
than any other part of the state. Pheasants seem much more 
likely to succeed. 

Pheasant Plantings. Success or failure of pheasant plantings 
on doubtful range cannot be judged until new plantings in that 
locality have ceased for at least three years. The constant release 
of new stock obseures the answer to the question of whether the 
older stock is taking hold.. The history of adjacent states shows 
many instances where annual plantings in doubtful country have 
cost large sums of money and resulted in ultimate failure. 

In 1930 and 1931 the state made the heaviest plantings in this 
district that have ever been made in the state. It is as yet a moot 
question as to what parts are capable of permanent success. The 
State, therefore, proposes to discontinue plantings in this district 
for the years 1932 and 1933, in order that the success of the 1930 
and 1931 plantings may be definitely determined. 

The State will resume pheasant plantings in 1934, wherever at 
that time results seem to warrant further effort, and at the same 
time plantings will be discontinued in District 2. 

During this two-year interim or experimental period, sportsmen 
and conservationists in District 4 are urged to provide adequate 
law enforcement, food, and cover to the seed stock of pheasants 
already present, in order that the results may show the true merit 
of southeast Iowa as pheasant country. 7 

Experimental Mass Planting. In order to further test District 4 
for pheasants, the State proposes to make, as soon as possible, in 
one or two selected townships of this district now containing no 
pheasants at all, a very large mass planting on a range artificially 
improved by adding various kinds of food, cover, minerals, grits, 
predator control, ete. Each bird is to be banded and a trained 
observer is to be detailed to the area to make observations on 
behavior and to conduct retrapping operations to check move- 
ments. This special experiment will have to await the necessary 
funds, and will oecupy only a small fraction of the district. 

Quail Demonstrations. Regardless of the ultimate success or 
failure of pheasants, the Department feels sure that quail can be 
greatly increased in the hilly parts of this district by proper 

management, and that once such increase is an accomplished fact 
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the Legislature may authorize some orderly plan whereby organ- 

ized groups of farmers who have produced a surplus will be 

authorized to harvest it. 

To this end two demonstration or test areas are being organized 

to show what surplus can be built up by game management. 

r Sanctuaries. A large state sanctuary for prairie chickens is 
proposed, probably in Wayne county or one of the nearby counties, 
where the largest remnants are found. In addition it is proposed 
to lease cover areas for some 24 scattering remnants of prairie 

chickens and 16 remnants of ruffed grouse. 

PART II. WATERFOWL 

General Policy. The State’s objectives for migratory water- 
fowl are: 

1. To greatly expand the Iowa breeding area, and to control 
food, cover, and natural enemies so as to increase the annual crop 
of ‘local ducks.”’ 

2. To establish a state wide system of state and federal refuges 
to hold and protect both the local and migratory flights. 

3. To establish public shooting grounds on areas not needed 
for refuges. 

4, To regulate seasons, bag limits, and shooting practices in 
cooperation with the federal government. 

Lake and Marsh Restoration. All of these measures demand 
first of all the restoration of a much larger lake and marsh area 
to which they can be applied. To this end the game survey has 
started preparation of maps, development plans, and cost esti- 
mates for a series of proposed lake and marsh restoration projects 
widely scattered over the state. The fish survey will next deter- 
mine the fish-producing value, if any, of each project. The Com- 
mission must next set for itself the task of devising some means 
of providing the funds necessary to purchase, restore, and improve 
these areas. One suggestion is that there be an increase in the 
hunting and fishing license fee, the income from which would be 
devoted to this purpose. 
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Needs and Possibilities in Developing a 

Game Management Program for lowa 

Manpower, Funds, Legislation 

Manpower. The Commission realizes that a sound policy is of 

no avail without a properly trained personnel to acquaint the 

public with that policy and to lead in its execution. To this end 

it is building into its staff, as rapidly as possible, without curtail- 

ing regular departmental activities, a personnel either technically 

trained to begin with, or trained for particular positions by spe- 

cialists, which have been loaned to Iowa for this purpose by sev- 

eral national organizations. 

This staff in turn will train the field wardens. A training camp 

for field wardens is to be started next year. 

in addition to the executive staff which is to carry out the game 

policy, there is needed a research staff. There are so many unan- 

swered problems in game management methods that a research 

program becomes necessary to insure sound progress. ‘To assure 
the impartiality of this research work, and to provide a direct 

contact with the farmer who can apply its findings to the land, 

the research staff will be attached to the Iowa State College at 

Ames. ‘Trained biologists, jointly financed by the College, the 

Commission, and private donors, started this work on July 1, 1932. 

They will serve as technical advisors to demonstration areas and 

lake restoration projects, and will advise the Commission on Gueh) 

heres game management, predator control and so on. 

Funds atid Legislation. The basic idea of Iowa’s policy is to 

start a system of game management which can expand by private 

initiative under state guidance and control. It seeks to avojdyin- 
sofar as possible, the basie defect heretofore commonest 

game restoration can go no farther than the scope made possible 

through the actual expenditure of state funds. Se “Es 

By enlisting the farmer, upland game restoration can be given 

much greater impetus in Iowa than can be given through any 

radical increase in the present revenues of the Department, but 

migratory game restoration, by its very Natura: myst Teme Le 

largely a public function. The first move is thé lake and’ marsh 
land restoration program already mentioned. To finance this and 

make any appreciable progress will require an increase in funds. 

The logical source for such funds is an increase in the hunting and



pr 

6 fishing license fee, to be applied to this work over a period of 

- years. . 
To encourage game management on Iowa farms, two additional 

legislative enactments are needed. 

The first and foremost is to strengthen the present farm tres- 

pass law, so as to give the farmer all possible protection against 

unpermitted hunting. If the farmer is to function as the custo- 

dian of the state’s game, he must have reasonable assurance that 

the game will not be molested, in season or out of season, without 
his knowledge and consent. 

The second is to give the Fish and Game Commission power to 

make regulations which will permit regulated taking of game on 

certain areas which have demonstrated their ability to produce a 
shootable surplus of game and will permit the closing of such 

areas as soon as the surplus has been taken. At the outset such 

areas should be conducted only on an experimental basis, and 

should be subject to annual inspection by the state to make sure 

that there is a shootable surplus of game or that the existing game 

crop has not been over-shot, and that proper food, cover, and 

protection are being provided to assure keeping up the game 

population. 

An example of the operation of such a ‘‘permit system’? would 

be about as follows: 

1. A group of farmers whose lands aggregate 1,500 acres organ- 

ize, post their lands, and install food and cover improvements as 

herein directed. 
2. Within, let us say, two years, they have built up a strong 

stand of game. They apply for a ‘‘permit’’ to harvest the surplus. 

3. A trained game manager from the Commission’s staff in- 

spects the area and makes a census. He finds, let us say, 1,000 

birds on the 1,500 acres, and finds that food and cover are good. 

He recommends a ‘‘permit’’ to shoot 400 birds. 

4. The Commission calls in the biologist from Ames to check 

the inspector’s findings. He O. K.’s them. 

5. The Commission issues a permit to the farmers’ organization 

to harvest the 400 birds during the next hunting season. The 

permit is accompanied by 400 non-reusable tags, one of which 

must be attached to each bird in possession on or removed from 

the permitted area. 

6. The farmers’ organization conducts the shooting under such 

terms as it sees fit, until the allowed 400 birds are taken, when the 

area is closed automatically to further shooting. 

7. Immediately after the hunting season, the Inspector makes



a new census to see if plenty of breeding stock is left, how many ( 

tags were used, and in general whether the shooting has been 

conducted with due care for the interests of the state. If so, he 

recommends renewal of the permit for the following year. If not, 

he tells the farmers what is wrong, and that a renewal may be 

expeeted only when conditions are corrected. He also advises the 

farmers on possible further improvements in food, cover, or 

control of hunting. If in doubt on any natural history question, 

he calls in the biologist from Ames. 

The purpose of such a proposed plan is to work out a practical 

way for the State to reward enterprise in game management 

without relaxing its protection on unmanaged areas. It offers a 

promising way to authorize limited hunting of game birds, and 

also to extend upland game bird hunting bp those parts of the 

state where regular open seasons do not now exist or where such 

would risk undue depletion of the birds. 

With a staff trained in the principles of game management, with 

funds available to create necessary refuge, resting and breeding 

areas, with shooting on a basis which insures maintenance of seed 

stock, and with encouragement for land owners to handle game 

. as a crop, Iowa should be able to preserve upland game hunting 

indefinitely.
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Aldo Leopoia, 3-5-32 
LAK® RESTORATION PROGRAM —— OWA CONSERVATION SURVEY 

ee ee eee 
z : : $roceane nak tepone (Czas of Inportamee) “= Soe) Shake meee Mares S608 eee Ot eee eee ey eae eaten Cente : 

Projeot: Name : County Clase No.2: Waterfowl : 2 : : F Maren: ———ABESL 2: 3 z : fi : Ready = Remarks 
number : : : {--------0----- =~------piUpland:Fishing: Park and: Land : or : Map :Report:Engineer-:Biolog-: Fisoal : Total :Per acre: for : 
(20, : 3 : iNesting:Resting:Shooting®: game : trecreation: i water: made: made: ing: ical :or legal: : iaction?: 
map) : : : : 2 2 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 

ee ee 1 Allen Green Refuge........:Des Moines..: (5) 9: 2 : 1 : Refuse? zWone 4 : 50: Yes: Yes: Wone : None: Yes : 2,000: 20 : Yes :Funds to buy is only question. 2 iadger Lakes = 7 .2.0./iWomonas ss! {3} PPE BE MBSE TEMS F wone £280: (80): Hout Yop ies teeestesgucedesrereed MgO ER Ecere descent cia cerene cress 
3 iBurtinger Siough.<..0.<.\ciglay.00000: 05) 9 2 GB: : 2 :None : Mone : 7 : 570: See: 11/22: Yee: Wonez.......:: 6,000: 10 :.......:Hutton to examine. 

Blue Lake...... jicittomaaas cE (aera) ¢ 2G 2 BBG Rl se tes ha tons eats) en ite scece ssc 5 ef cussgast mary Drop (Deeb ir pestis 5 iprom's aad Wor iaieas. Woodbury. (less: 5 3 $B OE SE FF 2 | roo: (kOe foe i teyer: fen flit: Yea": 26,000: IS fa.ser-et8uit Pending to quiet title 
6 :Gady Chase Slough.........:Hamilton....: (7): z own: & i 1 i None : None : 7% : 100: Yes: Yee: Yes : Yee i........: 7 ¢ 2 Drop? :Schnenke to examine. Doubtful. 
7 :Cairo or Mud Lake.........:Hamilton....: 9 3 ee sa Oe) eae ee 6 : 400: 1300: Yee: 11/5: Yes +: None: None: 20,000: 12 :.......:Hutton to examine. 
8 Garr Lake.................:Pottowatamio: (2) : 2 : 1 : Refuge: 3: 57 :  & : (40): te: Yes: Yea: None : None: Mone: 300: 3 : Yee  tarrange for volunteer custodian. 
9 iObristopherson Siough:...1:Dickinson...: (5) : 1 : 3 1 Refuse: 2 i Moke : None : 30: 180? No : You: Yeo i...-...t.......t 3,900: 23 t.....-.?8ohnenke and Hutton to examine 

10 :Clear Lake.. Hhieerro Gordo:: (i) 9: 5 : 3 : M : 6: 2 : 2 + BO: (20): Yee: Yes: one : Yes: None: ‘600: 10 :.......:Schnenke to examine and select 
11 iOone Mareh...........essthoutea......: (5): 3: 2 : @D +: b iwone : None : 7% : 1% ¢ Yew! 2/16: Mone : Wonet........: 7  % teeeee++Sehmenke to examine further 

3 : : : : : : 3 : : : : : : : : : : : : for possible refuge. 
32 tDen Greepe Slough..+.+..--10hayss3s.--2 (3). ¢ 2 1 2 i Refuge 3 i one, : one : 1007 (285): Yes: 11/22: pose : Yong : fone 3.000: S : AMmost:sohnenke select shore property. 
13 :fldon Lake.....-..........:Wapelio....:: (67) : & : 1 : @» : 3 iWMonet: wone : 7? : 3OTs Yes: Yee: Yes : Mone: Mone: % : 7? Lovee siMegler to examine to water 

: : : : : : : 2 : : Q : : : : : : : : 2 holding. 
14 =: :Green Bay Bottoms.........:Lee.........: (6) 2 TAS Sa. oe @ +: 6b F PF Wome. Fess OO ¢ Vow 2 BIS teccecccsticsccse Fee 2/6850) 20 :.......2Punds Rosey 15 any serious 

: : : : : : : : : : 5 : : : : : : : : : question. 
15 :Goose Lake..........00sse08Greene.....: (3): 3 : 2 : @ : & i None : None + 367: (HIL)i Yeo: Yeu: Yoo te...s.steeseees+t 19,000: 24 t Yew :Question is one of cost. 
16 :Goose Pond................!Marehall....+ fs cot pe baues meneeyy Ubu Tabs eon P50 Yeo: Yee? Yes tee.csstesscss+1f 1,000 20. ....++.t8chmenke and Hutton to examine. 
17 :Goose Pond. Wilgaes slp fe) or rg QE 3 ft wone : Mone 1.1.11: 1250: Yeu: 10/30: Yee .......: Yes : 75,000?! © GO? :.......:Huttom to examine. 
18 :Grover Lake...............:Dickinson...: (5 e 2 om ef f won 6 Pot BOE 180 E Mo ft YOR rece ceeekeeeeeeederceeeeed 5,008? t...+..-3Sohnenke to examine. Doubtful. 
19 iounrd bakes 20200000000 Ts Momonas 2312 {5% sol : Refuge: 3 : 2 : 8% +: HOF 300: Yee: Yoeteccscccccfecsccccdeccscscet 5pOOOTE 157 22.2... sStebildty? 
20 tHoney Creek Lake.....1...liPottowatanie: (0): 2: lo: Dt Fi Pf FT beeedecest Yee? Wo: Yeo: Mone: Wone :. <1....2........t1.....-2mutton to examine, Cost? 

: : : : : é i : : : : : : : : : : : : : 
21 ivamerson Slough..........:Dickingon...: (2): 2: 3 } Reguge: 1 i Mone : Mone : 50: (80): Yeo: 11/20: Mone fi-s---sis+sy:--+f 2,000? 25 :.5.....1Sohnenke to examine, 
22 low Lake.....0.000c.scscctHamidton..sc: (Gor 7t): 3 : & : @ : & i 7% = P i.c5..3 20002 Yes: Yes: Yea i.......2 Yea : 40,000t: : Drop?" :Doubtful. 
Bh udethe Store eke. 0-10 \-:Buena Vista: (1) 0: 2 2 2: mefuge 2 30: 1: 1 PHO: (200): Yee: Yeo: Mone f20000021...0...-1 11000: 25 i..+.7--igeunene select ehore property 
2h Little Wall Lake... tHamilton...:: (2): 7 : 2 t Refuge: 2 : 7 +: % : 1 2 (BIO): Mo: Yew ieceeestecccccsdeccccccee of of Y 21......38ohnenke to examine. 
25 tLake View Gravel Pits.....:Sac........: (9) : 3 : & i Refuge? 2 : 1 : § : (90): (OO)! Mo : Yew riiiicciitissccssdscccssssdeseecssfeseecceeteccsossSNO further oost except upkeep. 
26 © :Long Slough........ stappanoose...: (5): 7 + 2? Repuce : TE None i Mone ieee... 80: No? Yew: Yew fescssssteseesss+f 246007? 20. t,....+-#8chnenke or Hutton to examine. 
27 iWost Island, Mad, Pelicans:Paio Alto...: (2) : 1 : 2 : S® : 52: 3 : 1  : 10007: 30007: Yee: Yea: Yes : Yes : Yes : 70,0007: 187 :.......:Hutton and Sohnenke to examine. ey 
28 :Manawa Lake..... ccccbotwowatanis: (5) + 6 3 & 3 5  ¢ BF 0B 3 4 slisssstetpccisinsssstencuauteocams-aekecascecdactaiaedd ces cassctussocvaet ccc se, ememneney Of presant Gykat 
29 iMoGrea Slough.............:9ac.........: (3)  : 2 : 2 +: Refuge: 3 : Mone : Mone : 160: ih’: Yee: 10/30: Wone : None: None: 5,600: 25 Aiacetisomenke select exact land 8, 

: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : lines S 
30 :Medium Lake......... iPalo alto... (2) 9 3 : 2 : B : 3: % $ x F MO? (992): Yew: 10/17: None : None: Yone: 2,200: 20 : AlmostiSchnenke select exact land ~ 

: : : : : Q : : : : : : : : : : : : : lines to buy. ® 
31 Muscatine Slough... <HMuscatine =: (3) : t ¢ 2 : J : 6: 2 : 5 : 7 3(1528): Yeu: 2/16: Yeo : Yee : Yeo : 7 1% 7% %.,...--28utton to examine. 

: : and Louisa : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : e 
32 isehnabotna Forke.........:7Feomont.-.! (5) Fb of 2 oT Gf 5 i Mone mone: 21080: Yee: Yee: Yes : Wone: Mone: 6,480: 6 2 OR fe. eeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeee eee . 

3 iOakland Lakes.e-20 0000 0cccHhouteas sor (2) fg FL: Reguse | £ oi 2 : 3 :llllli: 4000: Mo : Yee: Yee :.......: None: 210,000: 107 :.......1Wagler to examine. 
20w1 Lake... DIDI Tipdumponaé 207: (6 or 77): PoP Bist bP io: go: Yeo: 1/5: Yea i Yeo": Yeo 2 ¥3,o00r: 507 i121... :Doubeful. 

§ sPorjue Leke.......1.......tappancosessc: (5)? «45 «60: «Ook «0? Refuge: 3 : tome : 2 : 1201 4: Yous 2/h: Yes : Mone: Mone: §,900: 30 1 Yen te-.-ccccceeectenseseerenceeece 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : 

Zo eetaes Ualescare sp =, WOarteseeee est (8) Tet eg) Magen Es es sorry (escent te eel col sre eee 
$7 tRice lakes: ....ssollicccstwinmebagoccss (03) tf 3 2 BP FG 8 BFF bi enennd (BOO) Re crcaednneeccdeereenercfensetestececennet 90,0002 60 2 Yeu sPrinarily an engineering 

3 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : i question. 
38 tRush Lake.............00.-10sceola.....: (2): 2: 2 : Refuget: 3 7 + 7% + 90: (317): Yeo: Yee : Done : Mone: Mone: 5,000: 55 + Almost:Schnenke to select shore 

: : : : : : i : : : : : : : : : : : : : property. 
9 :Ryan Lake.... coi tesateeteceet UCT) ge ens tatnee 6) Nome eee tt a ee Figg ie veite ed eae aes eaeeeeeer nan: 

43 8Yaver betes... prose FG): Fo FG Rete: Pp Pp PPE Gis): Yew pmo "vee None Fone’ YHOO EST La ccc cagehigake ‘to exanine for’ game 
: : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : : value. 

4. iemith Lake................tHarrison. 2.2 3 cet ace a : Repuge?: 4p: 10: 2 3 WO: 80: Mo Yee : Mone : Mone: one: 24500 : 21 ......:18ehnenke to examine. 
42 iSunken Grove Lake and :Pocohontae.:: (5) : 2 : 1 : : 5 iNone?: 3 +: 207: 807: Yee: Yee : Yee : None: None: 10,000: 60 :.......:8chnenke to make more accurate 

: Burns Slough : : : : : : : : : : : : : 2 : : : : 2 map. 
5 | itvenenaivones!tatee.-n terete eet (gE et es ee Bette te tt 7 : 2 t.2.....28ohmenke to examine. 

#Towhead Lake..... {iligadnoun. 220: fox to x ? x ? x ¢Mome : None i.....0: 150: Yes: Yeo : Yeo iecceesstescccceef |X fesssses.t Drop? Woubtful feasibility. 
RS ircohey Shoughs..i..csciliisBuema Viete,: (62) 21 : 7 ¢ 7 @ At: Mone : Mone :....,.2 170%: Yeo: mo : ? ¢ 2 : # : 2,700t: 40? :.......:Sohnenke to examine. 

46 Trumbull and Round Lakes. days vent (28 ge sine Ns Re see ea ails 259 : (2640): Yous You ¢ Sone | Sonn: (ones 71770) 30 3 Yes Secuensesayarwenneeescuasuvinne 
M7 win Makes...-e.-...-.-- -20athouns-.-02 (24.2) 2 6 f 2 2 Do: Fo$ f BF 20 loo): Yee: Yee ¢ Bone Eevsessts 0: G)800: 3h :...-...#Bohnenke to select land. 
WB  iUpper Wapsipinicon......./:Bremer...0-- (5): HO: 2 ot eS Se et Pag mete Bo, =) mone 02:2 <7.2) Sone. 2( 12,000 = Ell. l:Sehnemke to select areas. 
8 Walon SloughsssceecsccsccHRoamuen sc: 46) FE Ft FB mone: mone Poi aggo: Yen: ff Yes PPE to tel odes gestccic1idehnenke and Mutton so examine 
56 iwerner Lake.............cc:Diekinson..-: (2): 2 : # : 2 : 3 : 7 = 8 : Mo: (60): wo :......: Nome : Yee : ‘one: 660: 8 2.......:80hnemke to select shore 

: : i : S : : : : : : s : : : : ‘ ; t i eacenhla 
2 Maubouste Lake. ....-..+.- H#reenont....2 (6) 0 GF 1: 2 +: 4 i 3 : Mone +: 800 500: Yee: Yes : Yee : Mone: Wone: 6,500?: 57 :.......:Hutton to examine. 
> west Hotter Lake..........:Diekinson..: (2) «9: 2 : 3 : %& : 5 : % + 2 + 60: (200): Ye: Yee : Mone : Yes : Mone: 1,0007: ? :.......:Schnenke to examine. 

Total present state acres. (139)(10664) Total estimated cost...........9523,500 
Total ber state asteage.._ 5236. 17420 #523,5 

“SUS6 BRORE- Total cost divided by total area$ 15.62 
Total area................ 7 33518 

Aoiesses: 1. Live public 5. Live private. 
2. Dry public. @: Drained private, restorable. 
# Brained pubic, restorabie 7. Drained private, not restorable 

| Drained public, not restorable. 8. Proposed artificial. 
9. Gravel pits 

Zsnooting: "Refuge" means lake to be wholly a refuge. Figure in circle means part of lake 19 to be a refuge. 
Astate area: Figures in parentheei« denote acreage already owned by the state.



Confidential Report on 

LAKE RESTORATION PROJECTS - IOWA CONSERVATION PLAN : 

Aldo Leopold 
In Charge, Game Survey ¢ 

Contents. This report contains those findings on lake restoration 

which are not to be made public, lest they adversely affect the cost 

of state acquisition and improvement. 

It is a summary and interpretation of the detailed project 

reports, maps, and cost estimates, more or less complete for the 52 

projects here listed, and contained ina "Lake Restoration File" in 

the office of the Conservation Plan. 

A tabulated summary of the 52 lakes appears in Table 1. Their 

geographic position appears on the map. 

’ Choice of Projects. The 52 projects probably represent a cross section 

of the available opportunities in Iowa, in the sense of including all 

types of lakes suitable for game, but not in the sense of reflecting 

the relative frequency of each. The large expensive projects are 

probably over-represented. Artificial lake opportunities are under~ 

represented. 

Projects were selected either because of local interest in them, 

or geographic position, or the fact that an exceptional opportunity 

existed to buy cheaply, or in order to sample a type not yet covered. 

A few of the projects are already rejected; others on closer 

engineering analyses may be found impracticable. 

| : 

ie
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Ownership Classification. The 52 projects, with respect to ownership 

and physical condition, fall into the following classes: 

Table 2. 

Class 1. Live public lakes (needing improvement of some gort). .. 106 

2. Dry public lakes, restorable.....-.-+.--2-+----+ 6 

3. Drained public lakes, probably restorable..-..-+-+-++ 3 

4, Drained public lakes, probably not restorable.....--. 21 

5. Live private lakes, to be acquired by the state. ..-.. 17 

6. Drained private lakes, to be acquired and restored... 8 

7. Drained private lakes, probably not restorable ..... - 4 

8. Proposed artificial lakes to be constructed by the state. 2 

Oa hravel fit lakee so: c-605s ves te soe ew 6 oe eee eee 

, 52 

Functional Classification. Under "Purpose" the table gives an estimate 

of the order of importance of the functions or purposes of each projects 

Tug the Allen Green Refuge (Project 1) is most valuable as a resting 

place or refuge, next most valuable as a breeding ground, third as an 

upland game covert, and fourth as a recreation area. It contains no fish. 

The mumber of projects rating first, second, and third for the 

six functions recognized in Table 1 are as follows: 

Table 3. 

Function Number of Projects Rating 

First Second Third ‘Total 

Nesting i) g 7 24 

Resting 24 9 8 YL 

Shooting 4 11 3 18 

Upland Game 4 5 15 24 

Fishing 5 7 8 20 : 

Parks & Recreation 3 6 2 ll |
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The ratings are as of the proposed, not the present, condition. 

The projects which should be entirely closed to all shooting are 

marked "refuge" under "shooting" in Table 1, and usuelly have "resting" 

designated as their first function. There are 19 such. 

The projects which should have part of their area set aside as 

refuge are marked with a circle under "shooting" in Table 1. There are 

23 such. Hence 42 of the 52 projects should be all or partly refuge. 

None of these refuge classifications should be regarded as 

inflexible. Whatever ground is delimited as a refuge should of course 

be an inviolate sanctuary at all seasons (see Refuge Policy), but the 

best size and boundary lines for the refuge can be determined by 

experience much better than by an advance guess. The way the birds 

» react to the proposed improvements, and to the use of the lake by 

Z people, and the relation of the lake after it is improved to other 

feeding, resting, and shooting grounds, mst all enter into the question 

of best location and size for a refuge. Final locations and boundaries, 

in short, are a cut-and-try job, the exact outcome of which cannot be 

predicted during a survey. It is a matter for gradual administrative 

adjustment. 

Of the 52 lakes, 19 have no fish, or only rough fish, and 

therefore have no fishing value. (But Table 3 shows five as of out- 

standing value for fishing.) 

Of the 52 lakes, 18 have no "park value" in the sense of 

timbered shores of the kind ordinarily regarded as suitable for summer 

playgrounds. (But Table 3 shows three as of outstanding value for this 

it purpose. )
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) Size Classification. This is difficult, because some of the projects 

deal with the improvement of some part of an existing lake. Counting 

entire units only, and proposed new state water or marsh area only, 

and dropping rejected projects, the size classes are: 

Table 4. 

Size class (water area) No. of lakes 

Under 50 acres 3 

50-100 acres 6 

100-200 acres 5 

200-500 acres 4 

500-1000 acres 5 

1000-2000 acres 5 

. Over 2000 acres 2 

: "30" 

In the "area" column of Table 1, figures in parenthesis 

indicate acreage already owned by the state, whether dry or wet. 

Figures under the "marsh or water" column without parenthesis represent 

either proposed new state water acreage, or private water acreage to 

be brought under state controle 

Cost of 52 Lakes. The cost estimates in Table 1 are rough. ‘They are, 

if anything, lower than what will actually have to be paid. ‘the 

‘yer acre" costs are the estimated total expenditure for land, water, or 

improvements on each project spread over the area to be purchased or 

improved. In Class 6, 7, or 8 lakes, many of which require engineering 

works not yet planned in detail, the cost figures are either lacking
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or very rough. 

The per acre figures are believed to be auseful way to raise the 

question of whether certain projects are unduly expensive. 

The total cost of restoring the 52 lakes is estimated to be: 

Table 5. 

Probable total 
Cost No. without cost of 52 

Class No. of Projects Estimates Cost Bstimates lakes 

1 2 $ 44,970 2 $ 49,900 

2 5 76,100 0 76,100 

3 2 69,000 1 75,000 

4 0 0 i 0 

5 13 67,830 4 110, 000 

. 6 f 255,600 4 350, 000 

, c 0 0 - 0 

8 1 10, 000 a 15,000 

9 0 0 a 0 

a a 523,500 “15 “676, 000 

Cost of Complete Program. ‘The ultimate question, toward which all 

the preceding evidence aims, is this: How much money will the state 

have to raise in order tocarry out a statewide lake restoration program? 

The following estimates proceed class by classe 

There are 63 meandered (state omed) lakes left in Iowa (see Iowa 

Lakes, Parks, and Streams, p. 25) which collectively constitute Classes 

1 and 2 of Table 5. Fourteen of these, or about a fourth of the total, 

are included in the 52 projects, and will cost $125,000. This figure 

includes one very expensive and as yet problematical development (No. 27)
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at $70,000, which constitutes over half the total. There may, however, 

be some of these expensive engineering jobs, aimed at the stabilization 

of water levels, in Class 2 (public lakes dry in 1931, and probably dry 

again in the next drouth period). It seems probable that Class 1 and 2 

lakes will need a total of $300,000. 

There are 12 meandered drained lekebeds still wholly or partly 

owned by the state. ‘These constitute classes 3 and 4 of Table 5. 

Six of these (constituting 4 projects, because Muscatine Slough is 

listed as one instead of three lakes) are included in the 52 projects. 

The question is how many of the remaining 6 are likely to fall into 

Class 3 (restorable), and what will they cost. The remaining 6 are 

mostly small. It seems that $125,000 will cover ali of Classes 3 and 4. 

" Class 5 (live private lakes) is a matter of how far the policy 

fi of state acquisition is to be carried. It is conservative to estimate 

that the state should acquire at least one private lake per county, or 

5 times as many as the 52 projects include. This would cali for 

$500, 000. 

Classes 6 and 7 (drained private lakes) already cover many of 

the larger lakebeds, but only a small part of the levee and pumping 

projects now tending to go bankrupt, and presenting attractive oppor- 

tunities. A total outlay of double the present program, or $700, 000, 

would seem conservative. 

6 Class § (artificial lakes) are more a matter of fishing and 

general recreation than of game. An arbitrary estimate of $100,000 

is offered. 

») Class 9 (gravel pits) are often already in public ownership. An
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a arbitrary estimate of $50,000 is suggested. 

Casting up these estimates: 

Table 6. 

Complete Lake Restoration Program 

Class 52 Projects Computation Total Cost 

Cost 

1&2 $125,000 1/4 covered $300, 000 

344 75,000 1/2 covered. Remainder 125,000 
small 

5 5 110,000 ‘1 per county, 1/5 500, 000 

: covered 

6&7 350,000 Double present program 700,000 

g 15,000 Arbitrary estimate 100, 000 

9 0 Arbitrary estimate 50,000 

$676, 000 $1,775,000 

> 
In broad terms we can now say thet no lake program carrying 

less than $1,000,000 would be adequate, and none carrying over $2,000,000 

i will be necessarye 

Organization. The lake restoration job involves four big problems: 

1. Financing acquisition program. 

2. Acquisition methods and personnel. 

3. Administrative methods and personnel. 

4. Maintenance costs. 

A very sketchy discussion of these is here offered as a tentative 

guide to present actions. 

The ihitial acquisition cost is quite evidently within the money- 

raising capacity of an enlarged license fee, spread over a period of 

years. ‘the participation of the federal government, both in federal
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) purchase of interstate boundary lands, and in federal aid through 

the proposed ammunition tax, should be highly acceptable to the state. 

The question of methods presents one basic difficulty: It 

will be impossible to educate the public to demand an enlarged license 

for lake work without inflating the asking price of lake lands. ‘The 

only recourse I can see is to adopt the policy of using local pressure 

to secure favorable options, and buying only where such options are 

really favorable. 

A program of this size will also require the services of an 

expert land-buyer. I suggest one be borrowed from the U. S. Forest 

Service or the U. S. Biological Survey. 

The need of a technical personnel to select projects, and to 

. formulate and improve the practice of management, is obvious. At 

; least one full-time waterfowl research man will be needed at Ames, plus 

a considerable fraction of the time of the Executive Secretary and of 

the Superintendent of Game and of Fish. 

The question of administration and maintenance also involves 

the unsolved problem of custodian services. The idea of a full-time 

- resident custodian for each project should be rejected at the outset. 

The best principle to follow would seem to be that of the “Per Diem 

Guard" system developed by the Forest Service for fire control. ‘This 

consists, in short, of a local resident, selected by and under the 

supervision of the District Ranger (Game Warden), who keeps his eye 

open at all times, and enters upon active duty when conditions demand ite 

The administrative problems involved in public shooting grounds 

» are discussed under the "waterfowl" chaptere
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Iowa Conservation Plan 
LAKE OR MARSHLAND PROJECT 

: wom Cairo (Or Mud) Tae (Restoration) 
—~"—Fanilton 67 N, 24 825 area? Man? 

Location:  County__Hemilton Township__Iyon _ section oe es 

Proposed by__Dilg League of jiedster City Address___ Francis Powers __ 

Exemined by. Aldo Leopold  _Address_G ne Survey Date___o11-5-31 

Map Reference attached map sketched from original survey plat. 

Related Projects_Little jall Leke lies 5 mi. 3. 3. ae 

Parks, refuges, hatcheries, Etc. 

aAreai Present water. None Within shore line 1300? Meander_1300 

Watershed 
Size, shape, topography, vegetation types, uses, soil, crosjen 

Ppeecrtiedn ei 

Shore. 
Topography, vegetation, culture, access, use. 

Bottom Peat and ¢ravel 

Formation, vegetation, present and possible. 

Artificial Drainage Drained in 1896, Center of lake not tiled 

When, how, district No. 

Water Supply_Artesien water at 300: Large area drains into lake by ditches. 

Runoff, artesian, springs, pumping, diversions. 

entering from 3. 3.2., N-Z., N.W. Sc eee 

Water level Dry. Outlet is a cut 25! deep, easily dammed. 

Present, normal, high. fluctuation. 

Omership Chas. Wi. Rand estate, Burlington. Leased to farmers and to a 

Private or public. No. of owners, leases, litigation. 

Present uses Canning factory at Roland, No morteage on Fend's holdings. 

eneae fishing, recreation. Resort, agricultural. 

2 of lakebed in croos his yeer, but "neat itch" hard on farm labor. 

Present wild life_Many pheasants winter in untiled section in middle of 

Game, fish, fur. Breeding, refuge, wintering, etc. 

lake, which is weedy. $e 

ne 

Former wild life Once a famous duck lake. ‘ias_a good northern pike lake 

before being drained. Former breeding value not ascertained. 

Proposed uses Acquisition and restoration as a duck refuge and_ shooting 

Major, Incidental. 
ground; wintering ground for upland game. 

. Method of Acquisition_Purchase 

Local cooperation & sentiment Very favorable 

Remarks Damiing lake would back water into inflows from S & S.E. 

Development & program (item, unit, unit price) Estimated Cost. 

By 1300 acres lakebed ® $25.00 $__ 32,500 

Dem outlet ditch on %. side 800 

Iiguidate damages on ---- acres to 3. & 5.3 : 

due to backvater 

: Total $ 33,00 

es, es 

{
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Iowa Conservation Plan 
LAKE OR MARSHLAND PROJECT 

% Trumbull & Round Lekes (Refuge and public shooting ground) 

Location: County___Clay Township 96 & 97,R.35 section_34, 35, 3 

Proposed by. Dilg League, Spencer Address L. P. Schaffer 

Zxemined by_Aléo Leopold Address Game Survey pate Noy, 22, 1951, 

*Map Reference_Sxetch mav attached. also Iowa Lakes, Platt 11. 

Related Projects_Mud Laxe, Lost Island Lake 

: Parks, refuges, hatcheries, Etc. 
area: Present water _T. L.? Within shore line 1190 Weander Ps 

: Rb. dry ---------7 4 Ee Ree 
. Watershed__48,000 acres of nearly level farm land, Gi "2 

Size, shape, topography, vegetation types, uses,soil, erosio:; 

Shore_Lov tut distinct banks, mostly famned. Public access insufficient. _ 
Topography, vegetation, culture, access, use. 

Bottom __T, L. gravel, R. Le silt, 
Formation, vegetation, present and possible. 

artificial Drainage Outlet ditch in Sec. 27. Weir at outlet. 
When, how, district No. 

Water Supply. 
Runoff, artesian, springs, pumping, diversions, 

Water level 1. L. 5' dcep in 1916, now 3! (7) R.L. "shallow" in 1916, now 

Present, normal, high. fluctuation. dry. 

Ownership. State 
Private or public. No. of owners, leases, litigation. 

Present uses Trumbull Lake, pickerel and perch fishing. Round Lake, duck refuge 

Hunting, fishing, recreation. Resort, agricultural. 

Present wild life 1000 mallards on Trumbull Lake when examined. Winter loss 

Game, fish, fur. Breeding, refuge, wintering, etc, 

of oickerel feared becaise of low water. Many pheasants wintering in bed of 

Round Lake. 

Former wild life Round Lake served as refuge for up to 50,000 ducks before 

going dry. They feed largely in the cornfields. F 

Proposed uses. Trumbull Lake: vickerel fishing, duck shooting. 

Major. Incidental. 
Round Leke; duck refuge, breeding grounds, wintering ground for pheassnts. 

Method of Acquisition, Purchase of needed shore property. 

Local cooperation & sentiment_ Very favorable 

*Remarks See also Co. Engineer's riap of Clay Co., Dec.) 1929, ee ae 

(Lot map(tracing) and list of owners. 
Development & program (item, unit, unit price) Estimated Cost. 

Buy the following shore proverty for public $ 

shooting ground, mublic access, food patches, 

and nesting cover: 

Lot 7, Sec. 35-----------------15 acres 

Lot 5, Sec. 34 ----------------46 acres 

Lot 4, Sec. 34-----------------38 acres 

Parts of Lots 4 and 8, Sec. 35, 
____ between new road and shore----~407 acres 

Perts of Lots 1,2,3,4,Sec. 3 

along ghore----~----------~- 22 ee . 

259 acres @ $30 ----- $7770.00
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Wee st Iowa Conservation Plan | 
LAKE OR MARSHLAND PROJECT 4 | 

Raed, Brown's Lake ( ‘and _new Lake) aX 

Location: County_Woodbury Township 87 8 47 W seein a 

Leselmatione: EH. Bolton,sioux City 

Proposed by_Sioux City Rod & Reel Club Addrese Wa-—schuenke, Siaux city 

Hxemined ty____Aldo Leopold rese_deme Survey pate 12-21-31__ 
Map Reference__5ee sketch attached, also Iowa Jakes Plate 65 

Related Projects. 
Parks, refuges, hatcheries, Etc. 

Area: Present water brown's Lake Within shore line 449° Meander S37 ive SE obet 
4 meandered | 

Watershed ater clear, evidently derived from underground gravel, Smiles | 
| Size, shape, topography, vegetation types, piabe sot hs nears . 

ic 3Ge 2 th end of Browa'ts L. Flat muck bottom land‘ 

Shore 10 bank on E. and part of S$ & N sides of both lakes, oartly timbered 

Topography, vegetation, culture, access, use. 

Sottom_silt, sand on NM. sugettarea in EF, am, Rushes on west arm of B.L. formerly 
Formation, vegetation, present and possible (wild rice new tee 

artificial Drainage None excent tile emptying into N. side sinter) 
When, how, district No. 

Water Supply 2_aprings 1n_poi.oa_of—BxosnsLekes—netlake-fed_ty_thoodeater— ‘ 
; Runoff, artesian, springs, pumping, diversions. 

underground water struck at 26' at Strands Park, 1931 

Water level Brown's Lake now 8-10' deep, New lake now 4° deep. BrownsL 14! deep in 
Present, normal, high. fluctuation. 1916 

(Litigation pending to determine ownership) 
Ownership State, Some squatters have quit claim deeds and tax deeds. 

Private or public. No. of owners, leases, litigation. 
Present uses Strands Park Resort, Grouve of abandoned cottages on Hoover's Island 

Hunting, fishing, recreation. Resort, agricultural. 
lower new lake now leased to duck club for $100 ver year 

Present wild life both base lakes, Good mallard shooting in W. arm of B.L., but 

Game, fish, fur. Breeding, refuge, wintering, etc. 
getting to be shot out, new lake good mallard shooting but shot out, Ruffed Grouse 

on"island" 2 miles 3. of Bal. Some carp in both lakes 

Former wild life fornerly both bred woodducks, mallard, green wing. 

Formerly good blue gill and crappie fishing but now gone 

Proposed uses_B.L. make a refuge, incl. Hoover Island Fishing & resort 
Major. Incidental. 

New L. Public shooting ground. Fishing 

Method of Acquisition. Purchase 

Local cooperation & sentiment_very favorable, incl. local farcers ues 

Remarks State eaid to have paid $650 for an abstract of title, now in Atty. Gen. 

Houvers island sub-divided by new survey in 1846. See Ia. Lakes P.122 
Development & program (iten, unit, unit price) Estimated Cost. 

Se eho ee ee 
determine boundaries of state land 

1, Suit to/qiet title and oust squattere he ie 

2, Engineering examination of possible ways 

and raise and stabilize water levels, D,m on S$ side? q. 
LL —_———— ae 

S.Acquisition of Hoovers Island in case ouster 

unsuccessful. 570 acres at $20 $1) Bb sQ0UL : a 
N 

4, Buy yor Lake & conpecting proverty 1420 acres 21,000 7 

5, Build a = ae ng dam Lee 
bedo =i" 1916 during high water. $ 32,000 7 plus 

din Bre? 
‘ ek ake
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Iowa Conservation Plan 
LAKE OR MARSHLAND PROJEOT 

2 

Name Carr Lake Refuge 

Location: County Pottawattamie Township_74 N p.44m, _Section_29.32 __ 

Proposed by. Arthur Rapp Address___ Council. Bluffs 

Examined by__ Leopold & Ball Address__Game Survey _ Date. ) SH 1232 

Map Reference See sketch attached. 

Related Projects Waubonsie Lake bed 4 miles south. Manawa Lake 2 mi. Np 
Parks, refuges, hatcheries, etc. 

Area: Present water. 90 Within shore line_90 Meander_yes 

Watershed_Formerly fed by Pony Creek, tm Creek now #ditched", 

Size, shape, topography, vegetation types, uses,soil,erosion,etc. 

_Shores of lake fringed with maple and elm timber, —___—————————— 

Shore Distinct bank on S. side. Gradual slope on N. side. 
Topography, vegetation, culture, access, use. 

Bottom___ black silt? Some rushes in KE. ends 
Formation; vegetation, present and possible. 

Artificial Drainage All surrounding bottoms ditched. 
When, how, District No. 

Water Supply Ditch to E. could be tapped for water during periods when silt 

Runoff, artesian, springs, pumping, diversions. 
load is low. ee 

Water level___Now nearly full due to winter reins. Dry 1931 ? 

Present, normal, high. fluctuation. 

Ownership. State (Conservation Board) 
Private or public. Wo. of owners, leases, litigation. 

Present uses Leased for pasture to local farmer at $20(?) per year, 

Hunting, fishing, recreation. Resort, agricultural, 

eS 

Present wild life Ducks, no pheasants due to grazed off shore. 
Game, fish, fur. Breeding, refuge, wintering, etc. 

numbers. 

Fomer wild life Formerly a good duck lake before drainage of surrounding 
st ecsesmenaianp atin eningnniansntsctililienase(itbacateailahiieessumatianosaniaenaciieatcaeatiat neem 

bottoms and depletion of water. 

Proposed uses_Duck refuges Duck breeding. Pheasant wintering ground. 

Major. Incidental. 

sai snail asain iach chiara 

Method of Acquisition Already state property 

Local cooperation & sentiment not discussed. 

Remarks Grazing lease should be cancelled. 
nee ee tae sseune- veshnin 

Development & program (item, unit, unit price), Estimated Cost. 

Weir and valve to divert water from ditch $_ 200.00 

. 

Biaiuicncssietl ee teeeuile 

Note: The feasibility of this development depends on some adjacent farmer 

being interested to act as, custodian. $ 
Tater on islands might be thrown up be dredging to enhance duck 
breeding capacity. Meander, should be retracgd to locate boundary. 

attestation antenatal arm Det a GA  A ep Ce COLAO ALLL ITT, arnt Et AP A 

scinciabahaitaiatianaianntinadatmammaniaatiinaetimnin ‘aed: 

ssiteinesisiiiniaseapaitiiaiintetiameiamiiiaiasimamiaatiniaiiiiin, . Abuimniali



towa Conservation Plan 
LAKE OR MARSELAND PROJECT 

Sipe OI ae. alaesannnsilmtensaielaieensanaciannnunided 
Location: County Pattawattamie Township_o, yw p aay, _Section__29,32  _ 

Proposed by____ Arthur Ranp ss A res__onnct) plete ——— 

Exemined by__Leonold & Ball Address __gene survey——09te_S-12-32 __ | 

Map Reference See sketch attached. 

Related Projects_Waubonsie Lake bed 4 miles south, Manama Lake 2 mi._i,——. | 
Parks, refuges, hatcheries, etc. | 

Ares: Present water___ 90 Within shore line_gg Meander. yee 

Watershed. | 

Size, shape, topes? a vegetation on uses,soil,erosion,etc. | 

Shore_Distinct hank on S. side. Gradnal slope on B. side | 

Topography, vegetation, culture, access, use. 

Bottom. hlack silt? Some rushes in Zend 

: Formation; vegetation, present and possible. 

Artificial Drainage___All surrounding bottoms ditched | 
When, how, District No. 

Water Supply Ditch to B. could be tapped for water during periods when silt | 
Runoff, artesian, springs, pumping, diversions. 

RMA a i i a a caer laren 

Water level | 

Present, rf} high. eee tears | 

Ownership. State (Conservation Board) | 

Private or public. No. of owners, leases, litigation. | 

Present uses_Leased for pasture to local famer at $20(t) ner year, —______. | 
Hunting, fishing, recreation. Resort, agricultural. 

i a a a a iceman 

Present wild life_ Ducks, no pheasants due to grased off shore 

Game, fish, fur. Breeding, refuge, wintering, etc. 

mumberse tt 

Former wild life Formerly a good duck lake before drainage of surrounding 

bottoms and depletion of water. 

Proposed uses_Duck refuge, Duck breeding: Pheasant wintering grounds = 
Majors Incidental. 

a ala a eal a a tae 

Method of Acquisition_Already state property 

Local cooperation & sentiment, not discussed. 

Remarks Grazing lease should be cancelled. | 

Development & program (item, unit, unit price). Estimated Cost. 

Weir and valve to divert water from ditch  _ OO ii tects | 

—Hesting—boxes-for-wo0d—tucks——_______—__ #100400 $e 
300 00 

<ccicsiniadeaiiiasaanammmamsaiaametiitiiinin innate 
Note: The feasibility of this development depends ° some adjacent farmer 

__._.._,. . being interested te act aa custodian, ain eae 

Later on islands might be thrown up be Suotetag to enhance duck 

beeeding capacity. Meander, should be retracéd to locate boundary. 

ac a ac iets I nccteecc tah ee tthe



Yowa Conservation Plan 
LAKE OR MARSHLAND PROJECT 

\ ie 
Name Carr Lake Refuge 

te 

Location’ CountyBottawattamie Township 74 N 2.44 W. Section, iO ass ; 

Proposed by Arthur Rapp Address_ Council Bluffs 

Examined by___Leopold & Ball Address Game Survey _Date__ 312432 

Map Reference. See sketch attached. 

Related Projects Wenbonsie Lake bed 4 miles south. Manawa Lake 2 mi. Ny 

Parks, refuges, hatcheries, etc. 

Areaf Present water. 90 Within shore line, 90 Meander_yes 

Watershed___ Formerly fed by Pony Creek. Creek now "ditched", 

Size, shape, topography, vegetation types, uses,soil,erosion,etc. 

Shores of lake fringed with maple and elm timber. pares 

Shore Distinct bank on S. side. Gradual slope on N. side. 

Topography, vegetation, culture, access, use. 

Bottom black silt? Some rushes in E. end. ; 

Formation; vegetation, present and possible. 

Artificial Drainage All surrounding bottoms ditched. 

ffhen, how, District No. 

Water Supply_Ditch to E. could be tapped for water during periods when silt 

Runoff, artesian, springs, pumping, diversions. 

load is low. 

Water level Now nearly full due to winter rains, Dry 1931 ? 

Present, normal, high. fluctuation. 

Ownership State (Conservation Board) 

Private or public. Wo. of owners, leases, litigation. 

Present uses_Leased for pasture to local farmer at $20(2) per year. 

Eunting, fishing, recreation, Resort, agricultural. 

insect alti i tell Ree emer eee 

Present wild life Ducks, no pheasants due to grazed off shore. 

Game, fish, fur. Breeding, refuge, wintering, etc. 

Bluewing teal breed. Wood ducks could be induced to breed here in large 

numberse 

Former wild life Formerly a good duck lske before drainage of surrounding 

bottoms and depletion of waters 

Proposed uses__Dack refuge. Duck breeding. Pheasant wintering grounds 

Major. Incidental. 

ica i ei iti gi ie tt ei 

Method of Acquisition, Already state property 

= fecal-cooperation & sentiment not discussed. 

Remarks Grazing lease should be cancelled. 

Development & program (item, unit, unit price). Estimated Cost. 

Weir and valve to divert water from ditch $ 200200 

Nesting boxes for wood, ducks $_100.00 

ae eee ee casuncaimen adie nace aaa ~ “Taplin slimes 
Note: The feasibility of this development depends on some adjacent farmer 

being interested to act as custodian. $ 

Tater on islands might be thrown up by dredging to enhance duck 

breeding capacity. Meander should be retracedg$to locate boundarys 

ite ininieeninetienpenpenptelipetattenenttinestnernntanet tiie te Big nen 

teetering 
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Towa Conservation Plan 
LAKE OR MARSHLAND PROJECT ‘ 

Name Eldon Lake 

& Van Buren 
jocations CountyWapello, Davis Township70,71_R.11& 12. Section_35,2,1,7 

Proposed by. C._E. Doran Address_707 W. Elm St. Eldora 

Examined. by. Aldo Leopold Address _ Game Survey _Date_feb,. 5, 1952 

Map Reference__See Sketch map attached; also drainage project map in office 

SobsbedoRuojects_of Harry E. Hansel, County Engineer, Ottumwa ‘ibcil 

Parks, refuges, hatcheries, etc. 

Areas Present water_ Within shore line_460?_ _Meander_not meanderéd 

watershed_On Des Moines river bottom below Eldon, Hills to north of R.R.drain 
Size, shape, topography, vegetation types, uses,soil,erosion,etc. 

_into the stippled area of low land, but silt clogs the ditches. 

Shore__ would be low and marshy at al] points. 
Topography, vegetation, culture, access, use. 

Bottom__5t black silt underlain by red sand 
Formation; vegetation, present and possible. 

* Artificial Drainage_Several shallow ditches (see map). Lawauit to drain failed. 

When, how, District No. 

Water Supply_Said_to be springs in upper end of stippled are@. Heavey runoff 

Runoff, artesian, springs, pumping, diversions. 

from hills would probably fill any lake impounded on stippled area 

Water level Now very near surface on stippled area. Land higher along river. 

Present, normal, high. fluctuation. 

Ownership__About 7 owners. See m&pe 

Private or public. Wo. of owners, leases, litigation. 

Present uses__Stippled area used only for duck hunting. Higher land near 

Hunting, fishing, recreation. Resort, agricultural. 

_river is successfully farmed. 

Present wild life__ Many ducks when flooded in spring and fall. A few pheasants 

Game, fish, fur. Breeding, refuge, wintering, etc. 

_now on area ~ saw tracks of threesw A few rabbits. Bluewing teal said to breed. 

a il net tli tag hina inn ie 

Former wild life Prairie chickens disappeared here 1922. Has always been 

_good duck grounds 

Proposed uses__ Proposed to impound water by dykes for duck refuge and 

Major. Incidentaly 

possibly fishings 

Method of Acquisition. Condemnation and purchase. Part of land in trust. 

Local cooperation & sentiment__Enthusiastic. 

Remarks County Engineer, H. E. Hansell doubts whether this land will hold 

water because underlain by sand. 

Devetotment & program (item, unit, wnit price). Estimated Cost. 

1. Engineering examination to determine water $ 

holding capacity of gkk goils $. ° 

2. Engineering examination to determine feasibility ¢ 
erties ideas bie states eiirgts 

of dyking, 
3. Buy..500 acres, of land at $20 i Roose 900 cccutmcscteacmont 

4. Dykes or dams to fill low area $ 7 

5. Possible backwater damaze to aaekx adjoining $ 2 

i : and 
Proposed "full benefit" drainage of 226 acres was $20 ¢per acre. Fall between 

Eldon & Selma 1? feet. Railroad opposed drainage ‘project.Suit took placeabout 1925.
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Towa Conservation Plan ; 
LAKE OR MARSHLAND PROJECT 

FFs RANA Ts hg cts ean anne ccc ase een, 

pocationt  County__<remont __ Township _70 N, 43 yw Section_14,15,21,22 

proposed by__Gug Meier = CAddress_Shenendoah, Iowa _ 

sxamined by_Leopold and Bal] __Address__Game Survey __Date_March 11, 19%2 

Yep Reference__See section of County, map attached. 

nelated Projects__Nishne Botne Forks, Refuge 15 miles S. E. 
Parks, refuges, hatcheries, Etc. ‘ 

ireat’ Present water_ 500 Within shore line_509 Meander pot meandered 

vatershed_Three ditches draining 3 small watersheds from adjacent binffs, 
Size, shape, topography, vegetation types, uses, soil, erosion 

Brogion bad. Waubonsie Creek formerly fed this lake. ; 

shore__Distinct bank on S. side. Gradual slope on N. side. 

Topography, vegetation, culture, access, use. 

sottam_silt, covered with cane, smartweed, cattails end rushes. Formerly wild Rice. 

Formation, vegetation, present and possible. 

artificial Drainage Owner is attempting to fill lake by silting.Delta of 2 acres 
When, how, district No. so far, 

jeter Supply_Bunmoff from hills. Possibly seepage from Missouri river. 
Runoff, artesian, springs, pumping, diversions. 

Much water could be impounded by installing weir ab R. R. trestle, using 

“their embankment as a dem. 
vater level_Now high, Lake dry in 1931, Formerly used for sailing and motor 

Present, normal, high, fluctuation. boats. 

QOmership Private. Number and names not determined, or 

Private or public. No. of owmers, leases, litigation. 

Present uses Usually leased to duck hunters, Owner has attempted to fam 
Hunting, fishing, recreation. Resort, agricultural. 

__parts of north side. 

Present wild life pucks pheasants, bluecwing, teal breed 

Game, fish, fur. Breeding, refuge, wintering, etc. 

Former wild life_ Femous duck lake in former days. 

Proposed uses_Waterfowl Refuge. Waterfowl shooting ground, Waterfowl breeding 

Major. Incidental. 
_#rea, Pheasant wintering ground. Fish? 

Method of Acquisition_ Purchase 

local cooperation & sentiment_ Very favorable 

Remarks 800 acres to north might be affected by backwater. Better buy it or 

as much as necessary to cover backwater. 
vevelopment & program (item, unit, unit price) Estimated Cost. 

a Puy tol owing Jensets sa ee Ooi a is i 

500 acres take bottom at $3 1500 

800 acres shore property at $5 4000 

Install weir at R. R. trestle 1000 

i Sioa ier eT as BN a cae $6500.00
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LAKE OR MARSHLAND PROJECT 
: 

tom Nishnabotna Forks Refuge used Bublic Shooting Ground, 
i 42 4. 

Location: County___ Freemont Township67-68 N.R.41- Section1,36,31,25,30 | 

Proposed by__Gus Meier Address__ Shenandoah 

“ @iined by___Leopold and bel) Address Game survey __Date_March 11, 1932 | 

Map Reference __See section of County map attached. | 

Related Projects Waubonsie State Perk 3 miles west. eae 
Parks, refuges, hatcheries, Etc. 

Area: Present water_ 2007 Within shore line Tohiaaeeee 1080 ROTORS 

WAKOXEOOR In forks of Nishnabotna River, Consists of low bottom land 
Size, shape, topography, vegetation types, uses, soil, erosion | 

covered with smartweed, rag weed, hemp, prairie grass, willows, and ‘ | 

Shexs occasional groves of larger timber 

Topography, vegetation, culture, access, use. | 

a ee ore eee ok 
Formation, vegetation, present and possible. 

Artificial Drainage_Both forks of river are straichtlined and levied | 

When, how, district No. | 
Water Supply Overflow from river floods and seepage from river. | 

Runoff, artesian, springs, pumping, diversions. 

Water level_Now high due to winter floods. River is said to reflood this 

Present, normal, high, fluctuation. 
area several times each year. 

Ownership___ Seven private owners all named on map. ees 
Private or public. No. of owners, leases, litigaticn. 

Present usesOQwners are trying to raise level by silting with water diverted 
Hunting, fishing, recreation. Resort, agriculture.. 

from river through holes cut in the levee. 

Present wild life_3000 ducks (spring and mallard) and 200 geese on Sec. 30 __ 
Game, fish, fur. Breeding, refuge, wintering, eic. 

on March 11. Some pheasants on area and can become a heavy producer and Bie 

wintering ecround for pheasants. Teal breed. 

Former wild life_ Same, tut formerly prairie chickens instead of pheasants. 

Proposed uses_Waterfowl refuge (rest ground) Waterfowl shooting ground. 

Major. Incidental. 
Pheasant wintcrine ground. Waterfowl breeding area, 

Method of Acquisition__ Purchase 

Local cooperation & sentiment not discussed. Doubtless favorable 

Remarks _an engin eerius examination is needed to devise best way of flooding 
erea with minimum silting of sloughs. 

Development & program (iten, unit, unit price) Estimated Cost. 

By following land at $6 per acre; $ 

Claude Burkheiser, 100 acres 600.00 =n en vel apache bap atr dian acum leds ie cates wala, 

E. A. Miller & L. C. Poor 320 acres 1920.00 Toso aber tamenagieiaataniseaedn ldeniaaanipbdlingeaeninendciansNanubiiinitepailabaicamoins 

Bellows Wells Savings Institute, 89 acres 480.00 . Ste  _ _  ,, 

Farmers Savings Benk, Walcott, Ia. 200 acres 1200.00 

Ohio Nat'l. Life Insurance Co. 80 acres 480.00 

N. S. Gerri 300 acres 1800.00 a Se eR a Oe pte pt > tio 
1080 acres @ $6 $ 6480.00



SUPPLEMENTARY MEMO 

Nishnabotna Porks Refuge. 

This is high grade duck land, situated on one of the 
main flyways, and so bounded by the river mt to be easier of patrol 
than other refuges because cars cannot enter it, and people on foot 
een enter only on the road from the north side (unless they have 
boats or can wade the river. 

the principal question is, how the area can be kept 
wet with minimum silting. This is an engineering question, but it 
need net be resolved previous to purchase. ‘The area is a maze of 
old levees, channels, and sloughs, which furnish abundant opportun- 
ities for leading and impounding water. 

The lower twoethirds of the tract should be refuge. 
fhe upper third (adjecent to the highway) may be opened to regulated 
pablic shooting. 

The present abundant food suyply (weeds) is doubtless 
pertially the result of past efforts to crop the land. If, in the 
course of time, the food bearing weeds tend to be replaced by 
prairie grags, the state could revive the food supply by share~ 
cropping selected tracts. In any event the surrounding cornfields 
furnish food, often very rich food in the fom of flooded corn. 

The owners hope to silt up the ares until it becomes 
high enough to cultivate. They have eo far not succeeded, ani will 
i think accept a chance to realize a eaall cash price on their specue 
lation. The price ought to be just a little higher than Missouri 
River jungle because this land ig cleared. 

ALDO LEOPOLD



Towa Conservation Plan 
LAKE OR MARSHLAND PROJECT 

Name Pulaski Lake {Proposed artificial) 

Locations County__Davis Township___ Prairie Section___? 

Proposed by. Gene Hacey Address Pulaski 

Examined by Aldo Leopold Add@ress . Game Survey Pate 22-32 

Map Reference Racey has sent map to Conservation Plan 

Related Projects None, No natural lakes in this County 

Parks, refuges, hatcheries, etc. 
Area: Present water___ Creek Within shore line_100 Meander = 

Watershed 2900 acres, mostly in bluegrass sod. Timber on lake site could be 

Size, shape, topography, vegetation types, uses,soil,erosion,etc. 

cleared for the value of the wood. 

Shore Wooded hillside, fairly sharp except at head of proposed lake. 

Topogray vegetation, culture. Ss, use. 
Bottom Level creck boston with Tot channel of present creek. 

Formation; vegetation, present and possible, 
Artificial Drainage none 

When, how, District No. 
Water Supply_Said_ to be stable enough to keep fish alive in present creek, 

Runoff, artesian, springs, pumping, diversions. 

Water level 
Present, normal, high. fluctuation. 

Ownership__Private, 4 owners, 3 of them Insurance companies. 

Private or public. No. of owners, leases, litigation. 

Present uses Pasture 
Hunting, fishing, recreation. Resort, agricultural. 

mpeg incerta gg lie i a ag a en canta 

Present wild life Several covies of quail 
Game, fish, fur. Breeding, refuge, wintering, etc. 

(MNotet If lake is built it will be important to exclude carp. To make gure. 

of this it may be necessary to prohibit minnows.as bait.) 

Former wild life Same s 

Proposed uses Artificial lake for (1) fishing, (2) general recreation. 
Major. Incidental. 

Shoreline, if in cover, of incidental value for upland game. Head of lake 

would make a small but good waterfowl refuge if baited. 
Method of Acquisition__ Purchase 

Local cooperation & sentiment Very favorable 

Remarks ciisamsilidllebitssnsoatnapscnaeciaconn sili 

Development & program (item, unit, unit price). Estimated Cost. 

Build 960 dem, max depth 17! $ ? 

Buy 200 acres land at $25 (7?) $_5000 
Total Z 

neice ells acc eee Nes ta eat aarti Bo cstpisscitnensnting eile 

I RE ac ae ss ica nn 

casstsneyasipensisnsteinniiateeaantesatieapiiaiiiiaaiaeinimssisunn Dewiabinlaanntiatiaiintsinais 

shite asehasiascoteceeetialaiataeiiiupisiaaiiinn <Maentianinmenuitiainaitni 

tcl ii cea ee alliances gel cect



Iowa Conservation Plan 
LAKE OR MARSHLAND PROJECT 

Name Pulaski Lake [Proposed artificial) 

Location: County__Davig _—‘ Township. Prairie Section, 2 

Proposed by. Gene Racey Address___ Pulaski 

Examined by. Aldo Leopold Addiress__ Game Survey Date Qn 2032 

Map Reference Racey has sent map to Conservation Plan 

Related Projects None. Wo natural lakes in this County 
Parks, refuges, hatcheries, etc. 

Areat Present water. Creek Within shore line__J909 Meander x 

Watershed___2900 acres, mostly in bluegrass sod. Timber on lake site could be 
Size, shape, topography, vegetation types, uses,soil,erosion,etc. 

_——-SEA IE SR A I ES ON ii ie innit 

Shore Wooded hillside, fairly sharp except at head of proposed lake. 
Toposr arty: vegetation, culture, access, use. 

Bottom Level creek bottom with 10' channel of present creek. 
Formation; vegetation, present and possible. 

Artificial Drainage nead 
When, how, District No. 

Water Supply__Said to be stable enough to keep fish alive in present crack, 
Runoff, artesian, springs, pumping, diversions. 

Water level nt 
Present, normal, high. fluctuation. 

Ownership__ Private, 4 owners, 3 of them Insurance companies. 
Private or public. No. of owners, leases, litigation. 

Present uses NI iii inh nl eel ia ai an aa aephinemetiden 
Hunting, fishing, recreation, Resort, agricultural. 

Present wild life Several covies of 
Game, fish, fur. Breeding, re: . Wintering, etc. 

of this it may be necessary to nrohibit minnows ag batt.) 

Former wild life Same 

Proposed uses_Artificiel lake for (1) fishing, (2) general reereation, 
Major. Incidental. 

Shoreline, if 

would make a small but good waterfowl refuge if baited. i 
Method of Acquisition ___ Parchase ‘ 

Locai cooperation & sentiment. Very favorable . 

Renarks . 

Development & program (item, unit, unit price). Betimated Costs 

Build 960 dem, max depth 17! at is ald 

__-Iuy_200.soxes lend ot. $96.(7) 0 $etpa 
Total ? 
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Plat of Property 

ot Sunken Grove Lake ¢ Burns slough (Acquisition) 

Bence d: Acres. Offer made ; 

Sta. to Sta. ‘i ; Wants ea 
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CONE MARSH 

Towa Conservation Lousa Go. ~ Leyenad 

Plan. Oldokepudd *ielsr TION. RSW. 0 Hunting Club shack. 
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VINTON FISH AND GAME CLUB 
VINTON, IOWA 

S President, JOHN W. TOBIN 
Vice President, W. S. HANNA 

BETTER SPORT 

Secretary, C. L, CUMMINGS BETTER SPORTSMA 

Treasurer, A. R. RICHARDSON 

January 26, 1932. 

Aldo Leopold 

| Care of Twenty Five-Year Plan 
State House 

Des Moines, Iowa. 

Dear Sir: 

Our Club consists of over three hundred and twenty 

| five paid up active members. We feel that in the last two 

in) years we have accomplished some very worthwhile work. One 

of our projects was the closing, against hunting, of thirty 

oes five thousand acres of land. This land is in six tracts, 

the largest two of which are thirteen thousand, and seven 

thousand acres, respectively. The parcels embrace farm 

lands, creek bottoms, sloughs and some of the roughest 

: land in Benton County. The farmers have given us excellent 

cooperation. Except for one or two of them, who have both 

killed pheasants and permitted them to be killed, we have 

reason to believe that pheasants and quail have been given 

eareful protection. 

It has oceurred to me that this sc’
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| E 

f Buena Vista County 

: Pollution ; J. A, Schmitz advised what he believes 

«ss improper use of copperas in the waters of Little 

'  §torm Lake (state refuge). Said it was killing off 

- «Sboth fish and plant, life. 
ec ? 

 * ' Another element enters into this as I found later at 

F Spencer, that of the emptying of the waters of a 

sewage disposal plant into this lake. It was thought 

b that the plant had not been properly kept up and that 

f an undue amount of pollution was going into the lake. 

i Local municipal politics will enter into the problem. 

Rabbits; Very plentiful put wery much diseased. 

; This report by Dan *uller of Storm Lake. Did not 

: know about them holing up in cold weather. 

,
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: o'Brien county 

i Pheasants; 
Not as plentiful as in former years. Red 

§ fox given as reason. Report of Hay Cooper, farmet 

j two mibes N. R,°0f Sutherland told of finding one 

: fox den on his place this fall with five pheasant 

: carcases therein. 

pr Kas of Sutherland reported that Waterman Creek, 

' ordinarily 4 very good pheasant disgrict, had been. 

: practically 
cleaned out of pheasants--reas

on- increase
 

E of red fox. 

: Hunger iansh feport of Yr Kas and sportsmen of Suther- 

' Tand advise that Hungariens are well scattered about 

the county. (original plantings given on map) 

; Rabbits; Keport very ecarce. fr Kas advised this was 

Largely due to use of rabbits for 
fox farms. Told of 

; auto trailer loads of rabbits being prought into the 

fur farms, price peing paid 10¢ for cottontails 
and 

_ Vv 95¢ for jacks. No disease noted. #dvised they pole 

ba V UP in extreme cold weather. 

Bo Waterfowl development; 
The sportsmen of Sutherland, 

i 8 iy 4 Kas, are very enthusiastic 
over the pos- 

sibility of establishing low dams on Waterman Creek, 

spotted at locations where it will spread the water 

F over wide field areas. Idea of costs, land purchase 

necessary etc. not known.
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